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 IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. DIST. & SESSIONS JUDGE-I, KOLLAM
     Present: Sri. Sujith. K.N,  Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge-I, Kollam.                                                                                                                                                                                 

Tuesday, the  24th day of May, 2022 /  3rd  day of Jaishta, 1944. 

SESSIONS CASE NO. 1231/2021

CP. No. : 50/2021 of JFMC (Temporary), 
Sasthamcotta.

Crime No. : 791/2021 of Sooranadu Police Station

Complainant :  State of Kerala represented by 
Deputy Superintendent of Police, 
Sasthamcotta.

(By Adv: Sri. G. Mohanraj, 
Special Public Prosecutor)

Accused : Kirankumar.S, S/o. Sadasivan Pillai, 
Chandra Vilasam Veedu, Ambalathumbhagom
Muri, Poruvazhy Village, Kunnathoor.
(By Adv: Sri. C. Prathapachandran Pillai)

 Charge :  U/Ss.   304B,  306,  498A,  323,  506(i)  IPC  
and Sec. 3 and 4 of Dowry Prohibition Act.

 Plea of the accused :   Not guilty

 Finding of the court :     Guilty

Sentence or Order :  

1. The accused is sentenced to undergo Rigorous
Imprisonment  for  a  period  of  ten  years,  for
having  committed  the  offence  punishable
u/s. 304B of the Indian Penal Code, 1860.

2. The  accused  is further  sentenced  to  undergo
Rigorous Imprisonment for a period of six years
and to pay a fine of .2,00,000/- (Rupees Two₹
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lakhs only), and in default of payment of fine,
he shall undergo Rigorous Imprisonment for a
further  period  of  six  months,  for  having
committed  the  offence  punishable  u/s.  306  of
the Indian Penal Code, 1860.

3. That apart, the accused is sentenced to undergo
Rigorous  Imprisonment  for  a  period  of  two
years and to pay a fine of .50,000/- (Rupees₹
Fifty thousand only), and in default of payment
of  fine,  he  shall  undergo  Rigorous
Imprisonment  for  a  further  period  of  three
months,  for  having  committed  the  offence
punishable u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal Code,
1860.

4. Barring the above, the accused is also sentenced
to undergo Rigorous Imprisonment for a period
of six years and to pay a fine of .10,00,000/-₹
(Rupees  Ten  lakhs  only),  and  in  default  of
payment  of  fine,  he  shall  undergo  Rigorous
Imprisonment  for  a  further  period of  eighteen
months,  for  having  committed  the  offence
punishable u/s. 3 of the Dowry Prohibition Act,
1961.

5. Lastly,  the  accused  is sentenced  to  undergo
Rigorous Imprisonment for a period of one year
and  to  pay  a  fine  of  .5,000/-  (Rupees  Five₹
thousand  only),  and  in  default  of  payment  of
fine,  he  shall  undergo Rigorous  Imprisonment
for a further period of fifteen days, for having
committed the offence punishable u/s. 4 of the
Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961.
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6. Set off u/s. 428 of the Cr.P.C. is allowed and the
sentence  imposed  under  various  heads  herein
above will run concurrently.

7. If the fine amount is realized from the accused,
an amount of .2,00,000/- (Rupees Two lakhs₹
only)  each  shall  be  paid  to  PW1  and  PW3
(parents of victim), as compensation, u/s.357 (1)
(b) of the Cr.P.C.

8. As regards material objects, MO4 to MO7 and
MO9  being valueless, shall be destroyed as per
rules, once the appeal period is over.  The MO1
- mobile  phone shall  be returned to PW2 and
MO2 - mobile phone shall be returned to PW3.
In the case of MO3, the same shall be returned
to PW4 and MO8 shall  be returned to PW24.
With  respect  to  MO10,  the  same  shall  be
returned to  PW1 or  PW3 and MO11 shall  be
returned  to  the  accused.   For  dispelling  any
doubts,  it  is  made  clear  that,  the  custody  of
above referred mobile phones shall be delivered
to the parties only after the period of appeal and
that apart, the same shall be delivered only on
due acknowledgment.  

Dates of trial & hearing: 10-01-2022, 11-01-2022, 12-01-2022, 
13-01-2022, 17-01-2022, 18-01-2022, 
19-01-2022, 20-01-2022, 21-01-2022, 
24-01-2022, 25-01-2022, 27-01-2022, 
28-01-2022, 31-01-2022, 01-02-2022, 
02-02-2022, 03-02-2022, 04-02-2022, 
07-02-2022, 08-02-2022, 09-02-2022, 
11-02-2022, 14-02-2022, 16-02-2022, 
17-02-2022, 18-02-2022, 23-02-2022, 
26-02-2022, 28-02-2022, 02-03-2022, 
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10-03-2022, 11-03-2022, 16-03-2022, 
25-03-2022, 26-03-2022, 28-03-2022, 
29-03-2022, 30-03-2022, 04-04-2022, 
06-04-2022, 07-04-2022, 08-04-2022, 
11-04-2022, 12-04-2022, 13-04-2022, 
18-04-2022, 19-04-2022, 21-04-2022, 
22-04-2022, 23-04-2022, 25-04-2022, 
26-04-2022, 27-04-2022, 28-04-2022, 
29-04-2022, 04-05-2022, 11-05-2022 
17-05-2022 and 23-05-2022.

     This sessions case have been heard on 23-05-2022 and the court on
24-05-2022 delivered the following:-

J U D G M E N T

“In the Court of Justice, both the parties know
the truth, it’s the Judge who’s on trial”

                  - Justice J.R. Midha of Delhi High Court
                         on his farewell speech.

The prefatory quote is neither an adage nor an axiom.  Conversely,

the same were the philosophical ruminations of a legal luminary, on the eve

of demitting his office as a Judge after an illustrious career.  After the said

speech, there were comments from people from all walks of life that, the

thinking of the maker is profoundly wise and is a so impressive truth.  By

the way, while remarking about the formation of judicial opinion, in his

article, “The Psychological Study of Judicial Opinion” Theodore Schroeder

observed that,  “every judicial opinion necessarily is the justification of every
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personal impulse of the Judge in relation to the situation before him and the

character  of  these  impulses  is  determined  by  the  Judge’s  lifelong  series  of

previous experiences, with their resultant integration in emotional tone.”  The

above  prelude  is  not  an  attempt  of  digression,  instead,  it  is  a  petite

self-reminder preparatory to an assiduous judicial exercise.  That said in the

exordium, then veering back to the factual settings of the case on hand,

here, the lone accused stands indicted by the State of Kerala, represented

by  the  Deputy  Superintendent  of  Police,  Police  Sub  Division,

Sasthamcotta; in Crime No. 791/2021 of the Police Station,  Sooranad; by

alleging the commission of offences, which are punishable u/ss. 304B, 306,

323, 498A and 506(i) of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 and Sections 3 and 4

of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961.

  2. An apercu of most essential facts, which are indispensable to

mention the span and spectrum of the prosecution case, is as follows: - 

Vismaya. S.V - the deceased in the case on hand - was the wife of the

accused  and  their  marriage  was  solemnized  on  31.05.2020,  at  bride’s

residence, situated at a place called, Kaithode.  Prior to the said marriage,

capitulating to the demand of the family of accused, the parental family of

the bride had agreed to endow 100 sovereigns of gold ornaments and 1.20

acres of land, alongside a brand new model motor car, as her parental share.
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In point of fact, at the time of his marriage, the accused was employed as

an Assistant Motor Vehicle Inspector, in the Department of Motor Vehicles,

Govt.  of  Kerala and he  nurtured a false hope that,  being a government

servant, he is enormously privileged to get a sizable amount as dowry from

the family of his wife.  However, to his utter dismay, Vismaya failed to

bring forth the dowry as he expected and his exasperation for the same

even blurted out on eve of his marriage.  Soon after the marriage, sans the

consent  of  Vismaya,  he  stashed  her  entire  gold  ornaments  in  the  bank

locker opened in his sole name and thereafter, he severely taunted her on

account of his dissatisfaction over the car bestowed at the time of marriage.

In an  incident  held on 29.08.2020,  at  around 14.25 hours,  he  assaulted

Vismaya and at  that  time, they were returning to the matrimonial  home

after the purchase of apparels in connection with the  Onam celebrations.

When the atrocities breached the limits of endurance, Vismaya somehow

managed to get out of the car and then took asylum in a house situated at a

place  Chittumala.   A few months  after  the  aforementioned incident,  on

03.01.2021,  the  accused took Vismaya  to  her  parental  home during the

early hours of that day and thereafter, brutally smacked her in front of her

brother.  In succession, when the brother of Vismaya swung into action for

her  rescue,  presumably  enraged  over  the  same,  the  accused  inhumanly
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attacked him also.  On hearing the uproar, the parents of Vismaya came to

the place of occurrence and thereon, the accused hurled abusive words at

them with the uttering that, “no one should feel comfort after burdening

him with a ‘scrap car’ and a ‘waste female’ and the future course will be

decided only after the exchange of  assets promised”.  On the trot,  after

throwing his gold chain at the father of Vismaya (PW1) and dumping the

car there, he hurriedly left the residential premises and hence, the incident

was duly informed to the local police station.  Though the police authorities

instantly nabbed the aggressor, attributing to a fruitful conciliation, it was

decided to drop any further penal proceedings.  Afterwards, on 04.01.2021,

Vismaya  returned  to  her  matrimonial  fold  and  she  stayed  there  till

11.01.2021.  On that day, the parents of Vismaya visited the matrimonial

home to invite the in-laws for the marriage of their son and at that time,

they came to know about the sufferings faced by her.  Whereupon, they

took Vismaya along with them and in spite of a due invite, the accused and

his family members did not participate in the marriage of the brother of

Vismaya with PW2.  In the meantime, there emerged a talk to dissolve the

marital tie and to obviate the same, the accused established close contacts

with Vismaya.  Sequel to the pressure thus exerted by the accused, Vismaya

went  along  with  him  on  17.03.2021  and  thereby,  they  resumed  their
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cohabitation in the matrimonial home.  Even thereafter, there was no respite

to the sufferings of Vismaya and she was severely haunted by the accused

to bring more dowry.  When the said atrocities scaled into new heights,

Vismaya  promptly  forewarned  the  accused  that,  she  is  unable  to

countenance the atrocities thus unleashed by him and if it is continued, the

only option ahead of her is to commit suicide.  Despite of such beseech, the

accused didn’t abate his brutalities on her and he continued it in the same

vigor as in the past.  On 21.06.2021, at around 02.00 hours, he severely

abused Vismaya on account of purported scanty dowry he had received and

thereafter, he blocked her social media contacts with her parental family.

At that juncture, Vismaya thought she may not get a bright future and the

said feeling got embedded in her.   Thereupon, on that day, at  a time in

between 03.15 to 03.30 hours, at the bathroom attached with the bedroom

of the house of the accused, having building No. VIII/438 of the Grama

Panchayat, Poruvazhy, as abetted by the accused, she committed suicide by

hanging and the ligature used by her was a bath-towel (MO12).  Wherefore,

the  prosecution  alleges  that,  besides  abetting  the  suicide,  voluntarily

causing hurt  and criminal  intimidation,  since the  subject  death occurred

otherwise than under normal circumstances within seven years of marriage,

the accused had committed the offence of dowry death.
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3. In  juxtapose  with  the  facts  mentioned  hereinabove,  the

prosecution came up with additional  contentions that,  not  long after  the

death in question, at around 10.45 a.m., PW1 (father of Vismaya) lodged

Ext.P1  -  First  Information  Statement  before  PW40  (Sub  Inspector  of

Police,  Police  Station,  Sooranad),  whereby  Ext.P91  -  First  Information

Report  was registered u/s.  174 of the Cr.P.C.   Soon after  the same,  the

inquest on the dead body was held and later, the corpus was sent for the

postmortem examination.  The evidences thus collected till then sufficiently

indicated  about  the  commission  of  criminal  offences  and  therefore,  the

Investigating Officer (PW34) had filed a report  before the jurisdictional

Judicial  Magistrate by denoting the same.  In the meantime, the task of

investigation was taken over by PW41 (Deputy Superintendent of Police,

Police Sub Division, Sasthamcotta) and ultimately, on completion of due

investigation,  he  himself  laid  the  Final  Report  before  the  Ld.  Judicial

Magistrate of the First Class (Temporary), Sasthamcotta; by alleging that,

the accused has committed offences as stated afore.

 4. Following  the  submission  of  said  Final  Report,  the  Ld.

Magistrate  took  cognizance  of  offences  as  C.P.  No.  50/2021  and  then

committed the case, after complying with the provisions of Sections 207
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and 209(a) of the Code of Criminal Procedure,  to the Court of Session,

Kollam Division.   Subsequently,  the  said case was made over from the

Court of Session, Kollam Division; to this Court for trial and disposal, in

consonance with law.

5. Whereafter, the accused was produced before this Court and he

was defended by a counsel of his choice.  Then, on hearing both sides and

perusing the prosecution records, it was decided that, the accused was not

entitled  for  a  discharge  as  envisaged  u/s.  227 of  the  Code  of  Criminal

Procedure, hence, the Court Charge was framed against him, for offences

punishable u/ss. 304B, 306, 498A, 323 and 506(i) of the Indian Penal Code,

1860 and Sections 3 and 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, to which,

he pleaded 'not guilty' and claimed to be tried.  The different heads of Court

Charges framed against the accused are as under:

Firstly, that you, on 21.06.2021, in between 03.15 hours and

03.30 hours,  at  the bathroom attached with the bedroom of the

first  floor  of  your  house  having  building  No.  VIII/432  of  the

Grama Panchayat Poruvazhy, in Poruvazhy Village of Kunnathur

Taluk of Kollam District, the death of Vismaya, D/o. Thrivikraman

Nair,  K.K.M.P House,  Nilamel  Village,  was caused by  hanging

from the ventilation of the said bathroom by using a towel, within
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two years of her marriage and soon before her death,  she was

subjected  to  cruelty  by  you  in  connection  with  the  demand  of

dowry  and thus  thereby  committed  the  offence of  dowry  death,

punishable u/s. 304B of Indian Penal Code and that is within the

cognizance of this court.   

Secondly,  that  you,  on  21.06.2021,  in  between  03.15  and

03.30 hours,  at  the bathroom attached with the bedroom of the

first  floor  of  your  house  having  building  No.  VIII/432  of  the

Grama Panchayat Poruvazhy, in Poruvazhy Village of Kunnathur

Taluk of Kollam District, the aforesaid Vismaya committed suicide

by hanging from the ventilation of the said bathroom, and you,

abetted its commission by subjecting her to severe mental as well

as  physical  cruelties  and thereby  you instigated  her  to  commit

suicide  and  thus  thereby  committed  an  offence,  punishable

u/s.  306  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  and  that  is  within  the

cognizance of this Court.

Thirdly, that you, being the husband of aforesaid Vismaya,

ever  since  the  date  of  her  marriage  with  you  on  31.05.2020,

subjected her to cruelty, demanding more money, valuable articles

and gold ornaments, and thereafter you instigated her to commit

suicide,  whereupon  the  said  Vismaya  committed  suicide  by

hanging herself on 21.06.2021, in between 03.15 and 03.30 hours,

at the bathroom of the first floor of your house having building

No. VIII/432 of the Grama Panchayat Poruvazhy, in Poruvazhy

Village of Kunnathur Taluk of Kollam District, and thus thereby
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committed the offence, punishable u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal

Code and that is within the cognizance of this Court.

Fourthly, that you, on 29.08.2020, at 14.20 hours, while you

were travelling along with the above mentioned Vismaya, along

Kundara – Bharanikkavu public road, in a Toyota Yarris model

car, bearing Regn. No. KL-24-P-7872, voluntarily caused hurt to

said Vismaya and thus thereby committed the offence, punishable

u/s.  323  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  and  that  is  within  the

cognizance of this Court. 

Fifthly,  that  you,  during  the  night  intervening  02.01.2021

and 03.01.2021,  at  your house and thereafter,  en route to your

journey  to  her  house,  situated  at  a  place  called,  Nilamel,

voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  said  Vismaya  and  thus  thereby

committed the offence,  punishable u/s.  323 of  the  Indian Penal

Code and that is within the cognizance of this Court.

Sixthly,  that  you,  on  17.04.2021,  at  your  house  having

building  No.  VIII/432  of  the  Grama  Panchayat,  Poruvazhy,

voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  said  Vismaya  and  thus  thereby

committed the offence,  punishable u/s.  323 of  the  Indian Penal

Code and that is within the cognizance of this Court.

Seventhly, that you, on 21.06.2021, at 02.00 hours, at your

house,  having  building  No.  VIII/432  of  the  Grama  Panchayat,

Poruvazhy,  criminally  intimidated  above  said  Vismaya,  by
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threatening  to  cause  harm  to  her  person  and  thus  thereby

committed the offence, punishable u/s. 506(i) of the Indian Penal

Code and that is within the cognizance of this Court.

Eighthly that, you, for the purpose of your marriage with the

above  said  Vismaya  held  on  31.05.2020,  took  dowry  and  thus

thereby  committed  the  offence,  punishable  u/s.  3  of  the  Dowry

Prohibition Act,  1961, and that is within the cognizance of this

Court.

Lastly that, you, before and after your marriage with above

said Vismaya held on 31.05.2020, directly demanded dowry from

her  parents  on  many  occasions  till  21.06.2021,  including

30.05.2020, 29.08.2020, 02.01.2021, 03.01.2021, 17.04.2021 and

21.06.2021, and thus thereby committed the offence, punishable

u/s. 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, and that is within the

cognizance of this Court.

6. Evidences let in by the prosecution:-  At the time of evidence,

in order to hold up their allegations, from the side of prosecution, CW1 was

examined as PW1, CW4 was examined as PW2, CW3 was examined as

PW3, CW6 was examined as PW4, CW10 was examined as PW5, CW17

was  examined  as  PW6,  CW22  was  examined  as  PW7,  CW15  was

examined as PW8, CW25 was examined as PW9, CW18 was examined as

PW10, CW28 was examined as PW11, CW33 was examined as PW12,
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CW65 was examined PW13, CW57 was examined as PW14, CW74 was

examined as PW15, CW53 was examined as PW16, CW71 was examined

as PW17, CW32 was examined as PW18, CW58 was examined as PW19,

CW59 was examined as PW20, CW64 was examined as PW21, CW81 was

examined as PW22, CW73 was examined as PW23, CW30 was examined

as PW24, CW76 was examined as PW25, CW78 was examined as PW26,

CW77 was examined as PW27, CW50 was examined as PW28, CW55 was

examined as PW29, CW56 was examined as PW30, CW96 was examined

as PW31, CW97 was examined as PW32, CW99 was examined as PW34,

CW31 was examined as PW35, CW66 was examined as PW36, CW98 was

examined as PW37, CW68 was examined as PW38, an additional witness

No. 1 was examined as PW39, CW101 was examined as PW40, CW102

was examined as PW41 and another additional witness was examined as

PW42.  The examination of CW2, CW5, CW7 to CW9, CW11 to CW14,

CW16, CW19 to CW21, CW23, CW24, CW26, CW27, CW29, CW34 to

CW49,  CW51,  CW52,  CW54,  CW60 to CW63,  CW67,  CW69,  CW70,

CW72,  CW75,  CW79,  CW80  and  CW82  to  CW95  in  the  prosecution

witness  list  was  given up by the  Ld.  Special  Public  Prosecutor.   Thus,

prosecution evidences in this case consists of the oral testimonies of PW1

to  PW42  and  documents  Exts.P1  to  Ext.P120  (a),  along  with  material
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objects MO1 to MO12. Regarding each prosecution documents, Ext.P1 is

the  First  Information  Statement  given  by  PW1,  Ext.P2  is  the  Kaichit

executed by PW1 on receiving the interim custody of Toyota Yarris car,

Ext.P3  (series,  7  Nos.)  are  the  bills  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold

ornaments in connection with the marriage, Ext.P4 is the Kaichit executed

by PW1 on receiving the interim custody of gold ornaments, Ext.P5 is the

copied screenshot of the WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and PW2

stored in MO1-mobile phone, Ext.P6 is the photograph, Ext.P6(a) is the

Certificate attached to Ext.P6 u/s. 65B of Indian Evidence Act, Ext.P6(b) is

the  legible  copy  of  the  photograph  marked  as  Ext.P6,  Ext.P7  is  the

screenshot of the messages in between Vismaya and the brother of PW2,

Ext.P8 (series, 17 Nos.) are the recorded conversations stored in MO2 -

mobile  phone  and the  cloned copies  of  very  same conversations  at  the

instance  of  Cyber  Forensic  Expert  were  subsequently  marked  in

Ext.P87(series). Similarly, Ext.P9 is the recorded conversation in between

Vismaya and PW4 stored in MO3 - mobile phone and the cloned copy of

said  conversation  at  the  instance  of  Cyber  Forensic  Expert  was

subsequently marked as Ext.P90(a). Likewise, Ext.P10(series) to Ext.P15

(series) are the  WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and PW4 stored in

MO3 - mobile phone, Ext.P16 is the pen drive produced by PW6 to show
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his dealings with Vismaya, Ext.P16(a) is the Certificate attached to Ext.P16

u/s. 65B of Indian Evidence Act, Ext.P17 is the Kaichit executed by PW6

on receiving  the  interim custody  of  his  laptop  and  mobile  phone  from

which the contents of Ext.P16 were taken, Ext.P18 is the Seizure Mahazar

of MO2 -  mobile  phone,  Ext.P19 is  the  Scene Mahazar  of  the  incident

dated 03.01.2021, Ext.20 is the Kaichit executed by PW9 on receiving the

original  of  Ext.P21 Marriage Register,  Ext.P21 is  the  copy of  Marriage

Register, Ext.P22 and Ext.P23 are the Case Diary contradiction statements

of  PW11,  Ext.P24  is  the  Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of  PW12,

Ext.P25 is the initial assessment of Casualty prepared by PW13, Ext.P26 is

the Extract of Marriage Register, Ext.P27 is the R.C particulars of Toyota

Yarris  car,  Ext.P28  is  the  true  copy  of  the  Account  Opening  Form  of

Vismaya  with  the  Federal  Bank  Ltd,  Nilamel  Branch,  Ext.P29  is  the

statement  of  account  of  Vismaya  in  the  said  account,  Ext.P30  is  the

Account  Opening  Form  of  CW2  with  the  Federal  Bank  Ltd,  Nilamel

Branch, Ext.P31 is the statement of account of CW2 in the said account,

Ext.P32 is  the  true  copy of  Account  Opening Form of CW40 with  the

Federal Bank Ltd, Nilamel Branch, Ext.P33 is the statement of account of

CW40 in the said account, Ext.P34 is the Inquest Report, Ext.P35 is the

portion of the 161 Cr.P.C statement of PW18, Ext.P36 is the Accident-cum-
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Wound Certificate of CW2, Ext.P37 is the Treatment Summary of CW2 at

N.S. Hospital, Kollam, Ext.P38 is the Forensic Science Laboratory Report,

Ext.P39 is  the  report  on examination of scene of occurrence by PW23,

Ext.P40 is the portion of the 161 Cr.P.C statement of PW24, Ext.P41 is the

certified copy of Customer Application Form, Ext.P42 is the certified copy

of Call Detail Records, Ext.P43 is the certified copy of Caller ID Decoding

Report,  Ext.P44  is  the  certified  copy  of  Customer  Application  Form,

Ext.P45 is the certified copy of Call Detail Records, Ext.P46 is the certified

copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding  Report,  Ext.P47  is  the  certified  copy  of

Customer Application Form, Ext.P48 is the certified copy of Call Detail

Records,  Ext.P49  is  the  certified  copy  of  Customer  Application  Form,

Ext.P50 is the certified copy of Call Detail Records, Ext.P51 is the certified

copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding  Report,   Ext.P52  is  the  certified  copy  of

Customer Application Form, Ext.P53 is the certified copy of Call Detail

Records,  Ext.P54  is  the  certified  copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding  Report,

Ext.P55 is the certified copy of Customer Application Form, Ext.P56 is the

certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records,  Ext.P57  is  the  certified  copy  of

Customer Application Form, Ext.P58 is the certified copy of Call Detail

Records,  Ext.P59  is  the  certified  copy  of  Customer  Application  Form,

Ext.P60 is the certified copy of Call Detail Records, Ext.P61 is the certified
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copy of Customer Application Form, Ext.P62 is the certified copy of Call

Detail Records, Ext.P63 is the certified copy of Caller ID Decoding Report,

Ext.P64 is the certified copy of Customer Application Form, Ext.P65 is the

certified copy of Call Detail Records, Ext.P66 is the copy of request for

allotment of Safe Deposit Locker by the accused, Ext.P67 is the copy of

Safe Deposit  Locker Key Register,  Ext.P68 is the copy of Safe Deposit

Locker  Access  Register,  Ext.P69  is  the  Kaichit  executed  by  PW28  on

receiving the originals of Exts.P65 to 68 documents, Ext.P70 is the Plan of

scene of occurrence of suicide, , Ext.P71 is the Plan of scene of occurrence

of the incident dated 03.01.2021, Ext.P72 is the Seizure Mahazar prepared

by PW31 on seizing the laptop and mobile phone of PW6, Ext.P73 is the

Seizure  Mahazar  regarding  the  Toyota  Yarris  Car  prepared  by  PW32,

Ext.P74 is the Search List prepared by PW33 on conducting the search in

the house of the accused, Ext.P75 is the phone bills seized at the time of

above said search, Ext.P76 is the Warranty Card of the mobile phone seized

at the time of above said search, Ext.P77 is the report given to the Sub

Divisional Magistrate, Kollam by PW34 on identifying the commission of

offence, Ext.P78 is the report given to the jurisdictional Judicial Magistrate

by PW34 on identifying the commission of offence, Ext.P79 is the report

given  by  PW34  before  the  the  Sub  Divisional  Magistrate,  Kollam  to
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transfer the case records to the jurisdictional Judicial Magistrate, Ext.P80 is

the portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of  PW35,  Ext.P81  is  the

Postmortem Report, Ext.P82 is the Chemical Examination Report, Ext.P83

is the  Seizure Mahazar regarding mobile phone of PW2, Ext.P84 is the

Report of the Scene Visit prepared by PW38, Ext.P85 is the Cyber Forensic

Analysis Report, Ext.P85(a) is the image of Facebook account details of the

phone used by Vismaya, wherein it is shown that, Facebook accounts of

PW1 and others are blocked, Ext.85(b) is the printouts of the messages sent

by  Vismaya  to  PW24  retrieved  from  MO8,  Ext.P85(h),  Ext.85(i)  &

Ext.P85(j)  are  the  images  contained  in  page  No.  7  of  Annexure-II  pen

drive, Ext.P85(k) is the images contained in page No. 8 of said pen drive,

Ext.P86 is the pen drive in which the data from MO11-mobile phone of the

accused  are  copied  which  is  labelled  as  Annexure-I,  Ext.P86(a)  is  the

WhatsApp messages in between the accused and Vismaya on 20.06.2020 at

14.59.25 hours, Ext.P86(b) is the notification in MO8 - mobile phone of

PW24 dated 29.06.2021 whereby messages were deleted, Ext.P87 is the

pen drive  in  which the  data  from MO10-mobile  phone  of  Vismaya  are

copied  labelled  as  Annexure-II,  Ext.P87(a)  is  the  message  in  between

Vismaya and PW24 at  11.05.50  hours  on 13.06.2021,  Ext.P87(b)  is  the

message in between Vismaya and PW24 at 11.06.00  hours on 13.06.2021,
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Ext.P87(c)  is  the  message  in  between Vismaya and PW24 at  11.07.47

hours on 13.06.2021, Ext.P87(d) is the message in between Vismaya and

PW24  at  11.08.08 hours  on  13.06.2021,  Ext.P87(e)  is  the  message  in

between Vismaya and PW24 at 11.08.34 hours on 13.06.2021, Ext.P87(f) is

the  message  in  between  Vismaya  and  PW24  at  11.08.42 hours  on

13.06.2021, Ext.P87(g) is the message in between Vismaya and the accused

at 14.59.24 hours and 14.59.27 hours on 20.06.2021 (very same messages

retrieved from the phone of Vismaya was marked as Ext.P86(a), Ext.P87(h)

(series,  11  Nos.)  are  the  emoji  files  sent  in  between  the  accused  and

Vismaya, Ext.P87(i) is the soft copies of images in Ext.P87, Ext.P87(j) is

the screenshot contained in Q3 folder of Ext.P87 - pen drive, Ext.87(k) is

the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 11.28.05 hours on

31.03.2021, Ext.P87(l) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and

PW3  at  20.15.30  hours  on  31.03.2021,  Ext.P87(m)  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 09.11.28 hours on 02.04.2021,

Ext.P87(n)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  Vismaya  and  PW3  at

10.26.35  hours  on  07.04.2021,  Ext.P87(o)  is  the  recorded  conversation

between Vismaya and PW3 at 23.06.34 hours on 08.04.2021, Ext.P87(p) is

the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 09.06.12 hours on

11.04.2021, Ext.P87(q) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and
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PW3  at  10.23.06  hours  on  14.04.2021,  Ext.P87(r)  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 17.05.35 hours on 18.04.2021,

Ext.P87(s)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  Vismaya  and  PW3  at

08.47.30  hours  on  21.04.2021,  Ext.P87(t)  is  the  recorded  conversation

between Vismaya and PW3 at 19.03.06 hours on 26.04.2021, Ext.P87(u) is

the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 17.06.19 hours on

02.05.2021, Ext.P87(v) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and

PW3  at  12.40.39  hours  on  04.05.2021,  Ext.P87(w)  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 10.31.57 hours on 05.05.2021,

Ext.P87(x)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  Vismaya  and  PW3  at

10.29.46  hours  on  06.05.2021,  Ext.P87(y)  is  the  recorded  conversation

between Vismaya and PW3 at 11.59.48 hours on 07.05.2021, Ext.P87(z) is

the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 10.05.30 hours on

21.05.2021, Ext.P87(aa) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and

PW3  at  06.52.22  hours  on  24.05.2021,  Ext.P87(ab)  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 15.45.04 hours on 02.06.2021,

Ext.P87(ac) is the recorded conversation at 06.49.22 hours on 04.06.2021,

Ext.P87(ad)  is  the  recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at

10.16.20 hours  on  04.06.2021,  Ext.P87(ae)  is  the  recorded conversation

between Vismaya and PW3 at 06.59.35 hours on 07.06.2021, Ext.P87(af) is
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the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 10.36.53 hours on

11.06.2021, Ext.P87(ag) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and

PW3  at  10.48.29  hours  on  11.06.2021,  Ext.P87(ah)  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 11.15.26 hours on 11.06.2021,

Ext.P87(ai)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  Vismaya  and  PW3 at

15.01.30  hours  on  11.06.2021,  Ext.P87(aj)  is  the  recorded  conversation

between Vismaya and PW3 at 11.32.42 hours on 13.06.2021, Ext.P87(ak)

is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 12.13.16 hours

on 13.06.2021, Ext.P87(al) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya

and PW3 at 13.15.21 hours on 13.06.2021, Ext.P87(am) is the recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 17.58.11 hours on 14.06.2021,

Ext.P87(an)  is  the  recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at

16.01.49 hours  on 15.06.2021,  Ext.P87(ao)  is  the  recorded conversation

between Vismaya and PW3 at 17.31.34 hours on 15.06.2021, Ext.P87(ap)

is the recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 13.43.38 hours

on 19.06.2021, Ext.P87(aq) is the recorded conversation between Vismaya

and  PW3 at  19.12.50  hours  on  19.06.2021,  Ext.P87(ar)  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW3 at 12.52.54 hours on 20.06.2021,

Ext.P88(a) is the recorded conversation between the accused and CW2 at

12.28.22  hours  on  06.05.2020,  Ext.P88(b)  is  the  recorded  conversation
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between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  18.52.08  hours  on  06.05.2020,

Ext.P88(c) is the recorded conversation between the accused and PW35 at

14.21.45  hours  on  25.05.2020,  Ext.P88(d)  is  the  recorded  conversation

between the accused and PW1 at 18.21.45 hours on 09.06.2020, Ext.P88(e)

is the  recorded conversation between the accused and PW1 at  14.25.59

hours on 29.08.2020, Ext.P88(f) is the recorded conversation between the

accused  and  PW1  at  14.43.25  hours  on  29.08.2020,  Ext.P88(g)  is  the

recorded conversation between the accused and PW11 at 14.58.04 hours on

29.08.2020, Ext.P88(h) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and  PW1  at  15.11.23  hours  on  29.08.2020,  Ext.P88(i)  is  the  recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  15.09.11  hours  on

29.08.2020, Ext.P88(j) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW11 at  15.12.50 hours on 29.08.2020,  Ext.P88(k)  is  the  recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW1  at  15.40.59  hours  on

29.08.2020, Ext.P88(l) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and Vismaya at 03.10.18 hours on 31.12.2020, Ext.P88(m) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW35  at  18.33.38  hours  on

02.01.2021, Ext.P88(n) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW35 at  19.51.56 hours on 02.01.2021,  Ext.P88(o)  is  the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  00.04.42  hours  on
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03.01.2021, Ext.P88(p) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and CW29 at 00.48.35 hours on 03.01.2021,  Ext.P88(q)  is  the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW11  at  00.55.09  hours  on

03.01.2021, Ext.P88(r) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW11 at  01.42.47 hours  on  03.01.2021,  Ext.P88(s)  is  the  recorded

conversation  between  policeman  and  PW35  at  04.08.52  hours  on

03.01.2021, Ext.P88(t) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW35 at  08.25.07 hours on 03.01.2021,  Ext.P88(u)  is  the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW121  at  08.35.08  hours  on

03.01.2021, Ext.P88(v) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW35 at 09.12.10 hours on 03.01.2021, Ext.P88(w) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW21  at  09.35.54  hours  on

03.01.2021, Ext.P88(x) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW11 at  10.10.48 hours on 03.01.2021,  Ext.P88(y)  is  the  recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW11  at  11.00.06  hours  on

03.01.2021, Ext.P88(z) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW21 at 12.24.11 hours on 03.01.2021, Ext.P88(aa) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW35  at  12.19.17  hours  on

03.01.2021, Ext.P88(ab) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW35 at 12.54.22 hours on 03.01.2021, Ext.P88(ac) is the recorded
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conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW35  at  22.55.40  hours  on

04.01.2021, Ext.P88(ad) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW35 at 20.51.30 hours on 05.01.2021, Ext.P88(ae) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  22.40.47  hours  on

06.01.2021, Ext.P88(af) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and Vismaya at 09.28.03 hours on 11.01.2021, Ext.P88(ag) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  09.31.20  hours  on

11.01.2021, Ext.P88(ah) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and  PW3 at  13.31.51  hours  on  11.01.2021,  Ext.P88(ai)  is  the  recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  13.35.54  hours  on

11.01.2021, Ext.P88(aj) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and PW24 at 18.38.26 hours on 13.01.2021, Ext.P88(ak) is the recorded

conversation between the PW1 and PW11 at 07.48.51 hours on 17.01.2021,

Ext.P88(al) is the recorded conversation between the accused and PW10 at

21.25.04 hours on 17.01.2021,  Ext.P88(am) is the recorded conversation

between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  19.52.46  hours  on  17.01.2021,

Ext.P88(an) is the recorded conversation between the accused and Raji, a

relative of the accused at 11.30.55 hours on 21.01.2017, Ext.P88(ao) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 23.29.18 hours

on  12.02.2021,  Ext.P88(ap)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the
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accused and PW24 at  20.20.48 hours on 14.02.2021,  Ext.P88(aq) is  the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 00.42.28 hours

on  20.02.2021,  Ext.P88(ar)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 02.32.00 hours on 20.02.2021, Ext.P88(as) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 22.35.00 hours

on  21.02.2021,  Ext.P88(at)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 11.14.38 hours on 24.02.2021, Ext.P88(au) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 15.35.41 hours

on  24.02.2021,  Ext.P88(av)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 17.11.13 hours on 24.02.2021, Ext.P88(aw) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 17.14.31 hours

on  24.02.2021,  Ext.P88(ax)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 08.28.53 hours on 16.03.2021, Ext.P88(ay) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 12.21.39 hours

on  16.03.2021,  Ext.P88(az)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 19.03.34 hours on 16.03.2021, Ext.P88(ba) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 22.17.37 hours

on  16.03.2021,  Ext.P88(bb)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 05.48.27 hours on 17.03.2021, Ext.P88(bc) is the

recorded conversation between the Vismaya and PW3 at 19.10.46 hours on
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17.03.2021, Ext.P88(bd) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and Vismaya at 18.45.07 hours on 30.03.2021, Ext.P88(be) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW12 at  19.18.28  hours  on

18.04.2021, Ext.P88(bf) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and Raji  at  10.51.05 hours on 16.05.2021,   Ext.P88(bg) is  the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  12.41.55  hours  on

31.05.2021, Ext.P88(bh) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and Vismaya at 23.31.16 hours on 01.06.2021, Ext.P88(bi) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  19.02.49  hours  on

02.06.2021, Ext.P88(bj) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and Vismaya at 07.14.47 hours on 04.06.2021, Ext.P88(bk) is the recorded

conversation  between  the  accused  and  Vismaya  at  07.34.53  hours  on

04.06.2021, Ext.P88(bl) is the recorded conversation between the accused

and  Vismaya  at  08.20.40   hours  on  04.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bm)  is  the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 13.42.25 hours

on  04.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bn)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 19.15.47  hours on 04.06.2021, Ext.P88(bo) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 21.07.45 hours

on  05.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bp)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 22.33.49 hours on 05.06.2021, Ext.P88(bq) is the
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recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 22.43.30 hours

on  05.06.2021,  Ext.P88(br)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 02.34.22 hours on 06.06.2021, Ext.P88(bs) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 11.10.09 hours

on  07.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bt)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 13.24.55 hours on 07.06.2021, Ext.P88(bu) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 16.17.38 hours

on  07.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bv)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 09.56.20 hours on 10.06.2021, Ext.P88(bw) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 13.48.35 hours

on  11.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bx)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 14.51.21 hours on 11.06.2021, Ext.P88(by) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 17.22.32 hours

on  11.06.2021,  Ext.P88(bz)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 09.23.57 hours on 14.06.2021, Ext.P88(ca) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 12.57.25 hours

on  14.06.2021,  Ext.P88(cb)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the

accused and Vismaya at 18.56.26  hours on 15.06.2021, Ext.P88(cc) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 13.27.46 hours

on  16.06.2021,  Ext.P88(cd)  is  the  recorded  conversation  between  the
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accused and Vismaya at 14.22.31 hours on 16.06.2021, Ext.P88(ce) is the

recorded conversation between the accused and Vismaya at 11.16.29 hours

on 11.01.2021, Ext.P89 is the Cyber Forensic Analysis Report, Ext.P90 is

the pen drive carrying the contents of MO3-mobile phone, Ext.P90(a) is the

recorded conversation between Vismaya and PW4 at  11.39.52 hours on

31.05.2021, Ext.P90(b) is the WhatsApp chat between Vismaya and PW4,

Ext.P90(c) is the Facebook Messenger chats between Vismaya and PW4,

Ext.P91  is  the  First  Information Report,  Ext.P92  is  the  Scene  Mahazar

prepared  by  PW40,  Ext.P93  is  the  report  sent  to  the  jurisdictional

Magistrate  by intimating the  factum of  taking over  the responsibility of

investigation by PW41,  Ext.P94 is  the report  furnished to the  Court  by

intimating the factum of constituting a special investigation team, Ext.P95

(series)  are the  arrest  documents  of the  accused,  Ext.P96 is  the  Seizure

Mahazar prepared after opening the MO10 and MO11 - mobile phones,

Ext.P96(a) is the disclosure statement given by the accused to open the

number lock of MO10 - mobile  phone,  Ext.P97 is the Seizure Mahazar

prepared by PW41 on seizing the bank records produced by PW28, Ext.P98

is  the  Co-relation  Scene  Mahazar  prepared  by  PW41,  Ext.P99  is  the

Observation  Mahazar  of  ligature  prepared  by  PW41,  Ext.P100  is  the

Seizure Mahazar of MO8 - mobile phone, Ext.P101 is the Seizure Mahazar
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of marriage records,  Ext.P102 is the  Observation Mahazar  of MO4 and

MO5, Ext.P103 (series) are the documents relate to the purchase of Toyota

Yarris car, Ext.P104 (series) are the property lists, Ext.P105 is the Search

Warrant issued from the Court, Ext.P106 (series) are the photographs taken

at  the  time  of  inquest  and  scene  mahazar,  Ext.P107  is  the  Certificate

attached  to  Ext.P106  (series)-photographs,  Ext.P108  is  the  inventory

prepared at the time of taking Ext.P106(series)-photographs into custody,

Ext.P109 is  the  Seizure  Mahazar  of  gold ornaments  produced by PW1,

Ext.P110 is the inventory of Ext.P3(series) - bills, Ext.P111 is the Seizure

Mahazar of MO3 - mobile phone, Ext.P112 is the Seizure Mahazar of gold

ornaments produced by PW11, Ext.P113 and Ext.P114 are the reports filed

by  PW41  to  add  more  heads  of  offence,  Ext.P115  (series)  are  the

forwarding notes, Ext.P116 (series) are the forwarding notes, Ext.P117 and

Ext.P118  are  the  Forensic  Science  Laboratory  Reports,  Ext.P119  is  the

General Diary Register (true form of Ext.D36), Ext.P120 is the DVD of

C.C.T.V footage  and  Ext.P120(a)  is  the  Certificate  of  Ext.P120.   Then

regarding material objects, MO1 is the mobile phone of PW2, MO2 is the

mobile phone of PW3, MO3 is the mobile phone of PW4, MO4 is the dress

(T-shirt) of Vismaya, MO5 is the dress (leggings) of Vismaya, MO6 and

MO7 are the razors recovered from the scene of occurrence, MO8 is the
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mobile phone of PW24, MO9 is the mobile phone cover recovered at the

time of seizure of the house of the accused, MO10 is the mobile phone of

Vismaya, MO11 is the mobile phone of the accused and MO12 is the bath-

towel - ligature material used for the commission of suicide  Out of these

documents  and material  objects,  the  Ext.P1 to Ext.P4 were marked and

proved through PW1, Ext.P5 to Ext.P7 were marked and proved through

PW2,  Ext.P8(series)  were  marked  and  proved  through  PW3,  Ext,P9  to

Ext.P15  were  marked  and  proved  through  PW4,  Ext.P16  (series)  and

Ext.P17 were marked and proved through PW7, Ext.P18 and Ext.P19 were

marked and proved through PW8, Ext.P20 and Ext.P21 were marked and

proved  through  PW9,  Ext.P22  and  Ext.P23  were  marked  and  proved

through PW11, Ext.P24 was marked and proved through PW12, Ext.P25

was marked and proved through PW13, Ext.P26 was marked and proved

through PW14,  Ext.P27 was marked and proved through PW15, Ext.P28

to Ext.P33 were marked and proved through PW16, Ext.P34 was marked

and  proved  through  PW17,   Ext.P35  was  marked  and  proved  through

PW18,  Ext.P36  was  marked  and  proved  through  PW19,  Ext.P37  was

marked  and  proved  through  PW20,  Ext.P38  was  marked  and  proved

through PW22, Ext.P39 was marked and proved through PW23, Ext.P40

was marked and proved through PW24, Ext.P41 to Ext.P54  were marked
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and proved through PW25, Ext.P55 to Ext.P63 were marked and proved

through PW26, Ext.P64 and Ext.P65 were  marked and proved through

PW27,  Ext.P66  to  Ext.P69  were  marked  and  proved  through  PW28,

Ext.P70 was marked and proved through PW29, Ext.P71 was marked and

proved through PW30, Ext.P72 was marked and proved through PW31,

Ext.P73 was marked and proved through PW32, Ext.P74 to Ext.P76 were

marked and proved through PW33, Ext.P77 to Ext.P79 were marked and

proved through PW34, Ext.P80 was marked and proved through PW35,

Ext.P81 and Ext.P82 were  marked and proved through PW36, Ext.P83 was

marked  and  proved  through  PW37,  Ext.P84  was  marked  and  proved

through PW38, Ext.P85 (series) to Ext.P90(series) were marked and proved

through  PW39,  Ext.P91  and  Ext.P92  were  marked  and  proved  through

PW40, Ext.P93 to Ext.P119 were marked and proved through PW41 and

Ext.P120  and  Ext.P120(a)  were  marked  and  proved  through  PW42.

However, unwittingly, at the time of marking documents through PW39, as

an omission, no documents were marked as Ext.P85(c) to Ext.P85(g) and

Ext.P88. 

       
7. The  evidence  of  PW1/CW1:-   Thrivikraman  Nair  -  is  the

genetic father of the deceased and to the hilt and all the way, he favoured
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the case of prosecution.  This witness would say that, he is a gulf returnee

and at the time of her death, his daughter was a final year B.A.M.S student

in the Co-operative Medical College, Pandalam.  Other than her official

name, his daughter was having a pet name called, ‘Malu’ and the accused

was her husband.  The proposal for their marriage actually came through a

matrimonial website and in response to the same, the family members of

the  accused  had  visited  his  home  and  eventually,  they  offered  their

willingness to  fix  the  alliance.   Following this,  along with some of  his

relatives, he went to the house of the accused and when they reached there,

in the presence of PW10, the father of the accused (PW11) openly stated

that, he had given 101 sovereigns as the parental share of his daughter and

simultaneously asked, how much would be given to Vismaya.  In answer to

the same, he responded, 100 sovereigns of gold ornaments, alongside 1.20

acres of landed property and a car, will be exchanged as her parental share.

Following this, the betrothal ceremony was held on 12.09.2019, at Meharba

Auditorium,  Nilamel  and  thereafter,  the  marriage  was  solemnized  on

31.05.2020,  at  the  residence  of  the  bride  and  it  was  conducted  in

consonance with the restrictions imposed by the Government authorities in

the wake of the outbreak of pandemic COVID-19.  On the eve of the said

marriage, in alignment with the custom in vogue, the accused visited his
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home and at that time, the accused chanced to have a glance at the newly

purchased motorcar for the marriage.  On his return, the accused expressed

his discontent about the said car and according to him, the same has to be

replaced  with  another  brand  new  car,  which  he  directly  disclosed  to

Vismaya.   Vismaya,  in  turn,  informed  the  matter  to  this  witness  and

following this, on the date of marriage, this witness assured that, a new car

would  be  purchased  after  closing  the  hypothecation  liabilities  of  the

existing car.   About  nine  to  ten days after  the  marriage,  along with his

daughter, the accused went to stash the gold ornaments in a bank locker and

at that time, the weight of the gold ornaments was cross-checked.  Through

the same it was revealed that, only 80 sovereigns were given to Vismaya

and on their return, the accused ridiculed and berated Vismaya in front of

his mother and then openly stated to her that, 'your father had deceived me

by giving a shoddy car and diminutive quantity of gold ornaments’.  The

above sequence of events were correctly informed to him on the very same

day itself by Vismaya and subsequently, when the accused and Vismaya

were returning to the matrimonial home from Kollam, for the reason of

dowry and motorcar given, the accused assaulted her.  Then he had driven

the  subject  vehicle  in  an  exorbitant  speed  and  it  even  rubbed  against
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another vehicle.  When they reached a place called, Chittumala, Vismaya

got out of the vehicle and took asylum in a nearby house.  In succession,

Vismaya  called  him  and  after  pacifying  her,  he  contacted  the  accused.

However,  the  accused  responded  in  a  rude  manner  and  hence,  on  that

evening itself,  along with his  wife,  he  visited the  matrimonial  home of

Vismaya.  Then also, there was demand of dowry from the father of the

accused and on 03.01.2021, at around 01.00 to 1.30 hours, he awakened

from the sleep by hearing a tumult.  When he reached in front of his house

along with his wife (PW3), the accused was seen as slapping the brother of

Vismaya and Vismaya was then crying loudly.  Immediately, he enquired

about the incident and anon, the accused rose from the body of the brother

of Vismaya and then shouted, ‘you will get the right to speak only after

complying the promises made and till then, let your daughter and vehicle

remain here’.  Following this, the accused pulled out the gold chain which

Vismaya had presented to him during the marriage and then threw it at this

witness.  Some neighbours have witnessed the events thus occurred and the

matter was informed to the police by CW2.  Around 15 to 20 minutes later,

police party came with the accused and at that time also, he unnecessarily

thundered threats.   When asked about  the  incidents  happened,  Vismaya

said, with the demand of dowry, she was badly beaten up by the accused.
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Next to the same, as instructed by the police officials, CW2 was taken to a

nearby hospital  and from there,  he was referred to the Medical College

Hospital, Thiruvananthapuram.  However, to render sudden medical aid, he

was rushed to a private hospital at Kollam and there he remained under

observation for about 2 to 2 ½ hours.  Whereafter, they returned to their

home  and  at  that  time,  two  Motor  Vehicles  Department  officials  were

already present  there.   They alerted about  the possibilities of  losing the

employment of the accused once a criminal case is charged and therefore, it

was decided to drop any further criminal actions.  Two days thereafter, he

accompanied Vismaya to her matrimonial home to take the hall ticket of

her examination and after reaching there, Vismaya unilaterally decided to

stay there for the remaining examinations.  Actually she feared about the

social blame and that is why, she abruptly decided to continue her stay in

the matrimonial home.  Not long after the same, on 11.01.2021, along with

his  wife (PW3),  he again reached the matrimonial  home of  Vismaya to

invite  the  in-laws  for  the  marriage  of  his  son  and  at  that  time,  it  was

understood that,  Vismaya was facing harassment from the accused.  So,

they took Vismaya along with them in their return journey and the accused

and his family members did not participate in the marriage of the brother of

Vismaya despite of due invite.   In the meantime, Vismaya had revealed
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about all the hardships she had been facing in the matrimonial home and

therefore, it was decided to seek divorce. The sudden turn of events were

duly informed to the community leaders and under their aegis, a mediation

talk was fixed on 25.03.2021.   Somehow knowing about  the  same,  the

accused took Vismaya along with him on 17.03.2021 from her college and

two days thereafter, Vismaya revealed to PW3 that, it was not because of

his  love  the  accused  took  her  back,  instead,  he  wanted  to  negate  the

possibility of facing a criminal action.  During the said phase of common

stay, the accused restricted Vismaya from interacting with her father and

brother via social media and on 21.06.2021, it was informed to this witness

that, Vismaya was admitted in Padmavathy Hospital in a critical condition.

Consequently, he reached the hospital on that day at around 07.30 a.m and

at  that  time,  PW11 was present  there.   Then PW11 revealed,  at  around

02.00 hours, an altercation erupted in between Vismaya and the accused.

Unusual to her normal behaviour, even though the previous day of the fatal

act was celebrated as Father’s Day, Vismaya did not put his photograph as

status  in  her  Whats  App account.   Subsequently,  he  went  to  the  Police

Station,  Sooranad  and  police  had  recorded  Ext.P1  -  First  Information

Statement given by him.  Amid the progress of investigation, he received

the  interim custody of  the  motorcar  by  executing  Ext.P2  -  Kaichit  and
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Ext.P3 (series) - bills that indicate the purchase of gold ornaments, were

also  marked  through  this  witness.   That  apart,  several  recorded

conversations retrieved by the Cyber Forensic Science Laboratory Officials

were confronted with this witness and he identified the voices ingrained in

the said conversations.  On expected lines, he was subjected to an extensive

and piercing cross-examination, and whilst the same, he admitted that, after

17.03.2021,  neither  the  accused  nor  PW11  contacted  him.   He  further

admitted that, from the date of betrothal to till the date of marriage, nobody

from the side of the accused had demanded dowry and it was also elicited

that, the purported demand of dowry allegedly made by PW11 during the

first visit, is actually a material omission from his earlier statements.  He

also endorsed the suggestion that, even before the marriage, the accused

was having an Enfield company made motorcycle and a Maruti  Esteem

model car.  As an answer to another question, he deposed during the cross-

examination  that,  the  car  given  at  the  time  of  marriage  was  actually

purchased in his name by availing a loan on the guarantee of his fixed

deposits.  Nonetheless, he clarified logically about, why the car was not

registered in the name of Vismaya and then admitted that, subsequently, the

accused never sought the return of gold chain threw at him on 03.01.2021.

He also denied the suggestion that, it was his son who attacked the accused
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on 03.01.2021 and similarly, he severely disagreed with the suggestion that,

Vismaya was a troublesome character.  He further conceded, he is a local

level  leader  of a  political  outfit  in  the ruling coalition and the Member

representing  the  Assembly  Constituency  which  he  belong,  is  actually  a

State Cabinet Minister.  Ext.D1 - Case Diary contradiction was confronted

with this witness and considering the sweep and ambit of the dispute, the

said Case Diary contradiction as well as Ext.D2 - Case Diary contradiction

are not sufficient enough to impeach the creditworthiness of his testimony.

However, he admitted, after 03.01.202, there were no contacts in between

him  and  the  accused,  and  then  deposed  that,  it  was  the  accused  who

actually  carried  out  all  necessary  steps  to  get  the  newly  purchased  car

registered.  He further testified that, in connection with the marriage, 70

sovereigns of gold ornaments were purchased and that apart, Vismaya had

received 10 sovereigns of gold ornaments as gift.  He fiercely denied the

suggestions put to him that, he unfairly insisted Vismaya to dissolve the

marital tie and earlier, he had played subterfuge to cultivate evidence for

the same.  During the later stage of his cross-examination, Ext.D3 - Case

Diary contradiction statement was marked and subsequently, Ext.D4 - Case

Diary contradiction statement also marked.  Apparently, both these Case

Diary  contradiction  statements  are  not  sufficient  enough  to  throw
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overboard  his  entire  testimony  or  to  deplete  the  intrinsic  value  of  his

deposition.  Moreover, several recorded conversations were played during

the cross examination of this witness and he duly identified the voices of

respective persons involved in those conversations.  During the final stage

of his cross-examination, Ext.D5 and Ext.D6 - Case Diary contradiction

statements  were  also  marked and out  of  these  contradictory  statements,

Ext.D5 is reflective of his earlier  stand that,  even when Vismaya called

him, he did not pick up her phone calls.  Some former statements allegedly

given to various news channels were also confronted with this witness and

during his re-examination, Ext.P4 - Kaichit that demonstrates the interim

custody of gold ornaments allegedly belonged to Vismaya, was tendered in

evidence.  A deft analysis of the testimony of this witness would show that,

in  spite  of  a  dexterous  cross-examination,  the  evidence  spoken  by  this

witness about the marital persecutions faced by Vismaya has not corroded

at all.  

8. The evidence of PW2/CW4:-    Dr. Revathy - is the sister-in-

law of deceased Vismaya and she is a medical doctor by profession.  She

would say that, when the proposal for her marriage with CW2 came, it was

deceased Vismaya,  who contacted her first.   According to her,  deceased
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Vismaya was a jovial, pleasant and active girl, and she used to do TikTok

videos alongside her brother.  The marriage of Vismaya was solemnized on

31.05.2020 and even after the marriage, Vismaya maintained close contacts

with her.  However, about one to one and half months after the marriage,

Vismaya became so gloomy and therefore, she wanted to know its reason.

In reply to the said queries, Vismaya said, she was subjected to severe sorts

of physical as well as mental cruelties by the accused and he often blamed

her for bringing meagre dowry.  It was further revealed, according to the

accused, the family of Vismaya did not give gold ornaments as he aspired

and the car given was also not up to his expectation.  He always insisted for

a new car and most of the atrocities were for the said reason.  He even

resorted  to  body  shame  Vismaya  and  ridiculed  her  by  calling  as

‘Shuppandi’.  There was an incident during the  Onam days of 2020 and

amid the said incident, Vismaya was scolded and berated by the accused on

account of bringing forth deficient dowry and Vismaya had duly informed

this  incident  to  her  through  her  via  WhatsApp  chat  dated  29.08.2020.

Vismaya further stated,  two days prior to the said incident,  the accused

unleashed  inhuman  brutalities  on  her  and  in  the  said  transaction,  after

keeping her against the wall, he tried to stifle her and then caught hold of

her hair.  As a result, she fell down and anon, he stamped and slapped on
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her face.  These maltreatment had considerably lowered the confidence of

Vismaya and she thought, she may not get a bright future.  When these

brutalities breached the limit  of tolerance, in order to make a complaint

before the competent authorities, the phone number of Women Cell was

provided to Vismaya.  But Vismaya preferred to face the situation by hiding

the brutalities on her. Consequently, this witness was constrained to inform

the matter to CW2 and amid her examination, MO1 - mobile phone was

marked in evidence. Afterwards, the marriage in between this witness and

CW2 was conducted on 08.02.2021 and neither the accused nor his family

members participated in the said marriage. The non-participation from their

side occurred despite of fervent entreats from Vismaya for their presence in

the marriage and after the said marriage, Vismaya narrated in detail about

the harassment faced by her during her common stay with the accused.  She

said,  the  accused  was  nursing  a  notion  that,  by  marrying  Vismaya,  he

would  get  massive  assets  as  dowry  and  when  it  came  to  the  reality,

according to him, he had received only a scrap car and a waste female.  She

also  revealed about the magnitude of mental trauma suffered by her and

even disclosed about the suicidal ideation.  Later, she duly informed the

matter to her husband and other in-laws, and they jointly decided for the

dissolution  of  the  marital  tie.  However,  Vismaya  went  along  with  the
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accused on 17.03.2021 and thereafter, she had sent a message to her.  She

felt,  Vismaya was trying to avoid a social  stigma and after  17.03.2021,

Vismaya  had considerably  reduced her  interactions  with  her.   This  was

because of the restrictions imposed on her by the accused and Vismaya

actually feared of him.  She was totally reluctant  to contact  any of her

family members in the presence of the accused and by June 2021, the entire

contacts in between her and Vismaya completely vanished.   Vismaya was

close to her heart and subsequently, she learned about her death.  Ext.P5 -

screenshot  of  a  message  downloaded  from  Google  Drive  was  marked

through  this  witness  and  she  also  mentioned  about  the  screenshot  of

another chat in between her brother and Vismaya.  As usual, she was cross-

examined at length, and even during the said masterly exercise, she stuck to

her stand that, Vismaya was severely taunted and harassed by the accused

on account of dowry.  She further vouched that,  she is not holding any

malice against the accused and then denied the suggestion that, Vismaya

used filthy words at accused under her instigation.  She also denied the

suggestion that, she was bent on to ruin the marital life of Vismaya and

then  severely  refuted  the  defence  version  that,  Vismaya  had  created

problems in the marital  life  as instigated by her and her husband.   She

stoutly repudiated the suggestion of having an Instagram account to PW1
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and when a video footage was played that depicts a dance performed by

Vismaya and this witness on the eve of the marriage of the latter,  laying

emphasis  on said video footage,  she  replied that,  Vismaya was actually

suppressing her sorrow and then demonstrating a happy mood.  Whilst the

re-examination, Ext.P6 - photograph was marked and a more legible form

of selfsame photograph was marked as Ext.P6(b).  The required Certificate

was  marked  as  Ext.P6(a)  and  subsequently,  Ext.P7  -  screenshot  of

WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and the brother of this witness also

was admitted in evidence, albeit subject to the proof of its contents.  Since

a new fact was introduced during the re-examination, defence was allowed

to conduct  further examination and during the said further examination,

nothing was elicited to  impeach the  legal  tenability  of  Exts.P6 (series)-

documents.  A meticulous analysis of the testimony of this witness would

show that, despite a roving cross-examination, nothing has extracted from

her to approach her testimony with a penumbra of suspicion.  

9. The evidence of PW3/CW3 :-   Sajitha.V. Nair - is the mother

of  deceased  Vismaya  and  in  extenso  she  supported  the  prosecution

imputations.   While  deposing  before  the  Court,  she  has  identified  the

accused as her son-in-law and then stated that,  the marriage in between
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Vismaya and the accused took place on 31.05.2020.  Before the marriage,

there was a specific demand for dowry and therefore, it  was decided to

hand over 100 sovereigns of gold ornaments, 1.20 acres of landed assets

and a car in connection with the said marriage.  However, due to the lock-

down restrictions prevailed, the family of the bride was unable to amass the

entire assets thus promised and yet, they handed over 80 sovereigns of gold

ornaments  and  a  Toyota  Yarris  model  car  in  connection  with  the  said

marriage.  A short while after the marriage, the newly-wed couple together

went to open a bank locker to stack the gold ornaments received at the time

of marriage and after the said incident, the matrimonial life of Vismaya fell

into  severe  haunting  and  incessant  harassment.   She  was  savagely

tormented for extracting more dowry and these things were duly passed on

to the parental family during the regular mobile phone conversations.  A

few months after  the  marriage,  one day,  the newly-wed couple  went to

Kollam to purchase some apparels and while they were returning to home,

the  accused  massively  abused  Vismaya  on  account  of  the  car  given  in

connection with the marriage.  He showered extreme filthy languages at her

and simultaneously said, her father had betrayed him.  When their journey

reached  a  place  called,  East  Kallada,  afraid  of  the  terrorizing  posture

demonstrated by the accused, Vismaya somehow managed to get out of the
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vehicle and thereafter, took asylum in a nearby residence. On sighting the

incident, some onlookers gathered around the crime scene and the matter

was informed to PW1 also.  Whereupon, PW1 consoled Vismaya and then,

he contacted the accused.  Anon, the accused used bad words at PW1 and a

few minutes later, the accused voluntarily came back and resultantly took

Vismaya to the matrimonial home.  On the evening of said day, they went

to the matrimonial home of Vismaya to discuss the issues and at that time

also, the accused harshly treated PW1.  On hearing the fracas, PW11 came

out of the house and he also advised to comply with the promises made in

connection with the marriage.  For which, PW1 positively responded and

then Vismaya was willing to adjust and adapt with the strange ambiance in

the  matrimonial  home.   Even  thereafter,  Vismaya  informed  about  the

episodes of harassment on her  to PW2 and PW2,  in  turn,  informed the

matter  to  her  husband  (CW2).   Eventually  those  things  came  to  the

knowledge  of  entire  family  and  afterwards,  on  02.01.2021,  night,  the

accused brought Vismaya to the parental home.  He was then in a drunken

condition and he brutally manhandled Vismaya as well as her brother.  In

succession to the said highhanded act, after deserting the car there, he left

the  residential  premises  and  when  asked  about  the  incidents,  Vismaya

disclosed that, she was brutally beaten up by the accused on account of
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mingy dowry brought.  His major demand was either to bring a new car or

part  with  sufficient  money  for  the  purchase  of  a  new  car.   He  also

demanded forthwith transfer of landed property promised and then stated,

only  after  bringing  those  assets,  she  needed  to  come  back  to  the

matrimonial  home  and  up  until,  she  has  to  stay  in  her  parental  home.

Vismaya further narrated in detail about the attack on her and following the

above  said  incident,  matter  was  duly  informed  to  the  police.   In  the

meanwhile, the police party had apprehended the accused and they brought

him to the place of occurrence.  Subsequently,  the matter was amicably

settled  and  hence,  no  criminal  case  was  lodged.   Even  after  the  said

incident, Vismaya went back to the matrimonial home and the said decision

was taken by Vismaya herself.  For which, she ascribed the reason that, in

view of the upcoming marriage of her brother, it is not desirable to stay in

the  parental  home  and  if  she  does  so,  the  neighbours  may  make  sly

innuendos.  Subsequently, on 11.01.2021, along with PW1, she reached the

matrimonial  home  of  Vismaya  and  at  that  time,  Vismaya  was,  to  all

appearances,  devastated.   So,  they took  back their  daughter  along  with

them  and  the  marriage  of  the  brother  of  Vismaya  was  conducted  on

08.02.2021. Despite of earnest entreats, neither the accused nor his family

members  and  relatives  participated  in  the  said  marriage.   During  that
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period, Vismaya divulged about all the atrocities she had been facing in the

matrimony and therefore, it was decided to dissolve the marital tie.  The

matter was proceeded with and the same was informed to the community

organization leaders also.  Eventually, 25.03.2021 was fixed as the date for

the mediation talks and by knowing the same, on 17.03.2021, the accused

took  back  Vismaya  to  his  home from her  college.   The  said  date  was

happened to be the birthday of the accused and two days after the same,

Vismaya  contacted  her  over  mobile  phone  to  inform  that,  the  oblique

intention behind the sudden resumption of the matrimony at the instance of

the accused is to bury the possibility of any future police actions on account

of the things happened on 02.01.2021.  According to Vismaya,  the said

hidden motive was directly told to her by the accused and thereafter, the

accused had put  restrictions on Vismaya to  contact  PW1, PW2 and her

brother.  Though she was allowed to contact this witness with a particular

time restriction, Vismaya was feared to disclose the entire things to her.

Vismaya used to contact her in the absence of the accused only and she was

so heedful for the same.  One day, amid the usual conversation, the accused

snatched  the  mobile  phone  from  Vismaya  and  thereafter,  he  talked

viciously to this witness.  He also warned this witness against contacting

Vismaya further and once, via WhatsApp, Vismaya had sent a photograph
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that  depicts  an  injury  inflicted  by  the  accused.   However,  the  said

photograph was instantly deleted from the phone memory and Vismaya was

always advised to continue the matrimony.  On the immediate preceding

day of committing suicide, Vismaya contacted her over mobile phone and

pressingly  requested  money  to  remit  the  examination  fees.   Hence,

sufficient money was deposited in her bank account and subsequently, she

learned  about  the  death  of  Vismaya.   Whilst  the  investigation,  she  had

produced  her  MO2  mobile  phone  before  the  police  and  during  her

examination, several conversations in between the accused and Vismaya

were played in the Court.  She duly identified the voices involved in those

conversations and thereafter,  she identified the conversations in between

herself and Vismaya.  The said conversations were marked as Ext.P8 to

Ext.P8(p) and these conversations were subsequently marked in evidence

as Ext.P87(series) as retrieved by the C.F.S.L. people.  These conversations

are stored in MO2 mobile phone and while facing the cross-examination,

she  admitted  that,  the  recording  facility  in  MO2  mobile  phone  was

activated by someone else.  To a specific question, she answered that, her

wish was to continue the matrimony of Vismaya with the accused and she

came to know about the recorded conversations only when the gadget was

handed over to the police.  During the progression of cross-examination, a
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material omission with regard to the photograph of injured Vismaya was

brought forth and she admitted of having given such a statement before the

police.   However,  with  regard  to  the  demand of  dowry  by  PW11,  this

witness has got  only hearsay evidence and subsequently,  Ext.D7 -  Case

Diary contradiction statement of this witness was marked.  Considering the

matter in controversy, the said Case Diary contradiction statement is not at

all sufficient to corrode the worth of the statements on-oath given by this

witness  and  she  refuted  the  suggestion  of  the  defence  that,  all  the

acrimonious words used by the accused at the time of Chittumala incident,

were the reflection of his desperation with regard to the fuel efficiency of

the car given at the time of marriage.  She then denied the suggestion of the

defence that, Vismaya always behaved in a manner totally disproportionate

to  the  circumstances  and  she  was  a  pugnacious  character,  who  always

insisted to meet her father even during the wee hours of night.  Further, the

defence version regarding the incident held on 03.01.2021 was suggested to

this witness and the said suggestion was totally repelled by her.  When the

cross-examination progressed further,  Ext.D8 -  Case Diary contradiction

statement was brought to her attention and the said contradiction statement

pertains to a very trivial aspect of, whether after the incident occurred on

03.01.2021,  the  accused  ran  away  from  the  place  of  occurrence  or  he
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slowly  left  the  place.   Reckoning  on  any  angle,  the  said  Case  Diary

contradiction would create only very minimal impact to the verity of this

witness  and  similarly,  Ext.D9  -  Case  Diary  contradiction  statement,

wherein this witness said to have stated in her previous statement that, it

was PW1, who by dint of the mobile phone of CW2, informed the matter to

the police, is also not an impactful contradiction statement that will ruin the

credibility  of  witness.   The  next  suggestion  regarding  not  extending

invitation for the marriage of CW2, was also denied by this witness and

amid the cross-examination, she stuck to her stand that, Vismaya was taken

from the matrimonial home on 11.01.2021 on account of her sufferings.

During the cross-examination also, some recorded conversations were put

to  the  notice  of  this  witness  and  this  witness  admitted  the  same  as

conversation  either  between  herself  and  the  accused  or  in  between  the

accused and Vismaya or in between Vismaya and herself.  The projections

regarding the accused as disciplinarian and Vismaya as fickle-minded, were

also repudiated by this witness at the time of cross-examination and at one

stage of cross-examination, she deposed in definite terms that, even when

Vismaya was living in the parental home, she loved her husband so much.

Another suggestion regarding use of two phones was also ardently resisted

by  this  witness  and  she  added,  on  17.03.2021,  the  accused  took  back
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Vismaya to her home by feigning love.  Ext.D10 - recorded conversation

was marked through this witness and the very same conversation was again

marked  in  Ext.P87  (series).   The  suggestion  to  portray  Vismaya  as  an

immature  character  was  also  repudiated  by  this  witness  and  thereafter,

Ext.D11  -  conversation,  dated  07.05.2021,  in  between  this  witness  and

Vismaya, was also marked.  This conversation was marked with a primary

intention  that,  at  one  stage  of  the  said  conversation,  Vismaya  is  heard

saying to this witness that, if the persecutions are aimed to extract more

dowry, instead of the same, the accused could keep her sweet for achieving

the said purpose.  At another part  of this conversation,  Vismaya is also

referring about a mutual fight in between herself and the accused, and then

she complained that, the accused ridiculed her of not being studious and

devoted for the examination.  When Ext.D12 - conversation was marked, it

was put to this witness that, converse to the prosecution allegations, it was

PW1, who blocked Vismaya in the social media accounts and at that time,

she came with an evasive reply.   In the case of Ext.D13, the same was

marked to highlight the aspect that, the accused tried to elicit from Vismaya

that, whether her brother was in contact with her during the relevant period

or not.  As regards, Ext.D14 to Ext.D17 - conversations, considering the

substratum of disputes, the same are having little relevance only.  Primarily,
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Ext.D18  -  conversation  was  tendered  into  evidence  to  underpin  the

circumstances under which Vismaya had sought money from this witness to

remit  examination  fees  and  Ext.D19  -  conversation  was  brought  into

evidence  to  establish  that,  the  accused  never  caused  hindrances  to  the

studies of Vismaya.  As far as Ext.D20 is considered, it is reflective of a

temple  visit  and  Ext.D21  is  concerned,  the  same  was  marked  with  a

purported  intention  to  show  that,  the  accused  is  so  gentle  in  nature.

Moreover, Ext.D22 - conversation, dated 11.06.2021, was adduced by the

defence at the time of examination of this witness to prove that, Vismaya

was undergoing infertility treatment and in the said conversation,  she is

referring about the intake of folic acid tablets.  In Ext.D23 - conversation

dated 15.06.2021, Vismaya is heard saying to this witness that, on hearing

the news of pregnancy, she expects her father may visit  her.  The same

thing  is  decipherable  from  Ext.D24  -  conversation  also  and  Ext.D25  -

conversation was held on 15.06.2021.  As per the tone of this conversation

also,  Vismaya  is  spotted  somewhat  worried  about  her  pregnancy  and

questions  on  that  angle  were  also  asked  to  this  witness.   This  witness

completely rejected the defence version suggested to her and she, by all

accounts,  withstood  the  rigor  of  cross-examination  with  consistent  and

coherent versions.  
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10. The evidence of PW4/CW6:-  Vidhya Muraleedhar - is said to

be a friend of deceased Vismaya from her childhood and according to this

witness, they were as thick as thieves.  She further stated, the marriage of

Vismaya  was  held  on  31.05.2020  and  after  that,  her  marriage  was

conducted  on 17.08.2020.   On the  eve  of  her  marriage,  along with  the

accused, Vismaya had visited her home and even after the marriage, there

were  constant  contacts  in  between  the  duo.   During  those  occasions,

Vismaya had complained about  the  dowry demands and the  harassment

meted out to her by the accused and on several occasions, Vismaya had

revealed that, the accused was dissatisfied with the gold ornaments and the

car given at the time of marriage.  There were physical as well as mental

harassment on Vismaya on account of dowry and subsequently, she met

Vismaya on the date of marriage of her brother.  On the evening of said

marriage  day,  she  went  to  the  house  of  Vismaya  and  at  that  time,  the

accused was not present there.  Therefore, she enquired about the absence

of the accused, to which, Vismaya replied that, she has several matrimonial

issues and the accused took a stand that, she will not be taken back to the

matrimonial home, until the remaining gold ornaments and a new car are

provided  to him.  She also divulged about the attack on her brother by the
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accused and thereafter, mentioned about the other highhanded acts of the

accused by demanding more dowry.  According to Vismaya, the atrocities

unleashed by the accused were beyond the limits of tolerance and therefore,

at last, the parental family of Vismaya had decided to dissolve the marriage.

However, Vismaya was not in favour of the dissolution of marriage and she

had  a  deep-seated  intimacy  towards  the  accused.   Eventually,  at  the

instance and initiative of the accused, Vismaya resumed her matrimony and

for the resumption of said matrimony, the accused had put a condition that,

she shall refrain from contacting her parental family.  Earlier to that, during

their conversation, she had advised Vismaya against a haste and careless

resumption  of  matrimony  and  later,  for  some  reason  of  other,  there

occurred a gap in between their frequent phone contacts.  Subsequently,

they  had  cleared  the  route  and  again  started  constant  contacts  through

WhatsApp and Messenger.  Even then, Vismaya was afraid of making any

contacts in the presence of the accused and she also mentioned about the

difficult circumstances she was then facing in the matrimonial home.  The

accused forbade Vismaya from contacting PW1 and PW2, and there were

restrictions even to contact PW3.  Once Vismaya said, her mobile phone

was ravaged by the accused and Ext.P9 - conversation was recorded on

31.05.2021.  This witness has identified MO3 as the mobile phone used by
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her  and  Ext.P9  -  conversation  (the  cloned  copy  of  the  very  same

conversation was marked as Ext.P90(a))  as the conversation in between

herself and Vismaya, recorded in MO3 - mobile phone.  She continued,

31.05.2021 was the wedding anniversary day of Vismaya and during the

above said conversation,  Vismaya had complained about  the harassment

she had been facing at the hands of the accused.  She had sought the help of

this witness for her return to her parental home and even went to the extent

of  saying  that,  it  is  not  possible  to  put  up  with  the  sufferings  in  the

matrimonial  home.   Since  there  were  triple  lock-down  restrictions,  she

advised Vismaya to manage the situation till the declaration of relaxations.

There were WhatsApp chats in between them even after 31.05.2021 and

her last message was sent on 17.06.2021.  Though Vismaya saw the said

message,  she  did  not  respond.   Subsequently,  she  heard  the  death  of

Vismaya and during the course of investigation, she had produced MO3 -

mobile phone before the police.   Amid the examination of this witness,

Ext.P10(series),  Ext.P11  (series),  Ext.P12  (series),  Ext.P13  (series),

Ext.P14 (series) and Ext.P15 - WhatsApp chats were marked from the side

of prosecution and during the cross-examination, this witness has admitted

that, on the date of betrothal of Vismaya, she saw the accused.  As regards

Ext.P9  -  conversation  (Ext.P90(a)),  she  clarified  that,  during  the  said
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conversation,  Vismaya  did  not  mention  the  date  of  occurrence  of  the

incidents denoted by her and whilst the said conversation, whenever the

accused  came  near  to  Vismaya,  she  abruptly  changed  the  topic  of

chattering.   She further stated,  Vismaya even feared that,  if  her brother

makes  a  call  to  her,  that  will  aggravate  the  existing  issues  and  then

conceded, she was not exactly informed about the date of resumption of the

matrimony  by  Vismaya.   Further  down,  during  the  cross-examination,

Ext.D26 - contradiction statement from the 164 of the Cr.P.C statement of

this  witness  was  marked  and  this  contradiction  was  with  regard  to  a

previous incident.   Considering the factual context of this case, the said

purported contradiction statement is so trivial in nature.  When the cross-

examination progressed further, it was suggested to this witness that, she

was  against  the  continuation  of  matrimony  of  Vismaya  and  therefore,

Vismaya  had  portrayed  a  different  picture  before  her.   However,  this

witness has denied the said suggestions and then emphatically stated that,

she always hoped to have a good marital life for Vismaya.  Subsequently,

she  admitted  that,  on  30.05.2021,  there  held  a  conversation  in  between

herself and the brother of Vismaya (CW2) and at that time, nothing was

mentioned by her about the purported taunting Vismaya was facing at the

hands of the accused.  However, she hastily added, she did so as requested
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by Vismaya and in spite of the same, she had given a slight hint about the

bad  matrimonial  life  of  Vismaya  to  CW2.   A careful  scrutiny  of  the

evidence  tendered  by  this  witness  would  show that,  to  every  questions

posed  to  her  during  the  time  of  cross-examination,  she  has  delivered

definite  answers  in  a  confidence  inspiring  manner.   Another  pertinent

aspect revealed through her cross-examination is that, this witness is not

nurturing any malice against the accused and she is not at all motivated to

depose falsehood before this Court for some reason or other.

11. The evidence of PW5/CW10:-   Shyla - is said to be a resident

of a place called, Chittumala and the prosecution ventured to examine this

witness with an explicit intention to prove the point that, in an incident as

projected by them, which was occurred just before the Onam days of 2020,

Vismaya was assaulted by the accused en route to their return journey to

the  place  of  their  dwelling.   In consonance with the  same,  this  witness

stated on-oath that, on that day, she had accidentally sighted Vismaya in

front of her house and at that time, Vismaya was weeping.  Therefore, she

wanted to know the reason and then, the accused was standing near to the

gate  of  her  house.   In  answer  to  her  query,  Vismaya  replied  that,  the

accused  assaulted  her  on  account  of  the  car  given  and  on  viewing  the
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presence of Vismaya, some neighbours also gathered around there.  At that

juncture, the accused started to proceed to Chittumala side and thereafter,

Vismaya got inside the car.  Half an hour later, the accused came back and

the twosome together left the place. While being cross-examined, Ext.D27

- Case Diary contradiction was proved through this witness and she further

admitted that, her husband is still working as a Home Guard attached with

the Police Station, Sasthamcotta.  Another germane fact emerged through

the cross-examination of this witness is that, many of the facts deposed by

her at the time of examination-in-chief are, in fact, material omissions from

her earlier statement before the police.  

12. The evidence of PW6/CW17:-  Nipin Niravath - has portrayed

himself  as  a  Mentalist  as  well  as  a  Motivational  Speaker  and  then  he

admitted that, ‘mentalism’ is actually a performing art.  He further deposed,

on 26.02.2021, Vismaya had sent a message to his Facebook official page

by requesting his help to solve a grappling issue in her life.  Subsequently,

on  27.02.2021,  via  Google  Meet,  they  sat  together  and  at  that  time,

Vismaya had confided about the issues faced by her.   Initially she unfolded

about her inability to concentrate in her studies and when dug deep about

her problems, she disclosed that, she is a victim of dowry harassment and

there are issues with respect to the car provided to her.  She further stated,
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once the accused stomped her with his boot and then added, nevertheless,

she wanted to resume the matrimony with the accused.  To lend support to

the version put forth by him, this witness has produced Ext.P16 - pen drive,

along with Ext.P16(a) - certificate, and that apart, Ext.P17 - Kaichit was

also marked through this witness. While being cross-examined, he admitted

that, he is a stage performer and a bare analysis of his testimony would

show that, most of the material facts deposed by this witness are actually

omissions from his earlier statement.  That apart, Ext.D28 and Ext.D29 -

Case  Diary  contradiction  statements  were  also  marked  at  the  time  of

examination of this witness. However the contents of Ext.P16-pen drive are

throwing a fair light about the meeting in between himself and Vismaya. 

13. The evidence of PW7/CW22:-   Indira - is portrayed by the

prosecution as the Hostel Warden, wherein Vismaya was allegedly staying

in connection with her studies and she vouched that, since 2019 onwards,

Vismaya  had  been  residing  in  the  ladies  hostel  run  by  her.   Once  the

accused accompanied Vismaya to her journey to the said ladies hostel and

at that time, she even praised Vismaya in front of the accused.  Two days

later, she contacted Vismaya over mobile phone and then, her phone was

switched off.  One week later, she again called her and during the ensuing
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chat, Vismaya intimated that, the accused had deleted all the contacts from

her phone memory.  Then, Vismaya had mentioned about her dowry issues

and that apart, the grievance of the accused with regard to the car handed

over  in  connection  with  her  marriage  also  was  briefed  to  her.   On

07.06.2021, she again contacted Vismaya and at that time, Vismaya told

that, if she continued to stay in the matrimonial home, her life would be in

total jeopardy and therefore, she is toying with idea of coming back to the

hostel.   She  encouraged Vismaya  to  come back to  the  hostel  and even

expressed her willingness to pay the auto fare once she dared to do so.

Subsequently, she heard about the death of Vismaya and she became so sad.

However, the call records produced by the prosecution is not supporting the

version of this witness that, on 07.06.2021, she contacted Vismaya and that

apart, the credibility of this witness has further dented through the marking

of Ext.D30 - Case Diary contradiction statement, wherein she claimed that,

she  contacted  Vismaya  after  2  ‘O’  clock  on  07.06.2021.  However,

immediately  before  the  marking  of  said  contradiction  statement,  her

version was that, she talked to Vismaya at around 10 a.m.   

  
14. The evidence of PW8/CW15:-   Sabujan - is portrayed as a

neighbour of Vismaya’s parental home and this witness deposed that, he

knows the accused as the husband of Vismaya.  On 03.01.2021, after 01.00
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hours,  he  heard  the  sound  of  hurriedly  opening  the  gate  of  Vismaya’s

parental home and thereafter a fracas ensued.  So, out of curiosity, he went

to the place of occurrence and by that time, CW16 was already present

there.   On reaching the crime scene, he had seen CW2 as lying on the

ground and the accused was fisting him by sitting on his chest. By then,

PW1 and PW3 came out of the house and on sighting the presence of this

witness  and  CW16,  the  accused  stood  up  from  the  body  of  CW2  and

thereafter, he punched on the car with the uttering that, ‘waste female and

scrap car and I will show you, and let your daughter remain here’.

When  enquired,  PW1  revealed  that,  the  accused  did  not  relish  the  car

provided at the time of marriage and subsequently, he stood as a witness of

Ext.P18 and Ext.P19 - mahazars.  While being cross-examined it has come

to the  fore  that,  most  of  the  facts  deposed by this  witness  are  material

omissions from his earlier statements.

15. The  evidence  of  PW9/CW25:-   Premachandran  -  is  the

President of the community organization viz., N.S.S. Karayogam and this

witness has produced Ext.P21 - copy of the marriage register that denotes

the  factum of marriage in between the accused and Vismaya.  He further

stated, since the marriage register is required for the daily business of his
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community organization, he received back its interim custody by executing

Ext.P20 - Kaichit.  He added, after 03.01.2021, issues in the matrimony of

Vismaya were duly informed to his community organization and the said

fact was, in turn, duly informed to the upper tier of his organization.  The

prosecution  did  not  seriously  cross-examine  this  witness  and  their

questioning was limited to a lone question and its answer.

16. The evidence of PW10/CW18:-   Radhakrishna Kurup - is a

relative of deceased Vismaya and he deposed that, during the initial days of

marriage proposal, along with PW1, he went to the house of the accused

and at that time, there was a conversation with PW11 with regard to the

exchange of assets in connection with the marriage.  Subsequently, he was

informed  of,  on  03.01.2021,  the  accused  assaulted  Vismaya  and

simultaneously,  he  abandoned the  car  at  her  parental  residence.   So,  he

sought  the  help  of  PW11  to  solve  the  issues  and  at  that  time,  PW11

expressed  the  opinion  that,  in  order  to  resolve  the  issues,  the  assets

promised at  the time of marriage have to be transferred in the name of

accused.  Later, in his official clad, the accused came to his home and then

the accused expressed his feeling of being cheated and further said, till the

issues are solved, Vismaya will have to stay in her parental home.  While

being cross-examined, a recorded conversation was played in the Court and
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this witness admitted that, that was a conversation in between him and the

accused.

17. The  evidence  of  PW11/CW28:-    Sadasivan  Pillai  -  is  the

biological father of the accused and when deposed before the Court, he did

not opt to support the prosecution version.  Resultantly, he was declared

hostile at the instance of the Ld. Special Public Prosecutor and necessary

permission was granted to  put  questions  to  him which might  be  put  in

cross-examination by the adverse party.  However, it is discernible from the

statements on-oath of this witness that, the marriage in between the accused

and Vismaya was solemnized on 31.05.2020 and thereafter, Vismaya died

on 21.06.2021.  The death took place in the matrimonial home and at that

time, apart from Vismaya, he, his wife and the accused were the persons

present  in  the  said  house.   Out  of  which,  he  and his  wife  slept  in  the

bedroom of the ground floor and the accused and Vismaya were in the

bedroom of the first floor.  On that fateful day, at around 08.30 p.m, after

indulging in certain activities outside, Vismaya and the accused got inside

of the house.  Then they took bath in the bath room of the first floor and

following the same, they again came down to the downstairs.  Whereupon,

Vismaya went straight to the bedroom of the ground floor and the accused
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requested some food to his  mother.   Since the  accused demanded fresh

food, mother sought the help of Vismaya and she evaded from the same by

citing  tummy ache.   She  further  stated,  it  could  a  pain  prelude  to  the

menstruation cycle and hence, the mother told her to take rest.   Mother

cooked some  upma and the accused consumed the same.  Thereafter, the

accused as well as Vismaya returned to their bedroom and by 10 ‘O’ clock,

and thereafter, the accused again came down to the ground floor.  Then he

was playing something in his mobile phone and 10 to 15 minutes later,

Vismaya also ate the upma earlier prepared.  After the same, Vismaya again

went  back  to  the  bedroom  and  about  five  minutes  later,  the  accused

followed her.  Till 11.30 p.m, this witness had watched T.V and thereafter,

he went for sleep.  By 11.45 p.m, he heard the screaming of Vismaya from

the bedroom of the first floor and simultaneously, he heard the sound of the

accused.  So, he went up to the first floor and asked about the reason.  Then

Vismaya disclosed that, when she had sent a message to her father (PW1),

father responded in an unbecoming manner.  She further stated, her father

had abandoned her and thereafter, continued her crying.  He tried to pacify

Vismaya and she was so adamant to meet her father on that night itself.  He

again tried to console her and then given an assurance to her that, either the

accused  or  he  himself  will  take  her  to  her  parental  home  in  the  next
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morning.  In the meanwhile, the accused also tried to calm down Vismaya

and amid the same, he directed the accused to come down to the first floor

so  that  Vismaya  can take  rest  in  a  comfortable  manner.   After  that,  he

stepped out  of  the bedroom of Vismaya and the  accused followed him.

Though the accused again started to play in his mobile phone, he went for

sleep.  By 01.00 to 01.30 hours of the next day, he heard the sound of

someone knocking the door and simultaneously calling in loud voice as

‘Malu… Malu...’.  So, on curiosity, he again went up to the bedroom of the

accused and on reaching there, he had sighted the accused as knocking the

door of the bathroom.  There heard a sound of dropping water from inside

and the accused said, Vismaya had entered into the bathroom considerable

time back and now, she is neither opening the door nor responding to his

queries.  The accused again called Vismaya and in spite of the same, the

doors remained shut.  So, the accused forced opened the door and both of

them found Vismaya in a hanging posture.  They became upset at once and

the accused instantly untied the knot.  He helped the accused for the same

and both of them made the body of Vismaya to lie on the floor of bathroom.

Immediately,  water  was  showered  on  her  face  and  still  there  was  no

response.  The accused ventured to render some first-aid treatment and he

also  rendered  mouth  to  mouth  resuscitation  as  artificial  ventilation.
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Simultaneously,  he  pressed  on  her  chest  and  by  that  time,  CW29  also

reached the spot.  She asked about the happenings and then the accused

replied,  he  suspects  ‘Vismaya  is  no  more’.   Suddenly,  CW29  became

unconscious and this witness took her to the bedroom of the ground floor.

Even  when  he  returned,  the  accused  was  giving  first-aid  treatments  to

Vismaya and after testing her breathe, he then said, Vismaya died.  Both of

them were unable to cope up with the situation and he assisted the accused

to sit on the bed.  Suddenly, the accused took a pillow from the bed and at

that juncture, he had seen a suicide note prepared by Vismaya that kept

underneath the pillow picked up by the accused.  Since the accused was

totally thunderstruck, this witness,  along with DW1, went to the nearby

police station to inform the matter.  They handed over the suicide note to

the police men available in the police station and thereon, the policemen

sought more details from this witness.  After giving the statement, he had

affixed his signature on it and thereafter, the police men requested to hand

over the mobile phone.  Since he failed to carry his mobile phone along

with them, accompanied by DW1, he returned to his place of dwelling.

The police party followed them and the police party had restricted him and

DW1 from contacting anyone.  By 03 to 03.30 a.m, another set of police

men came in a jeep and initial  gang of two persons actually came in a
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motorbike.  The police personals came in the jeep eventually directed to

take the body to the hospital, for which, they cited it as the procedure to be

followed.  Consequently, the assistance of CW26 was sought to ferry the

body of Vismaya and he came with his own car.  When they were about to

commence their journey to the hospital,  policemen warned them against

disclosing their presence at the crime scene to anyone.  Thereafter, they

reached the  hospital  and the  doctor  examined Vismaya and declared  as

brought dead.  It took 5 to 10 minutes for the said declaration and after

presenting such a  version,  he  conceded that,  on 21.06.2021,  PW40 had

recorded his statement.  It was at that juncture, he actually deviated from

his earlier statements and eventually declared as hostile.  During the further

examination,  he  denied  of  having given Ext.P22  -  statement  before  the

police  and  then  came  up  with  an  explanation  that,  earlier,  police  had

threatened  to  implicate  him,  his  wife,  daughter  and  son-in-law  as  co-

accused of the case on hand and that is why he desisted from disclosing the

true facts to anyone else.  Surprisingly, he further stated, the accused herein

was made as an accused by that time itself.  Then, to a specific question, he

conceded that, soon after the death, whoever made enquires to him about

the things that led to the death, his response was that, there was a scuffle at

around 2 O’ clock.   Add on,  he  admitted,  it  is  for  the  first  time,  he  is
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making  a  statement  as  stated  in  his  deposition  before  a  responsible

authority  and  whatever  he  had  commented  to  the  media  were  also

falsehood.  He added, the accused did not read the suicide note and said

suicide note was entrusted with three to four police men then present in the

police  station.   He  further  agreed  with  the  suggestion  that,  in  spite  of

knowing about the missing of purported suicide note, previously, he never

resorted to make complaints against the investigation.  In answer to another

question, he said, having understood about the death of Vismaya, the first

person he contacted was CW26 and Vismaya was taken to hospital after

01.30 to 02.00 hours of her death.  During the period intervening, the dead

body of Vismaya was kept lying in the bathroom and she was taken to the

hospital on full assimilation of the fact that, she had breathed last.  The

factum  of death was informed to PW1 at 05 a.m only and the delay was

caused because of the fact that,  this witness was unable to keep abreast

with  the  happenings.   He  further  stated,  he  never  faced  any  bitter

experience from Vismaya.  However, he added, on one day, when they were

returning from a temple visit,  Vismaya created ruckus inside the vehicle

and  she  even  hit  her  head  against  the  side  of  the  vehicle.   Then  he

conceded,  once  he  warned  the  accused  against  assaulting  Vismaya  and

thereafter, refuted the suggestion that, there were demands from his side as
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conditions for the marriage.  He also admitted about the incident occurred

on 29.08.2020, albeit with a different version.  He further conceded, when

PW1 and PW3 came to the house, the accused discussed with them about

the vehicle given in connection with the marriage and then agreed with the

suggestion that, on 03.01.2021, at 00.55 hours and 01.42 hours, he made

mobile phone calls to the accused.  The said conversations and the other

conversations in between himself and the accused were played during the

examination of this witness and he admitted the voices involved in the said

conversations.  He also accepted the prosecution suggestion regarding the

conciliation talks held on 03.01.2021 and then endorsed the next projection

of prosecution that, further actions based on the incidents dated 03.01.2021

were dropped because of the generosity of PW1 and his family members.

He  also  admitted  the  interference  of  community  organizations  for  the

mediation talks and then admitted that, 17.03.2021 was the birthday of the

accused.  While being cross-examined, he testified that, the accused is an

Engineering Graduate in Automobile Engineering and then came up with a

version that,  in  connection  with  the  marriage,  there  was  no demand of

dowry from the side of bridegroom.  Further down, at the time of depicting

about what happened when they first saw Vismaya as hanging, he said, on

sighting the scene, the accused cried loudly and then, caught hold of the
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hair of Vismaya.  He added, it was because of the threatening of the police,

the availability of suicide note was not disclosed to anyone and earlier, the

gold ornaments were stashed in the bank locker as per his advice.  He also

stated about the scuffle between Vismaya and the accused on 06.05.2021

and to the said scuffle, he attributed another reason.   

18. The  evidence  of  PW12/CW33:-   Anilkumar  -  is  a  close

relative of the accused and he also turned hostile to the case of prosecution.

However, he deposed that, on the date of death of Vismaya, at around 05

a.m,  PW11 informed  him about  the  death  of  Vismaya  by  hanging  and

therefore,  requested  him  to  come  quickly  to  the  Padmavathy  Hospital.

Consequently, he reached the hospital and posed questions to PW11.  Then

PW11 said, at around 02 a.m, he heard a sound and therefore, he suspected,

the accused and Vismaya did not sleep on that night.  So, he went to their

bedroom and then, both were seen as sitting on the two ends of the bed.

Vismaya was in a total despair and he consoled her.  Wife of PW11 (CW29)

requested  Vismaya  to  come  down to  the  bedroom of  ground  floor,  for

which, Vismaya did not heed.  That apart, he also tried to elicit the reasons

of  death from the  accused and at  that  time,  the  accused has mentioned

about a wordy altercation.  This witness further admitted, the accused did

not  relish  the  car  given  in  connection  with  the  marriage  and  on  that
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account, the accused was having certain issues with Vismaya.  Apparently,

this witness was not cross-examined by the defence.  

  
19. The evidence of PW13/CW65:-   Dr.Amal Yesodharan - is the

doctor who declared the death of Vismaya.  This medical witness would say

that, on 21.06.2021, at around 04.04 a.m, Vismaya was brought dead before

him and after  due  examination,  he  confirmed her  death.   Denoting the

same,  he prepared Ext.P25 - Casualty Report and then deposed, he had

found ligature mark on the right side of the neck.  Further, he did notice

scratch  marks on the  left  wrist  and these  facts  were  recited  in  Ext.P25

document.   Vismaya  was  brought  by  three  persons  conjointly  and  he

informed the factum of death to them.  Then the accused narrated about the

reason and he elaborated, after a scuffle, Vismaya bolted the bathroom door

from inside and even after the elapse of half an hour, she did not open the

door.   Later,  when  the  door  was  force  opened,  Vismaya  was  found  as

hanging.  This witness has identified the accused as the person who made

the  disclosure  about  the  incident  and  while  being  cross-examined,  this

witness admitted that, Vismaya was actually brought around 03.50 a.m and

the death was declared on 04.01 a.m.  Amid the said cross-examination, it

is further revealed that, the purported admissions of the accused deposed by
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this witness were not included in Ext.P25 - Casualty Report.  

20. The evidence of PW14/CW57:-   Prabhakaran Pillai - is the

incumbent  Registrar  of  Marriage  attached  with  the  Grama  Panchayat,

Nilamel  and  Ext.P26  -  Extract  of  Marriage  Register  was  marked  and

proved through this witness.  As per the said document, the marriage of

Vismaya and the accused was solemnized on 31.05.2020, at the residence

of Vismaya.  This witness also was not cross-examined by the defence.

21. The evidence of PW15/CW74:-   B. Sureshkumar - deposed

that,  on  08.07.2021,  while  he  was  officiating  as  the  Joint  R.T.O,

Kottarakkara, as per the request of the Investigating Officer, he had issued

Ext.P27 - registration particulars of the vehicle having No. KL-24-P-7872

and as per the said vehicle particulars, the said vehicle is a Toyota Yarris

model  car  and  the  same  was  registered  in  the  name  of  PW1 with  the

hypothecation of Toyota Finance Service India Ltd.

22. The evidence  of  PW16/CW53:-    Rajesh.J.R -  is  presently

working as the Branch Manager of the Federal Bank Ltd, branch Nilamel

and he deposed that, deceased Vismaya, CW2 and CW40 are the customers

of his bank.  Whilst the investigation of this case, he produced Ext.P28 -

account  opening  form  of  Vismaya,  Ext.P29  -  statement  of  account  of
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Vismaya, Ext.P30 - account opening form of CW2, Ext.P31 - statement of

account of CW2, Ext.P32 - account opening form of CW40 and Ext.P33 -

statement  of  account  of  CW40.   He  further  stated,  on  27.04.2021,

Rs.3,000/- was sent to the account of Vismaya from the account of CW40

and the said fact is discernible from Ext.P29 and Ext.P32 documents.  That

apart, he said, on 27.02.2021, Rs.2,000/- was sent to the account of PW6

and the same is decipherable from Ext.P31 document.  

23. The evidence of PW17/CW71:-   Nissar - testified that, while

serving  as  the  Tahsildar  as  well  as  the  Executive  Magistrate  of  Taluk,

Kunnathur, as per the direction of the Sub Divisional Magistrate, Kollam,

on 21.06.2021, from 11 a.m to 01 p.m, at the mortuary of the Padmavathy

Hospital,  Sasthamcotta,  he  held  inquest  on  the  dead  body  of  deceased

Vismaya  and  amid  the  said  proceedings,  experts  have  taken cellophane

impressions.   Denoting  the  said  aspects,  he  prepared Ext.P34  -  Inquest

Report and during the said inquest proceedings, he had taken MO4 - T-shirt

and MO5 - leggings worn by the deceased at the time of her death.  While

facing the cross-examination, he said,  PW40 was present at  the time of

inquest proceedings and there are over writings in Ext.P34 document with

regard to his name. Next to the same, he conceded that, no one from the
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place of occurrence stood as witness to Ext.P34 document and then denied

the suggestion that, his performance of official acts were as influenced by

the ruling machinery and other external sources.  

24. The  evidence  of  PW18/CW32:-  Bindhukumari.S  -  is

admittedly the wife  of PW12 and thereby,  through her  marriage,  she  is

related to the accused of this case.   She testified that,  she was close to

Vismaya and on one occasion, she called Vismaya over mobile phone when

it was heard that, Vismaya was staying in her parental home due to marital

discord.   During  that  conversation,  Vismaya  admitted  about  the  split

occurred in the matrimony and to the later part of her testimony, she has

completely ditched her earlier statement and therefore, at the instance of

the Ld. Special Public Prosecutor, she was declared hostile.  During the

further  examination,  Ext.P35  -  Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  was

marked and towards the end of her examination-in-chief, she came up with

some other statements.  At that juncture, she stated on-oath that, she had

given advice to Vismaya to take appropriate action through the community

organization they belong and on hearing the news of the death of Vismaya,

she went to the hospital.   At there,  she met the accused and then made

queries with him about the things happened.  She then asked to the accused,

‘Have you now got your money and car’, to which, the accused unfolded
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his empty hands.  Her cross-examination was limited to a single question

and in answer to the same, she denied the suggestion that, she did not ask

anything to the accused when she met him in the hospital.

25. The evidence of PW19/CW58:-    Dr.  Fathima -  had sworn

before the Court that, while she was working as the Medical Officer in the

Taluk Hospital,  Kadakkal,  on 03.01.2021,  at  around 02.45 a.m, she had

examined CW2 with  a  history  of  sustaining injuries  in  an  assault  by  a

known  person  at  around  01.30  a.m,  on  03.01.2021.   At  the  time  of

examination,  the  patient  was  complaining about  having headache,  chest

discomfort,  vomiting,  sweating  and pain  on right  knee and upper  limb.

Since the patient was vomiting, she examined him further and no external

injury was found on his body.  Since C.T scan of brain was advised, he was

referred  to  the  General  Surgery  Department  of  the  Medical  College

Hospital, Thiruvananthapuram and evidencing the treatment thus rendered,

she had prepared Ext.P36 - Accident-cum-Wound Certificate.  That apart,

due intimation was given to the local police station and during the cross-

examination, she admitted that, since further examination was required, she

did not form any opinion as to the cause of injury.  

26. The evidence of PW20/CW59:-  Dr. D.Sasikumar - testified
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that, at present, he is working as the Deputy Medical Superintendent, N.S.

Memorial  Institute  of  Medical  Science,  Kollam  and  earlier,  as  per  the

request of PW41, he had verified the treatment history of CW2, who had

availed  treatment  from  the  Emergency  Department  of  his  hospital  on

03.01.2021 and thereupon, he had issued Ext.P37 - Treatment Certificate.

On verification of the relevant case records, he understood that, C.T scan of

brain was taken and the same was within normal limit.  That apart of X-ray

of shoulder and lumbar spine taken was not reflective of any bony injuries.

Therefore,  the  patient  was  advised  arm  sling,  bed  rest  and  supportive

measures.  This witness was also not cross-examined by the defence.

27. The evidence of PW21/CW64:-  Ajesh. K.V - is an Assistant

Motor Vehicle Inspector in the Motor Vehicles Department, Government of

Kerala and admittedly, he was a colleague of the accused.  He stated on-

oath that, he and the accused are batch-mates and in the month of January

2021, he was informed by a policeman that, the accused was apprehended

by the police.  That policeman further stated, then the accused was detained

in the police station and therefore, a short while later, he reached the Police

Station, Chadayamangalam.  The accused was then present in the police

station and he revealed that, during the previous night, he scuffled with his

brother-in-law.  He learned from the policemen that, there is a possibility to
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remand the accused to judicial custody and therefore, he went straight to

the parental house of Vismaya.  When he reached there, PW11, PW35 and

CW26  were  already  present  there  and  he  discussed  the  matter  with

Vismaya and her family.  He also informed them that, if the matter is not

settled,  perhaps,  it  may  affect  the  employment  of  the  accused  and

subsequently, he returned to the police station.  Soon after the same, PW1

and CW2 also came to the police station and they had a discussion with the

Circle Inspector of Police.  Thus, the issues were settled and during the

further leg of his examination-in-chief, some recorded conversations were

played and this witness had admitted the voices of the individuals involved

in the said conversations.  

28. The  evidence  of  PW22/CW81:-    Sreevidya.K.V -  is  now

working as the Assistant Director (D.N.A) in the State Forensic Science

Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram and she would say that, on 16.08.2021,

she  had  examined  MO6  along  with  three  other  materials  sent  for

examination.  Two razor blades examined by this witness were marked as

MO6 and MO7 and she further stated, the blood stains sent for examination

were  insufficient  for  DNA profiling.   Ext.P38  -  F.S.L report  also  was

marked  through  this  witness  and  she  was  not  cross-examined  by  the
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defence.  

29. The evidence of PW23/CW73:-   Dr. Sahra Mohamed - was

working  as  a  Scientific  Officer  (Physics)  in  the  State  Forensic  Science

Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram and on 01.07.2021, as per the request of

the Investigating Officer, she had conducted a visit to the crime scene and

the  purpose  of  visit  was  to  ascertain  whether  the  bathroom  door  was

forcefully opened from outside or not.   On reaching the crime scene,  a

detailed examination was conducted and on due analysis, she reached in a

conclusion  that,  the  door  of  the  bathroom  might  have  been  forcefully

opened  from  the  outside.   Denoting  these  aspects,  Ext.P39  -  Scene

Inspection Report was prepared and this document was marked sans any

objection.   For  some reason or  other,  the  defence did not  opt  to  cross-

examine this witness.

30. The evidence of PW24/CW30:-    Keerthi - is admittedly the

sister of the accused and she also betrayed the case of prosecution.  She

admitted that, the accused is her brother and Vismaya was the wife of the

accused.   During  her  examination,  Ext.P40  -  Case  Diary  contradiction

statement was marked and subsequently, she admitted that, earlier she had

produced MO8 - mobile phone used by her before the police.  She added,
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the SIM used by her was actually taken in the name of DW1 and she had

cleared the WhatsApp chats stored in MO8 - mobile phone on 29.06.2021.

To a further question, she replied that, on 13.06.2021, Vismaya had sent

WhatsApp  chats  to  her  and  in  the  said  chat,  Vismaya  had  desperately

sought  her  help  to  reach  her  parental  home.   She  also  admitted  about

another chat sent by Vismaya on the very same day, in which, she stated

that, she had suffered all bitter things in the life and on yesterday, she was

not allowed to sleep by the accused.  In another chat, Vismaya was saying

that, she has nothing more to part with and has no money either.  In yet

another chat, Vismaya did say that, she is ready to leave and will not come

back to the  life  of  the  accused,  since  he  is  in  anger  against  her.   To a

specific question, she admitted that, she did not sent any reply to the above

chats sent by Vismaya and she knew the fact that, the accused had raised

complaints regarding the low mileage of the car given in connection with

the marriage.  Subsequently, she clarified that, the chats dated 13.06.2021

were sent when she was present in her parental home and then the accused

was  not  available  there.   After  reading  the  chats,  she  went  up  to  the

bedroom of Vismaya and then Vismaya said, she was trying to prank this

witness.   So,  she  warned  Vismaya  against  repeating  the  same  and

thereafter, when the accused came back to home, he revealed those things
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to him.  Then the accused expressed his helplessness and thereafter, along

with Vismaya and the accused, she sat for having the food brought by the

accused.  Whilst the same, Vismaya also joked at her and during the further

leg of the examination, a recorded conversation was played in the Court.

While being cross-examined, this witness deposed that, on 02.01.2021, the

accused returned from her matrimonial home after midnight and Vismaya

and her brother were having the habit of performing art in TikTok platform.

However, during cross examination, it was suggested to this witness that,

Vismaya  had  sent  incriminating  messages  with  an  oblique  intention  to

manufacture evidence for some unknown reason.

31. The  evidence  of  PW25/CW76:-    Augustin  Joseph  -  is

currently officiating as the alternate Nodal Officer, Vodafone Idea Limited,

Kerala Circle and he deposed that, as per the request of the Investigating

Officer, he had produced Ext.P41 to Ext.P54 documents before the police.

The  call  Details  Records  produced by this  witness  relate  to  the  mobile

phone used by PW3, the accused and deceased Vismaya.  During cross-

examination, this witness revealed that, on 07.06.2021, there were no calls

to the mobile phone of Vismaya from the number used by PW7.  He further

stated,  from 13.06.2021,  01 p.m.  to  14.06.2021,  09.24 a.m.,  the  mobile

phone used by Vismaya was under the tower location of Sasthanada.  The
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documents produced by this witness were duly certified as envisaged u/s.

65B(4) of the Indian Evidence Act and at the time of his examination, both

sides tried to bring his attention to the mobile phone calls corresponding to

the recorded conversations tendered in evidence by them.  

32. The evidence of PW26/CW78:-    Aji Sanker - is the Nodal

Officer of Reliance Jio Mobile Service, Kerala Circle and during the time

of investigation, he had produced Ext.P55 to Ext.P63 documents.  These

documents are the customer application forms, call detail records and tower

location details of four SIM numbers and his evidence consists of the facts

discernible from these documents.  The documents submitted by him are

duly certified within the functional realm of Section 65B(4) of the Indian

Evidence  Act  and  both  sides  have  posed  question  to  this  witness  with

regard to the mobile phone calls corresponding to the call detail records

relied on by them.  

33. The evidence of PW27/CW77:- Sajeev.P.K - is the incumbent

Alternate Nodal Officer of the B.S.N.L and during the investigation stage,

he had produced Ext.P64 and Ext.P65 documents before the Investigating

Officer.  The document produced by him are customer application form and

call detail records of the mobile phone having SIM No. 9495606413 and
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this witness was not cross-examined by the defence.

34. The evidence of PW28/CW50:-   Raji.R.R - would say that, at

present, she is serving as the Branch Manager, State Bank of India, Branch

Poruvazhy and according to her, the accused is a customer of her bank.

Earlier, the accused had availed a safe deposit locker facility from her bank

and Ext.P66 is the request  for the allotment of safe deposit  locker thus

availed by the accused.  She further stated, Ext.P67 is the copy of safe

deposit locker key register and Ext.P68 is the copy of safe deposit locker

access  register.   She added,  during the  course  of  investigation,  she  had

produced  the  originals  of  Ext.P66  to  Ext.P68  -documents  before  the

Investigating Officer and soon after its production, the interim custody of

those  documents  were  obtained  under  Ext.P69  -  Kaichit.   Manifestly,

Ext.P66  to  Ext.P68  documents  were  marked  in  evidence  on  due

comparison  with  its  originals  and  during  the  cross-examination,  this

witness admitted that, after 09.06.2020, the account holder never opened

the said locker.

35. The evidence of PW29/CW55:-   Jolly.P.K - deposed that, on

12.07.2021, while officiating as the Village Officer, Poruvazhy Village, as

per the request of the Investigating Officer, he prepared Ext.P70 - plan of
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the scene of occurrence and the crime spot was ascertained on the basis of

copy of Scene Mahazar furnished before him.  He elaborated, in Ext.P70-

document, the crime scene is shown as item No. 4 and this witness was not

cross-examined by the defence.

36. The  evidence  of  PW30/CW56:-    Krishnakumar  -  testified

that,  amid  his  official  service  as  the  Village  Officer,  Village  Office,

Nilamel, as per the request emanated from the Investigating Officer of this

case, after conducting a visit to the crime scene and identifying the same on

the  basis  of  the  copy of  the  Scene  Mahazar  supplied,  he  had prepared

Ext.P71 - plan of the scene of occurrence and in the said document, the

crime scene of the incident happened on 03.01.2021 is shown as item No.1.

He also was not cross-examined by the defence.

37. The evidence of PW31/CW96:-  Chandramon - stated on-oath

that, while he was working as the Grade Sub Inspector of Police, Police

Station, Sooranad, he was part of the investigating team of the instant case

and on 28.08.2021, as per the direction of PW41, he had seized the mobile

phone  and  laptop  of  PW6 and  after  its  seizure,  when  the  said  gadgets

remained in  his  custody,  under  his  direction  and supervision,  PW6 had

copied the screenshot images of communications stored in the above said
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seized gadgets to a pen drive, with necessary Certificate and thus he seized

the custody of said pen drive and the Certificate attached there to, under

Ext.P72 -  Seizure  Mahazar.   The  pen drive  thus  seized was  marked as

Ext.P16 and this  witness has identified the  same.   He further identified

Ext.P16(a) - Certificate and Ext.P17 - Kaichit as the documents executed

by PW6 on receiving the interim custody of his laptop and mobile phone.

Significantly, this witness was not cross-examined by the defence.  

38. The  evidence  of  PW32/CW97:-    Sreekumar  -  had  sworn

before the Court that, while he was serving as the Sub Inspector of Police,

Police Station, Sasthamcotta,  as per the direction of PW41(Investigating

officer), on 24.06.2021, he reached the house of PW1 and thereafter, seized

a Toyota Yarris motorcar bearing Regn. No. KL-24-T-7872 under Ext.P73 -

Scene Mahazar and an inspection on the said vehicle revealed that, A/C

knob and the information system screen of said vehicle are in a damaged

condition.  He further stated, on the very same day, at around 06.30 p.m, he

seized MO2 - mobile phone used by PW3 under Ext.P18 - Seizure Mahazar

and during cross-examination, he admitted that, after the seizure of MO2 -

mobile phone, he opened its WhatsApp facility and there, the chats with

Vismaya were seen stored under the name ‘Malu New Idea’.  That apart, he

conceded that, on 19.06.2021, an image of an infant was seen sent from the
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WhatsApp account of Malu and similarly, on 20.06.2021, front page of a

cheque book, from which, the account number can be identified was also

seen sent from the said WhatsApp account.

39. The evidence of PW33/CW100:-   Firoz - deposed that, during

the period 04.07.2021 to 18.12.2021, he had been officiating as the Station

House  Officer,  Police  Station,  Sooranad  and  whilst  the  same,  on

10.07.2021, as per the direction of PW41 and on the basis of search warrant

issued  from  the  Judicial  First  Class  Magistrate  Court-I  (Temporary),

Sasthamcotta, he had conducted a search in the house of the accused and

the said search was conducted in the presence of witnesses.  The search was

commenced at 12.50 p.m and in the said search, a mobile phone, charger,

key of a Toyota car, Ext.P75 - mobile phone bills and Ext.P76 - warranty

card of said mobile phone, were recovered and elucidating these aspects as

well as the factum of search, he had prepared Ext.P74 - Search List.  The

copy of said Search List  was given to PW11 (house owner) and PW11

acknowledged the receipt  of  copy in Ext.P74 -  Search List  itself.   This

witness has identified MO9 as the cover of the mobile phone seized and

then  deposed  that,  the  seized  articles  as  well  as  the  Search  List  were

produced before the Investigating Officer.   Aside the above, he testified
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that, on 25.08.2021, he had prepared Ext.P19 - Scene Mahazar that relates

to the transaction occurred on 03.01.2021, in which CW2 was attacked by

the accused.  This witness was also left out by the defence sans any cross-

examination.

40. The evidence of PW34/CW99:-   Syam - stated on-oath that,

on 21.06.2021, he was serving as the Station House Officer of the Police

Station,  Sooranad  and  on  that  day,  PW40  had  registered  the  First

Information Report of the instant case u/s. 174 of the Cr.P.C and thereafter,

she had conducted preliminary investigation.  On that day itself, PW40 had

produced  the  documents  prepared  and  the  material  objects  seized  in

connection with the  above investigation before  him and he  verified the

same.  Shortly thereafter, he questioned necessary witnesses and thereby it

came to his knowledge that, offences punishable u/ss. 304B and 498A of

the Indian Penal Code were committed in the case on hand and therefore,

Ext.P77 and Ext.P78 - reports were sent to the Sub Divisional Magistrate

Court,  Kollam  and  Judicial  First  Class  Magistrate  Court  (Temporary),

Sasthamcotta respectively.  During the course of her investigation, PW40

had recovered two mobile phones in this case and those electronic gadgets

were also produced before him.  He kept the same in his safe custody and

indicating the same, Ext.P79 - report was sent before the Sub Divisional
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Magistrate Court, Kollam.  Since the case is to be investigated by an officer

not below the rank of Dy.S.P, the remaining part of the investigation was

handed over to PW41.  However, on that night itself, at around 08 p.m., the

accused was sighted at a place called, Anayadi and thereafter, as per the

direction of PW41, the accused was consigned to lawful detention.  While

being cross-examined,  this  witness  failed  to  depose  about  at  what  time

exactly he did hand over the responsibility of investigation to PW41.  He

then  conceded,  he  did  not  record  the  statement  of  PW11  and  PW40

returned to the police station at around 05 p.m.  Another fact emerged from

his  cross-examination  is  that,  even  before  the  registration  of  First

Information Report, the occurrence of the incident was intimated to him

and in the morning of 21.06.2021 itself, the matter was informed to PW41.

He  refused  the  suggestion  that,  on  21.06.2021,  at  around  02.00  hours,

PW11 came to the police station to give information about the occurrence

and at that time, he had handed over a suicide note with the then Station

House Officer.  

41. The evidence of PW35/CW31:-   Mukesh.M - is the brother-

in-law of the accused as well  as the husband of PW24.  When he was

examined before this Court, he did not choose to support the prosecution
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version, hence, as a  logical consequence, he was declared hostile at  the

instance of the Ld. Special Public Prosecutor.  However, during the further

examination,  he  admitted  that,  in  connection  with  the  marriage  of  the

accused, a Toyota Yarris car was handed over and then added, the said car

was having a mileage of 12 km only.  So, the accused was not keen to use

the said car and then the accused was having a Maruti Esteem car also.

During his further examination, several conversations in between himself

and the accused were played in the Court and thereafter, one conversation

in between the accused and Vismaya were also played.  This witness has

admitted the voices ingrained in the said conversations and while being

cross-examined, he deposed that, on hearing the news regarding the death

of Vismaya, he reached Padmavathy Hospital, at around 05 to 05.30 a.m.

There, he had found the accused in tears by sitting on one side of the said

hospital and in reply to the repeated queries, the accused said that, Vismaya

committed suicide because of her desperation of not getting pregnant.  He

further  stated,  contrary  to  the  prosecution  projections,  the  accused

voluntarily surrendered before the police and the accused had narrated a

different version of the incident happened on 03.01.2021 before him.  In

the said portrayal, the accused has depicted himself as the victim of assault

unleashed by CW2 and it was because of his chagrin, the accused preferred
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to keep the true incidents as secret.  During the time of re-examination, a

recorded  conversation  in  between  PW24  and  deceased  Vismaya  were

played in the Court and this witness admitted the voices involved in the

said conversation between PW24 and Vismaya.  

42. The evidence of PW36/CW66:-  Dr. Seena.M.M - is one of the

Forensic  Surgeons,  who  had  performed  autopsy  on  the  dead  body  of

Vismaya, while working as the Asst. Professor & Asst. Police Surgeon, in

the  Department  of  Forensic  Medicine  of  the  Medical  College  Hospital,

Thiruvananthapuram  and  she  stated  on-oath  that,  the  postmortem

examination  was  conducted  jointly  by  herself  and  her  colleague

Dr.Janaki.R, Senior Resident in the Department of Forensic Medicine of

the Medical College Hospital, Thiruvananthapuram.   This medical jurist

would say that,  at  the time of  performing postmortem examination,  she

came across with four ante-mortem injuries and the injury No. 1 was a

pressure abrasion (ligature mark).  The injury No. 2 was a contusion having

size 2x2x1cm and the same was brownish in colour.  The next injury was

multiple superficial  linear incised wounds of varying deposition and the

sizes vary from 0.5x0.1 to 5x0.1 cm over an area 5.2x0.1 cm on the front of

left forearm, its outer extent 1.5 cm above wrist with an abrasion 1x0.6 cm
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at its inner extent.  The last injury was an abrasion 0.5x0.5 cm on the outer

aspect of right angle.  She further stated, rigor mortis was fully established

and retained all over the body.  Postmortem staining was present on the

back, not fixed with postmortem blotches on the back of trunk and there

was no sign of decomposition.  Brain was congested and oedematous and

air  passages  were  congested  and  contained  mucus.   Uterus  measured

8.5x6.5x2 cm, cavity empty and endometrium was hemorrhagic.  Stomach

was  half  full  with  soft,  starchy,  unidentifiable  food  particles  having  no

unusual smell and mucosa was congested with sub mucosal hemorrhages at

places.  Urinary bladder was empty and there were corpus luteums of size

1.5x1.6 cm and 2.5x1.3 cm in the left ovary.  On examining the dead body

and based on the facts emerged through the said examination, an opinion

was  formed  to  the  effect  that,  postmortem findings  are  consistent  with

death  due  to  hanging.   Denoting  these  aspects,  Ext.P81  -  Postmortem

Certificate was prepared and thereafter, by analyzing the samples collected

at  the time of postmortem examination, Ext.P82 - Chemical  Examiner’s

Laboratory  Report  was  also  received.   Similarly,  a  Histopathological

Report was also obtained and it was stated in the said report that, the uterus

of the deceased was in the late proliferative phase of endometrium.  She

clarified,  proliferative phase of endometrium occurs in the first  fourteen
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days of menstrual cycle and it occurs prior to ovulation.  Attaching to the

same,  she elaborated,  the  features emerged through the  examination are

sufficient to logically infer that, the deceased, when alive, was capable of

producing sufficient ovum to conceive.  She further stated, subsequently,

along with Dr. Sasikala, she had visited the scene of occurrence to confirm

the factum of hanging.  During cross-examination, this witness has denied

the suggestion that, she was not certain about the cause of death even after

the  issuance  of  Autopsy  Report.   This  witness  further  stated,  the  term

required to conclude about infertility even after active copulation is, one

year.   To  a  specific  question,  she  replied  that,  the  report  of  the

histopathology expert was sought to confirm her gross findings regarding

the uterus and the Report thus she received did confirm that.  During the

later part of examination, she deposed that, at the time of autopsy, she did

not find any signs of menstruating features in or around the vagina of the

deceased.  During re-examination, she stated that, asphyxial death normally

causes congestion to all internal organs.

43. The evidence of PW37/CW98:-   Baiju.A - testified that,  on

22.06.2021,  while  he  was working as  the  Station House Officer,  Police

Station,  Sasthamcotta,  as  per  the  direction  of  PW41,  under  Ext.P83  -
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seizure mahazar, he seized MO1 - mobile phone from PW2.  Simultaneous

to its seizure, he had seen the chats stored in the said mobile phone with the

name ‘Malooty’ and thereafter, the SIM card was removed from the mobile

phone  and  thereon,  its  interim custody  was  entrusted  with  PW2.   This

witness was also not cross-examined by the defence.  

44. The evidence of PW38/CW68:-    Dr. Sasikala - would say

that, on 29.06.2021, while she was working as the Professor and Head of

the  Department  of  Forensic  Medicine,  Government  Medical  College,

Thiruvananthapuram, she had visited the crime scene along with PW36.

The  said  visit  was  conducted  on  a  written  request  of  the  Investigating

Officer and he was also present during the said visit.  When she reached the

scene of crime, the same was seen properly guarded and the subject house

is a two-storey building.  There was only one bedroom in the first floor of

said house and it has an attached bathroom on the right side of the door

opening to the room.  There was an open space just outside the bedroom.

As per the information passed, deceased Vismaya was found hanging in the

bathroom attached to the bedroom of the first floor.  The said bathroom is

having a fiber material made door, which has a plastic lock from inside.

Portion of this plastic lock towards the door was found broken inwards.

There was European closet and a health faucet on the left corner of the
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room, opposite the door.  There was a small window on the outer wall of

the bathroom opening out.  It had three horizontal and two vertical iron

bars.  Height of the window from floor to second horizontal cross bar was

183cm and that from the floor to first one was 176cm.  In a photo shown by

the  Investigating  Officer,  a  cloth  material  was  found  hanging  from the

second cross bar which was at 183cm above the ground level.  There was a

clamp to hold the health faucet on the outer wall near the closet.  It was at

109cm below the second cross bar of the window.  It has a holder with

pointed sharp margins at places.  The closet was 41cm away from the outer

wall.  There was a washbasin and a mirror on the wall near the door.  There

was one razor with black handle and a blade of the razor on the window

sill.   There were a few plastic cosmetic bottles kept on the floor of the

bathroom near the closet.  After the above visit, she went to the Judicial

First  Class  Magistrate’s  Court-I,  Sasthamcotta  to  examine  the  ligature

material recovered from the room.  In a sealed cover, there was a damp

faded light blue cotton Turkey like towel with light blue vertical pattern.

Total length of the towel was 125cm and breadth 65cm.  It had a cut loop of

circumference 16cm at one of the stitched ends with a short free end of

11.5cm which was formed by a slip knot tied with a white thread.  There

was light brown blood like stain over an area 46x39cm, 1.5cm inner to its
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stitched end.  Stretch marks were seen at places in the towel.  When she

visited  the  spot,  the  accused  was  brought  to  there  by  the  Investigating

Officer and she was allowed to interact with the accused.  According to her,

she interacted with the accused with a bonafide intention to clear off the

doubts and there was nothing malicious.  The accused narrated about the

history and he said,  Vismaya was in the bedroom of ground floor on the

day time on 20.06.2021 and she came to the bedroom in upstairs at night

after  dinner.   As  she  was  taking  drugs  for  ovulation  (she  was  under

treatment  for  infertility  from a  private  hospital),  she  told  that,  she  had

abdominal pain, when she came to upstairs, they had a quarrel on some

issue on talk over phone and he took her phone, to do something.  They had

a quarrel for some reason.  At 02.30 a.m., his parents went up, as they heard

a  quarrel.   Parents  told  Vismaya  to  come down to  the  bedroom in  the

ground floor.  But she did not go.  Approximately within half an hour, they

heard his cry, and when they came to the bedroom, they saw Vismaya lying

on the floor of the bathroom and he was pressing her chest.  Then Vismaya

had  been  wearing  a  shirt  at  that  time.   He  further  said,  he  was  doing

something in his phone and he took Vismaya’s phone to do something in it.

During that time, he saw her going to bathroom.  He continued with his

phone activity.  After sometime, he looked at the bathroom door and then
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he could see the light in the bathroom and again, he continued his phone

engagement.  Since she did not come back, he knocked at the door.  As she

did not open the door he stamped to open it.  Vismaya was found hanging

on his towel, beneath the railing.  He loosened the ligature around the neck.

When he saw her in hanging posture, her lower limbs were partly flexed,

but buttocks were not touching the floor, her face was turned to right side.

He brought her down from the ligature and made her lie on floor.  Her eyes

were partly open.  Pulse was absent.  He tried cardiac massage.  His parents

came  and  they  took  her  to  Padmavathy  Hospital,  the  nearest  private

hospital.  She was brought dead to casualty.  Witness then elaborated, since

she was the Head of the Department of Forensic Medicine, it was she who

forwarded the Postmortem Certificate to the Investigating Officer.  There

was an office copy in the Department and she made use of the same at the

time  of  spot  visit.   Commenting  on  the  important  findings  on  the

postmortem examination, she said, rigor mortis was fully established and

retained all over the body.  Post-mortem staining was present on the back,

not fixed, with post-mortem blotches on the back of trunk.  There was no

sign of decomposition.  Analyzing the injuries, she commented that, there

was a pressure abrasion which was 12.5cm long on the right side of front of

neck extending to midline, it was oblique and 0.3 to 1cm broad, and the
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breadth of 1cm was below right ear.  An area of light red dicolouration

19cm long on front and sides of neck across midline extending upwards

and downwards from the  pressure  abrasion and it  was 4 to  6cm broad.

Maximum breadth  of  6cm was  below  chin.   Petechial  hemorrhages  of

7x6cm were seen on the right side of neck in front of ear overlying the

pressure  abrasion  and  light  red  discolouration.   There  was  infiltration

1x1x0.6cm, in the right sternocleidomastoid muscle 6.5cm above its lower

end.  Other neck structures appeared normal.  Injury No. 2 was a contusion

2x2x1cm on the  outer  aspect  of  right  arm,  19cm above elbow.   It  was

brown in colour.  It was due to blunt force and happened above 3 days prior

to  death.   Injury No.  3  was  multiple  superficial  linear  wounds of  sizes

varying  from 0.5x0.1cm to  5x0.1cm,  over  an  area  on  the  front  of  left

forearm, 1.5cm above wrist with an abrasion 1x0.6cm at its inner extent.

Fourth injury was an abrasion 0.5x0.5cm on the outer aspect of right ankle.

On the aspect of internal findings of postmortem examination, she said,

brain was congested and oedematous.  Lungs were congested.  Heart was

flabby with  petechiae  on the  surface.   Stomach was  half  full  with  soft

starchy unidentifiable food particles having no unusual smell, mucosa were

congested with sub mucosal hemorrhages at places.  Urinary bladder was

empty.   Uterus  measured  8.5x6.5x2cm,  cavity  empty,  endometrium
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haemorrhagic.   Corpus  luteum of  size  1.5x1.6cm and 2.5x1.3cm in  left

ovary.   Fallopian  tubes  were  normal.   All  other  internal  organs  were

congested otherwise normal.  On the question  of facts emerged from the

postmortem examination with regard to the inferences of ligature mark, she

said, from the position and appearance of ligature mark on neck, she could

infer that, (a) ligature material  used was a broad one  (b) it  had caused

pressure abrasion only in a small area 12.5cm and pressure effect in 19cm

(c)  both  marks  were  oblique   (d)  position  of  pressure  abrasion  in  the

ligature mark was 7.5cm below right ear, 3.5cm below right angle of jaw

bone  and 8.5cm below chin,  this  gives  an  impression that  the  pressure

exerted on the ligature material was unequal at different points.  Pressure

effect was 2cm below left ear, 7.5cm below chin and 5cm below right ear.

It was an oblique mark, ligature material was on the left side and knot on

the neck was on the right side.  She further stated, the said findings are

tallying with the statement of the accused.  She also said, petechiae on the

neck 7x6cm in front of right ear were also suggestive of inconsistent slow

and irregular pressure effect.  Infiltration in the sternocleidomastoid muscle

is also suggestive of an inconsistent, slow pressure effect.  All the above

findings were suggestive of irregular pressure effect on the ligature material

due to slow constriction of neck.  The constriction force of hanging was
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also found applied slowly and gradually in  the  ligature  material.   Non-

continuous ligature mark also support that only partial pressure of the body

was applied on the ligature.  The peculiar appearance of pressure abrasion,

reddish  discolouration  and  petechiae  on  the  pressure  abrasion  was

suggestive of slow but irregular constricting force that was found applied

on the neck by the ligature material as it was a partial hanging.  She added,

it is possible for a person of 166cm height to tie the ligature material on the

second  cross  bar  of  window which was  187cm above  ground,  she  had

avoided the health faucet clamp during hanging.  As the ligature was tied

from a lesser height, it became a partial hanging and there was irregular

pressure  on  neck  and  slow  tightening  of  ligature  material.   From  the

description given by the accused with regard to the release of ligature from

neck, she said, through the same, one could infer that, it was tied with a

half knot.  The dampness of ligature material would have prevented the self

release of knot while weight of the body was exerted on the ligature hence

it was there on the neck and the stretch marks were due to stretching of the

ligature according to the weight exerted on the ligature material.  It was

slow but consistent and irregular pressure.   Contusion was due to blunt

force  like  pinching  or  kicking.   It  would  have  been  happened

approximately of three days prior to death.  Injury No. 3 was multiple and
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self inflicted due to the presence of multiple cuts.   It  was on left wrist.

Vismaya was a right handed person.  All were superficial and multiple and

it would have been done with the razor blade which was kept at window

sill of bathroom.  Injury No. 4 wound have been due to slow graze of that

part  on  the  floor  during hanging.   As her  opinion,  she  had spoken the

following things:

(1) Hanging was the cause of death.

(2) It was a partial hanging and it was due to part of the weight of
the body and found acting on the ligature material.  Weight of
head and part of body alone were found to have acted as force
of hanging.

(3) From the appearance of ligature mark, ligature material was a
soft  one  and  would  have  been  the  damp light  blue  turkey
towel present in J.F.M.C-I, Sasthamcotta.  Hanging from the
site of incident with that material was possible.

(4) The latch was found broken from inside, site and direction of
break was suggestive of forcible opening of the door.

(5) Manner of death was suicide.

(6) Injury No. 3 - Multiple superficial linear incised wounds on
the  front  of  left  forearm  could  have  been  inflicted  by  the
deceased  Vismaya  with  the  razor  blade  present  in  the
bathroom.  From the  site,  appearance  and  disposition  those
injuries were self inflicted.  The injury was simple in nature.

(7) Injury Nos. (2) and (4) were simple in nature.  Injury No. (2)
was due to blunt force and was around 3 days old.  Injury No.
(4) was an abrasion and was due to contact with hard/rough
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surface or object including the floor of the bathroom.  There is
a possibility of this could happen during hanging and when
the body came down due to force, this part would have grazed
on the floor and caused the abrasion.

Ext.P84 was the document prepared by this witness and she further said, in

the case of asphyxial  death,  all  internal  organs would be congested and

hemorrhagic endometrium found in the instant case could be the result of

asphyxial death.  When she was cross-examined, she admitted that, she had

countersigned Ext.P81 - Postmortem Certificate with full assimilation of its

authenticity.  Even after a lengthy cross-examination, nothing was elicited

to  obliterate  the  testimony  of  this  witness  and  nothing  is  forthcoming

through her examination that,  she recorded the statement of the accused

with any malicious intention.  

45. The evidence of PW39/Addl. Witness No. 1:-  Dr. Sunil. S.P -

is  currently  working  as  the  Joint  Director  (Research),  State  Forensic

Science Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram.  He would say that, during the

period 14.07.2021 to 06.09.2021, he examined nine MOs involved in this

case and the seals were found intact and the same tallied with the sample

seals provided.  The packets were unwrapped under his full authority and

on due analysis,  he prepared Ext.P85 - Cyber Forensic Analysis Report.
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The requisition made was to examine four mobile phones and three SIM

cards and also to analyze various files stored in the said mobile phone.

Thus he examined MO1, MO2, MO8, MO10 and MO11 mobile phones and

his laboratory is an N.A.B.L accredited laboratory and its Cyber Division is

certified  by  the  Ministry  of  Electronics  and  Information  Technology,

Government  of  India  and the  laboratory  is  notified  as  the  Examiner  of

Electronic  Evidence  by  the  Government  of  India.   He  added,  the

internationally  accepted  procedure  for  imaging  and  hashing  of  mobile

phones are different, compared to the procedure adopted for imaging and

hashing of hard disks, pen drives etc.  He further said, in the case of mobile

phone, hash value changes on every re-booting process as the system files

are updating.  However, he hastently added that, even though the phone

hash value changes, the integrity of user data files ensure as the booting

process does not interfere with the user data.  He elaborated, for the mobile

phone  examination,  his  laboratory  is  adopting  internationally  accepted

standard operating procedure as well as the direction of N.I.S.T.  He also

said, while analyzing a mobile phone, a forensic image of the mobile phone

is  prepared,  using Forensic  Mobile  Phone  Data  Extraction  Device.   He

continued, in the case on hand, they used UFED software  for capturing the

image.  Then Forensic Image was decoded, using UFED physical analyzer
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and since the process was a forensic examination, if there is any morphing

or forgery is applied in the mobile phone, it can be identified.  He further

said,  in  their  examination,  no  such  forgery  or  morphing  was  detected.

According to him, while decoding the forensic image, the forensic software

itself generates a report and it will contain Meta data of the files, including

the hash value.  Moreover, he said, the material objects were examined and

forensic recovery of evidence was done by using standard equipment in the

Forensic Science Laboratory.  He added, Ext.P85(a) shows that, Facebook

accounts  of  some  persons  were  blocked and  Ext.P87(a)  to  Ext.P87(f)  -

chats were recovered from MO10 - mobile phone.  The screenshot of said

images were separately marked as Ext.P85(b) in Ext.P85.  He also deposed

about  the  authenticity  of  all  conversations  relied  on  by  the  either  side.

Ext.P85 (series), Ext.P86 (series), Ext.P87 (series), Ext.P89 and Ext.P90

(series)  were marked through this witness.   He was subjected to a very

minimum cross-examination  only  and that  itself  shows the  defence  has

impliedly admitted and accepted the version put forth by this witness.  The

cross-examination  was  aimed  to  impeach  the  credibility  of  Ext.P7  -

document only.

46. The  evidence  of  PW40/CW101:-  Manju.  V.  Nair  -  is  the

initial Investigating Officer of the case on hand and she would say that,
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while  she  was  working  as  the  Sub  Inspector  of  Police,  Police  Station,

Sooranad, on 21.06.2021, at  around 10.45.a.m, PW1 came to her police

station  and  thereafter,  lodged  Ext.P1  -  First  Information  Statement.

Following the same, she had registered Ext.P91 - First Information Report

and on assimilation of the fact that, the death in question took place within

seven  years  of  marriage,  she  promptly  made  a  request  before  the  Sub

Divisional  Magistrate  Kollam,  to  hold  the  inquest  proceedings.   Those

apart,  effective  steps  were  taken  to  employ  the  service  of  fingerprint

experts as well as scientific experts and consequently, at around 11 a.m.,

PW17 conducted the inquest proceedings in her presence.  Afterwards, on

the  very  same  day,  at  around  02  p.m.,  accompanied  by  the  Scientific

Officer as well  as the finger print experts,  she had conducted a visit  of

crime scene and after a meticulous inspection of the crime scene, she had

prepared Ext.P92 - Scene Mahazar in this case.  At the crime scene, she had

found MO12-ligature and it was found as hanging from the metal rod of the

ventilation of the bathroom.  The upper end of the ligature was seen knotted

and the other end appeared to be loosened from a knot.  The latch of the

bathroom was found broken and on inspection of the bedroom, she seized

MO10 -  mobile  phone,  which  was  seen  as  kept  underneath  the  pillow

placed on a cot.  Contemporaneously, she seized MO11 - mobile phone,
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which was placed on the cot and MO12 - ligature was taken into custody

by  preserving  the  knot.   Simultaneously,  the  accompanying  Scientific

Officer had collected necessary cellophane pressings and on that day itself,

she questioned PW11.  The ligature material was taken into custody with

the aid of the Scientific Assistant and to preserve the knot, the same was

tied with a twine.  Thus, it came to her knowledge that, an offence was

committed in the case on hand and therefore, she handed over the custody

of seized articles as well as the documents till then prepared to PW34.  This

witness has identified MO10 to MO12 as the material objects seized by her

and she further stated, when she questioned PW11, he had given Ext.P22

and  Ext.P23  statements  before  her.   While  being  cross-examined,  this

witness deposed that, even though the contents of Ext.P1- First Information

Statement  was  reflecting  the  commission  of  a  cognizable  offence,  it  is

purely attributing her  inexperience,  it  is  so  happened to register  a  First

Information Report  u/s.  174 of the Cr.P.C.   She added,  though she was

informed about the  factum of death at 07.30 am by the police officials, a

credible statement about the same was received only at 10.45 a.m., from

PW1.  She further stated, PW1 had given a cryptic statement about the

happenings to her and thereafter, he narrated in detail about the same as

recited in Ext.P1.  Even before that, two policemen were deputed to guard
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the scene of occurrence and a team of policemen were deputed to produce

PW1.   She  stoutly  denied  the  suggestion  of  having  received  a  First

Information Statement in her police station at  around 02 a.m.,  and then

revealed that, the statement of PW11 was taken at around 04 p.m.  She

refuted all contra suggestions put to her of receiving a statement of PW11

earlier and added, subsequently,  she faced a departmental action for her

dereliction in registering First Information Report u/s. 174 of the Cr.P.C.

She came with a plausible explanation with regard to assigning a crime

number in the requisition to hold the inquest made to the Sub Divisional

Magistrate,  Kollam  and  her  answer  was  that,  the  crime  number  was

denoted in the said requisition by taking note of the sequence of crimes

registered thus far in her police station.  Then she asserted that, at the time

of holding the inquest, she was present in the mortuary where it took place

and  then  denied  the  suggestion  that,  after  its  seizure,  she  switched  on

MO10 - mobile phone to verify its function.  In spite of a demanding assay,

at  the time of cross-examination, she stuck to her inexorable stand that,

Ext.P92 - Scene Mahazar was prepared by her.  During re-examination, she

clarified that, the factum of death was informed to her police station, from

the  police  station  Sasthamcotta,  the  jurisdictional  police  station  of  the

hospital where the death was declared.  That apart, when it was brought to
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her  attention  regarding  the  entry  in  column  No.1  of  Ext.P91  -  First

Information Report, she came up with an answer that, the time of receiving

information in  the police station is wrongly mentioned therein as  02.00

a.m.  She elaborated, it was a factual mistake from her side and thereby a

wrong entry was happened to found a place in Ext.P91.  Since a new fact

was introduced, the Ld. defence counsel was permitted to conduct further

examination and during the said exercise, she denied the suggestion that,

she is giving wrong explanation regarding the entry pertains to the time

mentioned in the Ext.P91 - First Information Report on the basis of specific

direction by the prosecution agency. 

47. The evidence of PW41/CW102:-   P. Rajkumar - is the final as

well as the main Investigating Officer of the case on hand and he would say

that, since 18.02.2021, he has been working as the Deputy Superintendent

of Police, Police Sub Division, Sasthamcotta.  Amid the said official tenure,

on 21.06.2021, PW34 informed him about the commission of offence in

this case and on that day itself, PW34 took the accused into custody.  So, he

duly instructed PW34 to keep the accused under surveillance in the Police

Station,  Sasthamcotta  and  on  the  very  next  day,  he  took  over  the

responsibility of investigation in this case.   By referring the said fact, he

had sent Ext.P93-report to the jurisdictional Magistrate and thereafter, he
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constituted a special investigation team for the purpose of due investigation

of the case.  The said matter was also informed to the Court under Ext.P94

report  and thereafter,  all  the articles  till  then taken into custody,  except

MO10 and MO11, were sent to the Court by preparing a Property List and

the  custody  of  MO10  and  MO11  were  retained  for  a  meaningful

investigation.   The  said  mobile  phones  were  handed  over  to  him  on

22.06.2021 and both  those  phones  were  seen locked by a  number  lock

system.  Not long after the same, on the very same day, at around 16.30

hours, he caused the arrest  of the accused by preparing Ext.P95 (series)

documents and in the meantime, as per his instruction, PW37 had seized

MO1 -  mobile  phone  of  PW2 under  Ext.P83  -  mahazar.   Similarly,  on

24.06.2021, as per his direction, PW32 had seized MO2 - mobile phone of

PW3  by  preparing  Ext.P72  -  Seizure  Mahazar  and  both  these  seized

gadgets  were  produced  before  him  by  the  respective  officers.

Subsequently, he obtained the police custody of the accused and during the

subsequent  interrogation  held  on  28.06.2021,  the  accused  unfolded  the

number locks of MO10 - mobile phone and thereafter, he himself unlocked

the same.  The said mobile phone was examined in the presence of Police

Cyber Cell Expert and on a bare analysis it was found that, using the said

mobile phone, its user undertook chats with PW24 on 13.06.2021.  It is
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further  revealed that,  the  phone was registered from the  e-mail  account

‘vismayasv12345@gmail.com’ and it is registered in the Whats App with

the  number  9061912017.   When  examined  the  MO11  phone,  it  was

revealed  that,  the  same  was  registered  from  the  e-mail  account

‘kkactive2010@gmail.com’ and it is registered in the WhatsApp with the

number 9447192186.  That apart, the examination revealed that, the SIM

number 9061912017 is saved in the contacts of MO11 - mobile phone with

the name ‘MLU’ and there was a chat in between the said number and the

user of MO10 on 20.06.2021 at 8.25 pm.  Whereupon, both mobile phones

were  switched  off  and  the  SIM  cards  were  removed  from  the  same.

Narrating  about  the  above  procedure  adopted,  Ext.P96  -  mahazar  was

prepared and the disclosure statement of the accused is separately marked

as Ext.P96(a).  Next to the same, as part of the investigation, he seized the

registers  produced  by  PW28  -  Bank  Manager  and  earlier,  CW29  had

produced the key of locker before him.  Consequently, the Bank locker in

the  name of  the  accused was opened in  the  presence  of  PW28 -  Bank

Manager and the purity as well as the weight of said gold ornaments stored

therein was cross-checked with the aid of CW51 - Appraiser of the said

bank.    In  the  said  verification,  it  was  found  that,  altogether,  41.9

sovereigns of gold ornaments were stashed in the said bank locker and the

mailto:vismayasv12345@gmail.com
mailto:kkactive2010@gmail.com
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same were taken into custody under Ext.97 - Seizure Mahazar.  The bank

documents were returned to the custody of PW28 on executing Ext.P17 -

Kaichit and thereafter, to precisely ascertain the mode of death of Vismaya,

he  requested  the  service  of  PW38.   Whereupon,  PW38 and PW36 had

conducted  a  joint  visit  to  the  crime  scene  and  thereby  they  collected

necessary materials to reach in an exact conclusion.  Barring the same, with

the  permission of  the  Court,  the  above  said  experts  have  inspected  the

ligature material and thereafter, they have reported that, the mode of death

was suicide.  On the date of visit of the above experts, he had prepared

Ext.P98 - co-relation Scene Mahazar and simultaneous to the same, MO7

and MO8 shaving razors were taken into custody from the crime scene.

Then  he  prepared  an  observation  mahazar  with  regard  to  the  ligature

material and at that juncture, while in the police custody, the accused was

tested COVID positive.   Later,  on 02.07.2021, he seized MO8 - mobile

phone used by PW24 and on inspection, it was found that, the said phone is

registered in the Whats App with the number 9946577369 and there were

chats in between the user of said phone and a contact having the name

‘Vismaya new’ and the said chats were seen cleared on 29.06.2021.  On the

very next day, PW9 had produced the Marriage Register and the same was

taken into custody under Ext.P101 - Seizure Mahazar.  The interim custody
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of Marriage Register was given back to its custodian on executing Ext.P20

- kaichit and thereafter, a mahazar was prepared after examining MO4 and

MO5 - dresses, which Vismaya had been wearing at the time of her death.

The said examination was conducted with the permission of the Court and

thereafter, he collected Ext.P103 (series)-documents from CW43.  The said

documents  are  in  respect  of  the  purchase  of  car  given  at  the  time  of

marriage and it was assimilated from these documents that, the vehicle was

purchased by availing a loan in the name of PW1 and Rs.5,00,000/- was

remitted as down payment.  That apart, the monthly repayment was fixed at

the  rate  of  Rs.11,375/-  and  this  witness  then  identified  Ext.104  as  the

inventory prepared in connection with the said exercise.  Not long after the

same,  he  obtained  Ext.P105  -  Search  Warrant  from  the  jurisdictional

Magistrate to conduct the search of a mobile phone in the house of the

accused and thereupon, PW33 had conducted an exhaustive search in the

house  of  the  accused.   The  said  officer  seized  a  mobile  phone  and  its

charger  and  on  inspection,  nothing  was  traced  out  that  would  give  an

indication that,  when she was alive,  Vismaya had used the  said mobile

phone.  Consequently, the interim custody of the said mobile phone was

given to  PW11 and this  witness  has  identified  Ext.P106 (series)  as  the

photographs of the crime scene taken by the Police Photographer (CW34).
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The necessary certificate attached to Ext.P106 (series) - photographs was

separately marked as Ext.P107 and the inventory pertains to the same was

marked as Ext.P108.  Afterwards, PW1 had produced the gold ornaments

exchanged at the time of the marriage and the same were taken into custody

under Ext.P109 - Seizure Mahazar.  However, the interim custody of all the

gold ornaments till then seized in connection with the investigation of the

case were given to PW1 under Ext.P4 - Kaichit and Ext.P3 (series) bills of

gold ornaments were taken into custody under Ext.P110 - inventory.  Later,

on 04.08.2021, PW4 had produced MO3 - mobile phone and on examining

the said mobile phone, it came to the fore that, the same was registered

with the Whats App in the number 9605616782 and with the name ‘Vidhya

Muraleedhar’.  Then examining the WhatsApp chats, it is manifested from

there that, the contact number of Vismaya was saved in Whats App with the

name ‘Malootty’ and there were sixteen chats in between the two numbers

during  the  period  March  2021  to  22.06.2021.   Then  the  Messenger

application  of  the  said  mobile  phone  was  checked  and  in  the  said

application, there were ten chats found in between the said numbers and the

said  number  is  saved  as  ‘Vismaya.V.Nair’ and  the  said  chats  were  in

between 10.02.2021 to 30.05.2021 and thereafter,  when the  call  records

were examined, Ext.P90(a)/Ext.P9 - conversation was seen stored therein.
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The said mobile  phone was taken into custody under Ext.P11 -  Seizure

Mahazar and the gold ornaments given to the mother-in-law of Vismaya

were  taken  into  custody  under  Ext.P112  -  Seizure  Mahazar.   Later,  on

28.08.2021,  PW31  had  seized  Ext.P16  -  pen  drive  and  Ext.P16(a)  -

Certificate  from  PW6  under  Ext.P72  -  Seizure  Mahazar  and  the  said

materials were produced before him.  Then, on identifying the commission

of more offences in the case on hand, Ext.P113 and Ext.P114 - reports were

sent to the Court and PW11 had given Ext.P22 and Ext.P23 - Case Diary

contradiction statements before him.  That apart, PW12 had given Ext.P24

Case Diary contradiction statement and likewise, PW18 had given Ext.P35

Case Diary contradiction statement before him.  In the case of PW24, when

she  was  questioned,  she  had  given  Ext.P40  -  Case  Diary  contradiction

statement before him and similarly, at the time of his interrogation, PW35

had given Ext.P80 - Case Diary contradiction statement before him.  As

part  of  investigation,  he made requests to the Court  to send the mobile

phones  seized in  this  case  to  Cyber  Forensic  examination  by preparing

Ext.P115 (series)  -  forwarding notes  and similarly,  to  send other  seized

articles for forensic examination, he made requests under Ext.P116 (series)

-  forwarding  notes.   The  Forensic  Science  Laboratory  Reports  made

available from the Serology Division of State Forensic Science Laboratory
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was marked as Ext.P117 and such a report made available from the Biology

Division of State Forensic Science Laboratory was marked as Ext.P118.

Ultimately, on completion of due investigation, he himself laid the Final

Report before this Court and this witness has identified the accused as the

person arrested by him amid the investigation of this case.  While being

cross-examined, he admitted that, he omitted to mention the exact date of

taking over the responsibility of investigation in the Case Diary and on four

occasions, he took statements from PW1.  Then he admitted, he received

the copy of Ext.P85 - Cyber Forensic Analysis Report on 09.09.2021 and

on the very next day, he laid the Final Report in the case on hand.  He

further conceded, he failed to cross-check the entire digital evidence made

available in this case and he did so because, the other evidence collected by

him are more than sufficient to conclude about the guilt of the accused.  He

further denied the suggestion that, merely because of his failure to seek

explanation  from  the  relevant  individuals  with  regard  to  the  recorded

conversations,  the  investigation  has  become  flawed.   Nonetheless,  he

admitted that,  Ext.D2 and Ext.D3 - Case Diary contradiction statements

were given to him by PW1 and when he took the statements of PW3, she

had given Ext.D7 - Case Diary contradiction statement.  That apart, from

material omissions of said witness were also put to him and he strongly
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repudiated the suggestions that, he investigated the case on hand in a biased

manner and as instructed by the ruling machinery.   He then admitted, at the

time of questioning, PW5 had given Ext.P27 - Case Diary contradiction

statement before him and similarly, he admitted Ext.D1 and Ext.D2 - Case

Diary contradiction statements  were given by PW1.  Then he admitted,

Ext.D8 and Ext.D9 - Case Diary contradiction statements were given by

PW3 and some material omissions in the earlier statement of PW17 were

also  brought  forth  through  the  examination  of  this  witness.   He  then

deposed, Ext.D30 - Case Diary contradiction statement was given to him

by PW7 and thereafter mentioned about the omissions in the deposition of

PW8.  Then he concurred with the suggestion that, in between 11.01.2021

to  17.03.2021,  there  were  73  calls  held  in  between  the  accused  and

Vismaya as per the call record details and likewise, there were 199 calls in

between PW3 and Vismaya during the period 17.03.2021 to 20.06.2021, of

which, only 25 calls were made by PW3.  He then stated, Ext.D5 - Case

Diary contradiction statement was given by PW1.

48. The  evidence  of  PW42/Addl.  Witness:-  Robin.Y  -  would

depose  before  the  Court  that,  since  2008,  he  has  been  working  as  the

Manager of the I.T. Department in the Padmavathy Hospital, Sasthamcotta

and as per the request of the Investigating Officer on 26.06.2021, he had
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handed over the cloned copy of the  C.C.T.V footage of  his  hospital  on

21.06.2021 and the same are saved in the hard disk under his custody.  The

D.V.D.  thus  identified  by  the  witness  was  marked  as  Ext.P120  and  its

Certificate was marked as Ext.P121(a).  He elaborated, the C.C.T.V footage

was taken by dint of four cameras and duty doctor’s cabin is visible from

the  visuals  taken  by  the  casualty  inside  camera.   He  then  admitted,  at

04.07.02 hours, PW13 is seen as entering into the said cabin and during

cross-examination,  he  asserted  that,  Ext.P120  was  handed  over  to  the

Investigating Officer on 26.06.2021 and therefore, no date was mentioned

therein.

49. After the witnesses for the prosecution have been examined, the

accused was questioned as envisaged u/s.313 (1) (b) of the Cr.P.C and he,

in  response  to  those  questions,  which  are  laying  incriminating

circumstances against him, denied the correctness thereof and stood by his

plea of innocence.  Notably, at the time of said questioning, the accused

had filed a written statement by narrating in detail about the defence shaped

up in this case.  In the said written statement, he endeavoured to answer all

the  incriminating  circumstances  brought  out  through  the  prosecution

evidence  and  in  addition  to  it,  he  has  come  up  with  his  own  version
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regarding all incidents mentioned by the prosecution.  Then both sides were

heard as contemplated u/s.232 of the Cr.P.C and it was found that, this is

not a case fit enough to invoke the powers of acquittal, as conferred in the

said provision of law. 

50. Defence version and evidence:-  From the side of accused, two

witnesses were examined as DW1 and DW2 and apart from the same, they

are  relying  on  Ext.D1  to  Ext.D39  -  documents  and  Case  Diary

contradictions,  to  bolster  the  contentions  put  forward  by  them.   The

fulcrum of the defence shaped up in the case on hand is that, the accused

was falsely implicated in the case on hand and although he had a love and

hate relationship with his wife, his wife committed suicide because of some

other  reasons.   According to  the  defence,  the  deceased was excessively

enthusiastic to conceive a baby and her already fragile mental condition

suffered a further dent when she felt abdominal pain which she thought as a

prelude to the menstruation.  That apart, in spite of all her projections, she

was a damp squib in her studies and she has got a fear that, she may not be

able  to  clear  her  B.A.M.S  examination.   These  factors  cumulatively

contributed on the fateful day to create lofty sort of stress and tension in her

mind and when she was combated with such a situation, her attempt to

contact her father as a solace was outrightly rejected by him, whereby she
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reached in a frantic and perfervid situation.  Consequently, she broke down

heavily and the efforts of the accused and PW11 to assuage her mental

feelings did not yield any desired results.  As an option then formed in their

mind, the accused and PW11 left her alone in her bedroom and when the

accused returned, in spite of a due wait, there was no response from the

bathroom, which was then bolted from inside.  So, he knocked the door

loudly and on hearing the sound, PW11 also reached the spot.  Whereupon,

the door was forced open and they found Vismaya as hanging from the

ventilation of the bathroom by dint of MO12 - bath-towel.  At once, the

knot of the ligature was unfastened and necessary first-aid was given, albeit

in  vain.   However,  they  laid  the  dead  body  inside  the  bathroom  and

thereafter,  came  out  of  the  scene  of  occurrence.   Following  this,

accidentally they found a suicide note when the accused took up a pillow

from the cot and thereafter, PW11 rushed to the nearby police station in the

company  of  DW1.   They  had  entrusted  the  said  suicide  note  with  the

policemen then present in the police station and thereafter, narrated about

the incident.  To their utter dismay, the policemen behaved in a very strange

manner  and  they  were  then  receiving  instructions  from some unknown

sources.  Subsequently, they returned to the place of occurrence and the

police  party  followed them.   They were  directed  to  not  to  disclose  the
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incident of handing over the suicide note to the policemen to any one and

the  first  information  statement  given  by  PW11  was  totally  discarded.

Afterwards, acting under the direction of the police party, the dead body

was shifted to the Padmavathy Hospital as a procedure formality to confirm

the death and PW13 - doctor resultantly declared the patient as brought

dead.  According to them, PW1 is a very influential person and he is a local

leader of a prominent political outfit as well as a community organization.

The entire ruling machinery stood with the malafide intentions of PW1 and

thereby a false case was foisted against the accused.  As a matter of fact,

the strange behaviour of PW1 severely jolted the mind of Vismaya and she

was totally disheartened by his approach.  She was under the impression

that, the curse of her father is closely following her and therefore, she may

not be able to deliver a child.  It  was on such a feeling, she committed

suicide and the accused contributed nothing for the drastic decision taken

by her, nor he abetted her suicide.  The two witnesses examined by the

defence  to  espouse  their  version  are  one  Sreehari  Pillai,  cousin  of  the

accused and the incumbent Station House Officer of  the Police Station,

Sooranad.   The  crux  of  the  facts  deposed  by  those  witnesses  is  as

subjoined:

51. The evidence of DW1:-   Sreehari H. Pillai - is the cousin of
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the accused and he deposed before the Court that, on 21.06.2021, before

01.30 a.m, all of a sudden, PW11 reached his home and then PW11 looked

so nervous.  Instantly, PW11 directed to take the motorcycle for their joint

travel to a specific place and resultantly, they reached the Police Station,

Sooranad.  As a matter of  fact,  they rode on the motorcycle belongs to

PW11 and actually, this witness has been using the same.  Before mounting

on the bike, PW11 stated to this witness that,  ‘don’t make any noise and

don’t  be  afraid of,  I  will  tell  you one thing,  Malu made a slip  up,  she

hanged herself and died’.  He further stated, ‘she had left a suicide note

and the same has to be forthwith handed over to the police station along

with necessary information’.  So he did not venture to ask anything more

about the same and when they reached the police station, PW31 enquired

about the reason for their arrival.  In response to the same, PW11 informed

about the  factum of death and thereafter, entrusted the suicide note with

PW31.  Whereupon, PW31 read the same aloud and hence, he heard the

wordings  in  the  suicide  note  as  under  ‘No body   is  responsible  for  my

death, the curse of my father is following me, during my life I can’t give

birth to any child and I will not clear my examination’.   Following this,

PW31 posed  certain  questions  to  PW11 and  PW11,  in  response  to  the

questions thus asked, disclosed about the employment of the accused also.
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PW11 also  narrated  about  the  details  of  PW1 to  PW31 and  thereafter,

PW31 indulged in certain phone conversations with someone.  He was then

presumably taking instructions from someone and thereafter, the statement

of PW11 was recorded.  PW11 and this witness were then asked to wait for

some time and at that time also, there were frequent calls to the policemen

present in the police station.  A short while later, PW31 came out of the

police station and thereafter, he started to behave in a very strange manner

to  PW11.   Then  he  enquired  about  the  mobile  phone  of  PW11  and

thereupon  directed  PW11  and  this  witness  to  return  to  the  place  of

occurrence and they were also warned against contacting anyone thereafter.

When PW11 and this witness reached the place of occurrence by 02.15 am,

two policemen simultaneously reached the spot.  Thereafter, another group

of policemen in a jeep also came and then PW31 took the mobile phone of

all  persons,  including the accused in his  custody.   Immediately he said,

police had received information that, this is the case of homicide and the

existence of suicide note and the  factum of giving earlier statement shall

not be informed to anyone and if the direction is breached, all persons in

the family will be put behind the bar on the charge of committing murder.

He further said, no one should act against the directions of the police and

nobody is permitted to leave the house.  He also assigned a policeman to
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guard the place and by 03.30 a.m, they directed to take the dead body to the

Padmavathy Hospital.  However, there was a further direction to not to call

anyone except for availing the service of a vehicle and then he returned the

mobile phones of all persons except the mobile phone of the accused.   A

few minutes later,  as requested by PW11, CW26 came with his car and

thereby the dead body was taken to the Padmavathy Hospital.  When they

reached the hospital, they saw the policemen deployed there and the body

was taken inside of the hospital.  The accused sat on the veranda of the

hospital and CW26 consoled him.  Subsequently, PW11 was taken to some

other place in a police jeep and when he returned, he divulged about the

warning given by police against  disclosing the information given to the

police and the handing over the suicide note.  The accused was in a totally

collapsed mind and after 08 a.m., the accused was shifted to the house of

his friend.  Then this witness informed him about the warnings given by the

police as well as the matter of going to the police station and subsequently,

they appeared in the police station along with their lawyer.  On the eve of

marriage day, this witness went to the house of Vismaya along with the two

colleagues of the accused and during their return journey, the colleagues of

the  accused joked about  the  bluffing of  PW1.   They also echoed some

words purportedly aired by PW1 with regard to the car purchased for the
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marriage and on hearing the same, the accused became gloomy.  However,

PW35 made a timely interference and he cooled down the situation.  He

further stated, Vismaya was using Telegram application and thereafter, he

produced Ext.D32 to Ext.D34 documents.  He then boasted, all along the

trial of the case, he was present in the Court and when PW1 was examined,

he  heard  him  as  deposing,  he  doesn’t  have  an  Instagram  account.

Therefore,  he  searched  for  the  Instagram account  of  PW1 and  thereby

traced out such an account which is actually a private account.  Thereafter,

he searched for the account of CW2, which is a public account and there he

saw that, CW2 had shared a photo of PW1 in his account on 14.06.2019

and the  same was tagged in the  account  having the  name of  PW1 and

Vismaya  also.   So,  he  took  out  the  printout  of  the  said  account,  the

photograph shared and the documents produced by him are those printouts

along with the Certificate attached. Ext,D32 to Ext.D34 documents were

marked through him.   As is  usual,  he  was subjected to  a  roving cross-

examination by the Ld. Special Public Prosecutor and during the said cross-

examination, he conceded that, till date, he never felt PW11 is concealing

or  hiding  anything  that  pertains  to  the  death  of  Vismaya.   He  further

admitted, a car is available in the house that is situated directly in front of

the house of the accused and the house of CW26 is situated within the same
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compound of the house of this witness.  In answer to another question, he

deposed that, two car sheds are available in the house of the accused and

now he owns a KTM Duke model bike.  Following this, he admitted that,

the said bike was registered on 14.06.2021.  Nonetheless, he came up with

an explanation that, even after the registration of the vehicle, the bike was

kept in the showroom ascribing to various reasons.  However, by exposing

himself,  he  assigned  the  death  of  Vismaya  as  the  reason  for  the  non-

delivery  of  the  vehicle  and  it  is  totally  perplexing  that,  the  death  of

Vismaya occurred seemingly six days after the date of registration of the

vehicle and yet he assigned it as a reason for not taking the delivery.  To

another  question,  he  answered that,  when  he  came  to  the  house  of  the

accused on the fateful day, the accused and his mother were present there

and the accused was sitting on a sofa lying in the ground floor of the house

lying on a collapsed mind.  He added, he did not hear anyone asking the

phone numbers of the parents of Vismaya while he was in the police station

and PW31 was in his official clad when the suicide note was handed over.

Moreover, he stated, none of the policemen intimidated him of framing a

false case against him, but added, even then he was afraid of police.  The

said fear waned away subsequently and he is unable to say when it actually

disappeared.  He further deposed, Vismaya was taken to hospital after half
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an  hour  from  his  time  of  arrival  to  the  place  of  occurrence  and  then

vouched that, the accused accompanied the body without wearing any shirt.

Thereafter he said, after reaching the hospital, the accused neither entered

inside  of  the  same,  nor  did  he  talk  with  PW13.   At  that  juncture,  the

C.C.T.V footage stored in Ext.P120 was displayed in the Court to confront

the same with this witness and this witness admitted its authenticity.  He

admitted that, it was the accused, who furnished necessary information to

the receptionist when the body of Vismaya was taken to hospital and it was

PW11 who had remitted  the  hospital  charges  as  seen in  Ext.P120.   He

further admitted that,  while  they were in the hospital,  the accused went

inside of a cabin which was separated by an iron mesh and he is seen in the

C.C.T.V footage as peeping into the said cabin.   With regard to the next

visual displayed, he admitted that, he was holding the accused who was

then about to collapse.  In respect of another visual, he conceded that, the

same is  the  visual  that  depicts  their  arrival  to  the  hospital  and therein,

PW11 is seen trying to wear a shirt after coming out of the vehicle.  It is

also discernible from his statement on-oath that, after the death of Vismaya,

neither he nor the accused went to the house of Vismaya to pay homage.

He admitted, he is having a very deep-seated relationship with the accused

and yet he deposed that, he is unaware about any marital discord or split up
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occurred in the matrimony of the accused and Vismaya.  During another

stage of the cross-examination, he fairly acceded to the suggestion that, the

certificate attached to Ext.D33 - printout was prepared on 03.04.2022 and

whereas, the printout was taken on 04.04.2022.  Therefore, it has emerged

that, the Ext.D33 - printout is not attached with necessary certificate and

hence,  it  is  liable to  be eschewed from evidence.   Further  down in the

cross-examination, he testified that, after reaching the house of the accused,

he did not venture to see the body of Vismaya and always stayed in the

ground floor.  In the re-examination, to a court question, he answered that,

the C.C.T.V footage shown amid the cross-examination are featuring the

actual incidents happened on the fateful day.  He also came up with an

explanation to the visual that denotes the wearing of shirt  by PW11, to

which, he stated that, the shirt of PW11 was drenched with the water from

the body of Vismaya and hence, he tried to shake it off.

52. The evidence of DW2:-  Gireesh Kumar - is the incumbent

Station House Officer of the Police Station, Sooranad and as directed in the

summons, he produced Ext.D35 - copy of the manual General Diary and

Ext.D36  -  computer  printout  General  Diary  Register  available  in  their

institution server, namely C.C.T.N.S.  He also produced Ext.D37, which is
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actually a computer printout of the roster register of his police station on

20.06.2021  and  21.06.2021,  and  to  a  specific  question,  he  admitted,  in

Ext.D35, at 04.20 am, there is an entry with regard to the death of Vismaya

and the patrol party went to the hospital  based on the said information.

These  documents  were  summoned  from  the  side  of  defence  with  a

perceptible intention that, there were manipulations from the side of police

with regard to the registration of First Information Report in the case on

hand  and  thereafter,  this  witness  denied  the  suggestion  that,  he  had

produced manufactured documents at the instance of PW41.  During cross-

examination,  he  further  stated,  once an entry is  uploaded to C.C.T.N.S,

there is no possibility of manipulation and this witness was recalled at the

instance of defence as per order in Criminal M.P. No. 521/2022.  During

the further examination from the side of prosecution, Ext.P119 document

was marked, which is a computer printout of C.C.T.N.S entry stored in the

hard disk in the custody of this witness and the said document was attached

with necessary certificate.  Afterwards, this witness was again recalled at

the instance of the accused as per order in Criminal M.P. No. 527/2022.

During the further examination, this witness again denied the suggestion

that, Ext.P119 is a fabricated document and thereafter, Ext.D38, which is

the certified copy of G.D. entry taken from C.C.T.N.S and produced before
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the Additional District Court-IV, Kollam in S.C. No. 60/2019 was marked

and  this  document  was  marked  subject  to  the  proof  of  its  contents.

However, the defence did not take any steps to prove the contents of this

document and therefore, the contents of the said document are eschewed

from evidence.  Thereafter, Ext.D39 - computer printout of citizen copy of

a First Information Report of Crime No. 788/2021 of the Police Station,

Sooranad, was confronted with this witness and this witness admitted that,

after  the  registration  of  the  said  First  Information  Report,  nothing  is

available from Ext.P119, Ext.D35 and Ext.D36 that, Crime Nos. 789/2021

and  790/2021  were  registered  before  the  Police  Station,  Sooranad  and

Ext.D39  crime  was  registered  on  20.06.2021,  at  around  15.38  hours.

During the further examination on behalf of the prosecution, this witness

deposed  that,  Ext.D36  and  Ext.P119  -  printouts  were  taken  after  the

installation of iCoPS software in the police stations.

53. As  far  as  the  documentary  evidences  as  well  as  electronic

records relied on by the defence are concerned, Ext.D1 to Ext.D6 are the

Case  Diary  contradiction  statements  of  PW1 marked at  the  time of  his

examination, Ext.D7 to Ext.D9 are the Case Diary contradiction statements

of PW3 marked at the time of her examination, Ext.D10 to Ext.D25 are the
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conversations admitted by PW3 at the time of her examination, Ext.D26 is

the contradiction statement from the 164 Cr.PC statement of PW4, Ext.D27

is the Case Diary contradiction statement of PW5, Ext.D28 and Ext.D29

are the Case Dairy contradiction statements of PW6, Ext.D30 is the Case

Diary  contradiction  statement  of  PW7,  Ext.D31  is  the  recorded

conversation between Vismaya and PW2, Ext.D32 is the computer printout

of  the  alleged  Instagram  account  of  PW1  marked  at  the  time  of

examination  of  DW1,  Ext.D33  is  the  computer  printout  of  the  alleged

Instagram account of CW2 marked at the time of examination of DW1,

Ext.D34 is the computer printout of an alleged photograph tagged in the

Instagram account of CW2 marked at the time of examination of DW1,

Ext.D35 is the copy of manual General Diary, Ext.D36 is the printout of

General Diary Register, Ext.D37 is the Duty Register of the Police Station,

Sooranad on 21.06.2021 and 20.06.2021, Ext.D38 is the copy of General

Diary produced in S.C. No. 60/2019 of the Additional District and Sessions

Court-IV, Kollam and Ext.D39 is the First Information Report in Crime No.

788/2021  of  the  Police  Station,  Sooranad.   Out  of  these  documents,

Ext.D32 to Ext.D34 were marked through DW1 and Ext.D35 and Ext.D39

were proved through DW2.

54. On  completion  of  evidence,  in  alignment  with  the  statutory
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stipulations,  heard the  Ld.  Special  Public  Prosecutor  as  well  as  the  Ld.

defence counsel. At the time of final arguments also, both sides stuck to

their  respective  stand and stance  embraced during the  trial  and the  Ld.

Special  Public  Prosecutor  vociferously impelled that,  the  oral  evidences

tendered by PW1 to PW7 are sufficient enough to inculpate the accused

with the offences alleged against him and these testimonies will completely

foil his stand that, he was falsely implicated in the case on hand.  He added,

the  digital  evidence  tendered  in  this  case  is  massively  supporting  the

prosecution  narrative  and  the  same  to  a  major  extent  completely

annihilating the defence set forth by the accused.  He further argued that,

the  recorded conversations are real  blessings to the  prosecution and the

same are portraying a true and vivid picture with regard to the sufferings of

Vismaya.   He  continued,  the  evidence  of  PW4  is  unbiased  and  her

testimony is supported through the recorded conversations as well as the

chats marked through her.  Further, he urged, the recorded conversations in

between Vismaya and PW3 are reflecting the harassment, the victim was

forced to suffer at the hands of the accused.  He placed heavy reliance on

all conversations marked in Ext.P87 (series) and according to him, Ext.P88

(series) conversations are totally rattling the contentions of the defence.  He

continued with the submissions that, there was a series of WhatsApp chats
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in between Vismaya and PW24, the sister of the accused, on 13.06.2021

and  these  chats  bespeak  the  magnitude  of  atrocities  on  the  victim.

Elaborating further, he stated, Ext.P5 - WhatsApp chat in between Vismaya

and  PW2,  coupled  with  Ext.P7  -  screenshot  of  the  WhatsApp  chat  in

between Vismaya and the brother of PW2 on 09.05.2021, are establishing

the rude behaviour of the accused at Vismaya.  Adverting on Ext.P88(ar) -

conversation, he impelled that, the same is more than sufficient to prove the

demand of dowry by the accused himself.  That apart, he relied Ext.P88(b),

Ext.P88(c) and Ext.P88(ad) - conversations to hammer-home his contention

that, the accused was so particular to gain a car through his marriage.  As

regards the incident allegedly happened at Chittumala on 29.08.2020, he

stated that, evidence of PW1 to PW3 and PW5 coupled with Ext.P88(e) to

Ext.P88(k)  -  conversations  and  Ext.P5  -  WhatsApp  chat  are  more  than

enough to sustain with the said allegations.  He further added, Ext.P88(ad)

and Ext.P88(ak) - conversations, when laced with the evidence of PW1,

PW3  and  PW11,  would  show  that,  the  accused  himself  demanded  the

dowry.  As regards,  the incident said to be happened on 03.01.2021, he

strenuously  asserted  that,  evidence  of  PW1,  PW3  and  PW8,  alongside

Ext.P88(p) to Ext.P88(ab) - conversations,  are proving the same beyond

any reasonable doubt.  Add on, he contended that, the contents Ext.P73 -
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Seizure Mahazar are showing the damage caused to the vehicle.  On the

question of harassment, he said, evidence of PW1 to PW4 and PW6 are

sufficient  to  prove  the  same.   Relying  on  Ext.P88(ar),  Ext.P87(m)  to

Ext.P87(aa) - conversations, along with Ext.P10(series) - WhatsApp chats

and Ext.P90(a)/Ext.P9 - conversation, he argued that, after 17.03.2021 to

till the date of death, Vismaya was inhumanly persecuted by the accused.

Another  leg  of  his  contention  was  that,  the  smart  and  jovial  Vismaya

became so desperate after the marriage and the suicidal ideation germinated

in her mind purely attributing to the harassment of the accused and thereby

culminated  with her  death.   Additionally,  he  canvassed the  narration of

events ingrained in Ext.P84 - report, which the accused disclosed to PW38

is admissible u/s. 21 of the Indian Evidence Act.  He said, Ext.P86 (series)

are reflective of what actually transacted just before the death of Vismaya

and  Ext.P86(a)/Ext.P87(g) -  WhatsApp  chats  also  establishing  that,

Vismaya suffered mental stress due to the acts and deeds of the accused.

Aside the above evidence, he relied on the statements on-oath of PW18 as a

decisive factor to adjudge the guilt of the accused.  On the legal aspects, he

said,  all  the  charges  framed  against  the  accused  would  maintain

simultaneously  and  the  accused  failed  to  discharge  the  burden  as

contemplated  u/s.  106  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act.   He  said,  the
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presumptions mandated u/ss. 113A and 113B of the Indian Evidence Act

are the luxuries available to the prosecution and the defence abjectly failed

to adduce any legally tenable material  to eclipse the advantage of those

presumptions.   He severely animadverted the contentions of the defence

that, the car and other articles were given as gift and the same cannot be

tagged as a dowry within its statutory definition.  In order to buttress his

contentions,  he  relied  on  the  under  mentioned  authoritative  judicial

pronouncements:-

(1)  Bhupendra  v.  State of Madhya Pradesh (2014 (1) SCC (Crl.)

1) – To show that, Sections 304B and 306 of the Indian Penal

Code are not mutually exclusive.

(2) Gurmit Singh  v.  State of Punjab (2021 (6) SCC 108) 
&

(3)  Satbir Singh and Another v.  State of Haryana (2021 (6) SCC

1)  – to highlight that, the phrase soon before death cannot be

construed to mean immediately before.

(4) Pawan Kumar and Others  v.   State of Haryana (1998 (3)

SCC 309)  – To contend that, in order to attract Section 304B

of the Indian Penal Code, demand of scooter and refrigerator

are  sufficient  and mental  cruelty  also  encompasses  the  term

‘cruelty’ to said Section and Section 498A of the Indian Penal

Code.

(5) G.V. Sidda Ramesh  v.   State of Karnataka (2010 (3) SCC
152) 
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&

(6) Tulshiram Sahadu Suryawanshi  and Another   v.   State  of

Maharashtra  (2013 (1)  SCC (Crl.)  193) –  To canvass  that,

circumstantial  evidence  can  be  relied  to  hammer-home  the

ground of cruelty.

(7) Sharad Birdhichand Sarda  v.  State of Maharashtra (1984
(4) SCC 116) 

&

(8) Amar Singh v.  State of Rajasthan (2010 (9) SCC 64)
&

(9) State of Andhra Pradesh  v.  C.G. Rao and Another (1963 SC
1850)

&

(10) P.H. Joitaram  v.  State of Gujarat (2002 (1) SCC 22) – To

show that, Section 32 of the Indian Evidence Act is applicable

in the case on hand.  

(11) State  of  Madhya  Pradesh  v.  Jodendra  and  Another  (2022

KHC  6027) –  To  contend  that,  word  ‘dowry’ ought  to  be

ascribed  an  expansive  meaning  so  as  to  encompasses  any

demand made on a woman whether in respect of a property or a

valuable security and to deal with the fundamental constituent

for  attracting  the  offence  punishable  u/s.  304  of  the  Indian

Penal Code.

(12) T.M. Kirkan  v.  State of Maharashtra (2006 (10) SCC 681) –

To argue about circumstantial evidence and the true purpose of

Section 106 of the Indian Evidence Act on allegation of dowry

death.
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(13) Rajinder Singh  v.  State of Punjab (2015 (6) SCC 477)
&

(14)  Subbharam  v.  State of A.P (2009 (2) KLT 531) 
&

(15)  Banchni  Devi  and Another   v.  State  of  Haryana (2011 (4)
SCC 427) 

&

(16) Murali  v.  State of Kerala (2006 (1) KLT 90) – To describe

about the term ‘harassment’, definition of dowry in the context

of dowry death and there is no requirement of having an actual

agreement  for  making  post-marriage  payments  to  conclude

about the term ‘dowry’.  

(17) State  v.  Ammini and Others (1987 (1) KLT 928) 
&

(18) Chandran v. State of Kerala (1987 (1) KLT 399) 
&

(19) Ammini and Others v. State of Kerala (J.T 1997 (9) SC 125) –

To show that, statement to a doctor by the accused in police

custody is admissible u/s. 21 of the Indian Evidence Act.

(20) P. Damodaran Nair v. Babu (2005 (2) KLT 707) - To canvass

that, tape recorded conversation is admissible in evidence.

(21) Jisal  Rasak  v.  State  of  Kerala  (2019  (4)  KLT  159) -  The

contents of electronic records are not expected to be proved by

oral evidence and C.C.T.V footage is an electronic evidence.  

(22) Sambhu Das @ Bijoy Das and Another  v.  State of Assam

(2010 (10)  SCC 374) -  Even if  there  are  errors  in  the  First

Information  Report  and  Inquest  Report,  that  would  not
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obliterate the case of the prosecution as a whole.  

(23) Achhar Singh  v.   State of H.P (2021 (5) SCC 543) - First

Information Report is not an encyclopedia and the difference

between exaggerated version and false version.

(24) Nagesh  v.  State of Karnataka (2012 (6) SCC 477) - Benefit

of doubt when can be extended to the accused.

(25) Sukhar  v.  State of U.P (1999 (9) SCC 507

&

(26) State of Madhya Pradesh  v.  Ramesh and Another (2011 (4)
SCC 786)

&

(27) Ponnappan  v.  State (1994 (2) KLT 1027) – To canvass that,

the  excitement  u/s.  6  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  may well

continued  to  exist  after  the  exciting  fact  has  ended  and  the

declaration,  therefore  may  be  admissible  even  though

subsequent to the occurrence provided it is near enough in time

to allow the assumption that, the exciting influence continued.  

(28) K. Veera Swamy  v.  Union of India and Others (1991 (3) SCC
655)

&

(29) V.K.  Mishra  and  Another   v.   State  of  Uttaraghand  and
Another (2015 (9) SCC 588)

&

(30) Mujeeb  v.  State of Kerala (2012 (3) KLT 555) - Fairness of

investigation and the Investigating Officer is not supposed to

anticipate all the defences the accused would deploy at the time

of trial.
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On completion of his verbal submissions, he also filed a memorandum of

arguments by reiterating the very same contentions.  

55. Trenchantly taking exception to the case of prosecution, the Ld.

defence counsel insistently urged that, the entire exercise of investigation is

deeply  flawed.   He  said,  despite  tracing  out  several  conversations,  the

veracity  and  genuineness  of  the  same  were  not  put  to  the  respective

witnesses to check about the circumstances under which the conversations

were made and to unearth the true spirit ingrained in the said conversation.

Elaborating  on  the  same,  he  said,  the  accused  was  put  to  severe

disadvantage due to the disproportionate propaganda made by the media

and the accused is a sad victim of the hype thus created.  According to him,

the entire ruling machinery had extended its all arms to manufacture and

cultivate  false  evidence  against  the  accused,  and none  of  the  evidences

tendered  by  the  prosecution  are  reliable.   He  said,  PW1  to  PW4  are

deposing falsehood before the Court since they are motivated to secure a

false conviction to the accused and the Case Diary contradiction statements

elicited during their examination are totally impeaching the trustworthiness

of their testimonies.  He further said, the statement of the accused to PW38

is a fabricated story and PW6 is a planted witness.  Another contention put

forth by him is that, any admissions are not relevant unless it is connected
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with the fact in issue or relevant fact and on res gestae.  He said, omnibus

statements made by PW1 to PW4 without specific instances of harassment

are not at all sufficient to inculpate the accused with the offences alleged

and he  is  entitled  to  get  the  benefit  on  account  of  faulty  investigation.

Emphasizing much on the statements of PW1 to PW3, he said, truth and

falsehood are inextricably intertwined each other in those statements and

therefore, it is totally hazardous to place reliance on the same.  Relying on

certain reported decisions, he argued that, no presumption can be founded

on another presumption and there is nothing in evidence in the case on

hand that, soon before the death, Vismaya was subjected to harassment on

account of dowry.  He elaborated, even go by the prosecution case, there is

inordinate time gap in between the purported demand and date of death,

and therefore,  the statutory presumptions cannot  be pressed into service

against the accused.  He said, the mere demand of dowry is not sufficient

and  a  positive  harassment  having  proximate  connection  is  necessary  to

bring home the charge u/s. 306 of the Indian Penal Code.  Another point he

impelled is that, it is the duty of the prosecution to prove their version and

only  thereafter,  the  burden u/s.  106 of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  can  be

applied on the accused.  Moreover, he said, non-explanation by the accused

at the time of questioning u/s. 313(1)(b) of the Cr.P.C will not relieve the
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prosecution from establishing its allegations and what is expected from the

defence is an explanation to a probable defence.  Jump on the version of the

Ld. Special Public Prosecutor, he said, Section 32 of the Indian Evidence

Act has no application in the case on hand and the demand of money on all

circumstances is not sufficient to conclude that, the help was sought as a

dowry.  In order to sustain with the charge of abetment, the active role of

the accused is to be established and in the case on hand, the prosecution

miserably failed to prove the same.  Continuing his arguments and then

underpinning the dichotomy in the version of deceased to different persons,

he said, the recorded conversations of Vismaya are totally unreliable and by

nature, she is a crafty lady bent on to do anything to win the sympathy of

persons in her own circle.  According to him, the electronic records are not

reflecting  the  true  facts  and  the  conversations  made  available  from the

mobile phones are reflecting the true bonhomie between the accused and

Vismaya during the last  stages of their  matrimony.   He then urged,  the

accused is not at all a dowry hunter and after the resumption of matrimony,

he never demanded dowry from Vismaya.  Furthermore, he said, none of

the prosecution documents are displaying such a fact propounded by the

prosecution and the incident allegedly happened on 29.08.2020 is a false

story.  On that day, Vismaya created ruckus inside the car and thereafter,
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tried to jump out of the same.  It was at that juncture, the accused stopped

the car and the said true story is totally distorted by the prosecution.  On the

incident on 03.01.2021 also, he blamed Vismaya as the defaulter and her

brother  as  the  aggressor  of  the  attack.   He  said,  the  accused  is  an

Engineering graduate in Automobile Engineering and he always wanted to

continue the matrimony.   On 20.06.2021,  Vismaya felt  some abdominal

pain and she thought the same is a prelude to her menstruation cycle.  She

was ridiculously enthusiastic of becoming pregnant and then she thought,

her  said  hopes  totally  dashed  due  to  the  curse  of  her  father.   In  total

desperation, she tried to contact her father and the response from the other

side was aggravating her mental pain further.  She thought the curse of her

father  would  follow  her  lifelong  and  she  is  unable  to  clear  her

examinations.  All the attempts of the accused and his father to pacify her

did not yield any fruitful result and at last, Vismaya committed suicide by

hanging.  Before the suicide, she had left a suicide note and the said suicide

note was entrusted with the policemen soon after the death.  However, the

investigating agency suppressed the said suicide note and then fabricated

evidences against the accused.  The accused is a person having false ego

and  he  never  disclosed  about  attack  on  him  by  CW2  and  CW89  on

03.01.2021.   On that  particular  day,  he  was  inhumanly  attacked by the
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above  said  brother  of  Vismaya  as  well  as  the  Sub  Inspector  of  Police

(CW89).   In  spite  of  suffering such harm,  two days after  the  same,  he

wholeheartedly accepted Vismaya and that shows his intimacy towards her.

The car was given as a gift to Vismaya and the accused never demanded for

the same.  The gold ornaments were weighed to ward off any possibility of

a wrong accusation and never ever the gold or real estate was demanded by

the accused from the family of Vismaya.  Except some normal wear and

tear in the  family life,  there were  no major  issues in  the matrimony of

Vismaya  and  the  accused,  and  none  of  the  evidence  tendered  by  the

prosecution  is  establishing  the  same.   So,  the  entire  frame  of  the

prosecution version lack verity and the accused is to be exonerated from all

the  charges  framed  against  him.   In  order  to  extend  support  to  his

contentions, he relied on the following reported decisions:-

(1)  Kamesh Panjiyar  v.  State of Bihar (2005 KHC 283 ) 
&

(2) Baldev Singh  v.  State of Punjab (2009 KHC 435) 
&

(3)  Gurmeet Singh  v.  State of Punjab (2021 KHC 6283 )
&

(4) Suresh Kumar Singh  v.  State of Uttar Pradesh (2009 KHC
657)   – The term “soon before” is very relevant and there must
be  existence  of  proximate  live-link  in  between  cruelty  and
death.   For the same, interval matters and the same is to be
considered.  
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(5) Raveendran  v.  State of Kerala (2019 (2) KLD 603)
&

(6) Suresh Kumar Singh  v.  State of Uttar Pradesh (2009 KHC
657)                                     

&

(7) Anil Kumar @ Kannan  v.  State of Kerala (2020 KHC 500) 
&  

(8) Jais M Joseph  v. State of Kerala (2012 (1) KLD 839) – There

must be material on record to prove the cruelty before the death

to draw the presumption. 

(9) Murali   v.   State  of  Kerala  (2006 (1)  KLT 90) –  Showing
occurrence connected to harassment soon before death.

(10) Amaledupal @ Jhantu  v.  State of West Bengal (2010 KHC

6052) – For abetment direct evidence of active role is to be

proved.

(11) Monju Roy and Others  v.  State of West Bengal (2015 KHC

4306) – Cruelty and harassment is to be proved to prove the

offence of dowry death. 

(12) Velladurai  v.  State Represented by the Inspector of Police
(2021 KHC 6460) 

&

(13) Sukumaran and Another  v.  State of Kerala (2022 (1) KHC) 
&

(14)  Gurucharan   v.   State  of  Punjab (2016 KHC 6808) –  To

prove abetment, there must be proof of instigation, conspiracy,

intentionally  aiding  or  direct  or  indirect  incitement  are

required.
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(15)  Bhairon Singh  v.  State of Madhya Pradesh (2009 KHC 499)

– Sections 6 and 32 of the Indian Evidence Act.

(16) Appukkuttan  v. State of Kerala (2018 (2) KHC 262) – For the

offence u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal Code, dying declaration

cannot be used.

(17) Moti Singh and Another  v.  State of U.P (1946 KHC 510) –

Dying declaration when can be used.

(18) Inderpal  v. State of M.P (2001 KHC 1304) – Admissibility of

dying declaration.

(19) Madhukumar  v.  State of Kerala (2021 KHC 797) –  With

regard to Section 32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act.

(20) Dharmendra Rajbhar  v.  State of U.P (2021 KHC 3494)
&

(21) Rajinder  Singh   v.   State  of  Haryana  (2013  ICO 1088) –

Initial  burden is on prosecution to  apply Section 106 of  the

Indian Evidence Act.

(22) State of Karnataka  v.  Nagaraju Biliyaiah and Others (2021

KHC  4602) –  Non-explanation  u/s.  313  Cr.P.C  does  not

absolve burden of persecution.  

(23) Parminder Karur @ P.P. Kaur @ Soni  v.  State of Punjab

(2020 KHC 6461) – Duties on the prosecution to prove the best

evidence,  alternative  version  of  events  must  be  carefully

analysed.
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(24) Maheswar Tigga  v.  State of Jharkhand (2020 (5) KHC 322)

– Importance of putting relevant questions and explanations to

make out defence version.

(25) Appukkuttan   v.   State  of  Kerala  (2018  (2)  KHC  262) –
Relevancy of statement u/s. 32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act
and necessity of direct evidence for cruelty.

(26) Sathyan   v.   State  of  Kerala  (2011  (4)  KHC  2350) –  On

explanation u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal Code.

(27) Haridas  v.  State of Kerala (2021 KHC 2350) – Harassment
must be potential enough to cause grave injury etc.

(28) Bhairon Singh v. State of Madhya Pradesh (2009 KHC 499) –
Res gestae when applies.

(29 Raveendran  v.   State of Kerala (2019 (2) KLD 603) – Dying

declaration and presumption.

(30) Biplab Das and Others  v.  State of Tripura (2021 KHC 5093)

– Omnibus statement without specific instances of harassment

not sufficient

(31) Suresh  Budharmal  Kalani  @  Papu  Kalani   v.   State  of

Maharashtra  (1998  KHC  1188) –  No  discretionary

presumption on another discretionary presumption

(32) M.Narasinga Rao  v. State of A.P (2001 KHC 1382) -  No

discretionary  presumption  on  another  discretionary

presumption
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(33) Biri  Singh   v.   State  of  U.P  (1992  KHC  985) –  Sifting

impossible  when  falsehood  is  inextricably  intertwined  with

truth.

(34) State of Maharashtra  v.  Kamal Ahmed Muhammed Vakil

Ansari and Others (2013 KHC 6937) – Admission not relevant

unless fact in issue or relevant fact and res gestae.

(35) Gargi   v.   State  of  Haryana (2019 KHC 6937) –  If  faulty

investigation, benefit should be given to the accused.

56. Decision on Ext.P84 - Report of the Scene Visit by PW38:-

At the time of  marking the said document, the Ld. defence counsel

had requested to  eschew the  purported history of  the  incident  allegedly

narrated by the accused to PW38, from the said report.  The Ld. Special

Public  Prosecutor  resisted  the  said  request  on  a  premise  that,  there  is

nothing  inculpatory  in  the  said  portion  and  it  is  the  prerogative  of  the

doctor to elicit the history to reach a fair conclusion.  Therefore, it was then

ruled that, the rival contentions would be decided on merits at the time of

final  hearing.   Dealing with the  same,  it  is  so apparent  from Ext.P84 -

document that, at the time of the visit of PW38 and PW36, the accused was

brought to the crime scene and he had narrated about the events held on the

immediate preceding day of the suicide of Vismaya.  The said version of
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the accused is specifically comprehended in Ext.P84-report.  A bare glance

on the said portion would show that, the accused was merely describing the

events happened on the previous day and he was then under police custody

as per the order of the Ld. Magistrate.  When he was produced back before

the Magistrate, he did not make a complaint that, he was coerced to give a

statement by the police before PW38.  The law on the point is so clear that,

an  admission  of  a  gravely  incriminating  fact  or  even  a  conclusively

incriminating fact, is not by itself a confession [See: -  Palvinder Kaur  v.

State of Punjab (AIR 1952 SC 354),  Omprakash  v.  State of U.P (AIR

1960 SC 409), A. Nagesia  v.  State of Bihar (AIR 1966 SC 119 & Faddi

v.   State  of  Madhya  Pradesh  (AIR  1984  SC  1850)].   Therefore,  the

statements made by the accused to PW38 - doctor, who was brought to the

scene  as  an  expert  to  analyze  the  past  events  and  then  to  reach  in  a

conclusion,  are  not  confessions  under  the  Indian  Evidence  Act,  but  are

admissible u/s. 21 of the said Act.  Admissions can be proved as against the

person who makes it and Section 21 of the Indian Evidence Act permits

such admissions of being proved.  The contours of Section 21 of the Indian

Evidence Act are not bounded by limitations of person in the custody of a

police officer [See: -  State  v.  Ammini and Others (1987 (1) KLT 928),

Chandran v. State of Kerala (1987 (1) KLT 399) & Ammini and Others v.
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State of Kerala (J.T 1997 (9) SC 125)].  Therefore, the prayer of the Ld.

defence counsel to eschew the statement part of the accused included in

Ext.P84 - report of the scene visit prepared by PW38, is hereby negated and

the prosecution is allowed to rely on the said document as a whole.

57. Decision  on  Ext.D26:-    Evidently,  this  is  a  contradiction

statement marked at the time of PW4 and the portion marked was part of

the statement given by the said witness within the legal ambit of Section

164 of the Cr.P.C during the time of investigation.  Scenario being so, the

same can be admitted in evidence without the Magistrate recording such

statement being examined.  This is well  exposited in the decision  Modi

Ganga  v.  State (1981 (2) SCC 224) by the Hon’ble Apex Court and the

same  is  based  on  the  rationale  flows  from  Section  80  of  the  Indian

Evidence Act, 1872. [See also:-  Aneesh and Another  v.  State of Kerala

(2020 (3) KLT 681), G. Anna Rao  v.  State of A.P (2003 (Cr.L.J) 3253),

Kashmira Singh  v.  State of M.P (AIR 1952 SC 159)].  

58. Decision on Ext.D38:-  This document was marked from the

side of defence with a primary aim to impeach the verity of Ext.P119 and

Ext.D37 documents produced by DW2.  As is manifest, this document is

the certified copy of a G.D. produced in S.C. No. 60/2019 of the Additional
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District & Sessions Court-IV, Kollam.  Since it is a marked document in

another case,  it  can be admitted in evidence subject to the proof of the

contents mentioned therein.  However, in spite of such a legal proscribe, the

defence did not resort to prove the contents of the same within the frame

work of law and as such, the contents of said document are eschewed from

evidence.

59. Decision on Ext.P7:-    This document was marked through

PW2 and at the time of its marking, it was specifically ruled by this Court

that, the subject document was allowed to tender in evidence on sufficient

proof of its contents.  Even as per the version of PW2, this document is a

WhatsApp chat allegedly held in between her brother and Vismaya, and she

elaborated, her brother took the screenshot of said chat and thereafter, sent

it to her via WhatsApp.  So, the primary evidence of the same lies in the

mobile phone of the brother of PW2 and nothing has been retrieved from

the said mobile phone with regard to its authenticity.  Now what is made

available  is  the  document  sent  by  the  brother  of  PW2 via,  WhatsApp.

Whether it was subjected to any alteration or its contents were varied are

the questions so relevant while placing reliance on the contents of the same.

The same can be vouched by the brother of PW1 alone and its probative
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value can be proved by producing the gadget used for the communication.

It is trite that, the best evidence of which the subject is capable, ought to be

produced before the Court or its absence should be reasonably accounted

for  or  explained,  before  secondary  evidence  is  received.   The  truth  or

otherwise  of  the  facts  or  contents  stated  is  to  be  proved by admissible

evidence only.   Mere production and marking of a document as exhibit

cannot be treated as due proof of its contents.  The contents of the same

have to be proved with the evidence of those persons who can vouch safe

for the truth of the transactions mentioned in the document [See:-  Nabada

Devi Gupta  v.  Virendra Kumar Jaiswal (2003 (8) SCC 745)].  Therefore,

with inadequate materials, this Court cannot enter into a safe conclusion

that,  the contents of  Ext.P7-document are,  in fact,  the true version of a

communication in between Vismaya and the brother of PW2.  Scenario

being  so,  this  Court  is  constrained  to  eschew  the  contents  of  Ext.P7

document from consideration.  

60. Having  said  that,  based  on  the  above  referred  competing

arguments and also considering the factual matrix of the case, laced with

necessary  legal  stipulations,  the  points  as  mentioned  infra arise  for

consideration:-
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(1) What are the cause and the manner of death of Vismaya. S.V?

(2) Did  the  accused  abet  the  commission  of  suicide  of
Vismaya.S.V, his wife,  happened on 21.06.2021, in between
03.15 and 03.30 hours, at the bathroom of the first floor of his
house having building No. VIII/432 of the Grama Panchayat,
Poruvazhy and  thereby  committed  an  offence,  punishable
u/s.  306  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code,  as  alleged  by  the
prosecution?

(3) Did  the  accused  cause  the  Dowry  Death  Vismaya.  S.V,  his
legally  wedded  wife,  and  thereby  committed  an  offence,
punishable u/s. 304B of the Indian Penal Code, as alleged by
the prosecution?

(4) Did the accused,  ever since the date of his marriage with his
wife Vismaya. S.V on 31.05.2020, subject her to cruelty and
harassment,  with  a  view  to  meet  his  unlawful  demand  for
property and also for the failure of her family to meet the said
demands, and his said willful conducts were of such nature as
is likely to drive her to commit suicide and thereby committed
an offence, punishable u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal Code, as
alleged by the prosecution?

(5) Did the accused, on 29.08.2020, at 14.20 hours, while he was
travelling along with his wife Vismaya. S.V, along Kundara -
Bharanikkavu  public  road,  in  a  Toyota  Yarris  model  car
bearing  Regn.  No.  KL-24-P-7872,  voluntarily  cause  hurt  to
herand  thereby  committed  an  offence,  which  is  punishable
u/s.  323  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code,  as  alleged  by  the
prosecution?
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(6) Did the accused,  during the night intervening 02.01.2021 and
03.01.2021, at his house and thereafter, en route to his journey
to the house of his wife Vismaya.S.V, situated at a place called,
Nilamel,  voluntarily cause hurt to said Vismaya and thereby
committed  an  offence,  which  is  punishable  u/s.  323  of  the
Indian Penal Code, as alleged by the prosecution?

(7) Did the accused, on 17.04.2021, at his house having building
No. VIII/432 of the Grama Panchayat, Poruvazhy,  voluntarily
cause hurt to his wife Vismaya.S.V and thereby committed an
offence, which is punishable u/s. 323 of the Indian Penal Code,
as alleged by the prosecution?

(8) Did the accused, on 21.06.2021, at 02.00 hours, at his house,
having  building  No.  VIII/432  of  the  Grama  Panchayat,
Poruvazhy,  criminally  intimidate  his  wife  Vismaya.S.V,  by
threatening to cause harm to her person and thereby committed
an offence, which is punishable u/s. 506(i) of the Indian Penal
Code, as alleged by the prosecution?

(9) Did the accused, for the purpose of his marriage with his wife
Vismaya.S.V  held  on  31.05.2020,  take  dowry  and  thereby
committed an offence, which is punishable u/s. 3 of the Dowry
Prohibition Act, 1961, as alleged by the prosecution?

(10) Did the accused, before and after his marriage with his wife
Vismaya.  S.V  held  on  31.05.2020,  directly  or  indirectly
demand  dowry  from  her  parents  on  many  occasions  till
21.06.2021,  including  30.05.2020,  29.08.2020,  02.01.2021,
03.01.2021,  17.04.2021  and  21.06.2021  and  thereby
committed an offence, which is punishable u/s. 4 of the Dowry
Prohibition Act, 1961, as alleged by the prosecution?

(11) What, if any, are the offences committed by the accused?
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(12) If so, what is the order as to sentence? 

61. Point No.1:-   

“Everyone charged with criminal offence 
shall have the right to be presumed innocent 

until proved guilty according to the law.”
                          -    ICCPR

                                                             Article 14(2)

Of  late,  while  delivering  the  17th Justice  P.D.  Desai  Memorial

Lecture, on the theme of “Rule of Law”, the Hon’ble Chief Justice of India

said,  “Judges  should  not  be  swayed  by  the  emotional  pitch  of  public

opinion. ……… Judges will have to be mindful of the fact that, the noise

thus amplified is not necessarily reflective of what is right and what the

majority believes”.  So also, one of the aphoristic propositions our Criminal

Jurisprudence has always outlined is that, a person arraigned as the accused

is  presumed to  be  innocent,  unless  that  presumption is  rebutted  by  the

prosecution through the production of evidence, as may be shown him to be

guilty of the offence with which he is charged.  The burden of proving the

guilt of the accused is upon the prosecution and unless it relieves itself that

entire burden, the Court cannot record a finding of the guilt of the accused.

Another golden thread which runs through the web of administration of
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justice in criminal cases is that, if two views are possible on the evidence

adduced in the case, one pointing the guilt of the accused and the other to

his  innocence,  the  view  which  is  favourable  to  the  accused  should  be

adopted.   This is  succinctly laid down in the celebrated decision  Sarad

Birchand Sarada v. State of Maharashtra (1984 AIR SC 1622) and even

before that, in the decision Kali Ram v.  State of H.P (1973 (2) SCC 808)

also.  It is also an accepted rule that, in case the Court entertains reasonable

doubt regarding the guilt of the accused, the accused must be given the

benefit of doubt.  Contextually, in the decision, Mehabul v. State of Kerala

(2015 (3) KLT SN 39), it was held by the Hon’ble High Court of Kerala

that,

“In a criminal case, the Court has the duty to ensure that

mere conjectures or suspicion do not take the place of legal

proof. The large distance between 'may be true' and 'must be

true'  must  be  covered  by  way  of  clear,  cogent  and

unimpeachable evidence produced by the prosecution before

an  accused  is  contempt  as  a  convict,  and  the  basis  and

golden rule must be applied. In such cases while keeping in

mind the distance between 'may be true' and 'must be true',

the  Court  must  maintain  the  vital  distance  between  mere

conjectures  and sure  conclusions  to  be  arrived  at,  on the

touch stone of dispassionate judicial scrutiny based upon a

complete and comprehensive appreciation of all features of
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the  case,  as  well  as  the  quality  and  credibility  of  the

evidence  brought  on  record.  The  Court  must  ensure,  that

miscarriage  of  justice  is  avoided  and  if  the  facts  and

circumstances of the case so demand benefit of doubt must

be given to the accused, keeping in mind that a reasonable

doubt  is  not  an  imaginary,  trivial  or  a  merely  probable

doubt,  but  a  fair  doubt  that  is  based  upon  reason  and

common sense”. 

Similarly,  it  was laid down by the Hon’ble Apex Court,  in the decision

Yogesh Singh v. Mahabeer Singh and Others (2016 (10) JT 332) that,

 “It is a cardinal principle of criminal jurisprudence that, the

guilt of the accused must be proved beyond all reasonable

doubts.”

Further, in the decision State of U.P. v. Krishna Gopal (1988 (4) SCC 302)

it was exposited by the Hon'ble Apex Court that,

 “A  person  has,  no  doubt,  a  profound  right  not  to  be

convicted  of  an  offence  which  is  not  established  by

evidential standard of proof beyond the reasonable doubt.”

This Court  is  constrained to  restate  the above pre-eminent  principles to

efface the fear projected by the Ld. defence counsel that, out of proportion

media  propaganda  accorded  to  the  instant  case  has  given  an  outsize

advantage to the prosecution.  Indubitably, every case has to be adjudged
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based on the materials drafted in by the competing parties and a Court of

Law shall  not  be  swayed any extraneous factors  that  happened outside.

Ergo, regardless of any media propaganda, the adjudication of this case will

depend on the materials tendered for the scan and appraisal of this Court.  

62. So said, here, in the case on hand, in spite of several assertions

and contra assertions, which were painstakingly paraded before this Court

during the trial as well as at the time of final arguments, the prosecution as

well  as  the  defence  have  harmonized  their  view  that,  Vismaya  -  the

deceased in the case on hand - had committed suicide by hanging inside the

bathroom  that  attached  with  the  first  floor  of  the  bedroom  of  her

matrimonial home.  Aside the same, they have no whinge and cavil over the

fact  that,  the  death  in  question  took  place  during  the  early  hours  of

21.06.2021 and at that time, the accused and his parents alone were present

inside  the  matrimonial  home.   Another  fact  emerged is  that,  during the

relevant point of time, in the wake of the outbreak of pandemic COVID-19,

the Government authorities had imposed lock-down restrictions. In short,

the  death  in  question  took  place  when  the  pandemic  upends  the  entire

globe.  Significantly, PW36 - Dr.Seena M.M.,  Asst.  Professor and Asst.

Police  Surgeon  in  the  Department  of  Forensic  Medicine,  Government

Medical  College,  Thiruvananthapuram,  along  with  her  colleague
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Dr.Janaki.R, had specifically comprehended the under mentioned facts in

Ext.P81 - Postmortem Certificate. 

A. GENERAL

Body  was  that  of  a  moderately  built  and  nourished  adult

female  of  height  166cm.   Face  livid.   Yellowish  brown

discolouration around both eyes.  Eyes closed.  Conjunctivae

congested.  Blood stains on the face, nostrils and lips.  Hymen

showed old healed tear at 7 to 9 O’ clock position, orifice

admitted two fingers loosely.   Other external  body orifices

were normal.  Finger nails bluish.  Red nail polish was seen

applied  to  the  toe  nails  of  both  feet.   ECG  leads  (5  in

numbers) present on both sides of front of  chest.   Multiple

turns of red coloured synthetic thread tied around the right

wrist.  Old scars  (i) 3.5x0.2cm on the under aspect of chin

across midline and (ii) 0.8x0.5cm on the right side of face,

1cm below outer end of eyebrow.

No ligature material was brought along with the body.

Corneae  hazy.   Rigor  mortis  was  fully  established  and

retained all over the body.  Postmortem staining was present

on the back, not fixed, with postmortem blotches on the back

of trunk.  There was no sign of decomposition.  (Body was not

kept in cold chamber, Government Medical College Hospital,

Thiruvananthapuram).
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INJURIES (ANTE-MORTEM): -

1. Pressure abrasion (ligature mark) 12.5cm long, oblique
on the right side of front of neck extending to midline, its
lower front end 8.5cm below chin (0.3cm broad) over the
thyroid cartilage, 3.5cm below right angle of jaw (0.3cm
broad), 7.5cm below right ear (1cm broad) and its back
upper end was placed 7cm below and 2cm outer to the
level  of  mastoid.   There  was  an  area  of  light  red
discolouration 19cm long, on the front and sides of neck
across midline, extending upwards and downwards from
the pressure abrasion, and its upper margin was placed
2cm below left ear (4cm broad), 7.5cm below chin (6cm
broad) and 5cm below right ear (5.5cm broad).  There
were petechial haemorrhages over an area of 7x6cm on
the right side of neck in front of the ear, overlying the
pressure abrasion and light red discolouration.  On flap
dissection  of  neck  done  under  bloodless  field,
subcutaneous  tissue  underneath  was  pale.   There  was
infiltration  1x1x0.6cm in  the  right  sternocleidomastoid
muscle,  6.5cm  above  its  lower  end.   Other  neck
structures  including  other  muscles,  blood  vessels,
cartilages and bones appeared normal and intact.

2. Contusion  2x2x1cm on  the  outer  aspect  of  right  arm,
19cm above elbow (brownish in colour).

3. Multiple  superficial,  linear,  incised  wounds  of  varying
deposition  and  sizes  varying  from  0.5x0.1  to  5x0.1cm
over an area 5.2x0.1cm on the front of left forearm, its
outer extent 1.5cm above wrist with an abrasion 1x0.6cm
at its inner extent.

4. Abrasion 0.5x0.5cm on the outer aspect of right ankle.

Brain  was  congested  and  oedematous.   Air  passages  were
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congested and contained mucus.  Lungs were congested.  Heart

was  flabby  with  petechial  haemorrhages  on  the  surface.

Stomach  was  half  full  with  soft,  starchy  unidentifiable  food

particles having no unusual smell, mucosa was congested with

submucosal  haemorrhages  at  places.   Urinary  bladder  was

empty.   Uterus  measured  8.5x6.5x2cm,  cavity  empty,

endometrium was haemorrhagic.  There were corpus luteums

of  size  (i)  1.5x1.6cm and   (ii)  2.5x1.3cm  in  the  left  ovary.

Fallopian tubes were normal.  All other internal organs were

congested otherwise appeared normal.

Sample  of  blood  and  viscera  were  preserved  and  sent  for

chemical analysis.

Nail  clippings from right and left  hands, vaginal swabs and

smears  and  gauze  soaked  with  blood  and  air  dried  were

handed over to the charge C.P.O. 7541 in sealed packets.

Blood group was determined at  Blood Bank,  Govt.  Medical

College, Thiruvananthapuram and found as ‘O’ Rh positive.

Whole  dissected  uterus  was  sent  for  histopathological

examination.

Rapid Antigen test was done for SARS CoV-2 in Padmavathy

Medical  Foundation,  Sasthamcotta,  Kollam  (SRF  N.

477/KLM/202106618) and was found as negative.
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On the basis of the above factual findings, my opinion

as to the cause of death is:

   Postmortem findings are consistent with death due to hanging.

Evidently,  Ext.P81 is a forthright  document,  in which,  lucid and cogent

reasons  as  to  the  cause  of  death  are  clearly  articulated  and  the  sworn

testimony  of  PW36  (Forensic  Surgeon)  is  in  perfect  match  with  the

contents of said document.  In the decision  Machindra v. Sajjan Galpha

Rankhamp and Others (2017 (2) KLJ 737), it  was held by the Hon'ble

Apex Court that,

 “A  medical  witness  who  performs  a  postmortem

examination is a witness of fact, though he also gives an

opinion on certain aspects of the case.” 

Later, in the decision Sanjay Khanderaowadane  v.  State of Maharashtra

(Crl.Appeal  No.1962/2011  &  604/2012  dated  03-08-2017,  2017  STPL

9780), it was again held by the Hon'ble Apex Court that,

 “A  medical  witness  who  performs  a  postmortem

examination is a witness of fact, though he also gives an

opinion  on  certain  aspects  of  the  case.  The  value  of

medical witness is not merely a check upon the testimony

of eye witnesses; it is also independent testimony because,

it  may establish certain facts quite  apart  from the other

oral evidence.”
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The PW36 (Autopsy Surgeon) was cross-examined at  length by the Ld.

defence counsel, still, nothing could be elicited to cast any cloud over the

verity  of  her  deposition.   That  apart,  Ext.P82  -  Chemical  Examination

Report  was  also  marked  through  the  said  Autopsy  Surgeon  and  it  is

revealed through the said report  that,  there was no poison intake by the

deceased as the cause of death. 

63. Barring the above, in his endeavour to dispel all  doubts,  the

Investigating Officer (PW41) had availed the service of PW38, who was

then working as the Professor  and Head of  the Department  of Forensic

Medicine,  in  the  Medical  College  Hospital,  Thiruvananthapuram.

Following the request made by the Investigating Officer, along with PW36

(Autopsy  Surgeon),  she  proceeded  to  the  crime  scene  and  thereafter,

undertook  an  adroit  examination  of  scene  of  crime,  ligature  and

postmortem findings.  She further stated, at the time of autopsy also, she

was present in the mortuary where it took place and on conclusion of said

postmortem examination, she had countersigned in Ext.P81 - Postmortem

Certificate.   When examined  before  this  Court,  PW38 has  deposed  the

following facts:
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“When I reached the scene of crime, the same was properly

guarded.   The  scene  of  the  incident  was  in  the  house  of

Mr.Kiran  (accused),  the  deceased  Vismaya’s  husband,

Chandravilasom Veedu.   It  is  a two-storey building.   There

was only one bedroom in the first floor.  It has an attached

bathroom on the right side of the door opening to the room.

There was an open space just outside the bedroom.

As per the information passed, deceased Vismaya was found

hanging in the bathroom attached to the bedroom of the first

floor.   The  said  bathroom is  having a  fibre  material  made

door, which has a plastic lock from inside.   Portion of this

plastic  lock  towards  the  door  was  found  broken  inwards.

There  was European closet  and a health faucet  on the  left

corner of  the room,  opposite  the door.   There  was a small

window on the outer wall of the bathroom opening out.  It had

three  horizontal  and two vertical  iron bars.   Height  of  the

window from floor to second horizontal cross bar was 183cm

and that from the floor to first one was 176cm.  In a photo

shown by the Investigating Officer, a cloth material was found

hanging from the second cross bar which was at 183cm above

the ground level.  There was a clamp to hold the health faucet

on the outer wall near the closet.  It was at 109cm below the

second cross bar of the window.  It has a holder with pointed

sharp margins at places.  The closet was 41cm away from the

outer wall.  There was a washbasin and a mirror on the wall

near the door.  There was one razor with black handle and a
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blade  of  the  razor  on  the  window sill.   There  were  a  few

plastic cosmetic bottles kept on the floor of the bathroom near

the closet.

Following  the  above  visit,  we  went  to  the  J.F.M.C-I,

Sasthamcotta to examine the ligature material recovered from

the room.  In a sealed cover, there was a damp faded light

blue cotton Turkey like towel with light blue vertical pattern.

Total length of the towel was 125cm and breadth 65cm.  It had

a cut loop of circumference 16cm at one of the stitched ends

with a short free end of 11.5cm which was formed by a slip

knot tied with a white thread.  There were light brown blood

like stain over an area 46x39cm, 1.5cm inner to its stitched

end.  Stretch marks were seen at places in the towel.

When I visited the spot, the accused was brought to there by

the Investigating Officer and I was allowed to interact with

the accused.  I interacted with the accused with a bonafide

intention  to  clear  off  the  doubts  and  there  was  nothing

malicious.” 

According to her, during her visit, she met the accused and then the accused

had narrated the events that led to the fatal act and she further said, since

she was the Head of the Department of Forensic Medicine, it was she who

forwarded the postmortem certificate to the Investigating Officer.  There

was an office copy of the same available  in her Department and she made
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use of the same at the time of spot visit.

64. Adscititious to the above, PW38 further testified that, she had

meticulously  analyzed  the  postmortem  findings  and  then  entered  into

following conclusions:

    “There was a pressure abrasion which was 12.5cm long on

the right  side of  front of  neck extending to midline,  it  was

oblique and 0.3 to 1cm broad, and the breadth of 1cm was

below right ear.  An area of light red dicolouration 19cm long

on front and sides of neck across midline extending upwards

and downwards from the pressure abrasion and it was 4 to

6cm  broad.   Maximum  breadth  of  6cm  was  below  chin.

Petechial haemorrhages of 7x6cm was seen on the right side

of neck in front of ear overlying the pressure abrasion and

light red discolouration.  There was infiltration 1x1x0.6cm, in

the right sternocleidomastoid muscle 6.5cm above its lower

end.  Other neck structures appeared normal.

Injury  No.  2  was  a  contusion  2x2x1cm on  the  outer

aspect  of  right  arm,  19cm above  elbow.   It  was  brown in

colour.  It was due to blunt force and happened above 3 days

prior to death.  Injury No. 3 was multiple superficial linear

wounds of sizes varying from 0.5x0.1cm to 5x0.1cm, over an

area on the front of left forearm, 1.5cm above wrist with an

abrasion 1x0.6cm at its inner extent.  Fourth injury was an

abrasion 0.5x0.5cm on the outer aspect of right ankle.”
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On  the  question  of  internal  findings  of  postmortem  examination,  she

deposed that,

  “Brain congested and oedematous.  Lungs congested.  Heart

was flabby with petechiae on the surface.  Stomach was half

full with soft starchy unidentifiable food particles having no

unusual  smell,  mucosa  was  congested  with  submucosal

haemorrhages at places.  Urinary bladder was empty.  Uterus

measured  8.5x6.5x2cm,  cavity  empty,  endometrium

haemorrhagic.   Corpus  luteum  of  size  1.5x1.6cm  and

2.5x1.3cm in left ovary.  Fallopian tubes were normal.  All

other internal organs were congested otherwise normal.”

She added, on analysis of facts and materials supplied, the findings can be

interpreted into following manner:

  “The deceased had 166cm height.  She had shown features

of  asphyxia.   They  are  livid  face,  congested  conjunctive.

Fingernails were blue.

From  the  postmortem  changes,  the  time  since  death

could be approximately around 12 hours prior to postmortem

examination.  I concluded about the same on the facts that,

there  was  no  decomposing  changes  to  the  body  when  the

postmortem was commenced.  According to KPF 102, body

was  found  at  11.00  a.m  and  official  formalities  were

completed at 1.00 p.m.  Body was in the mortuary up to 11.00
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a.m.   Postmortem  examination  started  at  4.00  p.m  and

completed at  5.10 p.m.   Her body was in  the  mortuary  of

Padmavathy Hospital for a minimum of 4 hours.  Hence, from

the postmortem changes, death could have happened within

12 hours of postmortem examination.  When we include the

hours of keeping the body in cold chamber, death could have

happened  between  1.00  a.m  and  4.00  a.m  on  21.06.2021.

Stomach was half  full  with soft  starchy unidentifiable food

particles.  So she had died within 4 to 6 hours of her last

meal.  Her mother-in-law told that, she had her last meal at

around 9.00 p.m.  Mother-in-law was present inside the house

when we conducted the visit and to get a clarity of findings, I

was allowed to interact  with the  mother-in-law.   From the

above facts, it is clear that, the death took place within 4 to 6

hours of her last meal.  So it would have been between 1.00

a.m and 3.00 a.m on 21.06.2021.

Uterus  was  of  normal  size.   Endometrium  was

haemorrhagic.  Vismaya would have been in menstruation.  

Brain oedema present and was congested.  Lungs and

other organs were  congested  and petechiae  present  on  the

surface of heart and these were suggestive of asphyxia.

Inferences from the ligature mark.  From the position

and appearance of ligature mark on neck, we could infer that,

(a) ligature material used was a broad one  (b) it had caused

pressure abrasion only in a small area 12.5cm and pressure
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effect in 19cm  (c) both marks were oblique  (d) position of

pressure abrasion in the ligature mark was 7.5cm below right

ear, 3.5cm below right angle of jaw bone and 8.5cm below

chin, this gives an impression that the pressure exerted on the

ligature material was unequal at different points.  Pressure

effect  was 2cm below left  ear,  7.5cm below chin  and 5cm

below right ear.  It was an oblique mark, ligature material

was on the left side and knot on the neck was on the right

side.   This  findings  is  tallying  with  Kiran’s  statement  that

when he saw Vismaya in hanging posture her face was turned

to right side.  Petechiae on the neck 7x6cm in front of right

ear was also  suggestive  of  inconsistent  slow and irregular

pressure effect.  Infiltration in the sternocleidomastoid muscle

is also suggestive of an inconsistent, slow pressure effect.  All

the above findings were suggestive of irregular pressure effect

on the ligature material due to slow constriction of neck.  The

constriction force of hanging was also found applied slowly

and  gradually  in  the  ligature  material.   Non  continuous

ligature mark also support that only partial pressure of the

body was applied on the ligature.  The peculiar appearance

of pressure abrasion, reddish discolouration and petechiae on

the pressure abrasion was suggestive of  slow but  irregular

constricting force that was found applied on the neck by the

ligature material as it was a partial hanging.

The  ligature  material  was  a  faded  blue  damp turkey
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towel.  It showed a cut loop at one corner of the loop and

blood  stain  at  places  and  stretch  marks.   These  were

suggestive  of  the  application  of  pressure  on  to  the  towel.

Damp towel if tried to anything will not loosen easily.

It  is possible for a person of 166cm height to tie  the

ligature material on the second cross bar of window which

was 187cm above ground, she had avoided the health faucet

clamp during hanging.  As the ligature was tied from a lesser

height, it became a partial hanging and there was irregular

pressure  on neck  and slow tightening of  ligature  material.

From Kiran’s description of release of ligature from neck, we

could infer that it was tied with a half knot.  The dampness of

ligature  material  would  have  prevented  the  self  release  of

knot while weight of body was exerted on the ligature hence it

was  there  on  the  neck  and  the  stretch  marks  were  due  to

stretching of the ligature according to the weight exerted on

the  ligature  material.   It  was  slow  but  consistent  and

irregular  pressure.   Contusion was  due  to  blunt  force  like

pinching  or  kicking.   It  would  have  been  happened

approximately of  3 days prior to death.   Injury No.  3 was

multiple and self inflicted due to the presence of multiple cuts.

It was on left wrist.  Vismaya was a right handed person.  All

were superficial and multiple it would have been done with

the razor blade which was kept at window sill of bathroom.

Injury No. 4 wound have been due to slow graze of that part

on the floor during hanging.”
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Thereafter, she stated on-oath that, as an eventual outcome of the visit of

the  crime  scene,  postmortem  examination  and  on  due  analysis  of  all

attending circumstances, she entered into following conclusions:-

(1) Hanging was the cause of death.

(2) It was a partial hanging and it was due to part of the weight of
the body and found acting on the ligature material.  Weight of
head and part of body alone were found to have acted as force of
hanging.

(3) From the appearance of ligature mark, ligature material was a
soft one and would have been the damp light blue turkey towel
present  in  J.F.M.C-I,  Sasthamcotta.   Hanging  from the  site  of
incident with that material was possible.

(4) The latch was found broken from inside, site and direction of
break was suggestive of forcible opening of the door.

(5) Manner of death was suicide.

(6) Injury No. 3 – Multiple superficial linear incised wounds on the
front of left  forearm could have been inflicted by the deceased
Vismaya with the razor blade present in the bathroom.  From the
site, appearance and disposition those injuries were self inflicted.
The injury was simple in nature.

(7) Injury Nos. (2) and (4) were simple in nature.  Injury No. (2) was
due to blunt force and was around 3 days old.  Injury No. (4) was
an abrasion and was due to contact with hard/rough surface or
object including the floor of the bathroom.  There is a possibility
of this could happen during hanging and when the body came
down due to force, this part would have grazed on the floor and
caused the abrasion.
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Furthermore, these facts are palpably recited in Ext.P84 document and the

contents  of  said  document  were  proved  through  PW38.   In  spite  of  a

meticulous  scrutiny  of  all  available  materials,  nothing  has  surfaced  to

overturn the conclusions entered by PW38 and she being an expert of the

field, necessary credence can be attached to her opinions and conclusions.  

65. Aside the above evidence, the prosecution has drafted in the

evidence of PW23, a Scientific Expert, to rule out any potential doubts that,

the door of the bathroom was not forced open from outside.  In Ext.P39 -

Scene Inspection Report, PW23 had entered into a definite finding that, the

bathroom door was forcefully opened from outside and the latch was found

broken  from  inside.   Withal  to  the  above,  the  facts  decipherable  from

Ext.P92 - Scene Mahazar prepared by PW40 are also a guiding indicator of

above postulations of the prosecution.  Furthermore, the facts mentioned in

Ext.P98 - Co-relation Scene Mahazar are extending credible support to the

said version put forth by the prosecution.  In Ext.P92 - Scene Mahazar,

there is a specific mention about the loosening of the screw and the then

existing condition of the latch.   The same is repeated in Ext.P98 -  Co-

relation  Scene  Mahazar  also.   Moreover,  the  facts  discernible  from

Ext.P106  -  photographs  are  also  extending  help  to  the  version  of  the
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prosecution.   Thus, the evidence up for grabs through the deposition of

PW23 as well as Ext.P39, Ext.P92, Ext.P98 and Ext.P106 documents are

also lend credence to the prosecution version that, the cause of death was

hanging and the manner of death was suicide.

66. Evidently, the version of the prosecution is that, the deceased

used MO12 - bath-towel as the ligature material for hanging.  The presence

of MO12 - bath-towel is axiomatically stated in Ext.P92 - Scene Mahazar

and it is further decipherable from this document that, necessary cellophane

pressings  were  collected  from the  said  ligature  contemporaneous  to  its

seizure.   The  said  ligature  material  was  seized  under  Ext.P92  -  Scene

Mahazar  and  thereafter,  same  was  sent  to  the  Court  sans  any  delay.

Another fact brought to the light through Ext.P34 - Inquest Report is that,

necessary cellophane pressings were collected from the ligature mark and

palm of the dead body amidst the inquest proceedings.  Subsequently, the

cellophane  pressings  were  subjected  to  forensic  examination,  where-

through it was revealed that, the fiber traced out from the ligature mark,

palm and nail clippings tallies with the fiber of MO12 - bath-towel.  These

things are lucidly stated in Ext.P118 - Forensic Science Laboratory Report

and the defence has no challenge against the findings arrived in the said
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report.  The Ext.P106 - photographs are also establishing the presence of

MO12  -  bath-towel  at  the  scene  of  occurrence.   These  factors  are

interlinked  to  each  other  and  are  sufficient  to  reach  into  a  definite

conclusion that, the deceased had used MO12 - bath-towel for hanging.

67. Quite apart from the above, then coming to the word ‘suicide’,

it  is  beyond any dispute  that,  the  same is  not  defined anywhere  in  the

Indian Penal Code.  Under such a sitch, one must, therefore, look at the

dictionary  meaning  of  the  word.   As  per  the  New  Webster's  Deluxe

Encyclopedic Edition, the word 'suicide' appearing at page 980 means: 'One

who intentionally takes his own life; the intentional taking of one's own life,

destruction of one's own interests or prospects...  To commit suicide - to kill

(oneself)’.   The  word  'suicide'  in  plain  English  language  would  mean  a

person voluntarily putting an end his life.  Recently, in the decision  Geo

Varghese  v.  State of Rajasthan and Another (J.T 2021 (10) SC 36), the

Hon’ble Apex Court has defined the word ‘suicide’ in the manner as stated

below:

    “Though the IPC does not define the word ‘Suicide’ but the

ordinary  dictionary  meaning  of  suicide  is  ‘self-killing’.   The

word is derived from modern latin word ‘suicidium’.  ‘Sui’ means

‘oneself’ and ‘cidium’ means ‘killing’.  Thus, the word suicide

implies an act of ‘self-killing’.  In other words, act of death must
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be committed by the deceased himself, irrespective of the means

adopted by him in achieving the object of killing himself.”

Thus, therefore, from the whole range of the evidence tendered in this case,

nothing  is  forthcoming  to  unsettle  the  opinions  of  PW36  (Autopsy

Surgeon) and PW38 (Head of Forensic Department), who are undoubtedly

the experts in the field.  Their opinions as to the cause of death, as recited

in Ext.P81 (Postmortem Report) and Ext.P84 (Report of the Crime Scene

Visit) were paraphrased by them, when they were examined as witnesses

before this Court.  Even the defence has no contention that, the death of

Vismaya is either homicidal or accidental and in fact, they are admitting

that,  Vismaya  died  by  hanging,  which  is  a  suicide.   The  foregoing

discussion is really guiding this Court to enter into following conclusions:

1) Hanging was the cause  of  death of  Vismaya.S.V.  and it  was a  
partial hanging.

2) Her manner of  death was suicide and she used MO12 -  bath-  
towel for hanging.

 Hence, the point is answered in favour of the prosecution.

68. Point Nos. 2 to 11:-  Owing to its obvious interconnection and

to  shun the  risk  of  repetition,  the  discussion pertains  to  these  points  is
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clubbed together.  As stated afore, in the case on hand, the basic premise of

the  prosecution  is  that,  Vismaya  committed  suicide  as  abetted  by  the

accused - her husband - and the same is, in fact, a dowry death.  Adding

wings to their version, the prosecution contended that, when she was alive,

Vismaya was severely haunted and harassed by the accused on account of

bringing lesser dowry and he severely taunted her for getting a new car in

the place of the car already handed over at the time of marriage, which

according to him is a 'scrap'.  Though they resided separately for a brief

period due  to  marital  discord,  later,  at  the  instance  of  the  accused,  the

cohabitation was resumed in the matrimonial home and even thereafter, she

was subjected to dreadful cruelties.  Vismaya was unable to countenance

with the harassment thus meted out to her by the accused and at last, left

with no other option, she committed suicide by hanging in the bathroom

attached with the bedroom of the matrimonial home during the early hours

of 21.06.2021.  Adjunct to the above, the prosecution has got a contention

that, after the resumption of matrimony, the accused had put restrictions on

Vismaya from contacting her parental family and thereby he piled up her

miseries.  

69. Taking  a  stand  in  oppugnation,  the  defence  contended  that,

except some minor bickering and squabbles, which are quite normal in a
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connubial  relationship,  there  was no deep-rooted rivalry in  between the

couple and the bonhomie in between them can be easily gathered from the

materials  made  available  in  this  case.   By  extension,  they  have  got  a

contention that, after the reunion, the accused never demanded dowry and

all such projections by the prosecution carry no scintilla of truth.  In order

to  contradict  the  versions  put  forth  by  the  prosecution,  the  defence

contended that, Vismaya was utmost enthusiastic to conceive a baby just

before  her  death and the  idea  of  committing suicide  actually  originated

from the thought that, she cannot beget a child on account of the curse of

her father.  They further said, on the fateful day, Vismaya tried to contact

her father and at that time, he responded in a totally unbecoming manner.

The same had caused severe mental pain and Vismaya was unable to cope

up with the situation.  All the simultaneous attempts of the accused as well

as his father to pacify her did not yield any fruitful results and Vismaya

even nurtured a  feeling that,  she  cannot  clear  her  examination sans  the

blessings of her father.  Those sneaking feelings got embedded in her mind

and it was because of the same, she took the drastic decision to commit

suicide, to which, the accused had contributed nothing.  

70. In view of the above outlined rival contentions and also on the
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basis of competing arguments by the rival sides, it is apt and apposite to

delve deeper into the evidence tendered by both sides so as to ascertain its

verity and veracity.  Patently, the prosecution has founded its case on the

following facts and circumstances:-

(a) Deceased  Vismaya  was  the  wife  of  the  accused  and  their

marriage was solemnized on 31.05.2020, at the parental home

of bride in accordance with the rites  and customs prevalent

among their community and thereafter, they started to reside in

the matrimonial home, where the death took place.  This fact is

admitted by the  defence and more than that,  testimonies of

PW1 to PW4 as well as the contents of Ext.P21 - Marriage

Register,  which  was  marked  through  PW9,  are  well

establishing the said facts.  

(b) Vismaya  died  on 21.06.2021 and the  said  death  took place

within seven years of her marriage with the accused.  Here

also,  the  defence  is  not  assailing  the  said  version  of  the

prosecution and through the materials made available, it has

emerged  that,  Vismaya  died  within  thirteen  months  of  her

marriage. 

(c) Vismaya was brought dead before PW13-doctor and the said

fact is forthrightly recited in Ext.P25 - document.

(d) The death of Vismaya was a suicide and the said question is

already answered by this Court while answering point No. 1. 
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(e) The  place  of  occurrence  is  the  bathroom attached  with  the

bedroom of the first floor of the matrimonial home and when

the death took place, the accused and his parents alone were

present there apart from Vismaya.  The defence has cavil over

this fact and the same was admitted by PW11.  Even in the

written statement filed by the accused when he was questioned

as contemplated u/s. 313(1)(b) of the Cr.P.C, he endorsed such

a view put forth by the prosecution.

(f) The  death  occurred  otherwise  than  under  normal

circumstances within seven years of marriage.  This fact also

not  under  challenge  by  the  defence  and  it  is  trite  that,

committing suicide by hanging can be construed as a death

otherwise than under normal circumstances.  

(g) Right from the inception of marriage, Vismaya was subjected

to  inhuman brutalities  at  the  hands  of  the  accused and she

committed suicide as abetted by him.  In order to shore-up

these allegations, the prosecution is relying on the testimonies

of PW1 to PW7, PW12 and PW18, alongside the electronic

evidence produced by them.  However, the defence is totally

repudiating the above narrative of the prosecution.  
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(h) The above said cruelty and harassment meted out to Vismaya

have  been  for  or  related  to  the  demand  of  dowry  and  the

suicidal ideation originated only because of such harassment

perpetrated by the accused.  For the same also, the prosecution

is  placing reliance  on the  testimonies  of  PW1 to  PW7 and

PW18, alongside the electronic evidence produced by them.

No  doubt,  the  defence  is  strongly  expostulating  these

depictions of prosecution.

(i) Whilst  their  common  stay,  Vismaya  was  assaulted  by  the

accused and thereby she had sustained injuries.  As regards the

said allegations, the prosecution is relying on the testimonies

of PW1 and PW3, ably aided by the electronic evidence.  

(j) The  accused  was  totally  dissatisfied  with  the  car  given  in

connection with the marriage and he demanded a new car of

his choice. In order to achieve the said goal, he had abused

Vismaya  in  a  most  inappropriate  manner  and  he  always

coerced her  to  achieve the  said purpose.   These  allegations

were also rejected by the defence.  

(k) On account  of  his  permanent  Government  employment,  the

accused  was  carrying  a  false  hope  that,  he  is  enormously

privileged to get a sizable amount as dowry from the family of

his  wife.   The  prosecution  has  relied  on  various  recorded

conversations  to  prove  the  said  fact.   Akin  to  the  above,

defence has rejected the said allegation in disdain.   
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(l) On  29.08.2020,  during  a  return  journey  to  the  matrimonial

home, Vismaya was roughed up by the accused for the reason

of not giving a car of his choice.  Defence has projected a rival

version for this incident.  

(m) On  03.01.2021,  after  consuming  alcohol,  the  accused  took

Vismaya to the parental home and thereafter, thrashed her in

front of her brother.  On witnessing the brutalities, the brother

of Vismaya intervened into the scene and infuriated over the

same,  the  accused  brutally  attacked  her  brother  also.

Following this, the matter was duly informed to the police and

the police swiftly apprehended the accused.  Subsequent to the

same,  ascribing to  a  fruitful  conciliation,  it  was  decided  to

drop the further proceedings and even thereafter, on volition,

Vismaya went back to the matrimonial home.  However, she

faced harassment even after the same and resultantly, when her

parents came to her home on 11.01.2021, they took her back

along with them.  Out of the above, pertains to the incidents

happened  on  03.01.2021,  the  defence  has  got  a  different

version and they blamed Vismaya and her family for the said

incident.  With regard to the remaining incident of separation,

they  said,  Vismaya  was  tactfully  taken  away  from  the

matrimonial home by putting forth the reason that, she also has

to accompany her parents for the due invite of the relatives for

the marriage of her brother.  

(n) After the above separation, the accused tactfully continued his
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contacts  with  Vismaya  to  beguile  her  and taking advantage

over  her  feeble  mind,  he  compelled  her  to  resume  the

cohabitation.  However, his real intention was to completely

wipe  out  any  possibility  of  resurfacing  a  criminal  case  on

account  of  the  incident  happened  on  03.01.2021  and  in

addition to the same, he was nursing an oblique intention that,

once Vismaya came back to reside along with him, through

her,  he  can  easily  coerce  her  family  to  surrender  to  his

demands.  Animated by such mischievous intentions, after the

resumption  of  matrimony,  at  times,  he  subjected  her  to

cruelties  and  harassment,  and  regardless  of  her  warning  of

having no other option except the self termination of her life,

he  was unwilling  to  abate  his  atrocities.   He  continued the

same in the same vigor as in the past and even forbade her

from  contacting  her  family  members.   Thus,  he  heaped

enormous  tension  in  her  mind  and  the  decision  to  commit

suicide is the outcome of incessant taunting he unleashed on

her soon before her death with a demand of dowry.  

71. As  has  been  stated  earlier,  in  order  to  bring  home  their

aforesaid  allegations  against  the  accused,  the  prosecution  has  examined

witnesses as many as PW1 to PW42 and they are also resting upon the

contents of documents Ext.P1 to Ext.P120 (a), along with Material Objects

MO1 to MO12.  Out of the witnesses thus examined, PW1 is the father of
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Vismaya  and  when  deposed  before  this  Court,  he  wholly  espoused  the

prosecution version.  He said that, at the time of her death, his daughter was

a final year student of Ayurvedic Medicine and even before the marriage,

there was a tactic demand of dowry from the family of the accused.  So, he

agreed to give 100 sovereigns of gold ornaments, alongside 1.20 acres of

landed property and a car, and later, on the eve of the marriage, when the

accused visited the parental home of the bride, he chanced to have a glance

at  the  newly  purchased  motorcar  for  the  marriage.   On  his  return,  the

accused expressed his grievances about the car and insisted to replace the

same with another.  He actually expressed his avarice with Vismaya and

Vismaya, in turn, informed the matter to this witness.  Consequently, it was

assured to purchase a new car by closing of the hypothecation liabilities of

the existing car.  About ten days after the marriage, the accused went to

stash the gold ornaments in the bank locker opened in his name and then he

realized the fact that, the gold ornaments given at the time of marriage was

little bit less than the promise made.  Thenceforth, he treated Vismaya with

cruelties and subsequently, whilst their return journey to the matrimonial

home,  the  accused  assaulted  Vismaya.   During  the  said  travel,  he

objurgated this witness on account of dowry and motorcar given against his

aspirations,  and  when  the  atrocities  breached  the  limit  of  endurance,
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Vismaya got out of the vehicle and then took asylum in a nearby house.

After the said incident, on 03.01.2021, at around 01 to 01.30 hours, this

witness awakened from the sleep by hearing uproar and when he reached

out of the house along with his wife, the accused was seen slapping the

brother of Vismaya and Vismaya was then crying loudly.  Immediately, he

enquired about the incident and anon, the accused rose from the body of the

brother of Vismaya and then uttered, ‘you will get the right to speak only

after complying the promises made and till  then,  let  your daughter and

vehicle remain here’.  Following this, the accused pulled out the gold chain

which Vismaya had presented to him at the time of marriage and then threw

it at this witness.  On information, the police party nabbed the accused and

subsequently,  the  issues  were  settled  when  it  was  alerted  about  the

possibilities of losing the employment of the accused once a criminal case

is charged.  Two days thereafter, Vismaya went back to her matrimonial

home to  take  the  hall  ticket  of  her  examination  and  after  reaching  the

matrimonial  home,  Vismaya  unilaterally  decided  to  stay  there  for  the

remaining examinations.  Actually she feared of social blame and that is

why, she all of a sudden decided to continue her stay in the matrimonial

home.  Later,  on 11.01.2021,  along with his wife,  he again reached the

matrimonial home of Vismaya to invite the in-laws for the marriage of his
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son  and  at  that  time,  it  was  understood  that,  Vismaya  was  facing

harassment from the accused.  So, he took Vismaya along with him in their

return journey,  and in spite  of a  due invite,  neither the accused nor his

parental family participated in the marriage of the brother of Vismaya.  In

the meantime, Vismaya revealed about the hardships she had been facing in

the matrimonial home and therefore, it was decided to seek divorce.  The

involvement of community leaders was solicited and under their aegis, a

mediation  talk  was  fixed  on  25.03.2021.   In  order  to  subvert  the  said

mediation talk, the accused took Vismaya along with him on 17.03.2021

from her college and two days thereafter, Vismaya revealed to PW3 that, it

was not because of his love the accused took her back, instead, he wanted

to negate the possibility of facing a criminal action based on the incident

occurred on 03.01.2021.  During the subsequent common stay, Vismaya

was restricted from interacting with her father and brother via social media,

and  later,  on  21.06.2021,  it  was  informed  to  him  that,  Vismaya  was

admitted in Padmavathy Hospital in a critical condition.  At around 07.30

a.m,  he  reached  the  hospital  and  thereby  he  met  PW11.   Then  PW11

revealed that,  at around 02.00 hours,  an altercation occurred in between

Vismaya and the accused.  Unusual to her normal behaviour, even though

the previous day of the fatal act was celebrated as Father’s Day, Vismaya
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did not put the photograph of her father in her WhatsApp account as the

status.  Subsequently, he gave Ext.P1 - First Information Statement before

the  police  and  amid  the  progress  of  investigation,  he  had  received  the

interim custody of the motorcar by executing Ext.P2 - Kaichit.  Moreover,

in connection with said investigation, he produced Ext.P3 (series) - bills

before  the  police  and  he  has  identified  the  voices  ingrained  in  several

recorded  conversations  played  in  the  court  during  the  time  of  his

examination.  On expected lines, he was subjected to an extensive cross-

examination  and  whilst  the  same,  he  admitted  that,  after  17.03.2021,

neither the accused nor the father of the accused contacted him.  Ext.D1 to

Ext.D6 - Case Diary contradiction statements were also marked during the

cross-examination  of  this  witness  and  apparently,  those  Case  Diary

contradiction statements are not sufficient to corrode the intrinsic value of

his deposition.  It is clearly discernible from the statements on-oath of this

witness  that,  after  her  marriage,  Vismaya  had suffered  various  types  of

cruelties at the hands of the accused on account of purported lesser dowry.

He was extensively cross-examined by the  defence spanning into many

days and in spite of the same, nothing was brought forth to show that, he is

motivated to falsely implicate the accused in a case of this nature.  There is

no reason to  disbelieve  him and nothing is  forthcoming in  evidence  to
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reach in a conclusion that, someway or other, he was determined to ruin the

family life  of  his  daughter.   Being a  father,  he  should have been more

responsible  to  deal  with  his  daughter  after  the  split  occurred  in  the

matrimony and the same might be a natural anger of a father when the

daughter defied him and thereafter,  resumed the matrimony on her own

choice.   Keeping  aloof  from  the  happenings  occurred  in  the  life  of  a

daughter is not at all a sufficient circumstance to conclude that, the father is

motivated to secure a false conviction to the son-in-law.  The father has lost

his daughter and he may have grief over the same.  The testimony of this

witness cannot be rejected for the mere reason that, after the resumption of

matrimony, he never ventured to contact his daughter.  Regardless of the

same, his testimony is to be analyzed with the other evidence adduced and

beyond any doubt, it has emerged through his testimony that, there were

marital  discords  in  the  matrimony of  Vismaya  on account  of  purported

lesser dowry brought forth by her.  The evidence spoken by this witness

about the marital  persecutions faced by Vismaya has not  depleted at  all

even after  facing the  rigour  of cross examination and hence,  this  Court

ween it appropriate to rely on the same.  

72. Following the footsteps of PW1, PW2 also favoured the case of
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prosecution in its entirety.   She is the sister-in-law of Vismaya and is a

medical doctor by profession.  She has described Vismaya as a very jovial,

pleasant  and  active  girl,  who used  to  do  ‘TikTok’ videos  alongside  her

brother before her marriage.  She said, even after the marriage, Vismaya

maintained close contacts with her and shortly after the marriage, Vismaya

became  gloomy  and  therefore,  she  wanted  to  know  its  reason.   Then

Vismaya revealed that, she is facing matrimonial cruelties at the hands of

the  accused and was blamed for  bringing meagre  dowry.   The  accused

always insisted for a new car and most of the atrocities were for the said

reason.  He even resorted to body shame Vismaya and the assault on her

held on 29.08.2020 was narrated by her in a WhatsApp chat.   Vismaya

further  revealed,  two  days  prior  to  the  said  incident,  after  keeping  her

against the wall, the accused tried to stifle her and then caught hold of her

hair.  As a result, she fell down and anon, he stamped and slapped on her

face.   These  maltreatment  had  considerably  lowered  the  confidence  of

Vismaya and she thought, she may not get a bright future.  Vismaya always

preferred  to  face  the  situation  by  hiding  the  brutalities  on  her  and

consequently,  this  witness  was  constrained  to  inform the  matter  to  the

brother of Vismaya.  The accused and his family members abstained from

the marriage of this witness with the brother of Vismaya, and by marrying
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Vismaya,  the  accused was nursing a  notion  that,  he  would get  massive

assets as dowry.  Vismaya many times revealed about the mental trauma

suffered by her and even disclosed about the suicidal ideation.  Even after

the resumption of matrimony on 17.03.2021, Vismaya was maltreated by

the accused.  Actually, Vismaya was avoiding a social stigma by embracing

the option of resuming the matrimony and after the reunion, the accused

put restrictions on Vismaya from contacting her parental family.  Vismaya

actually feared of the accused and Ext.P5 - screenshot is a clear indication

of atrocities suffered by Vismaya at the hands of the accused.  This witness

has identified MO1 as the mobile phone produced by her during the stage

of  investigation  and  thereafter,  she  identified  Ext.P7  -  screenshot  of

WhatsApp chat in between Vismaya and the brother of this witness.  In

spite  of  a  roving  cross-examination,  nothing  was  elicited  to  hold  an

impression that, this witness is having any malice against the accused and

she stoutly refuted the suggestion that, she acted as a catalyst to spoil the

marital life of Vismaya.  

73. The next witness examined from the side of prosecution is the

biological mother of Vismaya and she was examined as PW3.  She stood as

a stanchion to the case projected by the prosecution and would say that,
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yielding to a specific demand, it was decided to hand over 100 sovereigns

of gold ornaments, 1.20 acres of land assets and a car in connection with

the marriage of Vismaya.  However, due to the lock-down restrictions then

prevailed, the family failed to hand over the assets as promised and yet,

they handed over 80 sovereigns of  gold ornaments  and a Toyota  Yarris

model  car in connection with the marriage.   Later,  when the newlywed

couple went to the Bank, in which, PW28 is serving as the Manager, the

accused came to know that, gold ornaments as promised were not given to

Vismaya  and  ever  since  the  same,  he  became up  in  arms.   Thereafter,

Vismaya  was  severely  tormented  for  extracting  more  dowry  and  those

sufferings were duly passed on to the parental family during the regular

mobile phone conversations.  A few months after the marriage, one day,

they  went  to  Kollam  to  purchase  some  apparel  and  while  they  were

returning home, the accused massively abused Vismaya on account of the

car given in connection with the marriage.  He showered extreme filthy

languages on her  and simultaneously said,  her  father had betrayed him.

When  their  journey  reached  a  place  called  East  Kallada,  afraid  of  the

terrorizing  posture  demonstrated  by  the  accused,  Vismaya  somehow

managed to get out of the vehicle and thereafter, took asylum in a nearby

residence.   On  information,  her  parental  family  intervened  and  on  the
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evening of  said day,  they went  to  the  matrimonial  home to discuss the

issues and then also, the accused harshly treated PW1.  At that juncture, it

was promised to  transfer  the  remaining assets  and despite  of  the  same,

Vismaya  was  subjected  to  cruelties  by  the  accused.   Afterwards,  on

02.01.2021, night, the accused, in a drunken condition, brought Vismaya to

her parental home and thereafter, brutally manhandled Vismaya as well as

her brother.  In succession to the said highhanded acts, after deserting the

car  there,  he  left  the  residential  premises  and on due enquiry,  Vismaya

disclosed that, she was brutally beaten up by the accused on account of

mingy dowry brought.  His major demand was either to bring a new car or

part  with  sufficient  money  for  the  purchase  of  a  new  car.   He  also

demanded the forthwith transfer of landed property promised and blatantly

told to Vismaya that, she needs to come back to the matrimonial home only

after  bringing those  assets  and up until,  she  has to  stay in  the  parental

home.  On information, the police party apprehended the accused and they

brought  him to  the  place  of  occurrence.   Subsequently,  the  matter  was

amicably settled and hence, no criminal case was registered.  Even after the

said incident, Vismaya went back to the matrimonial home, for which, she

ascribed the reason that, in view of the upcoming marriage of her brother, it

is not desirable to stay in the parental home and the neighbours may blame
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her  for  the  same.   Subsequently,  on  11.01.2021,  along  with  PW1,  she

reached the matrimonial home of Vismaya and at that time, Vismaya was

seemingly crestfallen.  So, they took back the daughter along with them

and  later,  the  marriage  of  the  brother  of  Vismaya  was  conducted  on

08.02.2021.   Neither the accused,  nor his family members and relatives

participated in the said marriage, and thus all fervent entreaties of Vismaya

to the accused to participate the marriage fell into deaf ears.  During that

period, Vismaya divulged about all the atrocities she had been facing in the

matrimony and therefore, it was decided to dissolve the marital tie.  The

matter  was  proceeded with through the  community  organization leaders

and eventually, 25.03.2021 was fixed as the date of mediation talks.  By

knowing about the same, on 17.03.2021, the accused took back Vismaya to

his  home  from  her  college  and  the  said  date  was  happened  to  be  the

birthday of the accused.  Two days after the same, Vismaya contacted her

over  mobile  phone  to  inform  that,  the  oblique  intention  behind  the

resumption of  matrimony is  to  bury the possibility  of  any future  police

actions  based  on  the  things  happened  on  02.01.2021  night.   Vismaya

gathered  it  directly  from  the  accused  and  during  the  said  phase  of

cohabitation, the accused had put restrictions on Vismaya to contact her

father,  her  brother  and  sister-in-law.   Though  Vismaya  was  allowed  to
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contact  this  witness in a  limited manner,  she  was afraid to  disclose  the

entire  things  in  her  life.   Vismaya  used  to  contact  this  witness  in  the

absence of the accused only and on one day, amid the usual conversation,

the accused snatched the mobile phone of Vismaya and thereafter, talked

viciously to this witness.  He also warned this witness against contacting

Vismaya further and once, via WhatsApp, Vismaya had sent a photograph

that  depicts  an  injury  inflicted  by  the  accused.   However,  the  said

photograph  was  instantly  deleted  from  the  phone  memory  and  on  the

immediate  preceding  date  of  committing  suicide,  Vismaya  fervently

requested money to remit the examination fees.  MO2-mobile phone was

seized from this witness and the conversation recorded in the said mobile

phone were marked as Ext.P8 to Ext.P8(p) and thereafter, its cloned copy

was marked in Ext.P87 (series).  It is true that, during the progression of

cross-examination, a material omission regarding the photograph of injured

Vismaya  was  elicited  and  the  same  was  not  sufficient  to  reject  her

testimony in toto.  Similarly, Ext.D7 to Ext.D9 - Case Diary contradiction

statements  marked  at  the  time  of  her  cross-examination  are  also  not

sufficient to jettison the testimony of this witness.  That apart, Ext.D10 to

Ext.D25 - conversations were marked at the time of her cross-examination

and this witness completely rejected the defence version suggested to her
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and all the questions posited during her cross-examination were countered

with clear and fluent answers.  With regard to the demand of dowry and

atrocities on Vismaya, she has given punching statements.  As far as this

witness is concerned, she has maintained close contacts with Vismaya till

the  last  day  in  her  life  and  always  hoped  that,  the  matrimony  would

continue.   The  conversations  marked  in  Ext.P87  (series)  are  the  clear

reflection of the genuine intention of this witness and she always advised

Vismaya  to  continue  the  matrimony.   There  is  no  reason  to  discard  or

disregard  her  evidence  and  her  statements  on-oath  with  regard  to  the

demand of  dowry are  inspiring  confidence.   Akin to  that,  the  atrocities

faced by Vismaya at the hands of the accused were also spoken by this

witness in forthright terms.  

74. Another witness marshalled by the prosecution to establish the

persecution against Vismaya on account of dowry is PW4 and she is said to

be a friend of Vismaya from her childhood.  This witness has described

their relationship as thick as thieves and she said, even after the marriage,

she  had  contacts  with  Vismaya.   Then  Vismaya  had  complained  about

dowry harassment and she further complained that, she was subjected to

physical as well as mental cruelties by the accused.  On the evening of the

marriage  day of  the  brother  of  Vismaya,  she  met  her  and at  that  time,
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Vismaya  had  spoken  about  several  matrimonial  issues.   That  apart,

Vismaya divulged about the attack on her brother by the accused and then

said, the atrocities unleashed by the accused were intolerable.  However,

Vismaya had a deep-seated intimacy towards the accused and in spite of

talks in her family to dissolve the marital tie, on a fine morning, Vismaya

resumed her cohabitation with the accused.  Even after the reunion, they

continued  their  regular  contacts  and  then,  Vismaya  had  shared  her

difficulties in the matrimonial home with her.   She wanted to flee from

there and the accused forbade Vismaya from contacting PW1 and CW2.

There were restrictions to even contact PW3 and once the mobile phone of

Vismaya was ravaged by the accused.  This witness has produced MO3 -

mobile phone before the police and Ext.P9 - conversation was marked at

the  time  of  her  examination.   The  cloned  copy  of  the  very  same

conversation  was  subsequently  marked  as  Ext.P90  (a)  and  in  the  said

conversation, Vismaya had complained about the harassment she had been

facing at the hands of the accused.  That apart, Vismaya had sought the help

of this witness for her return to her parental home and even went to an

extent of saying that, it is not possible to put up with the sufferings in the

matrimonial home.  Since there were triple lock-down restrictions, Vismaya

was advised to manage the situation till the declaration of relaxations.  The
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WhatsApp chats  in  between  this  witness  and  Vismaya  were  marked  as

Ext.P10 (series) to Ext.P15 and during the cross-examination, Ext.D26 -

contradiction statement from the 164 of the Cr.P.C statement of this witness

was  marked.   Apparently,  the  evidence  of  this  witness  is  alluring

confidence and it was contended by the defence that, in order to earn the

sympathy of this witness, Vismaya had presented a distorted version of her

family  life  before  this  witness.   Reckoning  on  any  angle,  it  is  totally

preposterous to think so.  Such an explanation offered defies the logic.  In

normal course of human conduct, nobody will try to earn the sympathy of a

childhood friend by portraying a bad picture about her family life.  The

same is totally against the normal course of human conduct.  Unless the

exception  is  attributed  with  cogent  reasons,  such  projections  are  not

digestible to a prudent mind.  No such evidence has been adduced by the

defence and in the eventual scenario, the inescapable conclusion is that, the

version deposed by this witness is to be accepted as facts having semblance

of truth.  

75. Obviously,  the above line up of witnesses has supported the

prosecution version in lock, stock and barrel.  Uniformly they vouched that,

after  the marriage,  Vismaya was severely persecuted by the accused on

account of her failure to bring forth the dowry he aspired.  He had openly
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demonstrated his reservations about the car provided and it is discernible

from  the  statements  on-oath  of  PW1  and  PW3  that,  after  the  incident

allegedly occurred on 03.01.2021, the accused had dumped the subject car

at  the parental  house of Vismaya.  Though matrimony was resumed, he

never ventured to take back the car given at the time of marriage.  This has

got some relevance because, such an act by him was not guided by some

spirit or principle.  If he was a man of principles and was holding a feeling

that,  he  does  not  want  any  assets  brought  by  Vismaya,  he  would  have

returned her gold ornaments also.  He did not do that.  At the same time, he

did not take back the car provided.  So, his disinclination to the car gave at

the time of marriage is so obvious.  PW1 and PW3 have spoken about the

same in a clear and fluent manner.  PW1 stated that, when the dislike of the

accused came to his knowledge, he assured to replace the existing car with

a new car after closing its hypothecation liabilities.  The damage happened

to  the  car  is  quite  vivid  from Ext.P73  -  Seizure  Mahazar  prepared  by

PW32.  The recorded conversation of PW35 with the accused, which was

marked as Ext.P88 (aa), is also referring about the damage caused to the

car.   In  Ext.P88(ar)  -  conversation,  the  accused  is  admitting  that,  his

dissatisfaction actually commenced from the day on which the matter of

vehicle was discussed with him.  In the said conversation,  when it  was
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progressed up to 05.07 minutes, he has openly declared about his likes and

dislikes  about  certain  vehicles.   Then  he  said,  even  though  a  decision

regarding another vehicle was arrived at, in a clandestine manner, it was

replaced  by  the  vehicle  actually  purchased  for  the  marriage.   Though

Vismaya was trying to explain about the real situation, he was in no mood

to lend ears to her words.  He was patently aggressive throughout the said

conversation and therefore, it is profitable to reproduce some parts of the

same as such and the same is as under:

“കിരണ് : ഈ കല്യാണം ആലലാചിച്ചപ്പം വണ്ടിയുടെ� കാര്യം ചിന്തിച്ചലപ്പാ
മുതലുള്ള കാര്യങ്ങള്.

(03:21)
വിസ്മയ : ഏതു വണ്ടിയാണ് ലവണ്ടടെതന്നു.
കിരണ് : ആ

(03:50)
വിസ്മയ : അപ്പം ഏട്ടന് കുടെ1 വണ്ടികള് പ1ഞ്ഞു,  അത് ലവണ്ടാ.  ഇത്

ലവണം.  ഇത് ലവണ്ടാ.  അത് ലവണം.
കിരണ് : ഉം
(04:08)
വിസ്മയ : ഏട്ടന് കുടെ1 വണ്ടികളുടെ� ലപര് പ1ഞ്ഞു.
(04:11)
കിരണ് : ആ.. എത്ര option ഉണ്ടാരുന്നു അടെപ്പാ...  ആ എന്നിട്ട്....
(04:42)
വിസ്മയ : ആ അവര് വണ്ടി എടുത്തു തന്നു.  അത് ഏട്ടന് ഇഷ്ടടെപ്പട്ടില്ല.
(04:48)
കിരണ് : അ...  അത്  എങ്ങനാ  അത്  എടെന്താരു

ഇഷ്ടടെപ്പ�ാതിരിക്കാക്കവാ.  അടെതങ്ങനാ അങ്ങടെന ഒരു വണ്ടി
എടുക്കുന്നത് എങ്ങനാ

വിസ്മയ : വണ്ടി എടുത്തടെതന്ന്
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(05:07)
കിരണ് : എടെന്ന   MG Hector    കണ്ടലപ്പാള് അവന് വിളിലച്ചാ   Scoda Rapid  

കണ്ടലപ്പാ വിളിലച്ചാ   Vento   കണ്ടലപ്പാ വിളിലച്ചാ  .    എനിക്ക് ഇഷ്ടം  
City   ആരുന്ന്  .    City വില കൂടുതലാ അങ്ങടെന ഞാന് അലങ്ങാട്ട് 
പ1ഞ്ഞിട്ടുണ്ട്  അത്  ലനാക്കണ്ട നിങ്ങളുടെ�  എച്ചിത്തരം  ഒടെക്ക
കണ്ടപ്പല_ എനക്ക്  മനസ്സിലായി.   ഇത്  നമ്മള് എന്തായാലും
ഒടെക്ക  ടെപട്ടു.   മറ്റുള്ളവടെര  ലdാ  കാണിച്ചിട്ട്  ഒന്നും  ഒരു
കാര്യവുമില്ല...   എന്തിനടെ�  ഇങ്ങടെന  ലdാ  കാണിക്കുന്നത്....
ഞാന്  എടെf  കൂടെ�യുള്ള  AMV  മാലരാ�്  സംസാരിച്ചലപ്പാള്
ആദ്യലമ  അവര്  പ1ഞ്ഞു  നിങ്ങടെ�  ലkാലട്ടാസ്  ഒടെക്ക
കണ്ടലപ്പാല_  മനസ്സിലായി  അവരിത്തിരി  ടെവറുടെത  ലdാ
കാണിക്കുന  �ീം  ആടെണന്ന്...  എടെ�  ഇങ്ങടെനടെയാടെക്ക  ഉള്ള
ആള്ക്കാള്  ടെപടെട്ടന്ന്  മനസ്സിലാകും.  എടെ�  ഇതിലും  വലിയ
അംബാനിമാര്  ഉണ്ട്  അ1ിയാലമാ...  അംബാനിമാര്  ടെവറുടെത
നാട്ടുകാടെര ലdാ കാണിക്കാനായിട്ടല്ല നമ്മള് ജീവിലക്കണ്ടത്.

കിരണ് : അവസാനം  ക1ക്റ്റ്    Vento    എടുത്തു  തരാന്  kിക്സ്  ടെചയ്ത്  
ടെവച്ചതല്ലിലയാ  ടെപടെന്നന്തുവാ രാത്രിക്ക്  രാത്രി  ഈ സാധനം
എടുത്ത് ഇട്ട് രാത്രി ഞാന് വന്നലപ്പാല_ാ  ...   ഈ സാധനം ഞാന്
കാണുന്നത്....  അലപ്പാല_ എടെf കിളിയങ്ങു പ1ന്നു ലപായി.

(10:01)
കിരണ് : കാ1ിടെf കാര്യം പ1...  ഞാന് വ്യക്തമായിട്ട്    Vento   പ1ഞ്ഞതാ  

അവസാനം kിക്സ് ടെചയ്തതാ   Vento  

((10:10)
വിസ്മയ : അപ്പ_ലല്ല  ഏട്ടന്  പ1ഞ്ഞത്  ഏട്ടന്  അവിടുന്ന്  other

ടെരജിലydന് ലവടെണ്ടന്നു
(10:15)
വിസ്മയ : ലവടെ1  ഏലതാ  ടെരജിലydന്  ആകുലzാ  അത്  ലവടെണ്ടന്നു

പ1ഞ്ഞു
(10:17)
കിരണ് : അത്  വല്ലവനും  എടുത്തിട്ടിരുക്കുന്ന  secondhand  വണ്ടി

എനിടെക്കന്തിനാ
(10:22)
കിരണ് : secondhand    വണ്ടി എടുക്കുവാടെണ ഞാന് ഒരു    TUV    ആ    XUV  

എടുക്കാന്  ഞാന്  പ1ഞ്ഞലല്ലാ  ആദ്യം  സംസാരിച്ചലപ്പാല_
ഞാന്  പ1ഞ്ഞലല്ലാ  ...   എന്നാല്  ഞാന്  ഒരു  secondhand
എടുലത്താളാന്നു പ1ഞ്ഞലല്ലാ.. അലന്നരം
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(10:31)
കിരണ് : XUV secondhand   എടുക്കാന് ഞാന് പ1ഞ്ഞിട്ടുണ്ട്  ..   ഞാന് പ_യ  

call  recording    ഒടെക്ക തപ്പി എടുത്തു ക_ിഞ്ഞാല് അതിനകത്തു  
കാണും എല്ലാം  .  

(10:39)
വിസ്മയ : ഏട്ടന് അടെല്ല അന്ന് XUV മല� ഇത് ലവലണ്ട Vento ടെ� ആ മല�

വണ്ടിയുടെ� നzര് ല��് മാ�ണടെമന്ന് പ1ഞ്ഞ്.
(10:52)
വിസ്മയ : അന്ന്  ലാസ്റ്റ്  അടെതല്ലാം  ടെചയ്യാന് ലപായതലല്ല..  ആ  Vento

എല്ലാം എടുക്കാന് ലപായലപ്പാള് ഏട്ടന് പ1ഞ്ഞത് ലവണ്ടാന്ന്.
(11:03)
കിരണ് : ഞാന് പ1ഞ്ഞതാ  BS4  ഒരു ഒന്നര ലക്ഷം രൂപ ഒരു ലക്ഷം

വ്യത്യാസം ഒള്ള സമയത്തു വടെര ഞാന് വിളിച്ചു  പ1ഞ്ഞതാ
അലന്നരം ഇതുലപാടെല രജിലydടെf പ്രശ്നം ഉണ്ടാകും.  ഞാന്
പ1ഞ്ഞു അത്  എന്തുവാ രജിസ്റ്റര് ടെചയ്തങ്ങു ഇ�ണം.   അപ്പം
അത് ലവണ്ട നിങ്ങളുടെ� അച്ഛനാ ഇലങ്ങാട്ട് പ1ഞ്ഞത്.

(11:15)
കിരണ് : ഞാന് ഒന്നുമല്ല പ1ഞ്ഞത് പിടെന്ന അവസാനം  second hand

ഏലതാ വണ്ടി കി�പ്പുടെണ്ടന്നു പ1ഞ്ഞു... അത് ലവണ്ടാന്ന് ഞാന്
പ1ഞ്ഞാരുന്നു.”

Apparently, the said conversation was happened on 20.02.2021 and at that

time, after the split occurred in the matrimony, Vismaya was staying in her

parental home.  Even before that, at the time of Ext.P88(b) - conversation,

dated  06.05.2020  also,  the  accused  had  mentioned  about  his  choice  of

vehicle.  At one stage of the said conversation, he was dare enough to say

that, he had given green signal to purchase a white coloured Vento car in

connection with the marriage.  In answer to the same, Vismaya responded

that, sufficient money has to be amassed for the purchase of vehicle and for

the same, it will take some time.  Then also, the accused was not in a mood
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to accept her explanation and he even thundered that, he does not want any

vehicle and he never insisted to purchase a vehicle in connection with the

marriage.  He further stated, if the vehicle purchased is not fit to the frame

of his interest, he will not use the same.  Those are the outbursts of the

accused in manifest anger.  This cannot be interpreted as words uttered by

him showing his disinterest in accepting the vehicle in connection with the

marriage.   He  had  a  particular  choice  of  vehicle  and  considering  the

importance of said conversation, the same is also excerpted hereunder:

“(00:05)
വിസ്മയ : ആ... കുടെ1 വട്ടം ഞാന് വിളിചാരുന്ന്.
(01:40)
കിരണ് : വിജിത്ത് എടെന്ന  2  വട്ടം വിളിചാരുന്ന്...  ഇപ്പം വണ്ടിയുടെ� കാര്യം

ലചാദിച്ചു.  എന്നിടെട്ടന്തുവാ ഈ അവസാന നിമിdം ലപാലും വണ്ടി
തപ്പി ന�ന്നാ വണ്ടി കിട്ടുലമാ.

(02:03)
കിരണ് : മ്  ...    ആദ്യലമ  തപ്പാടെനന്തുവാ  ഞാനലന്ന  പ1ഞ്ഞതലല്ല  

ടെവള്ളടെയാരു    Vento.     ഒരു  ടെവള്ള  വണ്ടി    Vento    എടുക്കാന്  
പ1ഞ്ഞതാല്ലാരുലന്നാ BS4  തീരുന്നതിനു  മുലz  ഞാന്
പ1ഞ്ഞതലല്ല.

വിസ്മയ : അതിനു  പൈപസ  ലവലണ്ട  ലചട്ടാ  എല്ലാത്തിനും  കൂടെ�..  എല്ലാം
ടെസ�ായി വരലണ്ട.  ഞാന് പ1ഞ്ഞിലല്ല എല്ലാം.

(02:35)
കിരണ് : അത് ബുക്ക് ടെചയ്തിട്ടാല് മതിയാരുന്നാലല്ലാ അതിനു full  പൈപസ

ആടെരങ്കിലും ടെകാടുക്കുലമാ.
(02:59)
കിരണ് : നിങ്ങള് ഇഷ്ടടെപ്പടുന്ന വണ്ടി എനിക്ക് ഇഷ്ടടെപ്പടുന്ന.  എനിടെക്കാരു

താല്പര്യം  ഇല്ലിലയാപിടെന്ന  നിങ്ങള്  ചുമ്മാടെത  നിങ്ങള്ടെക്കാരു
വണ്ടി  എടുത്തു  ടെകാടുക്കുന്നു  എടെന്നലയാള്ളൂ  എനിക്ക്  ഒരു
താല്പര്യമുള്ള വണ്ടിയുണ്ട്  .  
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വിസ്മയ : ഏ
കിരണ് : നിങ്ങള്ക്ക് എടെന്തങ്കിലുടെമാന്നു എടുത്തു ടെകാടുക്കണടെമലന്നയുള്ളൂ

എനിക്ക്  താല്പര്യമുള്ള  വണ്ടിയുടെണ്ടന്നു  ...    നിങ്ങളത്  ടെകാണ്ടു
ന�ക്കുന്നതല്ലലല്ലാ  ഇത്..  അതാടെരയും  കാണിക്കാനും  പ�ത്തില്ല.
പിടെന്നന്തുവാ...  നിങ്ങള്ക്ക് ഒരു വണ്ടി ടെകാടുക്കണടെമന്നലല്ല ഒള്ളൂ
ആഗ്രഹം...  ഇതു  ടെകാണ്ടു  ന�ലക്കണ്ടതും  ഞാനാണ്,
ഉപലയാഗിക്കുന്നതും ഞാനാണ്.

വിസ്മയ : ഉം
കിരണ് : അടെപ്പാ  എനിക്ക്  ഒരിത്  ലനാക്കലണ്ട..  നിങ്ങള്  ലപായി

എടെന്തങ്കിലും  കാണിച്ച്  അവസാനം  2  ദിവസം  ടെകാണ്ടു  വണ്ടി
എടുക്കണടെമന്ന്  പ1യുലzാള്  ഒരു  വണ്ടി  അങ്ങ്  എടുത്തു
തന്നിടെട്ടന്തുവാ  കാര്യം..  ഞാന്  പ1ഞ്ഞിട്ടിലല്ല  .  
എനിക്കിഷ്ടമടെല്ലങ്കില്  ഞാന്  ഉപലയാഗിക്കത്തില്ല  ഏതു
സാധനമായാലും  .   

വിസ്മയ : ആ ടെവലfാക്ക് എന്താ കു_പ്പം... ഉം
(04:44)
കിരണ് : വ_ടെക്കാന്നും ഇല്ല... എനിക്ക് വണ്ടി ലവണ്ടാ തീര്ന്നലല്ലാ സംഭവം....

എനിക്ക് വണ്ടി ലവണ്ട തീര്ന്നിലല്ല... വണ്ടി ലവണ്ട... തീര്ന്നിലല്ല.

വിസ്മയ : ഉം... ലദd്യടെപ്പ�ാടെത ഏട്ടാ
കിരണ് : ടെ�...  എനിക്ക്  വണ്ടി  ലവണ്ടാന്ന്.   ഞാനിയാലളാ�്  വണ്ടി

ലചാദിച്ചിട്ടുലണ്ടാ... ഉം
വിസ്മയ : ഇല്ല
കിരണ് : ഉം... എന്നാ എനിക്ക് വണ്ടി ലവണ്ടാ
വിസ്മയ : ലദd്യടെപ്പ�ാടെത ഏട്ടാ
കിരണ് : എനിക്ക1ിയാം....  വണ്ടി  എടുക്കാന്...  എനിക്കിഷ്ടടെപ്പട്ട

വണ്ടിടെയടുക്കാലന എനിക്ക1ിയാം.  Second hand  ആയാലും മതി.
എനിക്കിഷ്ടടെപ്പട്ട വണ്ടിയുണ്ട്.  അത് എടുലത്താളാം.  പിടെന്ന ഞാന്
തള്ളി  തള്ളിയാണ്  ലവലfാ  എടുക്കാടെമന്ന്  വിചാരിച്ചു...  അത്
പുതിയത് എടുക്കാടെവന്നു വിചാരിച്ചു.. എനിക്കിഷ്ടടെപ്പട്ട വണ്ടിയുണ്ട്...
അത്  ഞാന്  second  hand  എടുലത്താളാം...  നിങ്ങടെ�  ആവശ്യം
നിങ്ങള്ക്ക് ലതാന്നുന്ന നിങ്ങള്ക്ക് ഇഷ്ടടെപ്പടുന്ന സാധനടെമാന്നും
എനിടെക്കടുലക്കണ്ട ആവശ്യമില്ല ലകലട്ടാ

വിസ്മയ : ഏട്ടാ
കിരണ് : ലപാലളാ  മതിടെയന്ന്  പ1ഞ്ഞപ്പ_ലത്തക്കും  അവടെfടെയാരു

സലന്താdവും ചാട്ടവും  .     ലപാലളാ മതിടെയന്ന് ഞാന് ജസ്റ്റ്  ഒന്ന്  
പ1ഞ്ഞ്  ലനാക്കി  അലപ്പാ_ലത്തക്കും  അവടെf  സലന്താലdാം
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ചാട്ടവും ഒന്നും പ1ലയണ്ട.
വിസ്മയ : അടെതന്താ
(06:12)
കിരണ് : ഒന്നുമില്ല... ഞാന് പ1ഞ്ഞിലല്ല എനിക്ക് വണ്ടി ലവണ്ടാ
വിസ്മയ : എന്തുവാ
(07:16)
കിരണ് : എനിക്കുമതാ സലന്താdം.. എനിക്ക് വണ്ടി ലവണ്ടാ
വിസ്മയ : ഏട്ടന് ഏതു വണ്ടിയ ലവലണ്ട
(08:52)
കിരണ് : ഞാന്  ഒരുപാ�്  പൈപസ  അത്  ....    ലഹാണ്ട  സി�ി  എടെന്നാടെക്ക  

പ1ഞ്ഞു  തല്ലുന്നടെ�  അവന്  ...    എന്നാ  ഒരു    Honda  City    ഞാന്  
arrange   ടെചയ്തു ടെകാടുക്കാം എടുത്തു തരുലവാന്നു ലചാദിക്ക്  

വിസ്മയ : ആ ലഹാണ്ട സി�ി ലനാക്കിയാരുന്നു.
(09:08)
കിരണ് : ലഹാണ്ടാ സി�ിടെയാടെക്ക എടുക്കാനുള്ള കാശുലണ്ടാ. ഉലണ്ടാ
വിസ്മയ : ആ... ലനാക്കാം
കിരണ് : ഹ  ....    പിടെന്നന്തിനാ  ഈ തള്ളുടെന്ന എന്നാ പിടെന്ന    Honda  City  

എടുക്കുന്ന  കാശു  ഒള്ള  ലവടെ1  വണ്ടി  ഇഷ്ടം  ലപാടെല  ഉണ്ടലല്ലാ
അത് ഒടെരണ്ണം അങ്ങ് എടുത്തു തരണം

വിസ്മയ : ഏതു വണ്ടിയാടെണന്നു അ1ിയലണ്ട
(09:44)
കിരണ് : എടെ�.... ലഹാണ്ടാ സി�ിയുടെ� വിലക്ക് ലവടെ1 നല്ല വണ്ടി കിട്ടുമലല്ലാ

അടെതടുക്കാന് ഒക്കത്തിലല്ല
(10:24)
കിരണ് : ലഹാണ്ടാ  സി�ി.....  ലഹാണ്ടാ  സി�ി  എത്ര  രൂപക്ക്  എടുക്കാനാ

ഇരുടെന്നന്നു അവfടുത്തു ലചാദിച്ചിട്ട് എടെന്ന വിളിച്ചു പ1...  ഞാന്
പ1യാം...   ആ   Range      ലുള്ള വണ്ടി അടെതടുത്താല് മതി ലകലട്ടാ  .”

Aside  the  above  recorded  conversation,  from Ext.P88(c)  -  conversation

also, it is well evident that, there was a talk about the vehicle in connection
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with  the  marriage.   PW4  has  testified  in  unambiguous  terms  that,  on

account  of  the  car  given,  Vismaya  was  haunted  and  harassed  by  the

accused.   PW1 to  PW3 also  echoed identical  versions.   The  ire  of  the

accused against  Vismaya  was spoken by PW1 to  PW3 in  a  confidence

inspiring manner.  The demand of car either in overt or in covert form, in

connection with the marriage, will take the same within the ambit of the

term ‘dowry’, as defined under the Dowry Prohibition Act.  It is not always

necessary that, there be any agreement for dowry.  Persistent demand for an

article  from  the  parental  family  of  the  wife  after  the  marriage  would

constitute to be in connection with the marriage and it would be a case of

demand of dowry in the eye of law [See: -  Pawan Kumar and Others  v.

State of Haryana (1998 (3) SCC 309)].  Evidently, the depositions of PW1

to PW4 are forthright with regard to the marital persecutions on Vismaya.

There is an attempt from the side of defence to impeach the credibility of

these witnesses on the basis of Case Diary contradiction statements marked

at  the  time  of  their  deposition  and  also  by  reason  of  some  purported

material  omissions.   No  doubt,  Ext.D1  to  Ext.D6  -  Case  Diary

contradictions  were  marked  at  the  time  of  examination  of  PW1  and

similarly,  Ext.D7  to  Ext.D9  -  Case  Diary  contradictions  were  marked

during the examination of PW3.  That  apart,  when PW4 was examined
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before this Court, Ext.D26 - contradiction statement from her 164 of the

Cr.P.C  statement  was  marked.   Emphasizing  on  the  above  noticeable

features and certain omissions, it was argued by the Ld. defence counsel

that, PW1 to PW4 have made substantial improvements in their depositions

tendered  before  the  Court  and  hence,  they  are  not  trustworthy.

Nevertheless, in the decision State of Uttar Pradesh  v.  Sankar (AIR 1981

SC 897), it was held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court that,

“Time and again this Court has pointed out that, in this country

it is rare to come across the testimony of a witness which does

not  have  a  fringe  or  embroidery  of  untruth  although  his

evidence may be true in the main. It is the function of the Court

to separate the grain from the chaff and accept what appears

to be true and reject the rest. It is only where the testimony of a

witness is  fainted to the core,  the falsehood and truth being

inextricably intertwined; the Court should discard his evidence

in toto.” 

Thus, it is indisputable that, if the evidence tendered by a witness does not

consist of substantial improvements regarding the crux of the matter, his

evidence has to be accepted, by separating the grain from the chaff.   It

cannot be unmindful of the fact that, minor variations cannot be unduly

magnified because such sort of variations are often the hallmark of the truth
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of the testimony [See:-  Ousu Varghese v. State of Kerala (1974 (3) SCC

767)].  Further,  when  the  discrepancies  were  comparatively  of  a  minor

character and did not go through the root of the prosecution story,  they

need not be given undue importance. Mere congruity or consistency is not

the sole test of truth in the depositions, [See:- Jagadish  v. State of Madhya

Pradesh (AIR 1981 SC 1167)].  In Bhag Singh  v. State of Punjab (1997

(7) SCC 712), it was held by the Hon'ble Apex Court that,

“The  testimony  of  a  witness  should  be  viewed  from  broad

angles.  It  should  not  be  weighed in  golden scale,  but  with

cogent standards. In a particular case, an eye witness may not

narrate  the  incident  with all  details  without  mistake,  if  the

occurrence had made an imprint on the canvass of his mind in

the sequence in which it occurred. He may be a person whose

capacity for absorption and retention of events stronger than

another.”

Similarly, in the decision Ram Lekshman v. State of Rajasthan (JT 2016

(3) SC 338), it was also held by the Hon'ble Apex Court that, 

“No doubt it is an established principle of Criminal Law in

India that, only on account of detecting some falsehood in the

statement  of  a  witness  who  is  otherwise  consistent  and

reliable, his entire testimony should not be discarded.”

Further, in the decision State of Rajasthan v. Kalki (AIR 1981 SC 1390), it
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was laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court that, 

“In  the  deposition  of  witness  there  is  always  discrepancy

however honest and truthful they may be. Such discrepancies

are  due to  normal  errors  of  observation,  normal  errors  of

memory due to lapse of time, due to mental disposition such

as  shock  or  error  at  the  time  of  occurrence  and  the  like.

Material discrepancies are those which are not normal and

not expected of a normal person.” 

The said exposition of law is making the matter  crystal  clear that,  only

when the deposition of a witness is not normal and not expected that of a

normal person it can be branded as a material discrepancy.  None of the

variations highlighted by the learned counsel for the accused to mutilate the

oral  evidences  of  PW1  to  PW4  in  its  entirety,  do  not  satisfy  such  a

requirement  laid  down  by  the  Hon'ble  Apex  Court.   Such  minor

embellishments, omissions and variations appear in their evidence are not

rendering the same as totally unbelievable.  Banking upon certain minor

omissions,  the  learned defence counsel  tried to  badge the  statements  of

PW1 and PW4 as incredulous.  The omissions highlighted by the learned

defence counsel will not debilitate the halo of truth involved in the sworn

testimonies of PW1 and PW4.  On the basis of those depicted dichotomies

between the earlier statements and the sworn testimonies of PW1 and PW4
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as highlighted by the learned defence counsel, this Court has sifted through

the same to appreciate its intrinsic worth.  It is true that, PW1 did not speak

before the police about the physical appearance of Vismaya when she was

taken back from the matrimonial home on 11.01.2021.  Considering the

factual context, that cannot be termed as a serious omission.  Whatever be

the  appearance  of  Vismaya  on  that  day,  irrespective  of  the  same,  the

cruelties she was forced to suffer with, is the material aspect that would

adjudge the fate of this litigation.  Admittedly, the accused was not present

in the matrimonial home when the incident took place.  Hence, the physical

appearance  of  Vismaya  on  that  particular  day  is  having  a  very  little

relevance in the factual context of the case in hand.  It is true that, in the

earlier statement, this witness has not mentioned about the harsh words the

accused had allegedly used against him when he reached the matrimonial

home of  Vismaya on 29.08.2020.   That  also is  not  a  sufficient  sitch to

obliterate the value of his statements on-oath before this Court.  When an

individual is describing a series of incidents to a person, some omissions

are bound to occur.  Such omissions cannot be unduly magnified to provide

any outsize advantage to the accused.  Similarly, at the time of examination

of PW3, an omission regarding the incidents happened soon after the stash

of gold ornaments in the bank locker was elicited.  It is true that, PW3 has
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not stated about the same when she had given statement before the police.

However,  the  aforesaid  principle  is  squarely  applicable  at  here  also.

Another instance of omission brought out at the time of the examination of

PW3 is that, in her earlier statement, this witness has not stated about the

abusive  words  used  by  the  accused  against  PW1  when  the  incident

occurred  on  29.08.2020.   The  said  omission  need  not  be  treated  as  a

material omission so as to deploy the same against the prosecution.  As far

as  PW4  is  concerned,  notably,  at  the  time  of  her  examination,  it  was

brought  out  that,  the  facts  deposed  by  her  about  the  body  shaming  of

Vismaya was not actually spoken by her before the police.  However, the

WhatsApp chats marked through this witness is corroborating her version

regarding the body shaming and the said WhatsApp chats were exchanged

much before the death of Vismaya.  Equally, the Case Diary contradiction

statements marked through PW1, PW3 and PW4 are not sufficient enough

to describe their testimonies as an attempt to outwit the Court.  Considering

the sweep and ambit of the dispute emerged in this case,  the said Case

Diary contradiction statements  are  not  sufficient  enough to impeach the

creditworthiness  of  PW1,  PW3  and  PW4.  The  Ext.D5  -  Case  Diary

contradiction statement is reflective of the earlier stand of PW1 that, even

when  Vismaya  called  him,  he  did  not  pick  up  her  phone  calls.   Then
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considering Ext.D7 and Ext.D8 - Case Diary contradiction statements of

PW3,  both are,  ex-facie trivial  in nature.   In  fact,  Ext.D8 -  Case  Diary

contradiction statement, the question is, after the incident on 03.01.2021,

whether the accused ran away from the place of occurrence or he left the

place slowly.  Reckoning on any angle the said Case Diary contradiction

would create only very minimal impact to the verity of the testimony of this

witness and then adverting to, Ext.D9 - Case Diary contradiction statement,

wherein this witness is said to have stated in her previous statement that, it

was PW1, who by dint of the mobile phone of CW2 informed the matter to

the police, is also not an impactful contradiction statement that will ruin the

credibility  of  this  witness.   Then turning on to  Ext.D26 -  contradiction

statement  of  PW4,  the  same  was  with  regard  to  a  previous  incident.

Considering  the  factual  settings  of  this  case,  the  said  purported

contradiction statement is also so trivial in nature.  In sum, on the basis of

certain  minor  omissions  and  discrepancies  highlighted  by  the  learned

defence counsel, the merit of the sworn testimonies of PW1 to PW4 cannot

be obliterated.  Commenting about the discrepancies in the evidence of a

witness, in the decision  Prem Prakash @ Lillu and Another v. State of

Haryana (2011 AIR SCW 4203) it was held by the Honourable Apex Court

that:-
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“The evidence essentially must be viewed collectively. The

statement of a witness must be read as a whole. Reliance

on  a  mere  line  in  the  statement  of  the  witness,  out  of

context, would not serve the ends of justice and conclusion

of the Court based on such apprehension of evidence could

be faulted.”  

In Lexman v. State of Maharashtra (AIR 1974 SC 308) it was held by the

Honourable Supreme Court that,

“Latin maxim, Falsus in Uno Falsus in Omni Bus is not

applicable in India.” 

The minor discrepancies that appear in the evidences of PW1 to PW4 are

not sufficient to eschew the otherwise credible evidence tendered by them.

In such a scenario, the Court is duty bound to sift the grain from the chaff

and hence, not inclined to discard the entire testimonies of PW1 to PW4 on

the  basis  of  such  minor  discrepancies  and  the  same  cannot  be  unduly

magnified.  Moreover, in  Krishnamochi v. State of Bihar (2002 (6) SCC

81) it was held by the Honourable Apex Court that,

“The  maxim  falsus  in  uno,  falsus  in  omnibus  has  no

application in India and the witnesses cannot be branded as

lier's. The maxim falsus in uno, falsus in omni bus (false in

one  thing,  false  in  every  thing)  has  not  received  general
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acceptance nor this maxim come to occupy the status of the

Rule  of  Law.  It  is  merely  a  Rule  of  Caution.  All  that  it

amounts  to,  is  that  in  such  cases  testimony  may  be

disregarded and note that it must be disregarded.” 

As far as the oral evidences tendered by the above witnesses are concerned,

when compared the same with prosecution allegations,  some part  of the

same consist of statements, which are trivial omissions and the other part is

clear and supported by other evidence.  In such a situation, the Court must

assess the extent to which the deposition can be relied upon.  The Court

must make every attempt to separate falsehoods from the truth and it must

only  be  in  exceptional  circumstances,  when  it  is  entirely  impossible  to

separate  the  grain  from  the  chaff,  for  the  same  are  so  inextricably

intertwined,  that  the  entire  evidence of  such witness  must  be  discarded

[See:- Yogendra v. State of Rajasthan (2013(12) SCC 399), Biri Singh  v.

State of U.P (1992 SCC (Crl.) 915)]. All contradictions or omissions will

not be sufficient to disbelieve the version of a witness and the omission or

contradiction has to be evaluated on the basis of the explanation offered by

the  witness  [See:-   Sathyan  v.  State  of  Kerala  (2011  (4)  KLJ  812)].

Likewise, there is manifest difference between exaggerated version and a

false version.  An exaggerated statement contains both truth and falsity,

whereas a false statement has no gain of truth in it.  It is well said that, to
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make a mountain out of molehill, the molehill shall have to exist primarily.

A Court  of  law  being  mindful  of  such  distinction  is  duty  bound  to

disseminate truth from the falsehood and sift the grain from the chaff of

exaggerations.   It  is  only  in  a  case  where  the  grain  and  chaff  are  so

inextricably intertwined that in their separation no real evidence survives,

that the whole evidence can be discarded [See:- Achhar Singh  v.  State of

Himachal Pradesh (2021 (5) SCC 543)].  Here, in the case on hand, the

oral testimonies of PW1 to PW4 are not in a state that, wherein their minor

exaggerations  had  totally  eliminated  the  merit  and  verity  of  their

depositions.  On the core aspect of matrimonial cruelties faced by Vismaya

during the time of cohabitation, these witnesses uniformly deposed about

the same in a believable manner.  They are not at all motivated to secure a

false conviction to the accused.  PW3 even considered the accused as a

fortune that happened to her daughter and she emphatically stated that, she

always wanted Vismaya to continue the matrimony.  The pith and substance

of the above discussion is that, on due analysis of the testimonies of PW1

to PW4, this Court is of the definite view that, they are reliable witnesses.

Equally,  their  evidence  about  what  the  deceased  told  them  about  her

sufferings at the hands of the accused is admissible within the operational

parameters of Section 32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act  [See:-   Balram
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Prasad Agarwal  v.  State of Bihar and Others (1997 (9) SCC 338)].  In

the decision Gumansinh @ Lalo  v.  State of Gujarat (J.T 2021 (9) SC 32)

also, it was held by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, there is nothing unnatural

for  a  victim  of  domestic  cruelty  to  share  her  trauma  with  her  parents,

brothers, sisters and other close relatives and the evidence of those persons

are not liable to be rejected on the mere ground of their relationship with

the victim and thereby interested in the litigious matter.   

76. Then  considering  the  challenge  to  the  reliability  of  the

testimonies  of  PW1  to  PW3  on  the  ground  that  they  are  interested

witnesses,  absolutely  nothing  has  been  brought  out  by  the  defence  to

categorize PW1 to PW3, as interested witnesses.  It is not discernible from

the  available  materials  that,  they  are  holding  any  malice  against  the

accused, nor the materials tendered in this case are giving an indication

that, they are motivated to secure a false conviction to the accused.  In the

decision, Shanmugham and Another v. State of Tamil Nadu; represented

by  Inspector  of  Police,  Tamilnadu  (2013  (12)  SCC  765),  the  Hon'ble

Supreme Court,  while dealing with the aspect of interested witnesses,  it

was held that, 

“.......far more important than categorization of witness is

the question of appreciation of their evidence. The essence
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of  any  such  appreciation  is  to  determine  whether  the

deposition of the witness to the incident is truthful, hence

acceptable.  While doing so, the Court can assume that a

related  witness  would  not  ordinarily  shield  the  real

offender to falsely implicate an innocent person. In cases

where  the  witness  was  inimically  disposed  towards  the

accused,  the  Courts  have  no  doubt  at  times  noticed  a

tendency to implicate an innocent person also, but before

the Court can reject the deposition of such a witness the

accused must  lay a foundation for the argument that his

false implication springs from such enmity. The mere fact

that the witness was related to the accused does not provide

that foundation. It may on the contrary be a circumstance

for the Court to believe that the version of the witness is

truthful on the simple logic that such a witness would not

screen  the  real  culprit  to  falsely  implicate  an  innocent.

Suffice it to say that, the process of evaluation of evidence

of  witnesses  whether  they  are  partisan  or  interested

(assuming there is a difference between the two) is to be

undertaken  in  the  facts  of  each  case  having  regard  to

ordinary human conduct prejudices and predilections. 13.

The  approach  which  the  Court  ought  to  adopt  in  such

matters has been examined by this Court in several cases,

reference to which is unnecessary except a few that should

suffice. In Dalip Singh v. State of Punjab AIR 1953 SC 354,

this  Court  observed:  26.  A  witness  is  normally  to  be
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considered  independent  unless  he  or  she  springs  from

sources  which  are  likely  to  be  tainted  and  that  usually

means unless the witness has cause such as enmity against

the accused, to wish to implicate him falsely. Ordinarily, a

close relative would be the last to screen the real culprit

and falsely implicate an innocent person. It is true, when

feelings run high and there is personal cause for enmity,

that  there  is  a  tendency  to  drag  in  an  innocent  person

against whom a witness has a grudge along with the guilty,

but foundation must be laid for such a criticism and the

mere  fact  of  relationship  far  from being a  foundation is

often  a  sure  guarantee  of  truth.  However,  we  are  not

attempting any sweeping generalization. Each case must be

judged on its own facts. Our observations are only made to

combat what is so often put forward in cases before us a

general rule of prudence. There is no such general rule.

Each case must be limited to and be governed by its own

facts. (Emphasis supplied)”.

77. Further, in Gangabhavani v. Rayapati Venkat Reddy and Ors.

(AIR 2013 SC 3681), the Hon’ble Supreme Court has discussed the legal

proposition dealt by the Court in their earlier judgments with respect to the

evidence of interested witnesses and held,

“In view of the above, it  can safely be held that natural

witnesses  may  not  be  labelled  as  interested  witnesses.
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Interested witnesses  are  those  who want  to  derive  some

benefit out of the litigation/case. In case the circumstances

reveal  that  a  witness  was  present  on  the  scene  of

occurrence  and  had  witnesses  the  crime,  his  deposition

cannot be discarded merely on the ground of being closely

related to the victim/deceased”.

Moreover, in  Gajoo v. State of Uttarakhand (2012 (9) SCC 532), it was

observed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court that:

“Similar view was taken by this Court in the case of State

of A.P. v. S. Rayappa and Ors. (2006 (4) SCC 512). The

court observed that it is now almost a fashion that public

is  reluctant  to  appear  and  depose  before  the  court,

especially in criminal cases and the cases for that reason

itself  are  dragged for  years  and  years.  The  Court  also

stated the principle that, “by now, it is a well-established

principle  of  law  that  testimony  of  a  witness  otherwise

inspiring confidence cannot be discarded on the ground

that he being a relation of the deceased is an interested

witness.  A close  relative  who is  a  very  natural  witness

cannot  be  termed  as  interested  witness.  The  term

interested postulates that the person concerned must have

some direct  interest  in seeing the accused person being

convicted  somehow  or  the  other  either  because  of

animosity or for some other reasons.

(Emphasis supplied).”
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Analyzing  these  aspects,  in  the  decision  Bhaskar  Rao  v.  State  of

Maharastra  (2018  (6)  SCC  591),  it  was  encapsulated  by  the  Hon’ble

Supreme Court that, 

“27.Coming  back  to  the  appreciation  of  the  evidence  at

hand, at the outset, our attention is drawn to the fact that the

witnesses were interrelated, and this court should be cautious

in  accepting  their  statements.  It  would  be  beneficial  to

recapitulate the law concerning the appreciation of evidence

of related witness.  In Dalip Singh & Ors. v. State of Punjab,

(1954) 1 SCR 145, J. Vivian Bose for the bench observed the

law as under: 

A  witness  is  normally  to  be  considered  independent

unless he or she springs from sources which are likely

to be tainted and that usually means unless the witness

has cause, such as enmity against the accused, to wish

to  implicate  him falsely.   Ordinarily,  a  close  relative

would be the last to screen the real culprit and falsely

implicate   an innocent person. It is true, when feelings

run high and there is personal cause for enmity, that

here  is  a  tendency  to  drag  in  an  innocent  person

against whom a witness has a grudge along with the

guilty, but foundation must be laid for such a criticism

and  the  mere  fact  of  relationship  far  from  being  a

foundation is often a sure guarantee of truth. However,

we  are  not  attempting  any  sweeping  generalisation.
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Each  case  must  be  judged  on  its  own  facts.  Our

observations are only made to combat what is so often

put  forward  in  cases  before  us  as  a  general  rule  of

prudence.  There  is  no  such  general  rule.  Each  case

must be limited to and be governed by its own facts.  In

Masalti v. State of U.P., (1964) 8 SCR 133, a five Judge

Bench  of  this  Court  has  categorically  observed  as

under:

There is no doubt that when a criminal Court has

to  appreciate  evidence  given  by  witnesses  who

are  partisan  or  interested,  it  has  to  be  very

careful in weighing such evidence.  Whether or

not  there  are  discrepancies  in  the  evidence;

whether or not the evidence strikes the Court as

genuine; whether or not the story disclosed by the

evidence is probable, are all matters which must

be taken into account. But it would, we think, be

unreasonable to contend that  evidence given by

witnesses should be discarded only on the ground

that  it  is  evidence  of  partisan  or  interested

witnesses. Often enough, where factions prevail in

villages and murders are committed as a result of

enmity  between  such  factions,  criminal  Courts

have to deal with evidence of a partisan type. The

mechanical rejection of such evidence on the sole

ground that it is partisan would invariably lead to
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failure of  justice.  No hard and fast  rule can be

laid  down as  to  how much evidence  should  be

appreciated.   Judicial  approach  has  to  be

cautious in dealing with such evidence; but  the

plea  that  such  evidence  should  be  rejected

because  it  is  partisan   cannot  be  accepted  as

correct.

29. In  Darya Singh and Ors. v. State of Punjab, (1964) 3 SCR

397, this Court held that evidence of an eye witness who is a

near relative of the victim, should be closely   scrutinized but

no corroboration is necessary for  acceptance of his evidence.

In Harbans Kaur & Anr.  v.  State  of  Haryana,  2005 CriLJ

2199, this Court observed that 

There is no proposition in law that relatives are to be

treated  as  untruthful  witnesses.  On  the  contrary,

reason has to be shown when a plea of partiality is

raised to show that the witnesses had reason to shield

actual culprit and falsely implicate the accused.

30. The last case we need to concern ourselves is the case of

Namdeo  v.  State  of  Maharashtra,  (2007)  14  SCC  150,

wherein this Court  after observing previous precedents has

summarized the law in the following manner. It is clear that a

close  relative  cannot  be  characterized  as  an  'interested'

witness. He is a 'natural' witness. His evidence, however, must

be scrutinized carefully.  If on such scrutiny, his evidence is

found  to  be  intrinsically  reliable,  inherently  probable  and

wholly  trustworthy  conviction  can  be  based  on  the  'sole'
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testimony of such witness.  Close relationship of witness with

the deceased or victim is no ground to reject his evidence. On

the contrary, close relative of the deceased would normally be

most reluctant to spare the real culprit and falsely implicate

an innocent one.

31. From the study of the aforesaid precedents of this court,

we may note that whoever has been a witness before the court

of  law,  having a strong interest  in  result,  if  allowed to  be

weighed in the same scales with those who do not have any

interest in the result, would be to open the doors of the court

for perverted truth. This sound rule which remain the bulwark

of this system, and which determines the value of evidence

derived  from  such  sources,  needs  to  be  cautiously  and

carefully observed and enforced. There is no dispute about

the  fact  that  the  interest  of  the  witness  must  affect  his

testimony is a universal truth.  Moreover, under the influence

of bias, a man may not be in a position to judge correctly,

even if they earnestly desire to do so. Similarly, he may not be

in  a  position  to  provide  evidence  in  an  impartial  manner,

when it involves his interest. Under such influences, man will,

even though not consciously, suppress some facts, soften or

modify others, and provide favorable color. These are most

controlling  considerations  in  respect  to  the  credibility  of

human  testimony,  and  should  never  to  be  overlooked  in

applying the rules of evidence and determining its weight in
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the scale of truth under the facts and circumstances of each

case.”

Then testing on the anvil of the above legal principles, it is suffice to say

that, merely because PW1 to PW3 are relatives of the deceased, the same

by itself is not sufficient to suspect the credibility of their testimonies. On

the contrary, they being the relatives of the deceased, in normal course of

human conduct, will not allow the real culprit to go scot-free and make

allegations against the accused to falsely implicate him in a heinous crime

of given nature, especially when he was the husband of the deceased and

thereby  closely  related  to  them  through  marriage.   Had  the  marital

relationship was that much smooth, they may not nurture any hard feelings

against  the  accused.   Only  if  there  is  a  marital  discord,  an  element  of

animosity will  sprout in their mind and all of them uniformly attributed

that,  the aspiration of dowry was the root cause for the harassment and

taunting  on  Vismaya.   Several  instances  of  cruelty  unleashed  by  the

accused  on  Vismaya  were  deposed  by  these  witnesses  in  a  confidence

inspiring  manner  before  this  Court.   Their  evidences  are  supported  by

digital evidences furnished by the prosecution.  The evidence of PW4 and

to a certain extent  the evidence of PW18, are lending credence to their

testimonies.  As regards, their testimonies, the only rule of caution is that,
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the testimonies of such witnesses must be reliable, trustworthy and duly

corroborated  by  other  evidences.  Once  it  is  established  that,  their

depositions are cogent, inspires confidence, do not suffer from any material

contradictions and is in consonance with above legal principles, the Court

would be justified in relying upon such valuable piece of evidence.  As far

as the case on hand is concerned, the oral evidences of PW1 to PW3 tally

each other  and the  evidence of  PW4 extended support  to  their  version.

Their  recorded conversations  produced by the  prosecution  are  attaching

more credence to the versions deposed by them before this Court.  Though

this Court has scrupulously analyzed the testimonies of PW1 to PW3, it

hasn’t found any marked differences.  Their versions match to each other,

and going in  complete  harmony.   There  is  nothing appear  in  their  oral

evidences to hold that, PW1 to PW3 are giving tutored versions.  In short,

based on the facts  thus emerged, this Court repels the contention of the

learned defence counsel that, the oral evidences of PW1 to PW3, are to be

eschewed from consideration owing to the fact that, they are the relatives of

the victim.

78. In  this  backdrop,  adverting  to  the  evidence  of  PW5,  it  is

pellucid that, she was produced by the prosecution to prove the point that,
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immediately  after  the  incident  occurred  on  29.08.2020,  Vismaya  was

sighted in front of her house in a weeping condition.  She has deposed in

support  of  the version thus put  forth by the prosecution and during her

cross-examination, Ext.D27 - Case Diary contradiction statement also was

marked. However, it is admitted by her that, her husband is still working as

a  Home Guard  attached  with  the  Police  Station,  Sasthamcotta  and  that

apart, it was further elicited, most of the facts deposed by her at the time of

examination-in-chief  are,  in  fact,  material  omissions  from  her  earlier

statement before the police and the same have ruined the credibility of her

deposition. .  Similarly, the prosecution has examined PW7 to prove that,

Vismaya  faced  harassment  from  the  accused  and  subsequently,  in  a

conversation held on 07.06.2021, Vismaya had disclosed her miseries in the

matrimonial life to this witness and at that time, she desperately wanted to

leave  the  matrimonial  home.   However,  at  one  stage  of  the  cross-

examination of this witness, Ext. D30 - Case Diary contradiction statement

was marked and as per the said statement, her conversation with Vismaya

was allegedly occurred at 02 p.m.  However, when she deposed before this

Court, in emphatic terms, she stated on-oath that, she talked to Vismaya at

around 10 a.m.  Both of these versions proved as falsehood through the

statements of PW25 and the call detail records produced by him.  The call
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detail records thus produced would show that, on 07.06.2021, there was no

contact in between Vismaya and PW7.  Fact situation being so, this Court is

not inclined to accept the versions deposed by PW5 and PW7.  

79. Nonetheless, PW6 has vouched before this Court that, when she

was alive, Vismaya contacted him to get his advice to solve a grappling

issue in her personal life.  Subsequently, on 27.02.2021, via Google Meet,

they sat together and at that time, Vismaya had confided about the issues

faced by her.  When the matter was probed in detail, Vismaya disclosed

about the marital discord and she said, she is a victim of dowry harassment.

She had then spoken about the dissatisfaction of the accused with respect to

the car provided to her and added, once the accused stomped her with his

boot.   Despite  of  these  sufferings,  Vismaya  wanted  to  resume  her

matrimony with  the  accused  and  the  contents  of  Ext.P6  -  pen  drive  is

extending support  to  the  version of  this  witness.   It  is  the  case  of  this

witness  that,  for  the  professional  service  he  had  rendered,  he  received

payment  and  Ext.P31  document  would  show  that,  on  27.02.2021,

Rs.2,000/- was transferred to the account of this witness from the account

of the brother of Vismaya.  The said fact is ingrained in the testimony of

PW16 also.  So, the prosecution has gainfully adduced sufficient evidences
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to enter into a conclusion that, there were some contacts in between this

witness and Vismaya and this witness would say that, then Vismaya had

complained about dowry harassment.  It is true that, Ext.D28 and Ext.D29 -

Case  Diary  contradiction  statements  are  putting  question  marks  on  the

verity of his statements.  However, as stated above, an exaggerated version

by  this  witness  is  not  sufficient  enough  to  completely  impinge  his

testimony.  Admittedly, he is hailing from a different place and unless there

is a situation that is either created or naturally happened, Vismaya or her

brother  need  not  send  money  to  him.  This  witness  claimed  it  as  his

remuneration.  The  same  need  not  be  suspected.  So  also  his  deposition

before the court.  That said, in the case of PW8, he was examined to prove

the incident  happened on 03.01.2021,  at  the parental  home of Vismaya.

PW1 to PW3 have spoken extensively about such incident.  The recorded

conversations let in by the prosecution are also establishing such a fact.

Moreover, this witness has admitted that, Ext.P18 and Ext.P19 - mahazars

were  prepared  in  his  presence  and  he  stood  as  a  witness  to  the  said

mahazars.   That apart,  he has identified his signature as appear on said

documents and the cross-examination on this witness revealed that, several

material omissions had found place in the testimony of this witness.  The

role of PW9 is to prove the factum of marriage in between the accused and
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Vismaya and this witness had produced Ext.P21 - copy of the Marriage

Register, compared with the original, to prove the said aspect.  

80. Next,  embarking  to  dilate  on  the  evidence  of  PW10,  he  is

admittedly a close relative of PW1.  According to this witness, during the

initial days of marriage proposal, along with PW1, he went to the house of

the accused and at that time, there occurred a conversation with PW11 with

regard to the exchange of assets in connection with the marriage.  Later, in

his official uniform, the accused came to his home and then the accused

expressed his feeling of being cheated and further said, till the issues are

solved,  Vismaya  will  stay  in  her  parental  home.   The  evidence  made

available as that of this witness subsumes a recorded conversation of him

with the accused.  

81. PW18 - Bindukumari is a relative of the accused and she was

declared  hostile  during  the  time  of  examination  at  the  instance  of  Ld.

Special  Public  Prosecutor.   However,  towards  the  end  of  her  cross-

examination,  this  witness  has  deposed that,  on  hearing the  news of  the

death of Vismaya, she went to the hospital and there she met the accused.

At that time, she asked to the accused, ‘have you now got your money and

car’, to which, the accused unfolded and gestured his empty hands.  For
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clarity, it is appropriate to reproduce the said statements in vernacular and

the same is as under:

"വിസ്മയയുടെ� മരണം അ1ിഞ്ഞ് ഞാന് ആശുപത്രിയില് ലപായിരുന്നു.
അവിടെ� വച്ച് പ്രതിടെയ കണ്ടു.  പ്രതിലയാ�് കാര്യങ്ങള് ലചാദിച്ചു.  പ്രതിലയാ�്
‘ഇലപ്പാള് നിനക്ക് പണവും,  കാറുടെമാടെക്ക കിട്ടിലയാ�ാ’ എന്ന് ഞാന്
ആശുപത്രിയില് വച്ചു ലചാദിച്ചു.   അലപ്പാള് അയാള് പൈകമലര്ത്തി
കാണിച്ചു.”

It is true that, this witness was declared hostile at the instance of the Ld.

Special  Public  Prosecutor  and  merely  because  of  the  said  aspect,  her

evidence cannot be discarded.  In Mrinal Das v. State of Tripura (2011 (9)

SCC 479), the Hon’ble Apex Court held as under :

"It is settled law that corroborated part of  evidence of hostile

witness regarding commission of offence is admissible. The fact

that the witness was declared hostile at the instance of the Public

Prosecutor  and  he  was  allowed  to  cross-examine  the  witness

furnishes no justification for rejecting en bloc the evidence of the

witness.  However,  the  court  has  to  be  very  careful,  as  prima

facie, a witness who makes different statements at different times,

has no regard for the truth.  His  evidence has to be read and

considered as a whole with a view to find out whether any weight

should be attached to it. The court should be slow to act on the

testimony  of  such  a  witness,  normally,  it  should  look  for

corroboration  with  other  witnesses.  Merely  because  a  witness
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deviates from his statement made in the FIR, his evidence cannot

be held to be totally unreliable. To make it clear that evidence of

hostile witness can be relied upon at least up to the extent, he

supported the case of the prosecution. The evidence of a person

does not become effaced from the record merely because he has

turned  hostile  and  his  deposition  must  be  examined  more

cautiously to find out as to what extent he has supported the case

of the prosecution."

82. Later,  in  Krishan Chander v.  State of Delhi  (2016 (3) SCC

108),  the  Hon’ble  Apex  Court  had  considered  in  detail  the  evidentiary

value of hostile witness.   The relevant portion of the judgment reads as

follows:

"This Court is of the view that whenever a prosecution witness

turns hostile, his testimony cannot be discarded altogether. In this

regard,  reliance  is  placed  by  the  ASG on  the  decision  of  this

Court  in  the  case  of  Rabindra  Kumar  Dey  v.  State  of  Orissa

[(1976) 4 SCC 233 : (AIR 1977 SC 170)]. The relevant para 12

of the aforesaid case reads thus:

12.  It  is  also  clearly  well  settled  that  the  mere  fact  that  a

witness is declared hostile by the party calling him and allowed

to be cross-examined does not make him an unreliable witness

so as to exclude his evidence from consideration altogether. In

Bhagwan Singh v. State of Haryana Bhagwati, J., speaking for
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this Court observed as follows:

The prosecution could have even avoided requesting for
permission to cross-examine the witness Under Section
154 of the Evidence Act. But the fact that the court gave
permission to  the  prosecutor to  cross-examine his  own
witness, thus characterising him as, what is described as
a hostile witness, does not completely efface his evidence.
The evidence remains admissible in the trial and there is
no legal bar to base a conviction upon his testimony if
corroborated by other reliable evidence."

83. A witness who goes against his earlier version and decides to

support an accused by betraying the truth and the oath he undertook, he is

not supposed to be treated as a truthful witness.  Once the testimony is

tainted, it is immaterial what the reasons are for it [See:-  Administrator,

Municipal Board, Gangapur v. Om Prakash (1982 Cr.LJ 1398 (Raj))].

The discretion conferred by Section 154 of the Indian Evidence Act on the

Court is unqualified and untrammelled, and is apart from any question of

hostility'.  It  is  to  be  liberally  exercised  whenever  the  Court  from  the

witnesses demeanour, temper, attitude, bearing, or the tenor and tendency

of his answers, or from a perusal of his previous inconsistent statement, or

otherwise, thinks that the grant of such permission is expedient to extract

the  truth  and  to  do  justice.  It  is  to  be  noted  that,  the  grant  of  such

permission does not amount to adjudication by the court as to the veracity

of the witness.
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84. Notably, in the decision  Sait v. State (1989 Cr.LJ 2050 (DB)

(Mad)), it has been held that, where a witness turns completely hostile to

the case of prosecution, his evidence cannot at all be relied upon for any

purpose whatever and the same has to be eschewed out of consideration.

However, in Ian Royalance Stillman v. State of H.P (2002 (3) Crimes 415

(HP), it is held that, when a witness called by the prosecution is permitted

to  be  cross-examined  on  behalf  of  the  prosecution,  such  witness  loses

credibility and cannot be relied upon by the defence.

85. In  a  criminal  trial  where  a  prosecution  witness  is  cross-

examined and contradicted with the leave of the Court by the party calling

him for evidence cannot, as a matter of general rule, be treated as washed

off the record altogether.  It is for the Court of fact to consider in each case

whether as a result of such cross-examination and contradiction the witness

stands  discredited  or  can  still  be  believed  in  regard  to  any  part  of  his

testimony.  In  appropriate  cases,  the  Court  can  rely  upon  part  of  the

testimony of  such  witness  if  that  part  of  the  deposition  is  found to  be

creditworthy [See:- Boina Mallaiah v . State of A.P., (2003 Cr.LJ 14 (AP),

Balram Prasad Agarwal  v.  State of Bihar and Others (1997 (9) SCC

338].
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86. In  Balu Sonba Shinde  v.  State of Maharashtra (AIR 2002

SC  3137),  the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  held  that,  the  declaration  of  a

witness to be hostile does not ipso facto reject the evidence. The portion of

evidence being advantageous to the parties may be taken advantage of, but

the  Court  should  be  extremely  cautious  and  circumspect  in  such

acceptance.  As held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Koli Lakhmanbhai

Chanabhai  v.  State  of  Gujarat  (AIR 2000 SC 210),  the  evidence  of  a

hostile witness can be relied upon to an extent it supports the prosecution

version and there is no legal bar to base his conviction upon the testimony

of  a  hostile  witness  if  corroborated  by  other  reliable  evidence.   In

Keshoram v. State of Assam (AIR 1978 SC 1096), the Hon'ble Apex Court

held that, merely because a witness is declared hostile, his evidence cannot

be rejected on that ground alone, but it is equally well settled that, when

once  a  prosecution  witness  is  declared  hostile,  the  prosecution  clearly

exhibits its intention not to rely on the evidence of such a witness.  Hence,

his  version  cannot  be  treated  as  the  version  of  the  prosecution  itself.

However, in  Jagir Singh v. State (AIR 1975 SC 1400), it has been held

that, when a witness, who has been called by the prosecution, is permitted

to be cross-examined on behalf of the prosecution, the result of that course

being adopted is to discredit that witness altogether and not merely to get
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rid of a part of his testimony.  Section 154 of the Evidence Act reads as

under:

"154. Question by party to his own witness.-

(1) The Court may, in its discretion, permit the person who
calls a witness to put any question to him which might be
put in cross-examination by the adverse party.

(2) Nothing  in  this  section  shall  disentitle  the  person  so
permitted under sub-section (1), to rely on any part of the
evidence of such witness."

A cursory  glance  of  Section  154  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  makes  it

pellucid that,  Court  may permit  in its  discretion the person who calls a

witness  to  put  any  questions  to  him  which  might  be  put  in  cross-

examination by the adverse party.  Clause (2) postulates that, nothing in the

Section shall disentitle the person so permitted under sub-section (1) to rely

on any part of the evidence of such witness.  Thus, a careful analysis of

Section  154  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  would  make  it  pellucid  that,

permission shall  be given by the Court to cross-examine the witness by

party who calls the witness.  As is held by the Hon’ble Apex Court in Sat

Paul v. Delhi Administration (AIR 1976 SC 294), when a witness is cross-

examined and contradicted with the leave of the Court, by the party calling

him, his evidence cannot, as a matter of law, be treated as washed off the
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record  altogether.   It  is  for  the  Judge  of  fact  to  consider  in  each  case

whether  as  a  result  of  such  cross-examination  and  contradiction,  the

witness stands thoroughly discredited or can still be believed in regard to a

part of his testimony.  If the Judge finds that in the process, the credit of the

witness  has  not  been  completely  shaken,  he  may,  after  reading  and

considering the evidence of the witness, as a whole, with due caution and

care, accept, in the light of the other evidence on the record, that part of his

testimony which he finds to be creditworthy and act upon it. If in a given

case, the whole of the testimony of the witness is impugned, and in the

process,  the  witness  stands  squarely  and  totally  discredited,  the  Judge

should, as matter of prudence, discard his evidence in  toto. Similar view

was taken by the Hon’ble Apex Court in the decision Syad Akbar v. State

of Karnataka (AIR 1979 SC 1848).  From the above, it is clear that, the

evidence of a hostile witness shall not get effaced altogether and it carries

its own weight and more particularly the prosecution can take advantage of,

to the extent it gets corroboration.  Here, in the case on hand, PW18 is a

relative of the accused and when she met the accused immediately after the

subject death, the spontaneous question originated in her mind is, ‘have you

now got your money and car’.  The whole case of prosecution is reflected

from the said question.  Otherwise, why one should ask to the accused that,
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have you now got the money and car he wanted.  That shows the greed of

the accused to extract something more through his marriage.  PW18 has

specified the word ‘car’ and that tally with the narration of PW1 to PW4.

Therefore,  though  PW18 has  turned  hostile  to  the  case  of  prosecution,

through the one answer given at the time of her examination, she attached

enormous  credence  to  the  substratum  of  the  case  propounded  by  the

prosecution, i.e., the accused taunted Vismaya on account of bringing lesser

dowry and that is the reason why Vismaya committed suicide as abetted by

him.  PW18 admitted that, the question was asked immediately after the

death of Vismaya and it was asked when she first met the accused after the

death.  Significantly, the accused gestured his empty hands.  Moreover, this

witness has spoken about the split occurred in the matrimony and her talk

with  Vismaya  during  that  time.   The  same  also,  to  a  certain  extent,  is

bestowing credence to  the  case  of  prosecution that,  the  matrimony was

patchy.  

87. PW12 is the husband of PW18 and as far as he is concerned, he

is the cousin of the accused.  He also was turned hostile to the case of

prosecution.  However, he said, on hearing the news regarding the death of

Vismaya, he reached the hospital and then enquired the facts with PW11.
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Then PW11 said, at around 02 a.m, he heard a sound and therefore, PW11

thought  the  accused  and  Vismaya  did  not  sleep  on  that  night.

Consequently, he went to their bedroom and then both were seen as sitting

on  the  two  ends  of  bed.   Vismaya  was  then  in  a  total  dismay  and  he

consoled  her.   According  to  him,  immediately  thereafter,  he  met  the

accused also and then the accused mentioned about a wordy altercation in

between himself and Vismaya.  This witness further conceded, as per his

information, the accused did not relish the car given in connection with the

marriage and based on the same, the accused was having certain issues with

Vismaya.  Though this witness has turned hostile to the case of prosecution,

to a certain extent, he also supported the version of the prosecution that,

there were issues in between the accused and Vismaya with regard to the

car handed over in connection with the marriage.  

88. PW13 is the doctor, who confirmed the death of Vismaya and

when deposed before  the  Court,  he  asserted  that,  Vismaya  was brought

dead before him.  He added, at the time of his examination, he had found a

ligature mark on the right side of the neck of Vismaya and that apart, he did

notice scratch marks on her left wrist and these facts are recited in Ext.P25

document.  This witness has got another contention that, after the death, the

accused confessed before him that, ensuing a scuffle, Vismaya bolted the
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bathroom door from inside and even after the elapse of half an hour, she did

not open the door.  When the door was force opened, Vismaya was found as

hanging.  This witness has identified the accused as the person, who made

the  disclosure  about  the  incident  and  it  is  true  that,  the  above  version

narrated  by  this  witness  is  not  included  in  Ext.P25  -  Casualty  Report

prepared  by  this  witness.   However,  it  is  revealed  through  Ext.P120  -

C.C.T.V footage that, when he was in the hospital, the accused had entered

into the iron meshed cabin of duty doctor and thereafter, he had a chat with

someone  present  inside.   Ext.P25 document  as  well  as  the  evidence  of

PW13 would show that, PW13 was the duty doctor at the relevant point of

time.  It  is true that,  Ext.P120 - C.C.T.C footage was not played in the

Court  when PW13 was examined.   It  was  played at  the  time of  cross-

examination  of  DW1 and it  was  proved through PW42.   Ext.P120(a)  -

Certificate  was  also  attached  with  Ext.P120  -  D.V.D.,  in  which,  the

recordings by C.C.T.V cameras are copied.  For the mere reason of not

playing the DVD at the time of examination of PW13 is not a ground to

disregard the facts emerged through the same that, soon after the death, the

accused had met PW13 [See:- Taqdir  v.  State of Haryana (2022 (1) KLD

641 (SC))].   Thus,  from the  statement  of  PW12 and  PW13,  it  is  well

evident that, a scuffle occurred in between the accused and Vismaya before
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the fatal act committed by the latter. Incidentally considering, in the page

No.6 of his  written statement,  the accused himself  is  admitting about  a

scuffle at that time. But he stated so with a different tale. Whatever be the

reasons  behind,  it  has  emerged  from  the  available  materials  that,

immediately before the death in question, there occurred brawl in between

Vismaya and the accused, and the same was a shouting match.  This can be

gleaned from the admission of the accused in the written statement that, on

hearing the noise, his father came up to the first floor from the down stairs.

The  innate  weakness  and  implausibility  of  the  events  put  forth  by  the

defence are  rendering their  versions more vulnerable.  It  is  illogical  and

irrational to think that, such things as stated in the page Nos. 6 & 7 of the

written statement would happen and such a narrative is totally against the

normal course of human conduct. Unless there is some animosity, how can

a husband leave the company of his  wife,  when she is in the zenith of

emotional  strain?  If  someone  is  dared  to  do  that,  the  same  is  patently

against  the  sublime  spirit  of  connubial  relationship.  Similarly,  the

remaining part of the defence story allegedly happened on the fateful night

is also not alluring confidence.    

89. The purpose of examination of PW14 is to prove the factum of

marriage in between Vismaya and the accused and through his examination
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as well as through the contents of Ext.P26 - extract of Marriage Register, it

is  proved  that,  the  accused  married  Vismaya  on  31.05.2020.   PW15

produced Ext.P27 - registration particulars of the Toyota Yarris model car

purchased in connection with the marriage and as per the said document,

the  aforesaid  vehicle  was  registered  in  the  name  of  PW1  with  the

hypothecation  of  Toyota  Finance  Service  Limited.   Through  the

examination of PW16 and also through the contents of Ext.P28 to Ext.P33

documents,  it  is  proved that,  on 27.04.2021,  Rs.3,000/-  was sent  to  the

account  of  Vismaya  from  the  account  of  CW40  and  the  said  fact  is

discernible from the contents of  Ext.P29 and Ext.P33 documents.   That

apart,  it  is  revealed  through  Ext.P31  document  that,  on  27.02.2021,

Rs.2,000/- was sent to the account of PW6 from the account of the brother

of Vismaya.  PW17 is the Executive Magistrate, who held inquest on the

dead body of Vismaya and resultantly prepared Ext.P34 - Inquest Report.

It  was  during  the  said  inquest  proceedings,  MO4 -  T-shirt  and  MO5 -

leggings worn by the deceased at the time of her death, were seized and

while facing the cross-examination, it was admitted by this witness that,

PW40 was very much present at the time of inquest proceedings.  The said

fact  is  deducible  from Ext.P106  (series)  -  photographs  also,  which  are

attached with Ext.P107 – Statutory Certificate.  However, it  is true that,
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there are certain over-writings in Ext.P34 - Inquest Report and at the time

of  said  inquest,  no  persons  belong  to  the  place  of  occurrence  stood  as

witness.  It is trite that, a prosecution cannot be dismissed only because

there are some discrepancies in Inquest Report.  Inquest Report is not a

substantive  piece  of  evidence  and  may  only  be  used  to  contradict  or

corroborate the maker thereof.  The object of inquest proceedings is merely

to ascertain whether a person has died in suspicious circumstances or an

unnatural death and if so, what is the apparent cause of death.  No further

details are required in the inquest proceedings [See:-  Shambhu Das @

Bijoy Das and Another  v.  State of Assam (2010 (10) SCC 374)].  In view

of above legal propositions, all challenges raised against Ext.P34 - Inquest

Report by the defence has reached a vanishing point.  

90. The  prosecution  has  examined  PW19 -  doctor  to  prove  the

point that, soon after the attack on CW2 by the accused, CW2 had availed

treatment  from  her.   This  witness  concurred  with  the  said  prosecution

version and thereafter, admitted that, she had issued Ext.P36 - Accident-

cum-Wound Certificate.   PW20 - doctor would say that,  on 03.01.2021,

CW2  had  availed  treatment  from  N.S  Memorial  Institute  of  Medical

Science, Kollam.  These two witnesses extended support to the version of

PW1 and PW3 that,  in  an  incident  happened on 03.01.2021,  CW2 had
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availed medical treatments, though he did not sustain any external injuries.

As regards PW21, he is a colleague of the accused and in fact, they are

batch-mates as Assistant Motor Vehicle Inspectors, in the Department of

Motor Vehicles of the Government of Kerala.  This witness stated on-oath

that,  on 03.01.2021, the accused was apprehended by the police and on

hearing the news, he reached before the Police Station, Chadayamangalam.

He further said, subsequently he went to the parental house of Vismaya and

at that time, PW35, PW11 and CW26 were already present there.  There he

discussed the matter with the family of Vismaya and then he informed them

that, if the matter is not settled, perhaps, it may affect the employment of

the accused.  According to this witness, subsequently PW1 and CW2 came

to the police station and thereby the matter was eventually settled.  He also

admitted  the  voices  in  the  recorded  conversation  traced  during  the

investigation stage.  In the case of PW24, she is the direct sister of the

accused and she completely betrayed the case of prosecution.  Whereupon,

Ext.P40 - Case Diary contradiction statement was marked through her and

she  then  admitted,  she  had  produced  MO8  -  mobile  phone  before  the

police.  She conceded, her SIM card was taken in the name of DW1 and the

said admission is quite reflective of strong bond in between DW1 and this

witness.  Unless, this witness has that much confidence on DW1, she would
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not have used the mobile phone connection taken in his name.  Notably,

while tendering evidence, this witness has admitted that, on 13.06.2021,

when she was present in her parental home, Vismaya had sent WhatsApp

chats to her mobile phone, in which, Vismaya had fervently sought her help

to reach her parental home.  She also admitted about another chat sent by

Vismaya on the  very same day,  in which,  Vismaya stated that,  she had

suffered all bitter things in the life and on yesterday, she was not allowed to

sleep by the  accused.   In  another  chat,  Vismaya  has  said  that,  she  has

nothing more to part with and has no money.  In yet another chat, Vismaya

did say that, she is ready to leave and will not come back to the life of the

accused, since he is in anger against her.  This witness admitted, she did not

send any reply to the above chats and then tried to clarify it as a prank

made by Vismaya. However, it is extremely germane to note that, she did

not offer any plausible explanation regarding why Vismaya has to prank her

all of a sudden by denoting about the miseries in her life.  The time and

topic of said messages are of high relevance. It was elicited through the

examination of this witness that, on 29.06.2021, she had deleted the chats

thus  sent  by Vismaya.   The chats  were  retrieved during the  subsequent

scientific examination by the Cyber Forensic Science Laboratory experts.

Those chats were sent seven days before the date of death of Vismaya and
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in the said chats, Vismaya is expressing her willingness to leave from the

life of the accused.  She is also referring about her helplessness to bring

more  material  assets  and money.   A cumulative  analysis  of  these  chats

would show that, the same are the true reflections of life Vismaya in the

matrimonial home.  There may be some happy moments and bonhomie at

times and that does not mean that, there was no demand of dowry and there

was no coercive  tactics  to  extract  more  dowry.   Ostensibly,  the  subject

messages might have been sent with a genuine hope that, PW24 may help

her to tide over the crisis.   This witness is  thoroughly cognizant  of  the

relevance of those chats and that is well evident from her subsequent act of

its deletion.  Even though this witness has turned hostile to the case of

prosecution, her admissions regarding the chats is a major boon to them.

These chats were subsequently retrieved and were marked in evidence as

Ext.P87 (a) to Ext.P87(f).  Screenshots of said messages were separately

taken and the same is exhibited in page Nos. 3 and 4 of Ext.P85 - Cyber

Forensic Report, which is separately marked as Ext.P85(b).  For dispelling

any doubts, the said messages are reproduced hereunder by converting the

same into the language Malayalam:

“Ext.P87(a) WhatsApp chat between PW24 and Vismaya (11:05)

ലചച്ചി  ഒന്ന്  രക്ഷിക്കണം.   കാല്  പി�ിക്കാം.   അനിയത്തി  ആയിട്ട്  കണ്ട്
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എങ്കിലും.  എനിക്ക് സ്വര്ണ്ണലമാ പൈപസ ഒന്നും ഇല്ല.  കിരണ് ഞാന് പ�ിച്ചു.
എനിക്ക് എന്ടെ1 വീട്ടില് ലപാണം.  ലചച്ചി എടെന്ന ഒന്നു ടെകാണ്ട് ആക്കാന് പ1.
കാല് പി�ിക്കാം ഞാന്.  എന്ടെ1 മഹാലദവന് സത്യം ഞാന് ഒരിക്കലും പിന്നീ�്
കിരണ് ശല്യം ആയിട്ട് വരില്ല.

Ext.P87(  b  ) WhatsApp chat between PW24 and Vismaya (11:0  6  )  

കാലുപി�ിക്കാം.  ഒന്ന് ടെകാണ്ടാക്കുലമാ.

Ext.P87(  c  ) WhatsApp chat between PW24 and Vismaya (11:07:47)  

ഇന്നടെല രാത്രി ഉ1ക്കിയിട്ടില്ല എടെന്ന.  ഞാന് ഇന്നടെല രാവിടെല  05:30  നാ
ഉ1ങ്ങുലന്ന.  അതുവടെര ലദd്യം അച്ഛടെന ടെത1ി വിളിയും ആയിട്ട് ഞാന് ഒന്നും
മിണ്ടാടെത  ഇരുന്നു..  ജീവിതത്തില്  സഹിലക്കണ്ട  എല്ലാം  ഞാന്  സഹിച്ചു...
അതിലും കൂടുതല് സഹിച്ചു,

Ext.P87(  d  )  WhatsApp  chat  between  PW24  and  Vismaya  
(11:08:08)

 ഇനി ഒന്നും തരാനില്ല പൈപസ ഒന്നും.

Ext.P87(  e  )  WhatsApp  chat  between  PW24  and  Vismaya  
(11:08:34)

ഞാന്  ടെപാലക്കാളാം  .     കിരണ്  ലദd്യമായിട്ട്  ഞാന്  ഇനി  കിരണിടെf  
ജീവിതത്തില് വരില്ല  .  

Ext.P87(  f  ) WhatsApp chat between PW24 and Vismaya  

ഉറപ്പാ     ഗ�ാഡ്     ഗ	ാമിസ്  .”

 The explanation offered by this witness to the effect of it being a prank

resorted by Vismaya is not digestible to a prudent mind.  In normal course

of human conduct, unless there is an absolute exigency, nobody will dare to

send messages having such contents to another individual, that too, to the
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sister of her husband.  The same cannot be treated as a prank and even if it

is  a  prank;  what  were  the  circumstances  that  forced the  maker  to  send

messages having such a deleterious effect in its contents?  Only if there is a

demand of dowry, one will dare to mention about the same.  Arguendo,

even if it is accepted that, it was a prank, the contents of those messages

indicates that, there were issues regarding dowry and there were instances

in which, the victim was not allowed to sleep during nights.  What more is

required to measure the immensity of harassment which is so axiomatic

from the messages retrieved from MO8 - mobile phone?  Not allowing a

person to sleep without  sufficient  reasons,  is an utmost cruelty.   To say

further,  if  the said action is laced with the demand of dowry,  it  can be

termed as barbaric only.  Thus, it is well evident that, though PW24 has

turned hostile  to the case of prosecution,  the facts admitted by the said

witness has extended considerable approbation to the prosecution narrative

regarding the marital persecutions unleashed with the demand of dowry. 

91. The Customer Application Form, call  detail records and tower

location details of the mobile phones relied on by the prosecution that co-

relate with the digital evidence produced were marked through witnesses

PW25 to PW27 and the defence is not disputing the genuineness of the
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contents of the documents produced by these witnesses.  The documents

produced by these witnesses are appended with requisite certificates u/s.

65B(4) of the Indian Evidence Act and both sides have posed questions to

PW25 and PW26 with regard to the mobile phone calls corresponding to

the call detail records relied on by them.  However, in the case of PW27,

the defence did not cross-examine him and the through the examination of

PW25, it is revealed that, on 07.06.2021, there was no mobile phone calls

in between PW7 and Vismaya.  In the case of PW28, she is the Branch

Manager of State Bank of India, Branch Poruvazhy and the Safe Deposit

Locker, which was availed by the accused to stash the gold ornaments, was

maintained with her bank.  She produced Ext.P66 to Ext.P68 documents

and these documents refer to the opening of bank locker and its use by the

accused.   However,  it  is  revealed  that,  after  09.06.2020,  no  one  has

accessed  the  said  bank  locker  till  it  was  opened  by  the  Investigating

Officer.  Ext.P69 is the kaichit executed by PW28 on receiving the interim

custody  of  the  originals  of  Ext.P66  to  Ext.68  documents.   PW29  had

prepared Ext.P70 - plan of the scene of occurrence where the death took

place and in this document, the crime spot is specifically mentioned as item

No. 4.  Similarly, Ext.P71 - plan of the scene of occurrence was prepared

by PW30 and this Scene Plan relates to the crime scene of the incident
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allegedly happened on 03.01.2021 at the parental house of Vismaya.  

92. Be that it may, it is so pertinent to note that, the defence did not

opt to cross-examine PW31.  Here, it is also worth to note that, during the

stage of trial, on several occasions, witnesses were recalled at the instance

of the defence and one witness was even recalled twice at their instance.

The logical corollary of the same is that, if it is required, the defence never

hesitated to recall a witness to establish the point they intended to prove.

When the defence was shaped up during the final leg of trial, the defence

had put  forth  a  contention  that,  the  suicide  note  canvassed by them as

allegedly prepared by Vismaya, was entrusted with PW31.  In spite of such

a contention, no question was posed to PW31 on that aspect when he was

examined as a witness before this Court.  The aim of the prosecution to

examine him is to prove the seizure of laptop and mobile phone from PW6

and he testified in consonance with the same.  He has identified Ext.P72 as

the Seizure Mahazar prepared by him and then stated, Ext.P16 as the pen

drive in which, the data from the seized mobile phone and laptop were

copied.  He also collected Ext.P16 (a) - certificate from PW6 that relates to

the contents of Ext.P16 - pen drive and Ext.P17 - Kaichit was executed

before this witness by PW6 on receiving the interim custody of his seized
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laptop and mobile phone.  In the case of PW32, he was examined to prove

the seizure of Toyota Yarris car and when examined, he vouched before this

Court  that,  as  per  the  direction  of  PW41  (Investigating  Officer),  on

24.06.2021,  he had seized the subject  car and an inspection of the said

vehicle  revealed  that,  A/C  knob  and  the  information  system  are  in  a

damaged condition.  He further stated, on the very same day, at  around

06.30 p.m, he seized MO2- mobile phone used by PW3 under Ext.P18 -

Seizure Mahazar and at the time of cross-examination, he admitted that,

after the seizure of said mobile phone, he opened its WhatsApp facility and

there,  the  chats  with  Vismaya  were  seen  stored  under  the  name ‘Malu

Idea’.  PW33 would say that, while officiating as the Station House Officer,

Police Station, Sooranad, as per the direction of PW41 and on the basis of

search warrant  issued from the  jurisdictional  Magistrate's  Court,  he  had

conducted search in the house of the accused and during the said search,

Ext.P75  mobile  phone bills  and Ext.P76 -  Warranty Card were seized.

Elucidating the said aspects, he had prepared Ext.P74 - search list and the

copy of the same was given to house owner (PW11).  This witness has

identified MO9 as the cover of the mobile phone seized during the above

search and then testified, he prepared Ext.P19 - Scene Mahazar that denotes

the crime scene of the attack on CW2 on 03.01.2021, on 25.08.2021.  It is
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revealed through the evidence of PW34 that, at the relevant point of time,

he was working as the Station House Officer, Police Station, Sooranad and

for a brief spell, he took over the task of investigation from PW40.  On

21.06.2021, PW40 had produced the documents prepared and the material

objects seized in connection with the investigation carried out by her before

this witness and he, in turn, verified those records.  Then he questioned

necessary  witnesses  and thereby came to  his  assimilation  that,  offences

punishable u/s. 304B and 498A of the Indian Penal Code were committed

in this case and therefore, he filed Ext.P77 to Ext.P79 reports before the

Sub Divisional Magistrate’s Court and jurisdictional Judicial Magistrate’s

Court.  However,  two mobile phones taken into custody by PW40 were

kept in his safe custody and indicating the same, he had sent another report

before the Sub Divisional Magistrate’s Court.  Thereafter, he handed over

the responsibility of investigation to PW41 and on 21.06.2021, night itself,

he apprehended the accused from a place called, Anayadi.  Whereupon, he

contacted PW41 and as per the direction of PW41, the accused was kept

under lawful detention.  It is true that, at the time of cross-examination, this

witness failed to give a definite answer regarding the time of handing over

the responsibility of investigation to PW41.  The defence has got a version

that, the accused voluntarily surrendered before the Investigating Officer
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and all contra narrative put forth by this witness is against true fact.  At the

same time, they have no contention that, the accused was arrested by the

investigating  agency  by  flouting  the  statutory  mandates.   Hence,  the

question  of  whether  he  was  taken  into  custody  or  he  had  voluntarily

surrendered before the police are not significant at all and in the end, what

matters  is,  whether  the  arrest  was  effected  in  line  with  the  statutory

stipulations or not.  On that germane aspect, the defence has no dispute and

therefore, the said controversy is put to quietus.  The police officer who had

seized MO1 - mobile phone from PW2 as per the direction of PW41, was

examined as PW37 and he would say that, on 22.06.2021, he effected the

seizure under Ext.P83 - mahazar.  Then he checked the said mobile phone

and  there  he  saw the  chats  stored  in  the  mobile  phone  with  the  name

‘Malooty’ and on its seizure, the SIM card was removed from the mobile

phone and thereon, its interim custody was entrusted with PW2.  

93. From the side of prosecution, the brother-in-law of the accused

as well as the husband of PW24, was examined as PW35 and he did not opt

to  support  the  prosecution  version.   As  a  legal  consequence,  he  was

declared hostile at the instance of the Ld. Special Public Prosecutor and

during the further examination, he admitted that, a Toyota Yarris car was

handed over in connection with the marriage of the accused and the said car
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was having a mileage of 12 km only.  So, the accused was not keen to use

the said car and during his further examination, several conversations in

between  himself  and  the  accused  and  the  accused  and  Vismaya  were

played.  He admitted the voices involved in the said conversations and he

also  tried  to  put  forth  a  rival  narrative  to  the  prosecution  imputations.

Through the examination of this witness, the prosecution has proved the

voices ingrained in  several  conversations and the  said aspects  were  not

challenged during the cross-examination.  Identically, when PW1 to PW4

and  PW24  had  identified  the  voices  of  conversations  during  their

examination-in-chief, the same were also not challenged by the defence at

the time of their cross-examination.  Likewise, when the defence relied on

certain  recorded  conversations,  the  authenticity  of  the  same  was  not

disputed by the  prosecution either.   In  short,  all  recorded conversations

marked  as  evidence  are  sufficiently  proved  and  the  witnesses  have

identified  the  voices  of  all  respective  persons  involved  in  said

conversations.  

94. As  has  been  stated  earlier,  while  in  the  police  custody,  the

accused was allowed to interact with PW38 and PW38 had recorded the

narration of the seriatim of events mentioned by the accused before her in
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Ext.P84 - report of the scene visit.  In the said report, she has included the

version  of  the  accused  under  the  heading  Other  history  narrated  by

Kiran / accused and the same is as follows:-

Vismaya was in the bedroom of ground floor on the day

time on 20.06.2021 and she came to the bedroom in upstairs at

night after dinner.  As she was taking drugs for ovulation (she

was under treatment for infertility from a private hospital), she

told that she had abdominal pain, when she came to upstairs,

they had a quarrel on some issue on talk over phone and he

took her phone, to do something.  They had a quarrel for some

reason.  At 02.30 a.m, Kiran’s parents went up, as they heard a

quarrel.  They told Vismaya to come down to the bedroom in

the ground floor.  But she did not come.  Approximately within

half an hour they heard Kiran’s cry, and when they went, they

saw Vismaya lying on the floor of the bathroom and Kiran was

pressing her chest.  She had worn a shirt at that time.

Kiran told that he was doing something in his phone and

he took Vismaya’s phone to do something in it.   During that

time, he saw her going to bathroom.  He was engaged in the

phone.  After sometime he looked to the bathroom door then he

could see light in bathroom and again he was engaged in the

phone.  Since she did not come back, he knocked at the door.

As she did not open the door he stamped to open it.  Vismaya

was  found  hanging  on  his  towel,  beneath  the  railing.   He

loosened the ligature around the neck.  When he saw her in
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hanging  posture,  her  lower  limbs  were  partly  flexed,  but

buttocks was not touching the floor, her face was turned to right

side.  He brought her down from the ligature and made her lie

on floor.  Her eyes were partly open.  Pulse was absent.  He

tried cardiac massage.  His parents came and they took her to

Padmavathy Hospital,  the nearest  private hospital.   She was

brought dead to casualty.  

While answering the admissibility of said portion of the admission made by

the accused, it is already concluded by this Court that, if a statement fall

short of a plenary acknowledgment of guilt, it would not be a confession

even though the statement is of some incriminating fact,  which if taken

along with other evidence tends to prove the guilt of the accused.  This is

because of the legal principle that, such statement is only an admission and

not a confession.  A confession must either admit in terms the offence or at

any rate substantially all the facts which constitute the offence.  On the

other  hand,  an  admission  of  a  gravely  incriminating  fact,  even  a

conclusively  incriminating  fact,  is  not  of  itself  a  confession.   In  these

circumstances, this Court is of the definite view that, the statements proved

through  PW38,  allegedly  made  by  the  accused  before  her,  are  not

confessions under the Indian Evidence Act, but are admissions u/s. 21 of

the said Act [See:-  Chandran  v.  State of Kerala (supra)].  Even though
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PW38 was cross-examined elaborately, nothing was elicited to obliterate

her version that, the said portion included in Ext.P84 document was not

given by the accused.  So, the matter has to be analyzed on the standpoint

that, the said statement was in fact made by the accused.  In legal parlance,

admissions can be proved as against the person who makes it and Section

21 of the Indian Evidence Act permits such admissions being proved.  The

contours  of  Section 21 of  the  Indian Evidence Act  are  not  bounded by

limitations of the person being the custody of a police officer.  However,

there cannot be even a minuscule of doubt that, if the admission amounts to

confession,  it  will  directly  transgress  into  the  forbidden  field  designed

u/s.26 of the Indian Evidence Act [See:-  State  v.  Ammini (supra)].  In the

above  quoted  portion  included  in  Ext.P84  document,  the  accused  had

admitted that, on the fateful day, before the fatal act, there was a scuffle in

between himself and Vismaya.  Another fact that can be inferred from the

said  statement  is  that,  after  the  said  altercation,  Vismaya  did  not  meet

anyone before killing herself.  So, the factum of having a scuffle just before

the fatal act is admitted by the accused.  In this background, looking at the

evidence of PW12, cousin of the accused, though he turned hostile, he also

deposed that, when he enquired the facts with PW11, PW11 replied that, at

around 02 a.m, he heard a sound and therefore, he suspected the accused
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and Vismaya did not sleep on that night.  Thereupon, PW11 went to their

bedroom and then both were seen as sitting on the two ends of the bed.  At

the time of examination of PW11, he also admitted before this Court that,

subsequent to the incident, he told to everyone that, before the fatal act,

there occurred a dual in between the accused and Vismaya.  PW13 also

deposed that, the accused had mentioned about the occurrence of scuffle

before him. In this hue, it is evincible from the evidence of PW39 that, on

20.06.2021, there were four WhatsApp calls in between the accused and

Vismaya at 08.29 p.m.  The said calls were missed calls and admittedly the

accused and Vismaya were  in their  home at  that  time.   Examination of

WhatsApp chats revealed that, on 20.06.2021, at 08.29 p.m.,  there were

WhatsApp chats in between the accused and Vismaya, in which, Vismaya

had sent a message to the accused by posing a question that, ‘is it because I

did not hand over the phone’.  The said message was marked as Ext.P86 (a)

and the same is reproduced in it exact form for dispelling doubts.  ‘Nan

phne tharath’,  ‘Kond ano’.   Out  of the  four,  two WhatsApp calls  were

actually made after  sending the said message.   When these factors read

together, the inescapable conclusion is that, on the fateful day, a few hours

before the death of Vismaya, the accused and Vismaya were not in cordial

terms.   It  is  true that,  on this aspect,  the accused has come up with an
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explanation at the time of filing his written statement, in which, he stated

that,  Vismaya  had  sent  messages  by  standing  near  to  him  and  to  the

questions posed through the said messages, he had given direct answers.

But, he has no explanation to the two WhatsApp calls came to his phone

thereafter.  Those are the evidences before this Court to indicate about what

were  transacted in  between the  couple  a  few hours before  the  death of

Vismaya.  Those evidences would show that, the parties were not in cordial

terms.  The accused has not come up with an answer that, the said issue

surfaced in between the couple was amicably resolved before the death of

Vismaya.  Prosecution says it has escalated further.  Still and all, through

the production of Ext.P86(a)/Ext.P87(g) - WhatsApp chats and by offering

evidence regarding four successive missed calls immediately before and

after the said messages, the prosecution has established before this Court

that,  a  few  hours  before  the  subject  death,  there  occurred  a  resent  in

between the couple.

95. That said, then warily examining defence evidence tendered in

this  case,  they  are  relying  upon  the  statements  of  DW1  and  some

conversations  in  between Vismaya and the  accused,  to  show that,  there

were real bonhomie between the couple before the death in question took

place.  It is true that, Ext.P88(bg) to Ext.P88(cd) are the conversations in
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between Vismaya and the accused, and the same were retrieved from the

mobile  phone  of  the  accused  himself.   Out  of  this,  Ext.P88(bg)  was  a

conversation dated 31.05.2021 and other conversations were in between the

same parties  up to 16.06.2021.  Manifestly, nothing is discernible from

these conversations that, the parties were at loggerhead during the relevant

point of time.  It is totally illogical to think that, there should have constant

altercations in between spouses even though there were rifts in between

them on account of lesser dowry brought or on some other topics which

they actually differ.  There may be good moments and bad moments in real

life and the real bonhomie between the parties can be identified only if the

good moments prevail over the isolated bickering in the family life.  The

accused is an educated man and PW11 admitted that, he is an Automobile

Engineer.  That apart, he is a member of disciplined force and thereby he

has got sufficient training with regard to the nuances of investigation.  In

other words, this is a case in which a person who has learned the methods

of investigation has committed a crime.  That be the situation, this Court

cannot  turn  a  ‘Nelson eye’ to  the  difficulties  faced by the  investigating

agency  to  trace  out  necessary  evidences  against  the  accused,  a  trained

investigator.  It is palpable from the electronic evidences adduced that, the

accused had guarded himself from creating evidence by Vismaya and her
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family.  In some conversations, he has cautioned his family members about

the possibilities of  their  calls  being recorded by the family members of

Vismaya.  He was that much vigilant.

96. Contextually considering the contention of the defence that, the

investigation  of  the  instant  case  was  deeply  flawed  and  thereby  a  fair

investigation was denied to the accused.  True as it is, PW40 has admitted,

on account of faulty investigation, she faced a departmental action and then

clarified that, such faults were committed due to her inexperience.  The Ld.

defence counsel during his elaborate arguments did not mince any words to

harp the initial tardy investigation conducted in this case.  According to

him, the accused was unnecessarily implicated in this case and there is no

vestige  of  truth  in  the  entire  prosecution  allegations.   The  Ld.  Special

Public  Prosecutor  also  admitted  several  lapses  committed  by  the

Investigating Officers, yet he was stressful to his contention that, the lapses

committed  by the  Investigating  Officers  are  not  a  ground  to  acquit  the

accused.  In the light of such contentions, it is befitting to analyze the law

on this point.  Indeed, a proper and fair investigation is a vital cog in a

criminal  trial  and  the  Investigating  Officer  is  encircled  by  several

responsibilities, in connection with the task assigned on him.  It is true that,

in the case of a defective investigation, the Court has to be circumspect in
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evaluating the evidence.  But at  the same time,  it  should not be right in

acquitting an accused person, solely on account of the defect; because to do

so would tantamount to playing into the hands of the Investigating Officer,

if the investigation is designedly defective [See:- Dhananjay Singh v. State

of Punjab (2004 Cr. LJ 1807)].  In the decision Bihari Yadav v. State of

Bihar  and  Others  (1998  (4)  SCC  517),  commenting  about  the  lapses

committed  by  the  Investigating  Officer,  it  was  held  by  the  Honourable

Supreme Court that,

“In such cases the  story  of  the  prosecution will  have to  be

examined de-hors such omissions and contaminated conduct

of the officials otherwise the mischief which was deliberately

done would be perpetuated and justice would be denied to the

complainant  party  and  this  would  obviously  shake  the

confidence  of  the  people  not  merely  in  the  law  enforcing

agency, but also in the Administration of Justice.” 

In view of the above enunciation of law on the subject, it could conclude

that, a criminal trial cannot be made as a casualty of the lapses committed

by an Investigating Officer.  More importantly, this Court is sitting not at

the mercy of the investigating officer and the available materials have to be

scrupulously  scrutinized,  before  reaching  in  a  final  conclusion.   Every

criminal trial is vexed journey to find the truth.  Truth is always considered
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as foundation of justice and it is also considered as the celestial light of the

Indian Criminal Justice System.  For justice to be done, truth must prevail,

because the truth is the soul of justice.  The cardinal principle of Criminal

Justice System is to see that, the justice is done.  Justice will be said to be

done when no innocent  person is punished and the guilty person is not

allowed to go Scot free.  In India, for dispensation of Criminal Justice we

follow  the  accusatorial  or  adversarial  system  of  common  law.  In

accusatorial or adversarial system the accused is presumed to be innocent

till he is found guilty.  The entire burden to prove the guilt of the accused is

on the prosecution.  At the same time, the system cannot ignore the victims

of the crime and the family of the victims of the crime.  In this context, it is

profitable to extract paragraph No.13 of the judgment of the Honourable

Apex Court in  State of Maharashtra v. Dr.Praful.B.Desai and Another

(2003 (4) SCC 601) 

“One needs to set out the approach which a Court must adopt

in deciding such questions. It  must be remembered that, the

first duty of the Court is to do justice. As has been held by this

Court in the case of Nageswar Shri Krishna Ghob v. State of

Maharashtra, Courts must endeavour to find the truth. It has

been held that, there would be failure of justice not only by an

unjust  conviction  but  also  by  acquittal  of  the  guilty,  for

unjustified failure to produce available evidence. Of course,
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the  rights  of  the  accused  have  to  be  kept  in  mind  and

safeguarded, but they should not be over emphasized to the

extent of forgetting that the victims also have the right.”

 
So, a balance is to be maintained if the case presented is one of defective

investigation.  There is a subtle difference between a defective investigation

and one brought-forth by a calculated and deliberate action or inaction.  A

defective  investigation  per  se would  not  ensure  to  the  benefit  of  the

accused, unless it  goes into the root of the very case of the prosecution

being fundamental in nature.  While dealing with a defective investigation,

a Court of law is expected to sift the evidence available and find out the

truth on the principle that,  every case involves a  journey towards truth.

There shall not be any pedantic approach either by the prosecution or by

the Court as a case involves an element of law rather than morality [See:-

Arvind Kumar Nemichand and Others  v.  State of Rajasthan (2021 STPL

11310 SC)].  In the decision  Kumar v. State, (2018 (7) SCC 536), it was

authoritatively commented by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, 

"27. The action of investigating authority in pursuing the case

in the manner in which they have done must be rebuked.  The

High Court  on this  aspect,  correctly  notices that  the  police

authorities have botched up the arrest for reasons best known
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to  them.  Although  we  are  aware  of  the  ratio  laid  down  in

Parbhu v. King Emperor [Parbhu v. King Emperor, AIR 1944

PC 73],  wherein  the  Court  had  ruled  that  irregularity  and

illegality  of  arrest  would  not  affect  the  culpability  of  the

offence if the same is proved by cogent evidence, yet in this

case at hand, such irregularity should be shown deference as

the investigating authorities are responsible for suppression of

facts.

28.  The  criminal  justice  must  be  above  reproach.  It  is

irrelevant whether the falsity lie in the statement of witnesses

or the guilt of the accused. The investigative authority has a

responsibility to investigate in a fair manner and elicit truth.

At  the  cost  of  repetition,  I  must  remind  the  authorities

concerned to take up the investigation in a neutral manner,

without having regard to the ultimate result.  In this case at

hand,  we  cannot  close  our  eyes  to  what  has  happened;

regardless  of  guilt  or  the  asserted  persuasiveness  of  the

evidence, the aspect wherein the police has actively connived

to suppress the facts, cannot be ignored or overlooked."

Therefore, a fair investigation would become a colourable one when there

involves a suppression.  Here, in this case, the major plank of the argument

of  the  Ld.  defence  counsel  is  that,  the  Investigating  Officer  failed  to

interrogate the witnesses after tracing out the electronic evidence, mainly

conversations.  As far as an investigation is concerned, the Investigating
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Officer is only required to collect materials to find out whether the offence

alleged appears to have been committed.  He just collects material from all

sides and prepares a report which he files in the Court as Charge Sheet.  In

fact, the report u/s. 173(2) of the Cr.P.C purports to be an opinion of the

Investigating Officer that, as far as he is concerned, he has been able to

procure  sufficient  material  for  the  trial  of  the  accused  by  the  Court.

Nothing more need to be stated in the report of the Investigating Officer

[See:-   K.  Veera  Swamy   v.   Union  of  India  (1991  (3)  SCC  655)].

Certainly, the Investigating Officer is not obliged to anticipate all possible

defences and investigate in that angle.  In any event, any omission on the

part of the Investigating Officer cannot go against prosecution.  Interest of

justice  demands that,  such acts or  omission of  the Investigating Officer

should not be taken in favour of the accused or otherwise, it would amount

to  placing  a  premium  upon  such  omissions  [See:-   V.K.  Mishra  and

Another  v.  State of Uttarakhand and Another (2015 (9) SCC 588)].  In

short, even if the investigation is defective, the prosecution case cannot be

thrown out on that circumstance alone.  Irrespective of such a fact, the guilt

or the innocence of the accused has to be adjudged based on the materials

available.  So, even if the recorded conversations were not subjected to due

investigation by the Investigating Officer, when it was placed before the
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Court as a whole, it cannot be contended that, some prejudice has caused to

the accused due to the omission of the Investigating Officer.  Moreover,

after the Cyber Forensic analysis, the result was directly sent to the Court

and as such, the entire digital evidence drafted in by the prosecution are

available for the scrutiny of this Court.  Significantly, the defence is also

relying on some of the digital evidence thus produced in this case.  Having

done  that,  the  accused  cannot  turn  around  and  then  contend  that,  the

recorded conversations have to be confronted with the parties of the same

by the Investigating Officer during the time of investigation itself.  If the

defence is taking advantage of the digital evidence collected, equally the

prosecution is entitled to canvass their contentions based on such evidence.

So, all arguments of the Ld. defence counsel on the said aspects of faulty

investigation is hereby repelled.  

97. Next coming to the evidence of DW1, as far as he is concerned,

he is a close relative of the accused.  When examined before this Court, he

admitted that, when the accused was in jail, he was deeply anguished and

he then stated, he will feel sad, if the accused is again sent to jail.  The

evidence of this witness appears to be patently biased.  He said that, he was

using the bike of PW11 at the relevant point of time.  However, during the

cross-examination, he admitted that, a costly bike has been purchased in his
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name and the same was registered on 14.06.2021 before the Sub Regional

Transport  Office,  Kunnathur.   Then  he  said,  even  though  the  bike  was

registered,  he  did not  take its  delivery on time.   However,  he  failed to

attribute any plausible reason for such an act.  The tale put forth by him is

totally against the normal course of human conduct.  A person of his age

will not be able to quell the enthusiasm of riding a new bike especially

when  he  has  become the  owner  of  the  same.   Unless  the  exception  is

explained with sufficient reasons, no further explication is required to hold

that, this witness is dared and prone to depose falsehood before the Court.

He conceded that,  in spite  of his close connection with the accused, he

never enquired about the reasons behind the death of Vismaya with the

accused.   Moreover,  he  had  admittd  about  his  deep  intimacy  with  the

accused  in  page  No.  18  of  his  cross-examination.   Evidence  of  such  a

witness, when coupled with the possibility of having patent bias, can only

be eschewed and it is completely hazardous to place any reliance on the

same.  According to him, when PW11 came to call him, he stealthily came

out of the house and thereafter, he rolled out the bike to take PW11 to some

destination.  He admitted, his parents were available in the house when

these things were happened.  However, his contention is that, when PW11

came to his house and knocked the door, he alone came out of the place of
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his dwelling.  He attributed no reason for, why his parents did not hear the

sound.  It is illogical to think that, such things will occur.  Moreover, at one

stage  of  the  cross-examination,  he  said,  when  the  body  was  taken  to

Padmavathy Hospital to confirm the death, the accused did not enter into

the hospital.  However, when C.C.T.V footage was confronted with him, he

admitted that, from the said visuals, it is discernible that, the accused had

entered into the hospital.  He further stated, in the visuals, the accused is

seen as entering into an iron-meshed cabin and he is peeping into the said

cabin at that time.  This C.C.T.V footage was later marked as Ext.P120.

The visuals of said C.C.T.V footage are depicting a totally different picture

from the deposition of this witness with regard to the things happened at

Padmavathy Hospital.  Another glaring aspect is that, this witness admitted,

even  before  taking  a  printout  of  Ext.D33,  he  issued  a  Certificate  as

contemplated  u/s.  65B(4)  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  to  certify  the

authenticity of the same.  In short,  this witness did not hesitate even to

outwit this Court by producing a patently wrong certificate.  The strong

bond in between this witness and the family of the accused is admitted by

him and  the  same  is  corroborated  through  the  testimony of  PW24.  He

further admitted, after the death of Vismaya, he did not go to her parental

house to pay homage.  Even though he is entitled to get the treatment on
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par  with  the  prosecution  witnesses,  in  view  of  aforementioned  glaring

aspects, this Court is not prepared to accept the debilitated version of DW1.

98. As regards DW2, he is the incumbent Station House Officer of

the Police Station, Sooranad.  He has produced Ext.D35 to Ext.D37 and

Ext.P119 documents.  There was an attempt from the defence to show that,

Ext.D36 and Ext.P119 documents produced by this witness are not the real

printout of G.D Register of his police station.  The defence also produced

Ext.D38  document  to  show  that,  Ext.D36  and  Ext.P119  documents

produced  by  DW2  actually  differ  from  the  said  document  on  its

appearance.  However, a bare comparison of these two documents would

show that,  Ext.D38 is  the  printout  of  a  single  G.D.  entry and whereas,

Ext.D36  and  Ext.P119  are  the  printouts  of  G.D.-Register  containing

multiple G.D. entries.  It is discernible from Ext.D35 that, on 21.06.2021,

due to some technical snag, manual G.D. entry was maintaining in the said

police station till 05.30 a.m., of that day.  Ext.D37 is the duty registers of

police personnel attached with the said police station, dated 20.06.2021 and

21.06.2021.  It is admitted by DW2 that, there are certain deficiencies and

shortcomings in Ext.D36 and Ext.P119 -documents on the question of who

was the Entry Officer of the police station.  But,  merely based on such
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trivial aspects committed by the police officials, a prosecution cannot be

thrown out of Court.  The real justice has to be rendered to the victim of the

crime and not to the Investigating Officer.  The person aggrieved by the

commission of the offence is the victim and the role of the Investigating

Officer is to collect the materials that will establish the role of the offender

and place it  before the due appraisal  of the Court.   So,  merely because

some  wrong  entries  were  entered  into  the  server  of  the  investigating

agency, the genuineness of prosecution cannot be suspected.  

99. Much has  been argued to  assail  Ext.P91 -  First  Information

Report, wherein, the time of occurrence is shown as 2 O’clock.  The Ld.

defence counsel argued that,  the said entry supports the defence version

that,  an information was given to the police station at  02 a.m itself,  by

PW11.  PW40 is the maker of said document.  She has admitted that, it was

a mistake committed by her and she then explained that, her inexperience

was the reason for committing such a mistake.  However, that is not the

lone mistake committed by the said Investigating Officer.  She admitted

that, in spite of having the elements of cognizable offences in Ext.P1 - First

Information  Statement,  she  decided  to  register  the  Ext.P91  -  First

Information Report as envisaged u/s. 174 of the Cr.P.C.  For the same also,

she attributed her inexperience as the reason.  That apart, when she visited
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the crime scene, she failed to collect MO6 and MO7 - razors from there.

She clarified the same also as her inexperience.   If  the mistakes are  in

series, the professional competence of said Investigating Officer is at stake

and it is for the persons having administrative control over her to decide

about the future course of actions.  However, this Court expresses its utter

disgust and utmost displeasure regarding the manner in which the initial

investigation was carried out in this case.  Nevertheless, the subject mistake

in Ext.P91 is not at all a sufficient circumstance to doubt the genuinity of

prosecution  version  as  a  whole.  Of  course,  the  defence  can  cultivate  a

version from the said mistake to animadvert the prosecution imputations.

But,  First  Information  Report  is  not  an  encyclopedia  and  the  minor

mistakes  therein  cannot  be  accorded  with  undue  advantage.   The  First

Information Report u/s. 154 of the Code of Criminal Procedure is not a

substantive piece of evidence.  Its only use is to contradict or corroborate

the maker thereof [See:-  Shambhu Das @ Bijoy Das  v.  State of Assam

(2010  (10)_SCC374)].  In  the  matter  of  Ext.D39,  the  same  is  a  First

Information Report registered on the previous day of the offence alleged in

this case.  The purpose behind the production of this document is to show

that,  the  entries  in  Ext.D35  are  not  in  order.   Ext.D32  to  Ext.D34

documents  were  produced  by  DW1  to  show  that,  PW1  is  having  an
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‘Instagram’ account.  It is the case of the defence that, before committing

suicide, PW1 had created tension in the mind of the victim by contacting

her  through the  ‘Instagram.’  Perhaps to prove the  said fact,  they have

produced  Ext.D32  to  Ext.D34  documents.   The  authenticity  of  those

documents are at risk through the admission of DW1 and it is revealed that,

he  will  even  fabricate  a  false  certificate  to  attach  credence  to  the  said

documents and is having the audacity to produce the same before a Court

of law.  Even if these documents are admitted, the same would only show

that,  a  person  having  the  name  Thrivikraman  Nair  had  maintained  an

account in the year 2019.  Here, the disputed incidents have started in the

year 2020 only.  To crown the above, these documents were not confronted

with PW1 by recalling him and he is the most competent person to depose

about the same. So, the said documents produced by the defence have no

relevance at all to decide facts in issue.  

100. Another  leg  of  contention  put  forth  by  the  defence  is  that,

before her death, Vismaya had prepared a suicide note and PW11 got the

custody  of  the  same  immediately  after  the  death.   They  further  said,

subsequently  PW11  had  entrusted  the  same  with  the  Police  Station,

Sooranad and now he is unaware about its whereabouts and the prosecution

has suppressed the same.  As already stated, in the written statement filed
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by the accused at the time of his questioning u/s. 313(1)(b) of the Cr.PC,

his version was that, the same was entrusted with PW31.  When DW1 was

examined  before  this  Court,  he  also  deposed  in  an  identical  manner.

However,  PW11 would  say  that,  he  actually  entrusted  the  suicide  note

conjointly with three to four policemen, available in the police station.  The

apparent dichotomy in between these two versions is actually effacing the

verity  of  such  a  contention  put  forth  by  the  defence.   They  have  no

consistent  case  that,  to  whom  the  purported  suicide  note  was  verily

entrusted.   At  the  time of  his  deposition,  in  unambiguous terms,  PW11

stated on-oath that, he is revealing about the existence of suicide note for

the first time before a responsible authority and to justify his answer, he

placed  a  binary  that,  the  policemen  threatened  him  of  implicating  all

members of  his  family as co-accused in the instant  crime.   There were

several  opportunities  and  avenues  before  him  to  complain  about  such

purported illegal actions of police officials had it really took place.  But he

has no genuine explanation for the same.  Lack of such explanation shows

its hollowness and concoction.  Nothing can be gleaned from the available

materials that, Vismaya had prepared such a suicide note before her death.

Moreover, the visuals of Ext.P120 - C.C.T.V footage are sufficient enough

to reject the story by the defence on that angle.  A man may lie, but the
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visuals, if its authenticity is duly proved, may not lie.  Here, in this case,

the authenticity of Ext.P120 - C.C.T.V footage stands proved through the

examination  of  PW42.   The  defence  did  not  pose  any  challenge  to  its

authenticity  when  PW42 was  examined.   Moreover,  DW1 admitted  the

visuals as genuine and the depiction of events therein as true facts.  These

visuals are thoroughly eliminating all  theories regarding the presence of

policeman in  the  hospital  premises,  when  Vismaya  was  taken  to  there.

Seemingly, the victim was taken to the hospital in a hurry and during the

beginning  stage,  nothing  can  be  deduced  from  the  movements  of  the

accused as well  as his father that,  they had brought a dead body to the

hospital.  They are providing necessary information to the reception of the

hospital  and thereafter,  eagerly waiting to hear the words of the doctor.

Thereafter, the accused is seen as entering into an iron-meshed cabin and

PW42 has identified the same as the cabin of the duty doctor.   At that

juncture,  DW1  is  seen  peeping  into  the  said  iron-meshed  cabin  and

thereafter,  he is seen as carrying the accused who was broken down on

hearing something bad or sad from the person present in the iron-meshed

cabin.  These seriatim of events are totally wiping out the story of defence

that, actually a dead body was taken to the hospital and the accused, PW11

and DW1 were aware about the death of Vismaya.  It is totally illogical to
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think that, when a person was rushing an individual to the hospital, who

was found hanging, before doing the same, he will search for a suicide note

at the place of occurrence.  In all probability, he will give preference to

save the life of the victim and tracing out evidence will come into his mind

at a later stage only.  Over and above, the facts recited in Ext.P92 document

are sufficient enough to reject the contentions of the accused.  It is recited

in this document that, MO10 - mobile phone was seen as kept underneath

one of the pillows.  The said mobile phone is the mobile phone used by

Vismaya and it is discernible from Ext.P106 (series) - photographs that, the

pillows  were  placed  on  the  southern  side  of  the  cot  and  the  same  is

discernible  from Ext.P92  -  Scene  Mahazar  also.   The  bathroom where

Vismaya had committed suicide is situated on the northern side of the said

bed.  It is the case of PW11 that, after confirming the death of Vismaya, he

helped the accused to reach the bed and the accused sat on the bed and then

took a pillow.  The nearest portion of the cot to the subject bathroom is its

northern side and pillows were placed on its southern side.  It is further

evincible  from  Ext.P106  (series)  -  photographs  that,  there  were  three

pillows on the cot and one pillow is seen piled up on the other, and over the

remaining pillow, another cloth is seen placed.   Furthermore, the presence

of a pen or pencil to write the suicide note has not been spoken by any of
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the witnesses and its presence is not denoted in Ext.P92 - Scene Mahazar

either.  In Ext.P84 or Ext.P98 - Co-relation Scene Mahazar also, there is no

reference about the same.  Notably, when PW11 deposed before this Court,

he did not state on-oath that, it was the accused who directly picked up the

purported  suicide  note  from the  bed.   But  the  accused  has  got  such  a

contention in his written statement.  Therein, the version put forward by the

accused is that, it was he who fetched the suicide note and then handed it

over to PW11.  Moreover, according to the accused, the suicide note was

written in two pages and the same appeared as if it were torn off from a

book.  The said fact was not deposed by either PW11 or DW1.  None of the

materials made available in this case is establishing the presence of a book

in the bed room as well.  If it was torn off from a book, the remaining part

of the same would have been available in the bedroom.  The defence did

not produce such a book either to shore up their version.  Moreover, as per

the  case  of  the  accused,  the  alleged suicide  notes  were  handed over  to

PW31.  As already stated, despite of having such an allegation, when PW31

was examined before this Court, no such questions were put to him.  The

reason offered by the  accused for  such an  egregious  failure  is  also  not

believable.  Even after bail was granted to him, he did not take any steps to

recall PW31 to prove the point put forth by him.  To summarize, the facts
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discernible  from  Ext.P92  -  Scene  Mahazar  and  Ext.P106  (series)  -

photographs are completely eliminating the chances of recovering a suicide

note  as  projected  by the  defence  and nothing can be  inferred  from the

available materials that, Vismaya had prepared a suicide note before her

death.  Another pertinent aspect is that, Ext.P86(a)/Ext.P87(g) - WhatsApp

chats would show about the quarrel in between the accused and Vismaya on

the question of handing over the custody of mobile phone.  Later, the said

mobile phone was recovered from the bed as kept  underneath a pillow.

Two missed calls were there in the mobile phone of Vismaya after the said

WhatsApp chats.  The calls were made to the mobile phone of the accused.

The accused has no explanation for the said clinching evidence.  As of now,

none of the materials tendered in this case supports the contention of the

accused that, Vismaya had contacted her father and then she faced some

bitter  things  from the  latter.   So,  all  contra  narratives  put  forth  by  the

defence on such an angle are dismissed in view of lack of evidence.  

101. Add on, it is extremely germane to note that, after 17.03.2021,

Vismaya never had any contacts with her father.  She may have a desire to

settle the issues with her father.  As per available records, her father was

not amenable for the same.  In one of the conversations with her mother,
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she  expressed  her  hope  that,  once  the  father  hears  the  news  of  her

pregnancy, he will mend ways with her.  That itself implies she was ready

to wait.  The defence has got a contention that, on the fateful day, Vismaya

felt  abdominal pain and she thought it  as a prelude to the menstruation

cycle.   On that  point,  it  is  so  pertinent  to  note  that,  Vismaya  was  not

wearing any sanitary napkin at the time of her death.  If any apprehension

about menstruation germinates in the mind of a female, the first thing she

will do is to place a sanitary napkin appropriately.  The absence of such a

material  thing  rules  out  the  possibility  that,  Vismaya  had  a  feeling  of

menstruation  on  the  fateful  night.   It  is  true  that,  in  some  of  the

conversations just before the fateful day, Vismaya had mentioned about the

abdominal pain.  Initially, the autopsy surgeon also had an impression that,

the deceased was in her menstruation cycle.  She dispelled the suspicion

only after receiving the Histopathology Report.  When tendered evidence

before this Court, PW36 - Autopsy Surgeon emphatically stated that, she

did not see any signs of menstruating features in and around the vagina of

the deceased when she undertook the postmortem.  Thus, it is certain that,

on the basis of  abdominal  pain complained by Vismaya in the recorded

conversations  and  also  based  on  the  first  impression  of  the  Autopsy

Surgeon, the defence has tried to create a mountain out of a molehill.  The
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same has no truth in it and it is liable to be rejected.

102. It is the case of the accused that, after confirming the death of

Vismaya, her body was made to lie in the bathroom as such for hours.  No

sane person will do that unless he is that much hostile to the deceased when

he or she was alive.  DW1 deposed that, when he came back, the accused

was sitting in the ground floor of the house and according to him, the dead

body was then lying inside the bathroom of the first floor.  The case of the

accused is that, the death was confirmed before 01.30 a.m., and the body

was  taken  to  the  hospital  after  03.30  a.m.   PW11  also  deposed  in  an

identical manner.   The corollary syllogism of the same is that,  after the

death, the body remained unattended for around two hours.  Nobody will

do that.  It is irrational, illogical and totally preposterous to think so.  The

person died is not a stranger.  It is the wife of the accused and the daughter-

in-law of  PW11.   PW11 deposed  that,  he  was  not  nursing  any  grudge

against  Vismaya.   Moreover,  there  is  apparent  incongruity  in  between

narration of events in the written statement filed by the accused and the

deposition  of  PW11.   As  per  the  version  of  the  accused,  death  was

confirmed before the arrival of his mother.  But according to PW11, mother

came before the accused confirming the death of Vismaya and the accused
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continued to provide first-aid treatment to Vismaya even when he took the

mother to the bedroom of the ground floor and the death was assertively

confirmed by the accused only thereafter.  The said narrative is in apparent

conflict with the facts set forth in the written statement of the accused in

page Nos. 7 and 8.  Barring the same, the visuals of Ext.P120 - D.V.D. are

extirpating  the  version  of  the  accused  that,  Vismaya  was  taken  to  the

hospital with the full assimilation of the fact that, they are carrying a dead

body.   The  reasons  behind  the  same  are  discussed  in  the  foregoing

paragraphs.   Here,  it  is  worth  to  notice  that,  the  accused  is  a  trained

professional of a disciplined force and in all probability, sufficient training

might have been given to him to face any critical situation.  He is supposed

to be courageous enough to deal with any situation that is ahead of him.

So, it cannot be believed that, on seeing a particular act, he collapsed at

once and his aged father earned courage to deal with the situation.  It is true

that, it was his wife who was found in the hanging posture.  He instantly

untied the dead body, even as per his version.  Thereafter, he maintained

balance to provide the first-aid treatment.  If he is of such a stable mind, his

immediate action would be to render some appropriate  medical  aid that

would revive the life of the victim.  That is the normal course of human

conduct one can expect from a husband.  The happening of such things can
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be inferred from the visuals made available in this case.  When the body

was taken to hospital, the accused was bare chest.  His father also came out

of the vehicle without wearing a shirt.  His father tried to wear the shirt

only after stepping out of the car.  DW1 has a story that, father was trying

to remove the stain from the shirt and therefore, he was seen as bare chest

immediately when he stepped out of the car.  The visuals are not depicting

such  an  instance.   The  attempt  of  DW1,  who  is  apparently  a  partisan

witness, is to hoodwink this Court with a false projection.  Thus the kernel

of  the  defence  story  stands  shattered  through the  visuals  emerged from

Ext.P120 document.  

103. Apropos  some  other  relevant  conversations,  in  Ext.P88(k)  -

conversation,  dated  29.08.2020,  the  accused  has  described  PW1 as  the

biggest fraud thus far he came across with, in his life.  He had spoken in

similar terms in Ext.P88(j) - conversation also, which was held in between

him and his  father.   In  Ext.P88(p)  -  conversation,  the  accused is  heard

saying that, he has planned an attack on PW1.  In Ext.P88(l) - conversation,

a policeman, by dint of the phone of the accused, conveyed to PW35 that,

the accused has created unruly scenes in the parental home of Vismaya.  It

is discernible from Ext.P88(y) - conversation also that, there were issues
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relating  to  dowry  in  the  matrimony  of  Vismaya  and  such  a  thing  has

referred  when  the  said  conversation  progressed  to  02.23  minutes.   In

Ext.P88(ac) - conversation between the accused and PW35, when it moved

to 02.02 minutes, the accused has mentioned about his demand of dowry

and the consequent assurance he earned from the family of Vismaya.  In the

very same conversation,  at  11.19 minutes,  the accused is revealing that,

much before, he had plotted the incident happened on 03.01.2021.

104. Vismaya – The Trickster:-

The  defence has  got  a  contention  that,  Vismaya was cunning and

smart enough to earn the sympathy of persons she was dealing with.  They

added,  for  the  purpose  of  achieving  the  same,  she  will  depict  a  false

narrative in front  of  them and she is such a strange character.   But  the

telephonic conversations produced before this Court are not suggestive of

the  same.   It  is  evident  from  Ext.P87  (series)  -  conversation  that,  on

18.04.2021, Vismaya had narrated about an attack on her by the accused.

However, on the very next day when she had a conversation with PW2, she

did not mention such a fact to her and the said conversation was marked as

Ext.D31.  It  cannot be expected that, a person will have similar type of

confidence in her mother and her sister-in-law.  Contextually, it is important

to  note  that,  PW2  was  not  completely  supportive  to  the  endeavour  of
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Vismaya to resume the matrimony.  The incident in question was happened

exactly after thirty days from the date of resumption of matrimony.  So,

Vismaya  may  not  be  in  a  stage  to  reveal  everything  happened  in  her

matrimony to PW2 at that time.  Still, it is well evident from Ext.D31 -

conversation that, even at that time, the matrimony was not smooth.  This

conversation is relied, because the document was marked from the side of

defence.  When the said conversation progressed to one stage, Vismaya is

referring about a tit for tat.  She said, she countered the act of showering

filthy languages on her by the accused by applying the same medicine.

There also, she is referring about the damage caused to the mobile phone

used by her.  Moreover, when Vismaya said that, she is now bold enough to

counter the attack of the accused,  PW2 is cautioning her to control  the

excitement.  To the same, Vismaya said, if the accused will try to assault

her, she will scream loudly.  That also shows, the accused was having the

habit  of  beating  up  her.   What  maximum  can  be  discerned  from  this

conversation  is  that,  Vismaya  was  trying  so  hard  for  the  survival  of

matrimony  and  her  intention  was  not  for  separation,  but  to  keep  the

marriage alive.  The said conversation is not an indication that, Vismaya

was a hoaxer.  The Ld. defence counsel laboured much to argue that, in her

conversation with PW4 also, Vismaya had presented a distorted version.
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As already stated, PW4 was a childhood friend of Vismaya and under no

circumstance, Vismaya will try to create a false impression in the mind of

PW4 by wrongly describing about her matrimonial miseries.  There is no

reason to think so.  Vismaya will not get any gain from the same.  On the

contrary, it will create a bad picture in the mind of PW4.  The conversation

between Vismaya and PW4 are not signaling anything that would give an

indication that, Vismaya was so desperate to maintain her contacts with her

said childhood friend.  There were occasional contacts in between them and

being a childhood friend, Vismaya may have some confidence and freedom

with PW4.  So, she unbundled her pains and miseries before her.  Further,

in  Ext.P88(l)  -  conversation,  dated  31.12.2020,  the  accused  is  directly

telling about his anger to Vismaya.  At that time, she replied that, by luck,

she is away from him.  Thus,  it  can be inferred that,  what will  happen

suppose the victim is standing near to the accused when he is in a fit of

anger.  After the same, in the very same conversation, the accused opined

that,  dowry  harassment  is  quite  common.   That  apart,  in  Ext.P88(ae)  -

conversation  held  on  06.01.2021  also,  Vismaya  is  referring  about  the

atrocities of the accused on her during nights.  This is a conversation in

between the accused and Vismaya and there is  no need for Vismaya to

mention  wrong  facts  in  their  private  conversations.   In  this  particular
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conversation, Vismaya is further saying, she is feared of the accused.  She

is  also  referring  about  the  physical  harm  caused  to  her.   It  is  further

decipherable from this conversation that, Vismaya was subjected to cruelty

due  to  willful  acts  of  the  accused.   The  same  is  evident  from  this

conversation when it ascended to 04.04 minutes.  These are the things lucid

from  the  private  conversations  in  between  Vismaya  and  the  accused.

Likewise, Vismaya had repeated the same matters before PW3 and PW4.

In short,  nothing emerges from the available records that,  Vismaya was

cunning enough to present  a  false  depiction regarding her  marriage life

before the persons she was dealing with.  

105. Importance of Electronic Evidence:-

No doubt, here, in the case on hand, both sides are relying on several

recorded  conversations  and  chats.   The  recorded  conversations  were

marked in Ext.P87 (series), Ext.P88 (series) and Ext.P90(a).  The original

of  Ext.P90(a)  was  marked  as  Ext.P9  and  similarly,  some  of  the

conversations  in  Ext.P87  (series)  were  marked  as  Ext.P8  (series)  and

Ext.D10 to Ext.D25.   These  conversations  are  stored in  MO1 to MO3,

MO10 and MO11 - mobile phones produced in this case.  That apart, some

electronic data stored in MO1 to MO3, MO8, MO10 and MO11 - mobile
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phones were also traced out during the time of investigation by the Cyber

Forensic Expert (PW39).  Surely, in the modern arena, electronic evidences

are  providing  a  great  help  to  the  investigating  agencies  to  unfold  the

intricacies of the commission of offences.  Now, the use of mobile phone

has become ubiquitous and the same is lending massive assistance to the

investigating agency to present credible evidences before a Court of law.

The data stored in a mobile phone used by him/her is a creation of evidence

by the offender himself/herself.  Similarly, in this case also, the prosecution

is placing heavy reliance on the electronic evidences submitted by them.

Significantly,  they  have  produced  the  original  gadgets  itself.   The  data

ingrained therein were duly analyzed by the Cyber Forensic Expert also.

There is no challenge to the said analysis from the side of the defence and

they have admitted the verity of its contents.  Like what has been stated

earlier, in the instant case, the defence is also banking on many recorded

conversations  produced  by  the  prosecution  in  this  case  in  their  bid  to

establish their counter narrative.   As regards the recorded conversations in

the  mobile  phone,  it  is  trite  that,  the  same  are  admissible  in  evidence.

Commenting on the evidential value of electronic records and the shifts in

the information technology landscape, it was authoritatively remarked by

the Hon’ble High Court of Kerala in the decision Jisal Rasak  v.  State of
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Kerala (2019 (4) KLT 159) that, 

“20. Before proceeding to decide the question raised, it would

be apposite to bear in mind that major shifts in the Information

Technology  landscape  from  the  mid  90's  have  made  the

collection and analysis of electronic evidence an increasingly

important  tool  for  solving  crimes  and  to  bring  culprits  to

justice.  Though digital  evidence is  conceptually  the  same as

any  other  evidence,  it  has  a  much  larger  scope  and  the

information can be used to pin people and events within the

confines of a specific time and space and establish a causality

in  criminal  cases.  Great  many  sensational  cases,  wherein

there is total absence of direct evidence have been solved and

the  culprits  have  been  brought  to  book  with  the  aid  of

electronic evidence. It has to be borne in mind that electronic

evidence is volatile, easily altered, damaged or destroyed, time

sensitive and not bound by territorial jurisdictions.  In almost

all  cases,  call  data  records,  chat  messages,  security  cam

videos,  whatsapp  profiles  and  facebook  status  messages

provide valuable clues to zero in on the offender and the law

enforcement  agencies  extensively  rely  on  such  forms  of

electronic evidence before court in aid of the prosecution. 

21.  The importance of  production of  scientific  and electronic

evidence  in  court  after  complying  with  the  procedural

formalities was highlighted by the Apex Court in Tomaso Bruno

and Other  v. State of U.P, wherein it was held as follows: 
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"25.  With the  advancement  of  information technology,

scientific temper in the individual and at the institutional

level is to pervade the methods of investigation. With the

increasing impact of technology in everyday life and as

a result, the production of electronic evidence in cases

has become relevant to establish the guilt of the accused

or the liability of  the defendant.  Electronic documents

strictu sensu are admitted as material evidence. With the

amendment to the Indian Evidence Act in 2000, Sections

65A and 65B were introduced into Chapter V relating to

documentary  evidence.  Section  65A  provides  that

contents  of  electronic  records  may  be  admitted  as

evidence  if  the  criteria  provided  in  Section  65B  is

complied  with.  The  computer  generated  electronic

records in evidence are admissible at a trial if proved in

the  manner  specified  by  Section  65B of  the  Evidence

Act. Sub-section (1) of Section 65B makes admissible as

a document, paper print out of electronic records stored

in optical or magnetic media produced by a computer,

subject to the fulfillment of the conditions specified in

sub-section (2) of Section 65B.

Secondary evidence of contents of document can also be

[2015  (7)  SCC  178]  led  under  Section  65  of  the

Evidence Act. PW-13 stated that he saw the full video

recording of the fateful night in the CCTV camera, but

he  has  not  recorded  the  same  in  the  case  diary  as
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nothing  substantial  to  be  adduced  as  evidence  was

present in it. 

26. Production of scientific and electronic evidence in

court  as  contemplated  under  Section  65B  of  the

Evidence Act is of great help to the investigating agency

and also to the prosecution. The relevance of electronic

evidence  is  also  evident  in  the  light  of  Mohd.  Ajmal

Mohammad  Amir  Kasab   vs.  State  of  Maharashtra,

(2012) 9 SCC 1,  wherein production of  transcripts  of

internet transactions helped the prosecution case a great

deal in proving the guilt of the accused. Similarly, in the

case of  State of (NCT of Delhi) vs.  Navjot Sandhu @

Afsan Guru, (2005) 11 SCC 600, the links between the

slain terrorists and the masterminds of the attack were

established only through phone call transcripts obtained

from the mobile service providers. 

27.  The  trial  court  in  its  judgment  held  that  non-

collection of CCTV footage, incomplete site plan, non-

inclusion  of  all  records  and  sim  details  of  mobile

phones seized from the accused are instances of faulty

investigation  and  the  same  would  not  affect  the

prosecution  case.  Non-production  of  CCTV  footage,

non-collection of call records (details) and sim details

of  mobile  phones  seized  from the  accused  cannot  be

said  to  be  mere  instances  of  faulty  investigation  but
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amount to  withholding of  best  evidence.  It  is  not  the

case of the prosecution that CCTV footage could not be

lifted or a CD copy could not be made." 

22. In Tomaso Bruno (supra), the Apex Court deprecated the

prosecution  for  not  producing  the  CCTV  footage  and  call

records  which  would  have  been  invaluable  to  establish  the

prosecution case. In landmark cases such as in  Mohd. Ajmal

Mohammad  Amir  Kasab   vs.  State  of  Maharashtra,  and  in

State  of  (NCT of  Delhi)  vs.  Navjot  Sandhu  @ Afsan  Guru,

[(2012) 9 SCC 1] Guru7, electronic evidence was called in aid

to pin point the guilt of the accused. It has to be recognized,

therefore,  that  electronic records are created with every day

actions of individuals and in criminal offences, it is extensively

used to establish the guilt of the accused. 

23. In State v. S.J. Choudhury, the Apex Court had occasion to

observe that the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 by its very nature is

an "ongoing Act". In view of the rapid advances in technology,

the extant statutes will have to be interpreted in such a manner

so  as  to  increase  its  acceptability.  The  courts  will  not  be

justified in placing unnecessary roadblocks in the acceptability

of evidence, particularly of the digital variety. Keeping in mind

these  aspects,  the  legislature  enacted  the  Information

Technology Act, 2000 and later harmonized the Evidence Act

to seamlessly accept electronic evidence to advance the cause

of justice. Conventional means of records and data processing

have become outdated and the rules relating to admissibility of
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electronic evidence and its proof were incorporated into Indian

Laws. The legislature, it appears, was cognizant of the fact that

if the procedural and substantive laws do not keep pace with

the speed of change in the society, the casualty would be the

interest of justice.  [(2005) 11 SCC 600] 8 [(1996) 2 SCC 428] 

       24. In the above background, we may have a glance at the

relevant provisions of the Information Technology Act, 2000. 

"Section 2(t), defines "electronic record" to mean data,

record  or  data  generated,  image  or  sound  stored,

received or sent in an electronic form or micro film or

computer generated micro fiche. (Micro fiche is nothing

but a flat piece of film containing micro-photographs of

the  pages  of  a  newspaper,  catalogue,  or  other

document).  In  other words,  any  data,  record or  data

generated, image or sound stored, received or sent in

electronic form is an electronic record. 

Section  2(r) defines  "electronic  form"  to  mean  any

information  generated,  sent,  received  or  stored  in

media, magnetic, optical, computer memory, micro film,

computer generated micro fiche or similar device. Thus,

any  relevant  information,  if  retained  in  the  above

media,  then  it  can  very  well  be  said  to  be  kept  in

electronic form. 
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"Information" has been defined under  Section 2(v) to

include  data,  message,  text,  images,  sound,  voice,

codes, computer programmes, software and data bases

or micro film or computer generated micro fiche. 

"Data" has been defined under  Section 2(o to mean a

representation  of  information,  knowledge,  facts,

concepts or instructions which are being prepared or

have  been  prepared  in  a  formalised  manner,  and  is

intended  to  be  processed,  is  being  processed  or  has

been  processed  in  a  computer  system  or  computer

network, and may be in any form (including computer

printouts, magnetic or optical storage media, punched

cards,  punched  tapes)  or  stored  internally  in  the

memory of the computer."

25.  The  Information  Technology  Act  also  defines  computer

resource, computer network, computer system and computer

device. Thus, data, information or any other content generated

kept  stored,  sent,  received,  and  communicated  through

electronic, magnetic, optical and digital media has to be dealt

with as per the provisions of the Information Technology Act,

2000 and such electronic evidence can be admitted and proved

in  courts  in  accordance  with  the  special  provisions  as  to

evidence  relating  to  electronic  record  as  provided  under

Section 65B of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. 
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26. In this context, it would be relevant to take note of the fact

that  electronic  records  are  not  limited  to  mere  computer

outputs  such as scanned documents  or printouts,  which are

ordinarily used in the course of business. It includes any data,

information  or  other  record  stored  in  electronic  medium

irrespective  of  when,  how  or  by  whom  such  record  was

created.  It  may  include  sound  recordings  of  intercepted

communications  or  video  footage  of  crimes.  It  may  also

comprise of voluminous data stored on cloud services wherein

the  device  and storage  infrastructure  are  indeterminable.  It

may  also  be  stored  in  third  party  storage  platforms,  or  in

social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp etc.

or in e-mails and Camera Footage or photographs. Thus the

wide  scope  of  obtaining  digital  evidence  yields  a

commensurate potential for recoverable evidence.

 27. Section 4 of the Information Technology Act provides for

legal recognition of electronic records. It states that where any

law provides that information or any other matter shall be in

writing  or  in  the  typewritten  or  printed  form,  then,

notwithstanding  anything  contained  in  such  law,  such

requirement  shall  be  deemed to  have  been satisfied  if  such

information or matter is-- 

(a)  rendered or made available in an electronic form; and 

(b)  accessible so as to be usable for a subsequent reference.
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28. Now, let us have a glance at the relevant provisions of the 

Indian Evidence Act, 1872. 

"Evidence" has been defined to mean and include.- 

1) all  statements which the Court permits or requires to be
made before it  by witnesses,  in relation to matters of  fact
under inquiry, such statements are called oral evidence; 

2) all documents including electronic records produced for the
inspection  of  the  Court,  such  documents  are  called
documentary evidence."

29. Thus, after the amendment which was brought into effect

from 17.10.2010,  electronic records have been placed in the

category of documentary evidence. 

30.  Section 22A of  the  Indian Evidence Act  states  that  oral

admissions  as  to  the  contents  of  electronic  records  are  not

relevant,  unless  the  genuineness  of  the  electronic  record

produced is in question. Section 59 of the Indian Evidence Act

speaks about proof of facts by oral evidence. It states that all

facts, except the contents of documents or electronic records,

may be proved by oral evidence. 

31. A combined reading of Sections 22A and 59 of the Indian

Evidence Act would unmistakably show that the contents of

electronic  records  are  not  expected  to  be  proved  by  oral

evidence. The provisions also say that oral admissions of the

contents  of  electronic  records  are  not  relevant,  unless  its

genuineness in question.”

                                                        (Emphasis supplied)
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Thus, as per the mandate of Section 3 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, in

its sub-section (2), there is a clear stipulation that, documentary evidence

means and includes all documents including "electronic records" produced

for the inspection of the Court.  By way of amendment to the said Act,

incorporated by Act No. 21 of 2000, the following terms were also inserted

in Section 3 : 

"The  expressions  "Certifying  Authority",  "Digital  Signature",

"Digital  Signature  Certificate",  "electronic  form",  "electronic

records",  "information",  "secure  electronic  records",  "secured

digital  signature"  and  "subscriber"  shall  have  the  meanings

respectively assigned to them in the Information Technology Act,

2000." 

In this background, considering Section 2(c) of the Information Technology

Act, 2000, the same reads thus:- 

"Electronic  record"  means  data,  record  or  data  generated,

image or sound stored, received or sent in an electronic form or

micro film or computer generated micro record." 

Then looking at Section 22A of the Indian Evidence Act, the same is as

under: 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1031309/
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"22-A. When oral admission as to contents of electronic records

are  relevant.--Oral  admissions  as  to  the  contents  of  electronic

records are not relevant, unless the genuineness of the electronic

record produced is in question." 

Similarly, Section 45A of the Indian Evidence Act, it is stated that, 

"45-A. Opinion of Examiner of Electronic Evidence.--When in a

proceeding,  the  court  has  to  form  an  opinion  on  any  matter

relating to any information transmitted or stored in any computer

resource or any other electronic or digital form, the opinion of the

Examiner of Electronic Evidence referred to in Section 79A of the

Information Technology Act, 2000 (21 of 2000), is a relevant fact. 

Explanation.--For the  purposes  of  this  section,  an  Examiner  of

Electronic Evidence shall be an expert." 

Incidentally,  paying attention to  Section 59 of  the  Indian Evidence Act,

which deals with the proof, the statutory mandate is as under: 

"59. Proof of facts by oral evidence.--All facts, except the contents

of  documents  or  electronic  records,  may  be  proved  by  oral

evidence." 

Then  turning  on  to  the  important  field  of  Section  65A of  the  Indian

Evidence Act, wherein it is stated: 

"65A.  Special  provisions  as  to  evidence  relating  to  electronic

record.--The  contents  of  electronic  records  may  be  proved  in
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accordance with the provisions of Section 65B." 

Hence, considering Section 65B of the Indian Evidence Act, the same reads

as under: 

"65B.  Admissibility of electronic records.-- 

(1) Notwithstanding  anything  contained  in  this  Act,  any
information  contained  in  an  electronic  record  which  is
printed on a paper, stored, recorded or copied in optical or
magnetic  media  produced  by  a  computer  (hereinafter
referred to as "the computer output") shall be deemed to
be also a document,  if  the  conditions mentioned in  this
section  are  satisfied  in  relation  to  the  information  and
computer  in  question  and  shall  be  admissible  in  any
proceedings,  without  further  proof  or  production  of  the
original, as evidence of any contents of the original or of
any fact stated therein of which direct evidence would be
admissible.

(2) The conditions referred to in sub-section (1) in respect of a
computer output shall be the following, namely--

(a) the computer output containing the information was
produced  by  the  computer  during  the  period  over
which the  computer was used regularly  to  store  or
process information for the purposes of any activities
regularly carried on over that period by the person
having lawful control over the use of the computer; 

(b) during  the  said  period,  information  of  the  kind
contained in the electronic record or of the kind from
which  the  information  so  contained  is  derived  was
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regularly fed into the computer in the ordinary course
of the said activities; 

(c) throughout the material part of the said period, the
computer was operating properly or,  if  not,  then in
respect of any period in which it was not operating
properly or was out of operation during that part of
the period, was not such as to affect the electronic
record or the accuracy of its contents; and 

(d) the  information  contained  in  the  electronic  record
reproduces or is  derived from such information fed
into the computer in the ordinary course of the said
activities.

(3) Where  over  any  period,  the  function  of  storing  or
processing information for the purposes of any activities
regularly  carried  on  over  that  period  as  mentioned  in
clause (a) of sub-section (2) was regularly performed by
computers, whether-- 

(a) by a combination of  computers operating over that
period; or 

(b) by different computers operating in succession over
that period; or

(c) by different combinations of computers operating in
succession over that period; or 

(d) in  any  other  manner  involving  the  successive
operation over that period, in whatever order, of one
or more computers and one or more combinations of
computers,  all  the computers used for that  purpose
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during that period shall be treated for the purposes of
this  section  as  constituting  a  single  computer;  and
references  in  this  section  to  a  computer  shall  be
construed accordingly. 

(4) In any proceedings where it is desired to give a statement
in evidence by virtue of this section, a certificate doing any
of the following things, that is to say-- 

(a) identifying  the  electronic  record  containing  the
statement and describing the manner in which it was
produced; 

(b) giving such particulars of any device involved in the
production  of  that  electronic  record  as  may  be
appropriate  for  the  purpose  of  showing  that  the
electronic record was produced by a computer;

(c) dealing  with  any  of  the  matters  to  which  the
conditions  mentioned  in  sub-section  (2)  relate,  and
purporting  to  be  signed  by  a  person  occupying  a
responsible  official  position  in  relation  to  the
operation of the relevant device or the management of
the relevant activities (whichever is appropriate) shall
be  evidence  of  any matter  stated in  the  certificate;
and for the purposes of  this sub-section it  shall  be
sufficient for a matter to be stated to the best of the
knowledge and belief of the person stating it.

(5) For the purposes of this section-- 

(a) information  shall  be  taken  to  be  supplied  to  a
computer if it is supplied thereto in any appropriate
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form and whether it is so supplied directly or (with or
without  human  intervention)  by  means  of  any
appropriate equipment; 

(b) whether in the course of activities carried on by any
official,  information  is  supplied  with  a  view  to  its
being stored or processed for the purposes of those
activities by a computer operated otherwise than in
the course of those activities, that information, if duly
supplied  to  that  computer,  shall  be  taken  to  be
supplied to it in the course of those activities;

(c) a  computer  output  shall  be  taken  to  have  been
produced by a computer whether it was produced by
it directly or (with or without human intervention) by
means of any appropriate equipment. 

Explanation.--For  the  purposes  of  this  section  any  reference  to
information  being  derived  from  other  information  shall  be  a
reference to its being derived therefrom by calculation, comparison
or any other process." 

106. No doubt, Section 22A of the Indian Evidence Act is the part of

fasciculus of Sections from 17 to 31 under the heading “Admissions”.  It

specifically deals with relevancy of oral admissions as to the contents of an

electronic document and was inserted w.e.f. 17.10.2000.  Oral admissions

as to the contents of electronic records are relevant when genuineness of

the  electronic  record  is  in  question.  The  expression  "unless  the

genuineness..… is in question", elucidates the ambit and relevance of the
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Section.   Use  of  word  "relevant",  viz.  "admissibility"  is  also  of

significance, though these terms are interlaced and connected.  The object

of  providing  said  provision  recognizes  that,  the  evidence  relating  to

genuineness or "reliability" of electronic record is of consequence, in spite

of the certificate u/s. 65B of the Indian Evidence Act.  Thus, Section 22A of

the  Indian  Evidence  Act  specifically  provides  that,  only  when  the

genuineness of an electronic record is in question, the oral admissions are

relevant  and could  be  examined.   Therefore,  it  does  not  admit  for  any

dispute that,  production of electronic evidence in Court as contemplated

u/s.  65B  of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  is  a  great  help  for  deciding  the

litigation in a fair manner.  Section 2(t) of the Information Technology Act,

2000 is giving a definition to the term “electronic data” and the same is a

very exhaustive definition that will part-take the recorded conversation in a

mobile phone under its umbrella.  Similarly, the definition of “electronic

form” includes the sent or  reception of data in a mobile  phone and the

definition of “information” in Section 2(v) of the said Act  encompasses

data,  message,  text,  images,  sound,  voice,  codes,  computer  programs,

software and data bases of microfilm or computer generated microfiche.

Likewise, Section 2(o) of the said Act is attributing a definition to ‘data’

and u/s. 3 of the Indian Evidence Act, all documents, including electronic
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records produced for the inspection of Court, are called as documentary

evidence.  Electronic records are not limited to mere computer outputs such

as scanned documents or printout and within its sweep, it includes any data,

information or other record stored in  electronic  medium, irrespective of

when, how or by whom, such report was created.  It may include sound

recording of communications and a combined reading of Sections 22A and

59 of the Indian Evidence Act would makes it pellucid that, the contents of

electronic records are not expected to be proved by oral evidence.

 107. Auxiliary to the above discussion, indubitably, a conversation

recorded in the mobile phone, if proved by eliminating the possibility of

tampering and voices are rightly identified by the persons who know it and

if the conversation is relevant to the matters in issue, the said conversation

is a relevant fact and the same is admissible u/s. 7 of the Indian Evidence

Act.   Similarly,  when  an  electronic  record  as  such  is  used  as  primary

evidence u/s.  62 of  the  Indian Evidence Act,  the  same is  admissible  in

evidence without the compliance of the conditions mandated u/s. 65B of

the Indian Evidence Act.  In R.M. Malkani  v.  State of Maharashtra (1973

(1) SCC 471),  the Hon’ble Apex Court has observed that, tape-recorded

conversation is admissible in evidence, provided;
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(1) The conversation is relevant to the matters in issue.

(2) There is identification of the voice.

(3) The accuracy of tape-recorded conversation is proved by
eliminating the possibility of erasing the tape recorder.  

Before the above decision, in the decision N. Srirama Reddy and Others

v.  V. V. Giri (1972 SCC 340), it was held by the Hon’ble Apex Court that,

a  tape-recorded  conversation  itself  is  primary  and  direct  evidence

admissible as to what has been said and picked up by the recorder.  Here, in

the case on hand, the original mobile phones are made available for the

scrutiny of the Court.  Since the conversations are admitted by both sides,

there  is  no  meaning  to  delve  deeper  into  the  difference  between  an

analogous form of recording and digital form of recording.  The files stored

in  the  mobile  phones  produced  in  this  case  were  subjected  to  Cyber

Forensic analysis and its authenticity is proved through the examination of

PW39.  PW39 deposed that, the nature of examination requested was to

identify the IMEI numbers of the mobile phones and to retrieve call logs,

chats,  contacts,  installed  applications,  instant  messages,  locations,  user

accounts, data files including Images files, audio files, documents, videos

files and other files etc. of MO1 to MO3, MO8, MO10 and MO11 - mobile

phones.   He  further  testified,  State  Forensic  Science  Laboratory  is  an
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N.A.B.L accredited laboratory and the Cyber Division of his laboratory is

certified  by  the  Ministry  of  Electronics  and  Information  Technology,

Government  of  India  and  the  laboratory  is  notified  as  Examiner  of

Electronic  Evidence  by  the  Government  of  India.   He  added,  the

internationally  accepted  procedure  for  imaging  and  hashing  of  mobile

phones are different, compared to the procedure adopted for imaging and

hashing of hard disks, pen drives etc.  He further said, in the case of mobile

phone, hash value changes on every re-booting process as the system files

are updating.  However, he hastily added that, even though the phone hash

value changes, the integrity of user data files ensure as the booting process

does not interfere with the user data.  He elaborated, for the mobile phone

examination, his laboratory is adopting internationally accepted standard

operating procedure as well as the direction of N.I.S.T.  He also said, while

analyzing  a  mobile  phone,  a  forensic  image  of  the  mobile  phone  is

prepared,  using  Forensic  Mobile  Phone  Data  Extraction  Device.   He

continued, in the case on hand, they used UFED software for capturing the

image.  Then Forensic Image was decoded, using UFED physical analyzer

and since the process was a forensic examination, if there is any morphing

or forgery is applied in the mobile phone, it can be identified.  He further

said,  in  their  examination,  no  such  forgery  or  morphing  was  detected.
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According to him, while decoding the forensic image, the forensic software

itself generates a report and it will contain Meta data of the files, including

the hash value.  Moreover, he said, the material objects were examined and

forensic recovery of evidence was done by using standard equipment in the

Forensic Science Laboratory.  He added, Ext.P85(a) shows that, Facebook

accounts  of  some  persons  were  blocked and  Ext.P87(a)  to  Ext.P87(f)  -

chats were recovered from MO10 - mobile phone.  The screenshot of said

images were separately marked as Ext.P85 (b) in Ext.P85.  He also deposed

about the authenticity of all conversations relied on by the either side.  As

stated above, at the time of examination of respective witnesses, both sides

have identified the voices involved in those conversations.  If the voice is

identified by the person who know it and the possibilities of tampering is

ruled out, alongside when the subject matter recorded is shown as relevant

according to the rules of relevancy ordained in the Indian Evidence Act, the

recorded  conversations  are  admissible  in  evidence  [See:-  Ziyauddin

Bukhari  v.  B.R. Mehra (1976 (2) SCC 17), P. Damodaran Nair  v.  Babu

(2005 (2) KLT 707)].  The authenticity of these recorded conversations is

further proved through the call detail records produced in respect of each

phones.  The call detail records are reinforcing that, the calls were made at

the time as claimed by the parties. The contents of the conversations are
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proved  through  the  production  of  the  same.   Admittedly,  in  this  case,

original gadgets are available for the scrutiny of the Court and hence, the

conversations stored in those mobile phones without having a Certificate

u/s. 65B(4) of the Indian Evidence Act can be admitted in evidence [See:-

Arjun Panditrao Khotkar  v.   Kailash Kushanrao Gorantyal (2020 (7)

SCC 1)].  Similarly, PW39 has produced a cloned copy of those electronic

files which were taken at the time of his examination as stored in three pen

drives.  At the cost of repetition, it is again stated that, when PW39 was

examined,  he  said,  for  mobile  phone  examination,  his  laboratory  is

adopting internationally accepted standard operating procedure as well as

direction  of  N.I.S.T.   In  the  matter  of  mobile  phone,  he  had  given  an

unchallenged opinion that, in the case of mobile phone, even though phone

hash  value  changes  on  every  rebooting  process  as  the  system files  are

updating, the integrity of user data files ensure as the booting process does

not interfere with user data.  As already stated, the defence is not disputing

the authenticity of conversations and other electronic records, and in their

written  statement,  they  have  explained  about  the  circumstances  under

which  the  same  were  made.   That  apart,  they  are  also  relying  on  the

conversations adduced by the prosecution in support of the defence shaped

up  in  this  case.   Hence,  this  Court  is  of  the  definite  view  that,  the
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conversations, chats and other electronic records produced in this case can

be make use of to adjudge the rival contentions, along with the testimonies

of PW1 to PW4, PW6, PW18, PW24 and PW35.

108. On such a vantage point, here, in the instant matter, Ext.P87 (k)

to Ext.P87 (ar)  are the conversations recorded in MO2 - mobile  phone.

From  Ext.P87(k)  -  conversation,  it  is  evident  that,  it  was  held  on

31.03.2021  and  in  the  said  conversation,  Vismaya  has  no  complaints

against the accused.  Similarly, Ext.P87 (l) - conversation was also made in

the  absence  of  the  accused.   In  Ext.P87  (m)  -  conversation  dated

02.04.2021, Vismaya is seeking some money from her mother and one of

the noticeable features in this conversation is that, when it proceeded up to

12.49 minutes, there was a talk for the sale of Yarris vehicle given at the

time of marriage and Vismaya is jokingly stating to her mother that, after

the sale, put the money into her account.  When it comes to Ext.P87(o) -

conversation, there Vismaya openly stated that, she used to call her mother

in  the  absence  of  the  accused  only  and  this  conversation  was  held  on

08.04.2021.  In the said conversation, mother is complaining about the bad

behaviour of PW1 and at one point, Vismaya had expressed an opinion that,

there are problems in the life of everyone and then said, she was facing
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ridicule  from the  persons  familiar  to  her,  when she  was  staying  in  her

parental home.  This shows the reason why she actually decided to resume

the cohabitation.  This conversation was at 09.01 minutes of Ext.P87(o) -

conversation and the same is as under:

"വിസ്മയ : അല്ല  അമ്മ  ഞാന്  ഇലപ്പാള്  അവിടെ�  നിന്നാലുള്ള  പ്രശ്നം
നാട്ടുകാരുടെ�  കളിയാക്കല്,  വീട്ടുകാരുടെ�  കളിയാക്കല്,
ബന്ധുക്കളുടെ�  കളിയാക്കല്,  എല്ലാലരയും  ഒന്നാമടെത  ആര്ക്കും
എടെന്ന കണ്ടുകൂ�ാലലാ അ1ിയാവലല്ലാ അതിടെf കൂടെ� ഇതുംകൂ�ി
വരുവാടെണങ്കില്"

In Ext.P87(p) - conversation, Vismaya is saying to PW3 that, the accused

wanted the other parental family members also in contact with Vismaya.

However, when it comes to Ext.P87(r) - conversation, dated 18.04.2021,

there, Vismaya is complaining a physical attack on her by the accused.  The

veracity of the same is well evident from the fact that, the maker of the said

call was PW11, the father of the accused and he was complaining to PW3

that,  Vismaya  is  refusing  to  take  food.   Vismaya  further  said,  she  was

assaulted when a dispute erupted on the subject of sending WhatsApp chats

to the brother of PW2.  There, Vismaya is cursing herself for the reckless

decision of the resumption of matrimony.  She also stated about the damage

caused to the mobile phone.  She even stated, it was a wrong decision to

restart life with the accused.  She had a feeling that, the accused may kill
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her and then stated, the accused will have a life even after her death.  The

suicidal  ideation originated in the mind of Vismaya is glaring from this

conversation when it went up to 11.40 minutes.  On account of its acme

importance, it is also reproduced hereunder:

വിസ്മയ : ഞാന്  എടെന്തങ്കിലും  ടെചയ്യും  അമ്മ..   എനിക്ക്  വയ്യാ...  എനിക്ക്
പ�ത്തില്ലമ്മ അതുടെകാണ്ടാ...

In  Ext.P87(t)  -  conversation,  Vismaya  is  saying  that,  the  accused  has

blocked the WhatsApp account.  In Ext.P87(v) - conversation, Vismaya is

referring about the desperation of the accused for not getting the dowry to

the extent he aspired.  She further said, the accused is enthusiastic to put in

track the  relationship  with  the  parental  family  of  Vismaya.   When this

conversation moved to 08.10 minutes, Vismaya is persuading PW3 to part

with Rs.10,00,000/- and it is further discernible that, there was an issue of

giving  the  balance  gold  ornaments  promised.   In   Ext.P87(w)  -

conversation, Vismaya is referring about the anger the accused is nursing

against  PW1  and  in  this  conversation,  when  it  proceeded  at  to  03.01

minutes, she even went to an extent of saying that, she is totally fed up with

her life in the matrimonial home.  In Ext.P87(x) - conversation, Vismaya

says,  she  was  beaten  up  by  the  accused  and this  conversation  is  dated

06.05.2021.  Ext.P87 (w) - conversation was on 05.05.2021 and it was on
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the immediate next day, Vismaya is complaining that, on the question of

assets brought, the accused is at loggerhead with her.  She had stated so

explicitly  and  narrated  in  detail  about  the  desperation  of  the  accused.

However,  in  Ext.P87(y) -  conversation,  when the mother  is  alerting her

that,  the  accused  is  creating  issues  to  extract  dowry  from  the  family,

Vismaya had responded that, he can do so by keeping her sweet.  There

also, Vismaya is expressing her wish to return to her parental family and

she says,  she cannot continue her life in the matrimonial home.  She is

referring about the injuries sustained in the attack and then also the mother

is not fostering Vismaya to have a split in the family.  What is discernible

from Ext.P87(z)  -  conversation  is  that,  she  will  refrain  from contacting

PW3  if  the  accused  is  present  in  the  matrimonial  home.   The  said

conversation  is  dated  21.05.2021  and  in  the  next  conversation  held  on

24.05.2021,  Vismaya  is  complaining  about  the  maltreatment  she  was

suffering in the matrimonial home.  She further said, the accused is always

saying  that,  PW1 had  betrayed  him and  then  said  that,  the  accused  is

showing anger to her because of bringing lesser dowry.  The said statement

was made by her when the conversation proceeded to 08.23 minutes and

the same is as under:
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വിസ്മയ : അമ്മ  ഇവര്ടെക്കല്ലാം  ലദd്യമുണ്ട്....  ലദd്യം  means  സ്വത്ത് 
ടെകാടുത്തില്ലാന്ന് പ1ഞ്ഞിട്ട്.....

In Ext.P87(ac) - conversation also, Vismaya is saying to her mother that, it

is very difficult to stay in the matrimonial home unless the assets promised

are given to the accused.  There, the mother is advising her that, suicide is

not  a  right  option  and  the  difficulties  in  the  life  are  to  be  faced.   In

Ext.P87(ad) – conversation, dated 04.06.2021, Vismaya is demonstrating

her eagerness to return to her parental home.  Still, the mother is advising

her to stay in the matrimonial home, to which, Vismaya replied that, the

accused  will  be  satisfied  only  after  the  transfer  of  assets.   She  is  also

putting a question mark on her and asking to her mother that, whether she

is a valueless commodity.  More than that, the intention of the accused to

purchase a new Harrier vehicle was also disclosed by Vismaya and she is

compelling PW3 to give money to the accused.  She further stated about

the abusive languages of the accused and then said that, she is suffering a

lot for the misdeeds of others.  She is referring misdeeds as the default to

transfer the assets promised and this conversation was held on 04.06.2021.

In  Ext.P87(ae)  -  conversation,  Vismaya  is  referring  about  consulting  a

doctor and then said that, there was no infertility issues to both of them.  In

Ext.P87(ag) - conversation dated 11.06.2021, Vismaya is again compelling
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PW3  to  give  the  promised  assets  to  the  accused.   The  same  fact  is

discernible  from  Ext.P87(aj)  -  conversation,  dated  13.06.2021  and

Ext.P87(ak)  -  conversation  on  the  very  same  day.   In  Ext.P87(ak)  -

conversation,  Vismaya  is  referring  about  the  presence  of  PW24  in  her

matrimonial  home  and  when  it  was  informed  to  her  that,  a  prominent

personality is admitted in the hospital in a critical condition, she called him

as lucky.  In Ext.P87 (al) - conversation made subsequently on the very

same day, she is saying that, the social media accounts were not blocked by

her and it was done by the accused.  In Ext.P87(am) - conversation dated

14.06.2021, Vismaya is sharing about her thoughts once she has become

pregnant  and  in  Ext.P87(an)  -  conversation,  Vismaya  is  requesting  her

mother  to  give  some money  to  pay her  examination  fees.   She  is  also

referring  about  the  importance  of  getting  a  Government  job  and  in

Ext.P87(ao) - conversation, Vismaya is heard telling to her mother that, her

menstruation  cycle  date  is  on  28.06.2021.   When  this  conversation

progressed to 12.51 minutes, mother is advising Vismaya to adjust with her

life in the matrimonial home and there, Vismaya is expressing her strong

determination  to  earn  a  Government  employment.   In  Ext.P87  (ap)  -

conversation,  Vismaya  is  fervently  requesting  money  to  remit  the

examination fees and the same is repeated in Ext.P87 (aq) - conversation
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also.  Both these conversations are dated 19.06.2021 and in Ext.P87 (aq) -

conversation, Vismaya is revealing that, she has not even cleared her first

year examination.  Above all, towards the end of the said conversation, she

is disclosing her enthusiasm to meet PW1 and relying on this conversation,

defence has projected that, harassment of the accused was not the reason

for the decision of Vismaya to commit suicide.  This conversation cannot

be interpreted in such a manner because, in this conversation, both are not

discussing about the marital life of Vismaya.  There is no rule that, if one is

facing harassment, at the time of all contacts, she has to refer about such

harassment.  There may be other issues to discuss with and if the parties are

discussing the  other  issues,  they may not  rue  about  the  miseries  in  the

matrimony.  Ext.P87(ar) - conversation is the last conversation in between

Vismaya and her mother and in this conversation, Vismaya is telling that,

she will put the photograph of her father as WhatsApp status because, the

said day was happened to be a Father’s Day.  Thus, a cumulative analysis

of Ext.P87(k) - conversation to Ext.P87(ar) - conversation would show that,

even after the resumption of matrimony, Vismaya had a very taunted and

tormented  life  in  the  matrimonial  home  and  she  was  harassed  by  the

accused  on  account  of  lesser  assets  brought  in  connection  with  the

marriage. 
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109. So  also,  on  31.05.2021,  Vismaya  had  a  very  lengthy

conversation  with  PW4  and  her  husband,  and  the  voices  of  the  said

conversation were identified by PW4 during the time of her examination.

This conversation is stored in MO3 - mobile phone and its original was

marked as Ext.P9.  The cloned copy of the same, prepared by the Cyber

Forensic Expert (PW39), was marked as Ext.P90 (a).  Admittedly, the said

overlong  conversation  was  held  on  the  wedding  anniversary  date  of

Vismaya, i.e., exactly twenty days prior to her date of death.  The blues of

Vismaya are so perceptible from the trajectory of this conversation.  At this

juncture, it is to be noted that, when PW4 was examined before this Court,

she  deposed in  categorical  terms about  the  dowry  harassment  faced  by

Vismaya.  She said, Vismaya was taunted by the accused on account of

deficient dowry and to bring a car according to his aspiration.  The said

portion is extracted below:

“വിവാഹലശdവും  വിസ്മയ  എടെന്ന  ലkാണില്  വിളിക്കാറുണ്ടായിരുന്നു.
അപ്രകാരം വിളിക്കുലzാള് സ്ത്രീധനടെത്ത ടെചാല്ലി  ചില പ്രശ്നങ്ങള് പ്രതിയുടെ�
വീട്ടില് ഉണ്ട് എന്ന് പ1ഞ്ഞു.  കിട്ടിയ സ്വര്ണ്ണം ലപാരാ എന്നും, ടെകാടുത്ത കാര്
ലപാരാ എന്നും പ1ഞ്ഞു,  വിസ്മയടെയ മാനസികമായും ശാരീരികമായും പ്രതി
ഉപദ്രവിച്ചിരുന്നു.”

She further said, when she directly met Vismaya, Vismaya revealed about
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the issues in her matrimony.  

“പ്രതി എന്താണ് വരാത്തത് എന്ന് ഞാന് വിസ്മയലയാ�്  ലചാദിച്ചു. “കുടെ1
പ്രശ്നങ്ങള്  ഉണ്ട്  എന്നും,  കിട്ടാനുള്ള  ബാക്കി  സ്വ ര്ണ്ണവും,  കാറും,
നല്കിയാല്  തിരിച്ചു  ടെകാണ്ടു  ലപാകാടെമന്ന്  പ1ഞ്ഞു  അവിടെ�  ടെകാണ്ടു
വന്ന് വിട്ടു" എന്ന് വിസ്മയ എലന്നാ�് പ1ഞ്ഞു.”

Further down in her examination, she said, during their phone conversation,

Vismaya had unfolded the abuse on her by the accused and the victim was

unable to cope with the atrocious acts of the accused.  

“തു�ര്ന്നുള്ള  ദിവസങ്ങളില്  ഞാനും  അവളും  സ്ഥിരമായി  ലkാണില്
സംസാരിച്ചിരുന്നു.   പ്രതി  വിസ്മയടെയ  മര്ദ്ദിക്കുന്നതിടെfയും,  എലപ്പാഴും
ലദd്യടെപ്പടുന്നതിടെfയും  വിസ്മയയുടെ� അച്ഛടെനയും ലജ്യഷ്ഠടെനയും ടെത1ി
വിളിക്കുന്നതിടെനയും  കു1ിച്ച്  വിസ്മയ  ആ  സമയം  എലന്നാ�്  പ1ഞ്ഞു.
വിസ്മയയ്ക്ക്  മാനസികമായി  താങ്ങാവുന്നതിനും  അപ്പു1ം  ആയിരുന്നു
പ്രതിയുടെ� പ്രവ ര്ത്തികള്."

In this background, looking at Ext.P90 (a)/Ext.P9 - conversation, it is well

evident from the same that, when the said conversation passed on to 19.50

minutes, Vismaya is expressing her feeling that, she cannot get along with

the accused.  She further said, the accused was expecting massive assets

through the marriage with her and when it was not brought-forth, he started

harassment.   At one stage of said conversation, when the accused came

near  to  Vismaya,  she  abruptly  changed  the  topic  of  conversation  after

giving a warning to PW4.  The defence has got a contention that, PW4 was
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playing a spoilsport and she was bent on to create a split in the matrimony

of  Vismaya.   However,  when  this  conversation  progressed  to  25.31

minutes, the said contention of the defence proved as unavailing.  There,

PW4 is advising Vismaya to adapt and adjust with the situation.  In reply,

Vismaya  is  telling  to  PW4  that,  the  character  of  the  accused  is

unpredictable and his swing of mood can occur at any time.  Sometimes,

there will be huge outburst of anger and that will be followed with high

degree of violence.   The fulcrum of anger is  directed against  PW1 and

when the conversation moved to 26.47 minutes, Vismaya is referring about

the deficiency in the dowry given at the time of marriage.  The said portion

is reproduced below in vernacular, for clarity.  

"വിദ്യ : ഏതിടെf കാര്യമാ സ്ത്രീധനത്തിടെfലയാ
വിസ്മയ : ഉം
വിദ്യ : മതിയായിലല്ല  �ീ……,  ഒരു  കാര്യം  ലചാദിക്കടെട്ട  70 ലത

ടെകാടുലത്താലളാ നിങ്ങള് അലതാ 100 ഉം ടെകാടുലത്താ.
വിസ്മയ : 100  ടെകാല1ാണ  ആയത്  ടെകാണ്ട്  ആ  സമയത്ത്  70 ലത

ടെകാടുക്കാന് പ�ിയിരുന്നുള്ളൂ കാറും,  ടെകാടുത്തു ഇലപ്പാ ആ കാ1്
ലപാര.  10-13 ലക്ഷം രൂപയുടെ� കാറും ടെകാടുത്ത് ഒരു ഗവണ്ടെമf്
ലജാലിക്കാരന് ഇടെതാന്നുമല്ല കിലട്ടണ്ടത്.

വിദ്യ : ഏതായിരുന്നു കാ1്
വിസ്മയ : ടെ�ായാട്ട യാരിസ്
വിസ്മയ : ഇടെതാന്നും  ലപാരാ  ഒരു  ഗവണ്ടെമf്  ലജാലിക്കാരന്

ഇടെതാന്നുമല്ല  കിട്ടുന്നത്.   കല്യാണത്തിന്  മുz്  ഇടെതാന്നും
പ1ഞ്ഞിട്ടില്ല.  ഞാന് ഇടെതാടെക്ക ലചാദിച്ചതാ..”

During the said conversation, when it expanded to 29.29 minutes, Vismaya
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is saying that, her life is under constant tension, harass and pester.  The

same is as follows:-

"വിസ്മയ : അത് മാത്രമല്ല എടെf കാര്യത്തില് ഫുള് പൈ�ം ടെ�ന്dനാ ഞാന്
ഇലപ്പാഴും  ഇങ്ങടെന  പ്രാര്ത്ഥിച്ച്  ടെകാണ്ടിരിക്കും  ഭഗവാടെന
സമാധാനം  കിട്ടലണ  ഇന്ന്  ലദd്യടെപ്പ�ലല്ല  സത്യം  പ1യാലലാ
എന്ടെ1 അമ്മ സത്യം..  ഞാന് എന്നും പ്രാര്ത്ഥിക്കുന്നത്...  ഇതാ...
ഒന്ന്  മുഖം  മാ1ിയാല്  അപ്പം  എനിക്ക്  ടെ�ന്dനാ...  കാരണം
എനിക്ക് ലപ�ിയാ.”

Similarly, at 29.54 minutes, Vismaya is referring about physical attack on

her.  

"വിസ്മയ : എനിക്ക് അ�ി ടെകാണ്ടിട്ടുള്ളത് ടെകാണ്ട് എനിക്ക് ഭയങ്കര ലപ�ിയാ
അ�ിടെയാടെക്ക  കിട്ടിയിട്ടുള്ളതു  ടെകാണ്ട്  ഇനി  കി�ന്ന്  ബഹളം
ടെവക്കുലമാ.”

Further down, Vismaya has referred about the restrictions put on her by the

accused to contact her family members and she further referred about the

damage caused to her mobile phone.  Pertinently, when the conversation

ascended to 42.59 minutes, Vismaya had described about the other shade of

the character of the accused during night.  Therein, she is stating that, at

times, the accused won’t sleep in the night and on such days, it will be so

horrific to share the room with him and her words are as follows:-

"വിസ്മയ : ഇടെപ്പാ  ഈ  പകല്  കാണുന്ന  ആള്  അല്ല  പുള്ളിക്കാരന്...
രാത്രിയില്...  ഭയങ്കര ലദd്യമാണ്...  ഉ1ങ്ങിയിടെല്ലങ്കില്..  തീര്ന്നു..
പുള്ളിക്കാരന്  ഇ�ടെയ്ക്കാടെക്ക  ഉ1ങ്ങാന്  പ�ത്തില്ല..  രാത്രി.
അങ്ങടെന ഉ1ങ്ങാന് പ�ാത്ത ദിവസം അന്ന് തകര്ക്കും...  കി�ന്ന്
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ബഹളമാണ്.   പലക്ഷ  ഇടെതാന്നും  ഈ വീട്ടുകാര്  അ1ിയുന്നില്ല..
പലക്ഷ  അവരു  അ1ിഞ്ഞിട്ടും  വല്യ  പ്രലയാജനം  ഒന്നുമില്ല.
അവടെരാന്നും  മിണ്ടത്തില്ല...  അത്  ടെകാണ്ട്  എനിക്കിലപ്പാള്
ല¹ഹവും ഇല്ല... ല¹ഹിക്കാനും പറ്റുന്നില്ല...”

Notably, in the case on hand, the death occurred during the early hours of a

day.  In  the  subject  conversation,  Vismaya  has  explained  about  her

experience when the accused becomes belligerent during a night.  This is a

real advantage to the prosecution because, the victim herself has described

about her experience in her own words.  Amid this conversation, the phone

was  handed  over  to  the  husband  of  PW4 and  he  called  Vismaya  as  a

motivator.   Then  also,  Vismaya  had unbundled  her  miseries.   She  has

mentioned about the aspirations of the accused through the marriage and

further spoken about the restrictions put on her by him.  

110. Apart  from  the  above,  prosecution  has  gainfully  adduced

Ext.P10  (series)  to  Ext.P15  -  chats  in  between  Vismaya  and  PW4.   In

Ext.P10 (series) - chats, dated 24.05.2021, Vismaya had openly embodied

her version before PW4 that, it is not possible to stand with some courage

before the accused.  She had mentioned about the excessively aggressive

attitude  of  the  accused  and  then  said  with  dejection  that,  even  her

counterattack  did  not  yield  any  result  as  she  expected.   That  means,

Vismaya had tried everything for the survival of matrimony, albeit in vain.
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The accused was so atrocious to her and she was unable to bear with the

situation.  Further down in the very same chat, Vismaya had complained

about the restrictions put on her by the accused from contacting her family

members.   She also said,  her  life  has become a  drama and she has no

affection  towards  the  accused.   Certain  chats  are  like  soliloquies  that

demonstrate the desolation of Vismaya.  The fear of Vismaya towards the

accused is also manifest from Ext.P10 (series) - chats.   In these chats, at

one stage,  Vismaya is referring about  the body shaming on her and the

accused  had  even  called  her  as  ‘Shuppandi’.   She  further  stated,  the

accused is treating her as a ‘sex toy’ and she is having such a feeling.   Five

days after Ext.P10 (series) - chats, on 29.05.2021, there were another series

of  chats  in  between Vismaya  and PW4.   In  the  said  chats,  Vismaya  is

sharing her apprehension of having fallen into depression.  On the very

next day, in Ext.P12 (series) - WhatsApp chats between PW4 and Vismaya,

Vismaya had mentioned about her fear on the accused and further said, she

is enacting a drama before the accused.  At last,  she concluded with an

opinion that, she was not a suitable wife for the accused.  That bespeaks

everything.   Vismaya  was  so  desperate  with  her  matrimonial  life  and

wanted to  part  ways  with  the  accused.   The  mode of  separation  is  her

choice.  But the reason is so glaring and that is well evident from the above
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chats.  Then looking at Ext.P13 (series) - chats, it is evident that, on the

previous day, even after the midnight, Vismaya did not sleep.  It is evident

from Ext.P14 (series) - chats that, Vismaya is begging for the help of PW4

and the said chats were on 03.06.2021, exactly seventeen days before her

death.  In the said chats, Vismaya confided that, she was not happy even

during her wedding anniversary day.  The last chat in between Vismaya and

PW4 was on 18.06.2021 and even though Vismaya saw the said chat, she

did not respond.  The said chat was marked as Ext.P15 and the same was

subsequently deleted by PW4 on 22.06.2021.  Truly, the facts deducible

from aforesaid WhatsApp chats in between PW4 and Vismaya reflect the

miseries in the matrimonial life of Vismaya, which are so beneficial to the

prosecution to bring home their delate and accusations.  

111. Advantage of getting the words of deceased as evidence:-

In this case, beyond any doubt, the prosecution is trying to cash in the

own words of the deceased in its recorded form.   The Ld. Special Public

Prosecutor insistently urged that, the words of the deceased, since it refer to

the circumstances of transaction which resulted in her death, are admissible

u/s. 32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act.  Certainly, one can perpetrate torture

on  other  through  various  means  and  methods.  It  might  be  sometimes

mental torture and then it may assume the form of physical torture.  The
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physical harm done to a victim might be increased from stage to stage to

have the desired effect.   The fatal  assault  might  be after a considerable

interval of time.  But, if the circumstances of the torture is discernible from

the words of the deceased that come into existence after the initiation of

torture, the same can be treated as relevant, within the functional realm of

Section 32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act [See:-  Manohar Lal  v.  State of

Punjab  (1981  (Cr.LJ)  1373),  Sharad  Birdhichand  Sarda  v.  State  of

Maharashtra (supra)].  At this juncture, it is useful to rivet eyes on Section

32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act and the same reads thus:-

“Cases in which statement of relevant fact by person who is

dead or cannot be found, etc., is relevant.--Statements, written

or verbal, of relevant facts made by a person who is dead, or

who cannot be found, or who has become incapable of giving

evidence, or whose attendance cannot be procured without an

amount of delay or expense which, under the circumstances of

the  case,  appears  to  the  Court  unreasonable,  are  themselves

relevant facts in the following cases:- 

(1)  When it relates to cause of  death.--When the statement is

made by a person as to the cause of his death, or as to any of the

circumstances of the transaction which resulted in his death, in

cases  in  which  the  cause  of  that  person's  death  comes  into

question. Such statements are relevant whether the person who
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made them was or was not, at the time when they were made,

under expectation of death, and whatever may be the nature of

the  proceeding  in  which  the  cause  of  his  death  comes  into

question.” 

Circumstances of the transaction mentioned in the above Section include

evidence of cruelty, which produces a state of mind favourable to suicide.

In some cases, as in the case on hand, transaction may be systematic ill-

treatment spanning too many days.  The evidence of cruelty is to be treated

as a continuous chain [See:-  Protima Dutta  v.  State (1977) 81 Cal.WN

713].   In  Sharad Birdhichand Sarda v.  State  of  Maharashtra (supra),

after considering the operational parameters of Section 32(1) of the Indian

Evidence Act, it was concluded by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, 

“21. Thus, from a review of the authorities mentioned above

and the clear language of Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act,

the following propositions emerge:

(1)  Section 32 is  an  exception  to  the  rule  of  hearsay and

makes  admissible  the  statement  of  a  person  who  dies,

whether the death is a homicide or a suicide, provided the

statement  relates  to  the  cause  of  death,  or  exhibits

circumstances  leading  to  the  death.  In  this  respect,  as

indicated  above,  the  Indian  Evidence  Act,  in  view  of  the

peculiar conditions of our society and the diverse nature and

character of our people, has thought it necessary to widen
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the sphere of Section 32 to avoid injustice.

(2)  The test of proximity cannot be too literally construed

and  practically  reduced  to  a  cut-and-dried  formula  of

universal application so as to be confined in a straitjacket.

Distance  of  time  would  depend  or  vary  with  the

circumstances of each case. For instance, where death is a

logical culmination of a continuous drama long in process

and  is,  as  it  were,  a  finale  of  the  story,  the  statement

regarding each step directly connected with the end of the

drama would  be  admissible  because  the  entire  statement

would have to be read as an organic whole and not torn

from  the  context.  Sometimes  statements  relevant  to  or

furnishing an immediate motive may also be admissible as

being a part of the transaction of death. It is manifest that

all these statements come to light only after the death of the

deceased who speaks from death. For instance, where the

death takes place within a very short time of the marriage

or  the  distance  of  time is  not  spread over  more  than 3  4  

months the statement may be admissible under Section 32.

(3) The second part of clause (1) of Section 32 is yet another

exception to the rule that in criminal law the evidence of a

person  who  was  not  being  subjected  to  or  given  an

opportunity of being cross-examined by the accused, would

be valueless because the place of cross-examination is taken

by the solemnity and sanctity of oath for the simple reason
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that a person on the verge of death is not likely to make a

false statement unless there is strong evidence to show that

the statement was secured either by prompting or tutoring.

(4)  It  may  be  important  to  note  that  Section  32  does  not

speak of homicide alone but includes suicide also, hence all

the circumstances which may be relevant to prove a case of

homicide  would  be  equally  relevant  to  prove  a  case  of

suicide.

(5)  Where  the  main  evidence  consists  of  statements  and

letters written by the deceased which are directly connected

with  or  related  to  her  death  and  which  reveal  a  tell  tale  

story, the said statement would clearly fall within the four

corners  of  Section  32  and,  therefore,  admissible.   The

distance of time alone in such cases would not make the

statement irrelevant.”

(emphasis supplied)

Thus,  it  is  clear  that,  where  the  evidence  consists  of  statements  of  the

deceased, which are directly connected with or is related to the death of an

individual, which reveal a tell-tale story, the said statements will qualify to

include within the four corners of Section 32(1) of the Indian Evidence Act

and hence, admissible.  Further, the distance of time alone in such cases

would  not  make  the  statement  irrelevant.   If  the  death  is  a  logical

culmination of several abuses or is a finale of the story, each step directly
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connected with the culmination would be admissible because,  the entire

statement would have to be read as an organic whole and should not be

detached from the context.  Another angle of this legal application is that,

sometimes the statements relevant to the circumstances are the real words

of the maker who speaks from death.  Subsequently, in the decision Amar

Singh  v.   State  of  Rajasthan (2010 (9)  SCC 64),  it  was  held  by the

Hon’ble Apex Court that, 

“Clause (1) of Section 32 of the Indian Evidence Act provides

that, statements made by a person as to the cause of his death

or  as  any  of  the  circumstances  of  the  transaction  which

resulted  in  his  death,  in  cases  in  which,  the  cause  of  that

person’s  death  comes  into  question,  are  themselves  relevant

facts.”(Emphasis supplied)

On such a conclusion, the Hon’ble Apex Court had relied on the narration

of matrimonial cruelties by the victim to her mother and brother of the

deceased to adjudge the guilt of the accused.  

112. Recently, in the decision Surendran  v.  State of Kerala (2022

Supreme(S.C.) 452), it was held by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, 

“10. Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act is famously referred to as

the “dying declaration” section, although the phrase itself does

not find mention under the Evidence Act. The Courts have had
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occasion  to  consider  the  scope  and  ambit  of  Section  32,

particularly  Section  32(1)  of  the  Evidence  Act  on  various

occasions.”

11.  To rely on Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act, one of the

main conditions laid out  in the sub  section is that  the issue  

must arise “in cases in which the cause of that person's death

comes into question”.  The submission of the learned counsel

for the appellant is that, in the present case, with the acquittal

of the appellant by the High Court under Section 304B of the

IPC, and the absence of any appeal challenging the same, the

present  case  pertains  to  only  Section  498A  of  the  IPC.

Therefore, the present case does not fall within the scope of the

aforementioned subsection as it is no longer a case in which the

cause  of  the  deceased’s  death  comes  into  question.  As  such,

Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act cannot be relied upon by the

Court to admit the statements of the deceased to convict him

under Section 498A of the IPC.

12. Learned counsel for the appellant has primarily relied upon

the judgment of  this Court  in  Gananath Pattnaik v.  State of

Orissa, (2002) 2 SCC 619, wherein the Court had observed as

under:

“10.  Another  circumstance  of  cruelty  is  with respect  to

taking away of the child from the deceased. To arrive at

such  a  conclusion,  the  trial  court  has  referred  to  the

statement of PW 5, who is the sister of the deceased. In
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her deposition recorded in the court on 4-5-1990 PW 5

had stated:

“Whenever I had gone to my sister, all the times

she was complaining that she is not well treated

by her husband and in-laws for non-fulfilment of

balance dowry amount of a scooter and a two-in-

one.”and added:

“On 361987 for the last  time I  had been to  the

house  of  the  deceased  i.e.  to  her  separate

residence. Sworna, Snigdha, Sima Apa, Baby Apa

accompanied me to her house on that day. At that

time the deceased complained before us as usual

and  added  to  that  she  said  that  she  is  being

assaulted  by  the  accused  nowadays.  She  further

complained  before  us  that  the  accused  is  taking

away the child from her, and that her mother-in-

law  has  come  and  some  conspiracy  is  going

against  her (the  deceased).  She further told that

‘mate au banchei debenahin’.”

Such a statement appears to have been taken on record

with the aid of Section 32 of the Indian Evidence Act at

a  time  when  the  appellant  was  being  tried  for  the

offence  under  Section  304  B  and  such  statement  was  

admissible  under  clause  (1)  of  the  said  section  as  it

related to the cause of death of the deceased and the

circumstances of the transaction which resulted in her
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death. Such a statement is  not admissible in evidence

for the offence punishable under Section 498  A of the  

Penal Code, 1860 and has to be termed as being only a

hearsay  evidence.  Section  32  is  an  exception  to  the

hearsay  rule  and  deals  with  the  statements  or

declarations  by  a  person,  since  dead,  relating  to  the

cause of his or her death or the circumstances leading

to such death. If a statement which otherwise is covered

by the hearsay rule does not fall within the exceptions of

Section 32 of the Evidence Act, the same cannot be relied

upon for finding the guilt of the accused.” 

  (Emphasis supplied)

13. Although not cited by the learned counsel, the proposition put

forth by him appears to be supported by three other judgments of

this  Court  in  Inderpal  v.  State  of  MP,  (2001)  10  SCC  736,

Bhairon Singh v. State of Madhya Pradesh, (2009) 13 SCC 80

and Kantilal Martaji Pandor v. State of Gujarat, (2013) 8 SCC

781. All of these judgments also appear to follow the same line of

reasoning as followed by this Court in  Gananath Pattnaik case

(supra), i.e., that once the Court has acquitted an accused of the

charge relating to the death of an individual, the evidence of the

deceased  would  not  be  admissible  to  prove  the  charge  under

Section 498A of the IPC simpliciter as then the case would no

longer relate to the death of the deceased.

14. It may bear mentioning that the phrase “cases in which the

cause of that person's death comes into question” is broader
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than merely referring only to cases where there is a charge of

murder,  suicide,  or  dowry  death.  There  have  been  instances

where Courts have used Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act to

admit statements in a case where the charge is of a different

nature or even in a civil action. This is abundantly clear from

the  second  part  of  Section  32(1)  of  the  Evidence  Act  which

specifies that such statements are relevant “whatever may be

the nature of  the proceeding in which the cause of his death

comes  into  question”.  Illustration  (a)  to  Section  32  of  the

Evidence Act refers to a statement made by a deceased in a rape

case which may be admitted under the section, which was the

position in India even prior to the enactment of the Evidence

Act, as held by the Court in the case of  Queen v. Bissorunjun

Mookerjee, (1866) 6 W.R. Cr. 75.

15. In  Lalji Dusadh v. KingEmperor, AIR 1928 Pat 162,  the

Patna High Court upheld the admissibility of statements made

by the deceased in a case concerning charges under Sections

302, 392 and 397 of the IPC. In that case, the deceased victim

was robbed and killed as a part of the same transaction. The

submission of the learned counsel for the accused in that case,

inter alia, was that the dying declaration of the deceased could

not be admitted under Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act with

respect to the charges under Section 392 and 397 of the IPC.

Negativing this contention, the High Court observed as follows:
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“A further legal point is taken with regard to the

dying declarations. It  is contended that so far as

the charges for the offences under sections 392 and

397 are concerned the dying declarations are not

admissible  under  section  32(1)  of  the  Indian

Evidence  Act  inasmuch  as  the  cause  of  the

deceased's death does not come in question in the

trial of those charges. It is contended that on this

point the Indian law is the same as the English law

and that a dying declaration as to the cause of the

death is only admissible when the causing of the

death is the subject of the charge.    I cannot agree  

with this view. The words of section 32 are very

wide  and  it  is  not  necessary  that  the  charge

should be one of homicide. The evidence as to the

cause  of  death  was  relevant  to  the  charge  of

robbery and consequently the cause of death that

is to say the assault  committed by the appellant

came in question in the  trial  .   Before  the  Indian

Evidence Act was enacted it was held in Queen v.

Bissorunjun Mookerjee  [(1866) 6 W.R.  (Cr.)  75.]

that there was no necessity in India for following

the  very  narrow rule  of  English  law  and  that  a

dying declaration could be used as evidence in a

charge of rape. One of the illustrations to section

32  of  the  present  Indian  Evidence  Act  expressly

provides for such evidence where the charge is not
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culpable homicide but rape.”

16. Further, in a proceeding with multiple charges, where one

directly relates to the death of a declarant and the other does

not, the Court has admitted the evidence of the declarant even if

the prosecution failed to prove the charge relating to death. For

instance, in Parmanand Ganga Prasad v. Emperor, AIR 1940

Nag 340, the High Court of Nagpur held as follows:

“7. ...The prosecution story as narrated by us shows

that  throughout  the  enquiry  the  cause  of  death  of

Munde was material. That 11being so, the mere fact

that a charge of murder failed and was not brought

home to the accused would not make the statement

inadmissible  for  the  purposes  of  other  offences

which were  committed  in  the  course  of  the  same

transaction and  with  which  the  accused  were

charged.  

8. We may also observe that in all cases regarding

admissibility  of  a  particular  piece  of  evidence  the

material  time when the  admissibility  has got  to  be

decided  is  the  time  when  the  Court  received  the

evidence  and  not  the  eventual  result.  In  this  case

when  the  statements  were  filed  by  the  prosecution

and  proved  in  the  case  it  could  under  no

circumstances be argued that the cause of death of

the deceased was not in question. The cause of death
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of Munde was in question as there was also a charge

under S. 302, and this charge was joined with other

charges in the case under Section 239(d) as forming

part  of  the  same  transaction.  So,  at  the  stage  at

which  these  statements  were  put  up  by  the

prosecution before the Court as admissible, it could

not be argued that they were not admissible and a

document  once  admitted  in  evidence  remains

admissible  for  all  purposes  in  the  case.   The

subsequent  result  of  the  case,  viz.,  failure  of  the

charge of murder should not make any difference

whatsoever  to  the  admissibility  of  the  document.

Just as their Lordships of the Privy Council in AIR

1938 PC 130 [Babulal v. Emperor, (1938) 25 AIR PC

130 : 174 IC 1 : 65 IA 158 : 32 SLR 476 : 39 Cr LJ

452 : ILR (1938) 2 Cal 295 (PC).] stated that the

relevant point of time in the proceedings at which the

condition  as  to  sameness  of  transaction  must  be

fulfilled is the time of accusation and not that of the

eventual  result  we  think  we  would  be  justified  in

stating the same with respect to the admissibility of a

document...”

17.  From  the  above  pronouncements,  and  the  wordings  of

Section 32(1) of the Evidence Act,  it  appears that the test  for

admissibility under the said section is not that the evidence to be

admitted  should  directly  relate  to  a  charge  pertaining  to  the

death of the individual, or that the charge relating to death could
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not be proved.  Rather, the test appears to be that the cause of

death must come into question in that case, regardless of the

nature of the proceeding, and that the purpose for which such

evidence is being sought to be admitted should be a part of the

‘circumstances of the transaction’ relating to the death.

18. The phrase ‘circumstances of the transaction’, as occurring

in the section, has been interpreted by the Privy Council in the

judgment that is considered the locus classicus on admissibility

of  evidence under Section 32(1) of  the Evidence Act,  Pakala

Narayana Swami v. King Emperor, AIR 1939 PC 47. In that

case,  the  Privy  Council  was  dealing  with  a  case  of  murder

wherein one of the main pieces of evidence against the accused

was the statement made by the deceased to his wife. The defence

argued that such evidence had to be excluded due to the hearsay

rule.  However, the said evidence was admitted under Section

32(1) of the Evidence Act and the accused was convicted. In

appeal, one of the questions the Privy Council had to answer

related  to  whether  the  deceased’s  statement  was  properly

admitted or not. In that context, the Privy Council observed as

under: 

“A variety of questions has been mooted in the Indian

courts  as  to  the  effect  of  this  section.  It  has  been

suggested that the statement must be made after the

transaction has taken place, that the person making it

must  be  at  any  rate  near  death,  that  the
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“circumstances” can only include the acts done when

and where the death was caused. Their Lordships are

of opinion that the natural meaning of the words used

does  not  convey  any  of  these  limitations.  The

statement may be made before the cause of death has

arisen,  or  before  the  deceased  has  any  reason  to

anticipate  being killed.  The circumstances  must  be

circumstances  of  the  transaction  :  general

expressions indicating fear or suspicion whether of a

particular  individual  or  otherwise  and not  directly

releated  to  the  occasion  of  the  death  will  not  be

admissible. But statements made by the deceased that

he was proceeding to the spot where he was in fact

killed, or as to his reasons for so proceeding, or that

he was going to meet a particular person, or that he

had been invited by such person to meet him would

each of  them be    circumstances  of  the  transaction  ,

and would be so whether the person was unknown, or

was not the person accused. Such  a statement might

indeed  be  exculpatory  of  the  person  accused.

“Circumstances of the transaction” is a phrase no

doubt  that  conveys  some  limitations.  It  is  not  as

broad  as  the  analogous  use  in  “circumstantial

evidence”  which  includes  evidence  of  all     relevant  

facts.  It  is  on  the  other  hand  narrower  than “res

gestae.” Circumstances must  have some proximate

relation  to  the  actual  occurrence  :  though,  as  for
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instance in a case of prolonged poisoning, they may

be related to dates at a considerable distance from

the date of the actual fatal dose. 

It will be observed that “the circumstances” are of the

transaction  which  resulted  in  the  death  of  the

declarant.  It is not necessary that there should be a

known transaction  other  than  that  the  death  of  the

declarant  has  ultimately  been  caused,  for  the

condition of the admissibility of the evidence is that

“the  cause  of  [the  declarant's]  death  comes  into

question.”  In  the  present  case  the  cause  of  the

deceased's death comes into question. The transaction

is one in which the deceased was murdered on March

21 or 22 : and his body was found in a trunk proved to

be  bought  on  behalf  of  the  accused.  The  statement

made by the deceased on March 20 or 21 that he was

setting out to the place where the accused lived, and

to meet a person, the wife of the accused, who lived in

the accused's house, appears clearly to be a statement

as  to  some  of  the  circumstances  of  the  transaction

which resulted in his death. The statement was rightly

admitted.” 

19.  This  principle  of  law has  been  upheld  by  this  Court  on

various occasions.  In  Sharad Birdhichand Sarda v.  State  of

Maharashtra,  (1984) 4 SCC 116,  this Court  summarized the
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principles  of  Section  32(1)  of  the  Evidence  Act,  including

relating to “circumstances of the transaction.

   (Emphasis supplied)”

After  referring  the  legal  ambit  of  the  principle  thus  laid  down  by  the

Hon’ble Apex Court, it was further held in the above said decision that, 

“20.  A reading of the above pronouncements makes it  clear

that, in some circumstances, the evidence of a deceased wife

with  respect  to  cruelty  could  be  admissible  in  a  trial  for  a

charge under Section 498A of the IPC under Section 32(1) of

the Evidence Act. 

 (Emphasis supplied)”

113.  Naturally, when the hope and aspirations of a girl is dashed

with the taunting of the husband and in-laws with a demand of dowry and

calling her ugly, then there cannot be any greater mental torture.  Such act

of  husband  will  constitute  cruelty  [See:-  Pawan  Kumar   v.   State  of

Haryana (supra)].  In the case on hand, there are evidences to indicate that,

the deceased was subjected to torture by the accused on account of not

bringing  assets  up  to  his  expectation  and  the  same  was  spoken  by  the

victim herself during her conversations and chats.  When the possibility to

get the maker in flesh and blood to depose before the Court is completely

vanished due to her death, the next endeavour should be how to include the
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statement of said individual within the sweep of Section 32(1) of the Indian

Evidence Act.  On due analysis, this Court is of the definite opinion that,

the statements of Vismaya during her conversation with PW1 to PW4 are

reliable  and she  had not  played any subterfuge  to  earn  their  sympathy.

Therefore,  the said statements are reliable and once such a statement is

found to be reliable, the next question is the utility of that statement in this

case [See:-  Patel  Hiralal Joitaram  v.  State of Gujarat (2002 (1) SCC

22)].  As regards its utility, in her conversations and chats, Vismaya had

lucidly  mentioned  about  her  miseries  in  her  matrimonial  life  with  the

accused.  Subsequently, she had committed suicide when she was in the

matrimonial home.  The accused and his parents were the other persons

present  in  the  matrimonial  home  when  the  fatal  act  took  place.   The

prosecution says, Vismaya committed suicide due to the dowry harassment

perpetrated by the accused.  Under such a sitch, the circumstances of the

transaction  which  resulted  in  the  death  and  the  statements  made  by

Vismaya are relevant, irrespective of the fact that, at the time when they

were made, whether Vismaya was under the expectation of death or not.  

114. In the immediate next context, looking at the scope of some of

the confronts highlighted by the defence, admittedly, laying emphasis on
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Ext.P88(al)  -  conversation  between  the  accused  and  PW10,  it  was

contended that, there was no demand of dowry from the side of the accused

even before the marriage.  However, the tone of the said conversation is

totally different.  The feeling expressed by PW10 is only to the extent that,

there should have an open forum discussion with regard to the exchange of

assets during the prenuptial talks.  That also indicates that, there were some

disputes regarding the exchange of assets and that is why, such a discussion

had crept in the said conversation.  So, this conversation cannot be put to

the advantage of the defence to ruin the case of prosecution and nor the

same will  corrode  the  credibility  of  the  testimonies  of  PW1 and PW3.

Ultimately, what is discernible from this conversation is that, the marital

discord was based on the transfer of assets in connection with the marriage

and it could have been avoided had there was an open forum discussion

during  the  pre-marriage  talks.   In  this  frame,  looking  at  Ext.P88(ad)  -

conversation,  there  PW35  is  admitting  the  discussion  regarding  the

exchange of assets during the pre-marriage talks.  PW3 deposed before this

Court  that,  the  issues  in  the  matrimony  had  surfaced  after  the  gold

ornaments were weighed by the accused in order to store the same in the

bank locker.   She  stated,  on  account  of  dowry,  thereafter  Vismaya  was

persecuted by the accused.  
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"പ്രതിയുടെ�  ലപരില്  ബാങ്ക്  ലലാക്കര്  എടുത്തു.   അതില്  സ്വര്ണ്ണം  ടെവച്ചു.
അതിന് ലശdമാണ് പ്രശ്നങ്ങള് ഉണ്ടായത്.  സ്തീധനടെത്ത പ�ി പ1ഞ്ഞു മകടെള
പ്രതി  ശാരീരികമായും,  മാനസികമായും  പീഡിപ്പിച്ചു.   അത്  മകള്  എന്നും
ലkാണ് ടെചയ്തലപ്പാള് പ1ഞ്ഞിരുന്നു.”

Then turning on to Ext.P88(d) - conversation, from the same also, it is so

explicit that, PW1 had assured the accused to make amends of the deficit in

dowry.  Contextually, looking at the evidence of PW11, he admitted that,

on 29.08.2020, PW1 and PW3 came to his house and during the subsequent

conversation, the accused complained about the vehicle given at the time of

marriage.  The said part of his testimony is quoted below:

"29.08.2020 ല്  PW1,  PW3  എന്നിവര്  എടെf  വീട്ടില്  വന്നു  കാര്യങ്ങള്
സംസാരിച്ചിരുന്നു.   Witness  adds.   മകടെള  ഉപലദശിച്ചു.   ആ  ചര്ച്ചയില്
വണ്ടിയുടെ�  കാര്യലമാ,  സ്വര്ണ്ണം  കു1ഞ്ഞതിടെന  പ�ിലയാ
സംസാരിച്ചിരുലന്നാ(Q).  പ1ഞ്ഞിരുന്നു(A).  മകനാണ് വണ്ടിയുടെ� കാര്യങ്ങള്
സംസാരിച്ചത്. എനിക്ക് അതിടെന പ�ി ഒന്നും അ1ിയില്ല.”

The very same fact is discernible from Ext.P88 (ad) - conversation between

the accused and PW35 also.  Though the defence has assailed, these facts

can  be  unearthed  from  Ext.P88(ak)  -  conversation  too.   The  said

conversation was dated 17.01.2021 and the defence has got a contention

that,  PW1 was actually inserting certain extraneous factors into the said

conversation against the flow of talks, so as to cultivate evidence to seek
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divorce.   However,  the sequence of  conversation would depict  a  totally

different picture and the same is not indicating that, PW1 was manoeuvring

evidence during the said conversation by interpolating words unfit to the

trajectory of said conversation.  As regards, Ext.P88 (u) - conversation, it

was  held  in  between the  accused and  PW21 on  03.01.2021.   The  date

03.01.2021 has  got  some relevance  because,  it  was  on that  day,  as  per

prosecution allegations, the accused brought Vismaya to her parental home

during the early hours of a day and thereafter, unleashed violence on her.

Attaching to the same, the prosecution has got another limb of contention

that, when the brother of Vismaya interfered for her rescue, he was also

beaten up by the accused and thereafter, the accused behaved in a totally

inappropriate manner to PW1 and PW3.  PW1 and PW3 have spoken about

the same when they deposed before this Court.  The sequence of events that

led  to  such  an  incident  is  decipherable  from  conversations  marked  as

Ext.P88 (p) to Ext.P88 (ab).  The magnitude of the anger of the accused is

so manifest  from said recorded conversations and he was not  averse to

shower extreme bad languages on Vismaya even when his mother is calling

him.  The same cannot be depicted as a natural anger of a person who was

insisted by his better half to travel to her parental home during odd hours.

Instead, his predetermination is quite vivid from the same.  In Ext.P88 (u) -
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conversation, the accused is narrating to PW21 that, he was betrayed by the

family of Vismaya and the same is as under:

"അജീd് : മ്...  അല്ല...  അവടെര വീട്ടുകാര്  ഒടെക്ക ആയിട്ട്  ഉ�ക്കാലയാ..
അച്ഛനും അമ്മയുമായിടെട്ടാടെക്ക

കിരണ് : മ്...  അവടെര വീട്ടുകാരുമായിലട്ട ഒള്ള് സാല1...  അവളുമായിട്ട്
ഒന്നും ഉ�ടെക്കാന്നുമില്ല

അജീd് : ആഹ്

(01:01)
കിരണ് : ഞാന് അന്ന് പ1ഞ്ഞിലല്ല, പുള്ളി ഇച്ചിരി പ�ീരും കാര്യങ്ങളും

ഒടെക്ക ആരുന്നു.... കല്യാണം എന്ന് പ1ഞ്ഞിട്ട്....

അജീd് : ആഹ്... ഹാ.. ഹാ..

(01:12)
കിരണ് : മ്  ...   നമ്മടെള പ�ിക്കുzല_  .    നമ്മള് പ1യുന്ന കാര്യങ്ങള് ഒന്നും  

ഒക്കത്തില്ല  ,   ഞാന് ഈ വണ്ടി ഒന്നും എടുക്കലല്ല  ..   എടെന്നാടെക്ക  
പ1ഞ്ഞതാ  ...    പിടെന്ന  ഞാന്  ...    മ്  ...    ഇടെതല്ലാം  ക_ിഞ്ഞിട്ട്  ...  
കല്യാണം  ക_ിഞ്ഞിട്ട്  ഞാന്  ലലാക്ക1ില്  സ്വര്ണ്ണം  ഒടെക്ക
വയ്ക്കുലzാ  ഒണ്ട്  ...  10,  40    പവടെനങ്ങാണ്ട്  ഉണ്ട്  ...     നമ്മടെ�  
എടുടെത്താടെക്ക അങ്ങടെന ഒന്നുമല്ല പ1ഞ്ഞിരുന്നത്  .    നമ്മടെള
ഒരു  മാതിരി..  നമ്മള്  പ1യുന്ന  കാര്യങ്ങള്  ഒന്നും
ടെവലടെവയ്ക്കത്തില്ല...  അടെതാന്നും നമ്മക്ക് വിdയമില്ല... നമ്മള്
പ1യുന്ന കാര്യങ്ങള് എങ്കിലും ടെവല ടെവലയ്ക്കലണ്ട.”

Evidently, this is the portrayal of the accused before a third person and he

had no hesitation to describe the things happened in his personal life to his

colleague.   The  root  cause  for  his  anger  is  revealed  through  the  said

conversation.  The words of insufficient and inferior quantity of dowry are

important.   It  indicates  that,  the  transaction  of  giving  dowry  was  not

complete and sufficient quantity of dowry was not given.  That demand
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was  in  connection  with  the  marriage.   That  apart,  in  Ext.P88  (aa)  -

conversation, the accused is admitting the damage caused to the car given

in connection with the marriage and the same is proved through Ext.P73 -

mahazar.  

115. Aside the above, Ext.P5 - WhatsApp chats in between PW2

and Vismaya are also referring about the sufferings of Vismaya at the hands

of the accused.  In the said WhatsApp chats, Vismaya is informing PW2

that,  at  that time, she is standing outside the matrimonial home and the

accused is not permitting her to get inside of the same.  Vismaya further

stated that, she had suffered much physical cruelties and even stated that,

when  she  fell  down,  the  accused  even  stamped  on  her  face.   As  an

explanation to the same, in his written statement, the accused stated that,

Vismaya  was  not  permitted  to  get  inside  of  the  house  because,  he

apprehended,  she  may employ some bad tactics  to  defame him further.

Considering  its  contextual  relevance,  the  same  as  such  is  reproduced

below:

“എടെf  വീട്ടില്  തിരിടെച്ചത്തിയ  വിസ്മയ  വീ�ിനുള്ളില്  കയ1ി  എടെന്തങ്കിലും
കുതന്ത്രങ്ങള് പ്രവര്ത്തിച്ച്  വീണ്ടും  അപമാനിക്കാന് സാദ്ധ്യതയുടെണ്ടന്ന് ഭയന്ന
ഞാന് അവലളാ�്  സി�ൗട്ടില് ഇരുന്നാല് മതി എന്നും വീ�ിനുള്ളില് കയല1ണ്ട
എന്നും  PW1  വന്ന്  കൂട്ടിടെക്കാണ്ടു  ലപാകുടെമന്നും  പ1ഞ്ഞിരുന്നതും  ആണ്.   �ി
സാഹചര്യത്തില്  അപ്രകാരം  പ1ഞ്ഞത്  വളടെച്ചാ�ിച്ച്  Ext.P5  ചാ�ില്
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ലരവതിലയാ�് അവതരിപ്പിച്ചതായി കാണാവുന്നതും ആണ്.”

The said explanation is not inspiring confidence.  Keeping a wife outside of

the matrimonial home on petty reasons or on some conjectures, itself is a

cruelty.  This is after the incident on 29.08.2020.  The progression of events

on that day is discernible from Ext.P88(e) to Ext.P88(k) - conversations

also.  The said incident, as per the case of prosecution, is the true reflection

of the dissatisfaction of the accused to the vehicle given to him.  The same

can  be  inferred  from  the  conversation  of  the  accused  himself.   While

deposing before this court,  PW6 also spoken about the brutalities of the

accused on Vismaya.  The same have to read along with Ext.P88 (ar) -

conversation, dated 20.02.2021.  

116. As already stated, it is revealed from Ext.P87(m) - conversation

that, matrimony was resumed on a condition that, the accused will not talk

about  dowry  anymore.   However,  in  Ext.P87(r)  -  conversation,  dated

18.04.2021,  Vismaya  referred  about  the  cruelty  and  also  expressed  her

dejection in life.  The accused has no case that, Vismaya was infidel and

therefore, this Court cannot concur with the version of defence that, the

incident on 18.04.2021 was the outcome of verbal dual on account of the
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chats of Vismaya with the brother of PW2.  When it comes to Ext.P87(l) -

conversation, Vismaya disclosed about the restrictions imposed on her and

in Ext.P87 (v) - conversation, Vismaya is requesting PW3 to give money.

Moreover, it  is revealed through available materials that, by 13.06.2021,

Vismaya  became so  dejected  in  her  life.   The  same is  gatherable  from

Ext.P87(aj), Ext.P87(ak) and Ext.P87(al) - conversations.  When the same

is tagged with Ext.P87(a) to Ext.P87(f) - WhatsApp chats, everything is so

pellucid.   The  conversation  with  PW3  on  19.06.2021  and  20.06.2021,

which were marked as Ext.P87(af), Ext.P87(ag) and Ext.P87(ah), are also

suggestive of the bad state of mind of Vismaya.  As has been stated earlier,

Vismaya confided to PW4 that,  when the accused won’t sleep, she will

have to face his entire wrath.  The drastic decision and the fatal act were

also held during the  dark hours.   Even as  per  the  case  of  the  accused,

parties were harmonious till their last night.  The turn of events happened

thereafter.  Their sulking is evident from Ext.P86(a)/Ext.P87(g) - chats and

four missed calls.  In a case of dowry death, when the occurrence took

place in the house of the in-laws, the onus is on the inmates of the house to

explain the circumstances leading to her death [See:-  Kundula Bala  v.

State (1993 (2) SCC 684)].   This legal principle flows from Section 106 of

the Indian Evidence Act, which, in fact, is an exception to Section 101 of
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the said Act.  The principle underlying Section 106 of the Indian Evidence

Act  is  that,  the  burden  to  establish  those  facts,  which  are  within  his

personal  knowledge,  is  cast  on  the  person  concerned,  and  if  fails  to

establish or explain those facts, an adverse inference may be drawn against

him  [See:-  Tomaso  Bruno   v.   State  of  U.P  (2015  (7)  SCC  178)].

Normally,  the parents or other family members of the bride being away

from the scene of commission of the crime are not in a position to give

direct evidence which may inculpate the real accused, except regarding the

demand of dowry and harassment caused to the bride.  But it does not mean

that,  a  crime  committed  in  secrecy  or  inside  the  house  should  go

unpunished.  If an offence takes place inside the privacy of a house, it will

be a difficult task for the prosecution to lead evidence to establish the guilt

and the law does not enjoin a duty on the prosecution to lead evidence of

such  character,  which  is  almost  impossible  to  be  led  or  at  any  rate

extremely difficult to be led [See:-  T.M. Kirkan v. State of Maharashtra

(2006 (10) SCC 610),  Balram Prasad Agarwal  v.   State of Bihar and

Others (1997 (9) SCC 338)].

117.   According  to  the  defence,  the  deceased  was  excessively

enthusiastic to conceive a baby and her already fragile mental condition
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suffered a further dent when she felt abdominal pain, which she thought as

a prelude to the menstruation.  That apart, in spite of all her projections, she

was a damp squib in her studies and she has got a fear that, she may not be

able  to  clear  her  B.A.M.S  examination.   These  factors  cumulatively

contributed on the fateful day to create lofty sort of stress and tension in her

mind, and when she was combated with such a situation, her attempt to

contact her father as a solace was outrightly rejected by him, whereby she

reached  in  a  frantic  and  perfervid  situation.   However,  the  evidence

tendered  in  this  case  is  not  lending  any  credence  to  such  a  version.

Axiomatically, there were no constant contacts in between Vismaya and her

father during the relevant point of time.  They were not in talking terms.

The same is well evident from the conversations in between Vismaya and

PW3.  Further,  there is nothing on evidence to show that,  Vismaya was

excessively enthusiastic to beget a child.  She was a medical student.  She

knows she is capable of getting pregnant and the same is well evident from

the conversation between her and PW4 and PW2.  The accused also was

having no drawbacks for the procreation of the child.   Hardly one year

elapsed since the date of their marriage and there were split and reunion

during  their  very  short  matrimony.   Being  a  medical  student,  Vismaya

might be fully cognizant of the situation.  It is the natural hope of every
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female that, once a child is born in the matrimony, all the marital discords

that exist will be diminished to a major extent.  Perhaps, Vismaya might be

holding such a hope.  The same cannot be deployed for the defeat of the

prosecution.  No other interpretation can be attached to the eagerness of

Vismaya to get pregnant.  Resultantly, all other counter narrative put forth

by the defence based on the desire of Vismaya to become pregnant is also

rejected.  

118. It is of no less significant that, the accused did not participate in

the funeral function of his wife.  Evidently, after the death of Vismaya, her

body was taken to her parental home for cremation.  Neither PW11 nor

DW1 deposed before this Court that, the accused and his family ever made

an attempt for the cremation of the dead body.  It is emerged that, after the

death of his wife, the accused did not pay homage to her mortal remains.

DW1 has admitted so in page No.  17 of the cross-examination and the

same is as follows:

“എനിക്ക് വിസ്മയയുടെ� മരണത്തില് അതീവ ദു:ഖമുണ്ട്.  മരണം ക_ിഞ്ഞ്
മൃതലദഹം  കാണാന്,  ഞാന്  വിസ്മയയുടെ�  വീട്ടില്  ലപായില്ല.   പ്രതി
മൃതലദഹം കാണാന് വിസ്മയയുടെ� വീട്ടില് ടെചന്നിരുലന്നാ (Q).  ഇല്ല (A).”

Evidently, the said act of the accused is against the normal course of human

conduct.   Unless  he  has  a  guilty  conscious,  a  husband  will  try  to
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accompany the body of a wife when it takes for cremation.  A person who

had spent the last night along with him has lost her life.  In no uncertain

terms, the accused ought to have accompanied the dead body.  This is also a

circumstance against him.  Further, in page No. 6 of his examination-in-

chief, DW1 has admitted that, on the fateful day, shortly after 08 a.m., the

accused was shifted to the house of one of his friends named, Sekharan.

The  defence  has  no  contention  that,  thereafter,  the  accused  made  any

attempt to see the dead body of Vismaya.  The First Information Report

was registered in this case at 10.45 a.m. only.  Hence, it can be inferred

from  the  circumstances  that,  even  before  the  registration  of  the  First

Information Report in this case, that too u/s. 174 of the Cr.P.C, the accused

had taken precautionary measures on some suspicions.  The evidence of

PW35 would further show that,  on the date of death itself,  the accused

hired the help of a legal professional.  These factors are also fortifying the

version put forth by the prosecution.  

119. Patently, it is discernible from the statements on-oath of PW4

that,  after  the  resumption  of  matrimony,  Vismaya  was  having  a  deep

intention to return to her parental fold.  However, as is evident from her

conversations,  PW3  was  advising  Vismaya  to  stay  in  the  matrimonial

home.  Vismaya asked to PW3 to give her some money.  In Ext.P87 (al) –
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conversation, dated 13.06.2021, she told to PW3 that, it is impossible to

stand with the anger of the accused, unless money is given to him.  Thus,

the evidences tendered by the prosecution in this case directly indicate that,

there is  a  proximate live-link in between the death of  Vismaya and the

demand of dowry by the accused and the demand has not become stale or

dried out .  The above discussed oral evidences as well as electronic records

are  conclusively  establishing  the  said  possibility  alone.   When testified

before  this  Court,  PW2  stated  that,  the  accused  was  unmindful  of  the

suicide threat aired by Vismaya before him.  The said wordings of PW2 are

extracted below:

“ഇനി  എടെന്ന  ഇങ്ങടെന  ടെകാല്ലാടെക്കാല  ടെചയ്താല്  ആത്മഹത്യയല്ലാടെത
എടെf മുന്പില് മറ്റു മാര്ഗ്ഗം  ഇല്ല എന്നും മാളു പ്രതിലയാ�്  പ1ഞ്ഞു എന്നും,
അലപ്പാള് നീ ചത്താല് ലവടെ1 ടെപണ്ണ് ടെകട്ടും,  അലപ്പാള് പാട്ട കാറും,  ലവസ്റ്റ്
ആയ നിടെന്നയും സഹിക്കണ്ടലല്ലാ എന്നും പ്രതി പ1ഞ്ഞതായും മാളു എലന്നാ�്
പ1ഞ്ഞു.”

Similarly, in Ext.P90 (a)/Ext.P9 - conversation also, the husband of PW4 is

advising  Vismaya  to  refrain  from  suicidal  thoughts.   In  Ext.P87(o)  -

conversation, Vismaya is mentioning about the greed of the accused and

apparently, she did not get any help from PW24 in spite of a fervent plea.

In Ext.P87(c) - chats, Vismaya is saying that, the accused did not allow her

to sleep in the last night.  The repercussions of not having a sleep were
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vouched  by  Vismaya  during  her  interaction  with  PW4.   The  accused

himself admitted to PW38 and PW13 about the scuffle occurred in between

him and Vismaya on the fateful night.  In his written statement, page No. 5,

the accused has admitted that, he snatched the mobile phone from Vismaya

and thereafter, kept the same underneath a pillow.  The said admission of

the accused is as under:

“ഈ ലkാണാണ് എല്ലാത്തിനും കാരണം എന്നും പ1ഞ്ഞു ഞാന് ലkാണ് വാങ്ങി
തലയണക്ക�ിയില്  കു1ച്ചു  ലനരം  വച്ചു.   അതിന്  അവള്  എതിര്ടെപ്പാന്നും
പ1ഞ്ഞില്ല.   പാസ്  ലവര്ഡ്  അ1ിയാത്തത്  ടെകാണ്ട്  അവടെള  ടെകാണ്ട്  ആ
ലkാണ് തു1പ്പിച്ച്  ടെമലസ്സജുകള് ലനാക്കാടെമന്ന്  കരുതിയാണ്  ലkാണ് വാങ്ങി
വച്ചത്.” 

From Ext.P92 -  Scene Mahazar,  it  is  well  evident  that,  the said mobile

phone  was  found  under  a  pillow,  when  the  said  Scene  Mahazar  was

prepared.  Therefore, it is lucid that, during the fateful night, Vismaya was

not even allowed to access her phone.  The accused has no answer to the

WhatsApp missed calls found in the mobile phone of Vismaya as deposed

by PW39.  PW12 also deposed about the scuffle on the fateful night.  The

explanations offered by the accused for Ext.P86 (a) - messages are also not

plausible.  PW11 stated that, during the relevant night, Vismaya was asked

to come downstairs and to stay in the room of ground floor.  The same is

also suggestive and evocative of a serious rift in between the accused and
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Vismaya during the fateful night. The corollary syllogism of all these trail

of events is that, on the fateful night, there occurred a scuffle in between

the accused and Vismaya. The reason for such a scuffle can be inferred

from the  above mentioned words  of  Vismaya and that  are  the  coercive

tactics to bring more dowry.

120. Be that as it may, it is the case of the prosecution that, the death

of Vismaya is a dowry death.  Section 304B of the Indian Penal Code is the

relevant provision of law and the same is as under:

“304B. Dowry death.—(1) Where the death of a woman is

caused by  any  burns  or  bodily  injury  or  occurs  otherwise

than under normal circumstances within seven years of her

marriage and it is shown that soon before her death she was

subjected to  cruelty  or harassment  by  her  husband or any

relative  of  her  husband  for,  or  in  connection  with,  any

demand for dowry, such death shall be called “dowry death”,

and such husband or relative shall be deemed to have caused

her death.

Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-section, “dowry”
shall have the same meaning as in Section 2 of the Dowry
Prohibition Act, 1961 (28 of 1961).

(2)  Whoever  commits  dowry  death  shall  be  punished  with

imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than seven
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years but which may extend to imprisonment for life.”

The four ingredients of making out a case u/s. 304B of the Indian Penal

Code are as follows:-

(i) that the death of a woman must have been caused by burns
or bodily injury or occurred otherwise than under normal cir-
cumstance;

(ii) that  such  a  death  must  have  occurred  within  a  period  of
seven years of her marriage;

(ii) that the woman must have been subjected to cruelty or ha-
rassment at the hands of her husband, soon before her death;
and

(iii) that such a cruelty or harassment must have been for or re-
lated to any demand for dowry.

[See:-  State of Madhya Pradesh  v.  Jogendra and Another (2022 KHC

6027)].

121. The  term  “dowry”  is  defined  in  Section  2  of  the  Dowry

Prohibition Act and the same is as under:

“2.  Definition  of  “dowry” -  In  this  Act,  “dowry” means  any

property or valuable security given or agreed to be given either

directly or indirectly –

(a)   by one party to a marriage to the other party to the  
    marriage; or

(b)  by the parents of either party to a marriage by any other  
      person, to either party to the marriage or to any other  

               person; 
at or before or any time after the marriage in connection with the
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marriage of the said parties, but does not include dower or mahr

in the case of persons to whom the Muslim Personal law (Shariat)

applies.

Explanation I.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declare

that any presents made at the time of marriage to either party to

the marriage in the form of  cash,  ornaments,  clothes or other

articles, shall not be deemed to be dowry within the meaning of

this  Section,  unless  they  are  made  as  consideration  for  the

marriage of the said parties.

Explanation  II.—  The  expression  “valuable  security”  has  the

same meaning as in section 30 of the Indian Penal Code (45 of

1860).”

The  Hon’ble  Apex  Court  in  the  decision  Rajinder  Singh  v.   State  of

Punjab (2015 (6) SCC 472), has discussed about the essential components

that will constitute the term dowry into six distinct parts and the same is as

follows:-

“8. A perusal of  Section 2 shows that this definition can be

broken into six distinct parts:

(1) Dowry must first consist of any property or valuable
security— the word “any” is a word of  width and
would,  therefore,  include  within  it  property  and
valuable security of any kind whatsoever.
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(2) Such  property  or  security  can  be  given  or  even
agreed  to  be  given.  The  actual  giving  of  such
property or security is, therefore, not necessary.

(3) Such property or security can be given or agreed to
be given either directly or indirectly

(4) Such giving or agreeing to give can again be not only
by one party to a marriage to the other but also by
the parents of either party or by any other person to
either party to the marriage or to any other person. It
will  be  noticed  that  this  clause  again  widens  the
reach of the Act insofar as those guilty of committing
the  offence  of  giving  or  receiving  dowry  is
concerned.

(5) Such giving or agreeing to give can be at any time. It
can be at, before, or at any time after the marriage.
Thus,  it  can  be  many  years  after  a  marriage  is
solemnized.

(6) Such giving or receiving must be in connection with
the marriage of the parties. Obviously, the expression
“in  connection  with”  would  in  the  context  of  the
social  evil  sought  to  be  tackled  by  the  Dowry
Prohibition Act mean “in relation with” or “relating
to”.”

Similarly, in the decision Raminder Singh  v. State of Punjab (2014 (12)

SCC 582), it was declared by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, any money or

property or valuable security by any of the persons mentioned in Section 2

of the Dowry Prohibition Act, at or about, or at any time after the marriage,

which is reasonably connected to the death of a married woman, would
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necessarily be in connection with or in relation to the marriage unless the

facts of a given case clearly and unequivocally point otherwise.  In  State of

Madhya Pradesh  v.  Jogendra and Another (supra), it was held by the

Hon’ble  Apex  Court  that,  as  in  the  case  on  hand,  where  Vismaya  had

requested  and  forced  PW3  to  give  money  to  the  accused,  any  request

contribute to a purpose beneficial to the husband must be understood in the

correct perspective of it being a dowry.  Similarly, in the decision  Satbir

Singh and Another  v.  State of Haryana (2021 (6) SCC 1), it was laid

down by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, even the spectrum of cruelty is quite

varied, as it can range from physical, verbal or even emotional and the list

is not certainly exhaustive. It is further stated therein that, there can be no

straight  jacket  formula  to  define  what  exactly  the  phrase  “soon before”

entails, which is stated in Section 304B of the Indian Penal Code.  As held

in the decision Kansraj  v.  State of Punjab (2000 (5) SCC 207), proximate

and live-link between the effect of cruelty based on dowry demand and the

consequential  death  is  required  to  be  proved  by  the  prosecution.   The

demand of dowry, cruelty or harassment based upon such demand and the

date  of  death  should  not  be  too  remote  in  time,  which  under  the

circumstances, be treated as having became stale enough.  A similar view

was reiterated in the decision Rajinder Singh  v.  State of Punjab (2015 (6)
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SCC 477).  So, the pertinent aspect is the proximate and live-link between

cruelty and the consequential death of the victim.   Here, the prosecution

has proved the proximate and live-link between the effect of cruelty based

on dowry demand and consequential death.  The evidences discussed above

are warding off any potential doubts with regard to the demand of dowry

and various instances of cruelty.  With great amount of regret, this Court

cannot concur with the view of the Ld. defence counsel that, through the

resumption of matrimony on 17.03.2021, the incidents happened prior to

the  same  has  become  stale.   The  demand  was  persisting  and  it  was

culminated subsequently.   There was no fresh demand after 17.03.2021.

All the demands were the repeat of the demands put forth earlier.  So, there

is no worth in the contention of the Ld.  defence counsel that,  the prior

incidents of demands have become stale.  It was a continuing process.  The

mischievous intention of the accused is so glaring.  The accused knows the

consequences of legal action once his wife has ventured to file matrimonial

cases against him.  He wanted to negate such a possibility.  So, he invited

her  to  return  to  his  fold.   Even  thereafter,  he  was  tactfully  demanding

dowry.  The matrimonial miseries of Vismaya are mentioned in detail in the

foregoing paragraphs.  The suicide is the apogee of all those miseries.   The

accused and Vismaya were the persons in the total privacy of their bedroom
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just  before the death.   They were not  cordial  at  that  time.   The scuffle

erupted  in  between  them  can  be  safely  concluded  from  the  evidence

adduced  by  the  prosecution  and  alluded  to  hereinabove.   The  contra

narrative put forth by the accused is logically not plausible.  No prudent

mind  can  digest  with  such  a  story.   In  the  resultant  scenario,  the  only

logical and reasonable conclusion is that, Vismaya committed suicide as

abetted by the accused.  When the prosecution shows that, soon before her

death,  if  a  woman  has  been  subjected  by  such  person  to  cruelty  or

harassment in connection with any demand of dowry, a presumption of it

causation arises against the accused u/s. 113B of the Indian Evidence Act.

Thereafter,  the  accused  has  to  rebut  this  statutory  presumption  [See:-

Satbir Singh  v.  State of Haryana (2021 (6) SCC 1)].  Section 113B of

the Indian Evidence Act is quoted for convenience at this juncture:-  

“113B.  Presumption as to dowry death.—When the question is

whether a person has committed the dowry death of a woman

and it is shown that soon before her death such woman has been

subjected  by  such  person  to  cruelty  or  harassment  for,  or  in

connection with, any demand for dowry, the Court shall presume

that such person had caused the dowry death.

Explanation.—For the purposes of this section, “dowry death”
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shall have the same meaning as in section 304B of the Indian

Penal Code (45 of 1860).”

The mandatory application of said presumption has been emphasized in the

decision Bansilal  v.  State of Haryana (2011 (11) SCC 359) and the same

was reiterated in Satbir Singh  v.  State of Haryana (supra).  It is further

stated in Satbir Singh  v.  State of Haryana (supra) that, there cannot be

any pigeonhole approach in categorizing death as homicidal or suicidal or

accidental.  Here, in this case, PW1 to PW4 have spoken extensively about

the  brazen dowry demand by the  accused and the  abominable  cruelties

unleashed by him.  Notably, the term ‘soon before’ cannot be interpreted to

mean it as ‘immediately before’.  Rather the prosecution has to show that,

there existed a proximate live-link between cruelty and the consequential

death of the victim [See:-  Gurmeet Singh  v.  State of Punjab (2021 (6)

SCC 108)].  In Gurmeet Singh  v.  State of Punjab (supra), the Hon’ble

Apex Court placed reliance on the demand of dowry through telephone and

necessary importance was also attached to the mediation efforts.  Here also,

there  were  several  instances  of  demand  and  mediation  efforts.   The

existence of  mediation efforts  were  admitted by the  accused as  well  as

PW11.  In  Pawan Kumar and Others  v.  State of Haryana (supra), the

Hon’ble Apex Court had taken the words of the victim to her mother with
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regard to the cruelties based on dowry as a sufficient piece of evidence.  In

the said decision, the desire to acquire a fridge and scooter also catalogued

as a demand for dowry.  Here, the desire of the accused is to acquire a fresh

car because of his dislike to the car already given.  In the latter mentioned

decision, a quarrel on a single day was taken as a willful act to take the

same within the sweep of cruelty so as to consign it within the functional

meaning of Sections 498A and 304B of the Indian Penal Code.  In State of

Madhya Pradesh  v.  Jogendra and Another (supra), the Hon’ble Apex

Court  relied  on  the  statements  on-oath  of  a  single  relative  witness  to

conclude that, the accused therein committed the dowry death of the victim.

   
122. Further, the commission of cruelty or harassment differs from

case to case.  It relates to the mindset of people which varies from person to

person.  It can be mental or physical.  Mental cruelty is also of different

shades.   It  can  be  verbal  or  emotional  like  insulting  or  ridiculing  or

humiliating a woman.  It can be depriving her of economic resources or

essential amenities of life.  It can be putting restrains on her movements.  It

can be not allowing her to talk to the outside world.  The list is illustrative

and not exhaustive.  Physical cruelty could be actual beating or causing

pain and harm to the person of a woman.  Every such instance of cruelty
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and related harassment has a different impact on the mind of a woman.

Some instances may be so grave as to have a lasting impact on a woman.

Some  instances  which  degrade  her  dignity  may  remain  etched  in  her

memory for a long time.  Therefore, the term “soon before” mentioned in

Section 304B of the Indian Penal Code is a relative term.  Ergo, all contra

contentions put forth by the Ld. defence counsel are liable to be rejected.

The judicial pronouncements relied on by him to prove the said aspects are

not suitable to the facts and circumstances of the case on hand.  Unlike in

many other cases, in the instant case, the words of the victim herself are

available for the appraisal and consequential adjudication of the litigious

matter.  She has spoken extensively about the harassment faced by her in

the recorded conversations.  In matters of emotions, one cannot have fixed

formula.  The time lag may differ from case to case.  This must be kept in

mind while examining each case of dowry death [See:-  Surinder Singh  v.

State of Haryana (2014 (4) SCC 129)].  Similarly, the nomenclature dowry

does not have any magic charm written over it.  It just a label given to the

demand of dowry in relation to marital relationship [See:-  Subbha Rao  v.

State of U.P (2009 (2) KLT 531)].  

123. Obviously, in the instant case, the prosecution has proved with

cogent  evidence  that,  the  accused  had  perpetrated  physical  as  well  as
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mental  cruelty on the victim in connection with the demand for dowry,

soon before her death.  She was put to severe sorts of verbal and emotional

cruelties that subsume insult, ridicule and humiliation.  Always he kept her

under tenterhooks.  She was feared of him.  All nights were nightmares for

her.  She always prayed to keep the balance of the accused and feared of its

consequences  once  it  is  lost.   The  anger  of  the  accused  was  revolving

around  the  eager  for  dowry.   No  individual  can  survive  with  such  an

excessively emotional situation.  The words of victim are the real luxury of

the  prosecution.   In  the  recorded  conversation,  she  had  spoken  in

categorical terms about her fears on the accused.  She was feared of putting

forth any demand before the accused and even the simple demands were

presented  before  her  mother.   She  vouched  in  definite  terms  that,  the

accused had restricted her from contacting her blood relatives.  She also

referred  about  the  physical  cruelties  and  demand of  dowry.   Evidences

adduced are establishing the same.  On one occasion, she is putting a query

to  her  mother:  whether  she  is  a  valueless  commodity?   On  another

occasion, she had expressed her feeling that, the accused is treating her as a

‘sex toy’.  The circumstances further indicate, since she defied the words of

her father and left along with the accused, father was not in cordial terms

with  her.   Evidences  are  galore  to  establish  that,  the  matrimony  was
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resumed at a time when a mediation talk under the aegis of community

leaders was fixed.  During the later stage of her life, in some conversations,

victim had expressed a feeling that, her decision to resume the matrimony

was a bit over step.  She was blaming herself.  Her father and brother were

also not cordial to her.  She had lost all the charms in life.  She was so

desperate.  Feeling of despondency surmounted over her.  She was severely

taunted on account of dowry soon before the death.   Here, in the case on

hand, through the testimonies of PW1 to PW4, PW6 and PW18, which are

ably  supported  by  the  electronic  evidences  produced,  prosecution  has

established  continuance  of  cruel  treatment  which  necessarily  points  an

accusing finger to the accused.  It is easy to visualize the unbearable state

of affairs on that night when a young medical student committed suicide.

Unless  the  torture  to  her  had become unbearable  in  common course  of

human conduct, such a young housewife, who has taken a decision to earn

a  place  of  her  own  in  the  society,  which  is  revealed  through  the

conversation with her mother, could not have taken the drastic step to end

her life.  Thus, the prosecution has established the following points in the

case on hand:-

(1) Vismaya  committed  suicide  and  therefore,  the  same  was
occurred otherwise than under normal circumstances.
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(2) The said death had occurred within seven years of her marriage.

(3) Soon  before  her  death,  she  was  subjected  to  cruelty  and
harassment by the accused.

(4) Such cruelty and harassment was in connection with the demand
for dowry.

Thus, therefore, the prosecution has proved with cogent evidence that, the

accused had committed the offence of dowry death in the case on hand.  

124. Aside  the  above,  the  prosecution  has  got  a  stand  that,  the

accused had abetted the suicide of his wife.  As already stated, in the case

on  hand,  evidences  sufficiently  indicate  about  the  scuffle  between  the

accused and his wife soon before the suicide of the latter.  The electronic

evidence of messages and missed calls are telling indicators of the same.  It

is the case of the prosecution that, their brawl further escalated and thereby

ended in a noisy quarrel.  PW11 also deposed about hearing some sound

from the  bedroom of  the  accused.   The  violent  attitude  of  the  accused

during night is already discussed above.  Vismaya nurtured a notion that,

she  was  unable  to  compete  with  the  accused  and  all  her  attempts  for

counterattack  were  overpowered  by  the  accused.   She  has  become  so

desperate and dejected.  In his written statement, the accused has admitted

that,  Vismaya  was  a  short  tempered  woman  and  before  her  death,  he
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learned to deal with her.  The said admission is as below:

“അവള്  പ1യുന്നടെതാടെക്ക  സമ്മതിച്ചു  ടെകാടുത്താല്  ടെപടെട്ടന്ന്  ലദd്യം
വരുന്ന അവളുടെ�  സ്വഭാവത്തില് വലിയ മാ�ം  വരുന്നതായി  ആയിടെ�
എനിക്ക് ലതാന്നിയിരുന്നു.”

In the instant case, the prosecution accusations are not against a layman.

This Court cannot be unmindful of the same.  He is a person of exceptional

intelligence  and  a  trained  investigator.   In  all  probability,  he  has  got  a

perfect understanding about how to provoke a person and thereby take her

to a position, where she will not be able to countenance with the pressure

heaped on her.  He knows how to tighten the screw and when the pressure

is to be released.  A fact otherwise doubtful may be inferred from certain

other proved facts when inferring the existence of a fact from other set of

proved facts.  The Court  exercises a  process of reasoning and reaches a

logical conclusion as to the most probable position.  The above position is

strengthened in view of Section 114 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872.  It

empowers the Court to presume the existence of any fact which it thinks

likely to have happen.   In that  process,  Courts shall  have regard to the

common course of natural events, human conduct, etc., in addition to the

facts of the case.  Here, the principle embodied in Section 106 of the Indian

Evidence Act can also be utilized.  But at the same time, the prosecution

shall  not  be  relieved from its  burden to  prove  the  guilt  of  the  accused
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beyond reasonable doubt.   However,  it  would apply to cases,  where the

prosecution has succeeded in proving the facts from which a reasonable

inference can be drawn regarding the existence of certain other facts, unless

the accused by virtue of his special knowledge regarding such facts, has

offered an explanation which might  drive  the  Court  to draw a different

inference [See:-  T.S. Suryawanshi  v.  State of Maharashtra (2012 (10)

SCC 373)].  Whilst the above discussion, this Court already concluded that,

the defence story put forth by the accused defies the logic and he failed to

rebut the presumption within the framework of law.  Normally, a medical

student  may not straight away reach into a stage of unbearable tension,

merely because her hopes for getting pregnant got shattered shortly after

the resumption of matrimony.  Even if the pregnancy is terminated, that

would not be a sufficient cause to create a depression.  Prosecution is not

required  to  meet  any and every  hypothesis  put  forward by the  accused

[See:-  State of U.P  v.  Ashok Kumar Srivastava (1992 (2) SCC 86)].  A

reasonable doubt is not an imaginary, trivial or merely possible doubt, but a

fair doubt based upon reason and common sense.  It must grow out of the

evidence in the case.  If the case is proved perfectly, it is argued that, it is

artificial;  if  a case has some inevitable flaws because human beings are

prone to err, it is argued that, it is too imperfect.  One wonders whether in
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meticulous hypersensitivity  to eliminate a  rare  innocent  being punished,

many guilty persons must be allowed to escape.  Proof beyond reasonable

doubt is a guideline, not a fetish [See:-  Inder Singh  v.  State of Delhi

(1978 (4) SCC 161)].  Doubts would be called reasonable, only if they are

free from a zest for abstract speculation.  Law cannot afford any favourite

other  than truth [See:-  Nagesh  v.   State  of  Karnataka (2012 (6)  SCC

477)].   Obviously,  in the case on hand, there should have been definite

reasons for Vismaya to take the drastic decision to commit suicide.  Even as

per the admitted case of the accused, he was with Vismaya on the fateful

night and they were in the total privacy of their bedroom.  It was thereafter

the scuffle erupted.  The dissatisfaction and discontent of the accused on

the aspect of lesser dowry is proved by the prosecution.  PW2 stated that,

during their conversation, Vismaya had mentioned about suicidal ideation

originated in her.   She also mentioned about the forewarn Vismaya had

given  to  the  accused  about  committing  suicide.   The  accused  himself

admitted,  he  had  learned  the  mental  condition  of  Vismaya.   In  such

circumstances, even knowledge of consequence can be imputed that, the

accused had good knowledge of consequence that,  his  act  would in the

particular circumstances drive the victim to the commission of suicide or

make the victim commit suicide [See:-  Faisal  v.  State of Kerala (2016
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(2) KLT 502)].

125. Undeniably, in order to reach into a conclusion with regard to

the commission of offence punishable u/s. 306 of the Indian Penal Code,

the prosecution has to prove that, the accused had abetted the commission

of suicide of the victim.   Therefore, for clarity, it is apposite to discuss the

law on this point.   Section 306 of the Indian Penal Code reads thus:

“306.  Abetment  of  suicide.—If  any  person  commits  suicide,

whoever abets the commission of such suicide, shall be punished

with  imprisonment  of  either  description  for  a  term which  may

extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.”

126. The term ‘abetment’ is  defined in  Section 107 of the  Indian

Penal Code and the same is excerpted below:

       “107. Abetment of a thing.- A person abets the doing of a thing, who--

First.-- Instigates any person to do that thing; or

Secondly.-- Engages with one or more other person or persons in any

        conspiracy for the doing of that thing, if an act or illegal

        omission takes place in pursuance of that conspiracy, and

in order to the doing of that thing; or

Thirdly.-- Intentionally  aids,  by  any  act  or  illegal  omission,  the  

doing of that thing.”
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127. The ordinary dictionary meaning of the word 'instigate'  is to

bring about or initiate, incite someone to do something.  The Hon’ble Apex

Court in the case of  Ramesh Kumar v. State of Chhattisgarh, (2001(9)

SCC 618) has defined the word 'instigate' as under :-

"Instigation  is  to  goad,  urge  forward,  provoke,  incite  or

encourage to do an act."

128. The scope and ambit of Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code

and its  co-relation with Section 306 of the Indian Penal Code has been

repeatedly adverted to by the Hon’ble Apex Court on several occasions.

Section  306  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  has  been  inserted  because  the

ordinary law of abetment is  inapplicable.   In Section 306 of the Indian

Penal  Code,  it  deals  with  the  punishment  for  abetting  the  suicide  of  a

person not mentioned in Section 305 of the Indian Penal Code.   In  S.S.

Cheena  v. Vijay Kumar Mahajan and Anr. (2010 (12) SCC 190), it was

observed by the Hon’ble apex Court as under:-

"Abetment involves a mental process of instigating a person or

intentionally  aiding a  person  in  doing of  a  thing.  Without  a

positive act  on the part  of  the accused to instigate or aid in

committing  suicide,  conviction  cannot  be  sustained.  The

intention of the legislature and the ratio of the cases decided by

the Supreme Court is clear that in order to convict  a person
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under  Section  306 IPC there  has  to  be  a  clear  mens  rea  to

commit the offence. It also requires an active act or direct act

which led the deceased to commit suicide seeing no option and

that act must have been intended to push the deceased into such

a position that he committed suicide."

129. In a recent pronouncement, a two-Judge Bench of the Hon’ble

Apex  Court  in  the  case  of  Arnab  Manoranjan  Goswami  v.  State  of

Maharashtra & Ors. (2021 (2) SCC 427) while considering the co-relation

of Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code with Section 306 of the Indian

Penal Code has observed as under :-

"47. The above decision thus arose in a situation where the High

Court had declined to entertain a petition for quashing an FIR

under Section 482 of the 14 (2014) 4 SCC 453 PART I 33 CrPC.

However, it nonetheless directed the investigating agency not to

arrest the accused during the pendency of the investigation. This

was held to be impermissible by this Court. On the other hand,

this Court clarified that the High Court if it thinks fit,  having

regard  to  the  parameters  for  quashing  and  the  self  restraint

imposed by law, has the jurisdiction to quash the investigation

‘and may pass appropriate interim orders as thought apposite in

law. Clearly therefore, the High Court in the present case has

misdirected  itself  in  declining  to  enquire  prima  facie  on  a

petition for quashing whether the parameters in the exercise of

that jurisdiction have been duly established and if so whether a
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case for the grant of interim bail has been made out. The settled

principles  which  have  been  consistently  reiterated  since  the

judgment  of  this  Court  in  State  of  Haryana  vs.  Bhajan

Lal(Bhajan Lal) include a situation where the allegations made

in the FIR or the complaint, even if they are taken at their face

value  and  accepted  in  their  entirety,  do  not  prima  facie

constitute any offence or make out a case against the accused.

This legal  position was recently  reiterated in a decision by a

two-judge Bench of this Court in Kamal Shivaji Pokarnekar vs.

State of Maharashtra.

48. The striking aspect of the impugned judgment of the High

Court  spanning  over  fifty-six  pages  is  the  absence  of  any

evaluation even prima facie of the most basic issue. The High

Court,  in  other words,  failed to  apply its  mind to a 15 1992

Supp. 1 SCC 335 16 (2019) 14 SCC 350 PART I 34 fundamental

issue  which  needed  to  be  considered  while  dealing  with  a

petition for quashing under Article 226 of the Constitution or

Section 482 of the CrPC. The High Court, by its judgment dated

9 November 2020, has instead allowed the petition for quashing

to stand over for hearing a month later, and therefore declined

to allow the appellant's  prayer for interim bail  and relegated

him  to  the  remedy  under  Section  439  of  the  CrPC.  In  the

meantime, liberty has been the casualty. The High Court having

failed to evaluate prima facie whether the allegations in the FIR,

taken as they stand, bring the case within the fold of Section 306
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read with Section 34 of the IPC, this Court is now called upon to

perform the task."

130. Similarly, in M. Arjunan v. State, Represented by its Inspector

of Police (2019 (3) SCC 315) a two-Judge Bench of the Hon’ble Apex

Court has expounded the ingredients of Section 306 of the Indian Penal

Code in the following words:-

"The  essential  ingredients  of  the  offence  under  Section  306

I.PC. are: (i) the abetment; (ii) the intention of the accused to

aid or instigate or abet the deceased to commit suicide. The act

of  the  accused,  however,  insulting  the  deceased  by  using

abusive language will not, by itself, constitute the abetment of

suicide. There should be evidence capable of suggesting that the

accused  intended  by  such  act  to  instigate  the  deceased  to

commit suicide. Unless the ingredients of instigation/abetment

to commit  suicide  are  satisfied,  accused cannot  be  convicted

under Section 306 I.P.C."

131. Likewise,  in  the  decision  Ude  Singh  &  Ors.  v.  State  of

Haryana (2019 (17)  SCC 301),  the  essential  ingredients  of  the  offence

under Section 306 of the Indian Penal Code is elucidated in the following

words:-

"16.  In cases of  alleged abetment  of  suicide,  there must  be a

proof of direct or indirect act/s of incitement to the commission
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of suicide. It could hardly be disputed that the question of cause

of a suicide, particularly in the context of an offence of abetment

of  suicide,  remains  a  vexed  one,  involving  multifaceted  and

complex attributes of human behaviour and responses/reactions.

In  the  case  of  accusation  for  abetment  of  suicide,  the  Court

would be looking for cogent and convincing proof of the act/s of

incitement to the commission of suicide. In the case of suicide,

mere allegation of harassment of the deceased by another person

would not suffice unless there be such action on the part of the

accused which compels the person to commit suicide; and such

an  offending  action  ought  to  be  proximate  to  the  time  of

occurrence. Whether a person has abetted in the commission of

suicide by another or not, could only be gathered from the facts

and circumstances of each case.

16.1.  For  the  purpose  of  finding  out  if  a  person  has  abetted

commission of suicide by another; the consideration would be if

the accused is guilty of the act of instigation of the act of suicide.

As explained and reiterated by this Court in the decisions above-

referred,  instigation  means  to  goad,  urge  forward,  provoke,

incite or encourage to do an act. If the persons who committed

suicide  had  been  hypersensitive  and  the  action  of  accused  is

otherwise  not  ordinarily  expected  to  induce  a  similarly

circumstanced person to commit suicide, it may not be safe to

hold the accused guilty of abetment of suicide. But, on the other

hand, if the accused by his acts and by his continuous course of

conduct creates a situation which leads the deceased perceiving
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no  other  option  except  to  commit  suicide,  the  case  may  fall

within the four-corners of Section 306 IPC. If the accused plays

an active role in tarnishing the self-esteem and self-respect of the

victim, which eventually draws the victim to commit suicide, the

accused may be held guilty of abetment of suicide. The question

of mens rea on the part of the accused in such cases would be

examined  with  reference  to  the  actual  acts  and  deeds  of  the

accused and if the acts and deeds are only of such nature where

the  accused  intended  nothing  more  than  harassment  or  snap

show of anger, a particular case may fall short of the offence of

abetment of suicide. However, if the accused kept on irritating or

annoying  the  deceased  by  words  or  deeds  until  the  deceased

reacted  or  was  provoked,  a  particular  case  may  be  that  of

abetment of suicide. Such being the matter of delicate analysis of

human behaviour, each case is required to be examined on its

own facts, while taking note of all the surrounding factors having

bearing  on  the  actions  and  psyche  of  the  accused  and  the

deceased."

132. As already stated, the word ‘suicide’ is not defined in the Indian

Penal Code. But, in the decision Geo Varghese  v.  State of Rajasthan and

Another (supra), the Hon’ble Apex Court has defined the word ‘suicide’

and the same is already mentioned while answering point No. 1.  The word

‘suicide’ implies  an  act  of  self-killing.   A person  who  is  frustrated  or
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defeated in life, or considers himself to be frustrated or defeated in life,

may, on the spur of the moment or after proper deliberation, come to the

conclusion that he needs to put an end to his life.  On the other hand, a

person who is otherwise happy and claims to be successful in life, and had

led a content life, also take a conscious decision of putting an end to one's

life.  Such a decision may be taken on a full consideration of the relevant

facts.

 133. It is quite axiomatic that, a decision taken by a person to ends

one's life is the obvious and direct result of the immediacy of a present

sense of hopelessness, overwhelming the grudging eventualities of a future

hope.  When  the  present  becomes  bland  and  future  presents  itself  as

something  black,  infinite  and  unbearable,  in  the  cloudy  depths  of  the

troubled mind, death emerges as an escape route, i.e., the only option to

circumvent the direness of the situation.  A suicide is an act of colossal

waste and willful destruction of life that it compels the society to try and

pin responsibility on someone and in this endeavour, one is left struggling

to attach meaning to an act expressly designed to eliminate it.  This is the

society’s  way  of  affirming  purpose  to  life  and  societies  faith  in  its

preciousness.  This explains the irony that, if the suicide attempts ends in a

failure the persons himself  will  be booked u/s.  309 of the Indian Penal
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Code and if the attempt succeeds, we look to others for finding a reason.

Therefore,  it  is  apparent  that,  every  suicide  asks  questions  of  those

immediately connected to the event, if not the society at large. It is true

that,  an act of  suicide would normally be a matter of  discretion for the

reason it can be said that, the person concerned had a choice, but, there may

be situations where a person is virtually left with no choice, for example,

where the tormentors by way of systematic campaign, drive a person to

commit suicide by leaving no other choice.

134. That  said,  in  the  case  on  hand,  evidences  are  aplenty  with

regard to the cruelties perpetrated by the accused on Vismaya due to lesser

quantity of dowry she had brought-forth.  Vismaya was really feared of

him.  Her suicide took place within seven years  of her marriage and it

happened  in  the  matrimonial  home.   The  accused  knows  it  was  at  his

instance, Vismaya had resumed the matrimony.  The acts of the accused

were willful in nature as is likely to drive Vismaya to commit suicide.  The

harassment  on her was with a  view to coerce her to  meet  his  unlawful

demand.  Therefore,  the prosecution is entitled avail  the presumption as

stated  in  Section  113A of  the  Indian  Evidence  Act  and  the  same  is  as

follows:
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“113A.  Presumption as to abetment of suicide by a married

woman.  ––When  the  question  is  whether  the  commission  of

suicide by a woman had been abetted by her husband or any

relative of her husband and it is shown that she had committed

suicide  within  a  period  of  seven  years  from the  date  of  her

marriage and that her husband or such relative of her husband

had subjected her  to  cruelty,  the  court  may presume,  having

regard  to  all  the  other  circumstances  of  the  case,  that  such

suicide had been abetted by her husband or by such relative of

her husband.

Explanation.  ––  For  the  purposes  of  this  section,  “cruelty”
shall have the same meaning as in section 498A of the Indian
Penal Code (45 of 1860).”

Since the explanation of the above Section stipulates that, the term ‘cruelty’

mentioned therein shall have the same meaning as in Section 498A of the

Indian Penal Code, it is expedient to extract said section which reads as

under :-

498A. Husband or relative of husband of a woman subjecting

her to cruelty-- Whoever, being the husband or the relative of

the husband of a woman, subjects such woman to cruelty shall

be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to

three years and shall also be liable to fine.

Explanation.- For the purpose of this section, “cruelty” means-

(a) any willful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to
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drive the woman to commit suicide or to cause grave injury
or  danger  to  life,  limb  or  health  (whether  mental  or
physical) of the woman; or

(b) harassment of the woman where such harassment is with a
view to coercing her or any person related to her to meet
any unlawful demand for any property or valuable security
or is on account of failure by her or any person related to
her to meet such demand.”

The words ‘having regard to all circumstances of the case’ in Section 113A

of the Indian Evidence Act give wide powers to the Court to appraise the

evidence and then come to the conclusion, whether there was some other

extraneous cause for a woman to commit suicide within a period of seven

years from the date of marriage.  But here, no such extraneous cause is

forthcoming.  There are evidences to show that, the accused had demanded

dowry.  When the prosecution has led evidence to establish cruelty and

harassment  caused  to  the  deceased,  the  foundation  for  the  above

presumption exists [See:- Ramesh Vithal Patel  v.  State of Karnataka and

Others (2014 (11) SCC 516),  Satish Shetty  v.  State of Karnataka (2016

(12) SCC 759), Gumansinh @ Lalo  v.  State of Gujarat (J.T 2021 (9) SC

32)].  The past instances of cruelties too can be included to get the luxury

of  above  legal  presumption.   Thus,  in  this  case,  the  prosecution  has

successfully established the following facts:
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(1) Vismaya  had  committed  suicide,  within  seven  years  of  her
marriage.

(2) The accused played an active role in the same and he subjected
her to matrimonial cruelties on account of dowry.

(3) Section 113A of the Indian Evidence Act creates a presumption
against the accused.

 

Wherefore, it is concluded that, in the case on hand, the prosecution has

adduced sufficient materials to establish that, the accused had committed an

offence punishable u/s. 306 of the Indian Penal Code.

135. En passant, considering the question of mutual exclusivity of

Sections 304B and 306 of the Indian Penal Code, the same is no more res

integra.  In the decision, Bhupendra  v.  State of Madhya Pradesh (2014

(1)  SCC  (Crl.)  1),  it  was  considered  by  the  Hon’ble  Apex  Court  and

thereafter, ruled as follows:

“32.  The  second  contention  is  also  without  any  substance.  In

Satvir Singh and Others v. State of Punjab and Another, (2001)

8 SCC 633 this Court drew a distinction between Section 306 of

the IPC and Section 304-B of the IPC in the following words:-

“Section 306 IPC when read with Section 113-A of the

Evidence  Act  has  only  enabled  the  court  to  punish  a

husband or his relative who subjected a woman to cruelty

(as  envisaged  in  Section  498-A  IPC)  if  such  woman
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committed suicide within 7 years of her marriage. It is

immaterial for Section 306 IPC whether the cruelty or

harassment  was  caused  “soon  before  her  death”  or

earlier.  If  it  was  caused  “soon  before  her  death”  the

special  provision  in  Section  304-B  IPC  would  be

invocable, otherwise resort can be made to Section 306

IPC.” 

33. It was held that Section 306 of the IPC is wide enough to take

care  of  an  offence  under  Section  304-B  also.   However,  an

offence under Section 304-B of the IPC has been made a far more

serious offence with imposition of  a  minimum period of  seven

years imprisonment with the sentence going upto imprisonment

for  life.  Considering  the  gravity  of  the  offence  it  is  treated

separately from an offence punishable under Section 306 of the

IPC. On this basis, this Court rejected the contention that if  a

dowry related death is a case of suicide it would not fall within

the purview of Section 304-B of the IPC at all. Reliance in this

regard was placed on Shanti and Another v. State of Haryana,

(1991) 1 SCC 371 and Kans Raj v. State of Punjab and Others,

(2000) 5 SCC 207 wherein this Court held that a suicide is one of

the modes of death falling within the ambit of Section 304-B of

the IPC.

34. In Shanti this Court was concerned with a death that had

occurred  “otherwise  than  under  normal  circumstances”  as

mentioned  in  Section  304-B  of  the  IPC.  It  was  held  that  an
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unnatural  dowry death,  whether homicidal  or suicidal,  would

attract  Section  304-B  of  the  IPC.  This  expression  was  also

considered in  Kans Raj where it was held that it would mean

death, not in the normal course, but apparently under suspicious

circumstances, if not caused by burns or bodily injury. In Kans

Raj the conviction of the husband of the deceased was upheld

both for offences punishable under Section 304-B of the IPC and

Section 306 of the IPC also.

35. We are, therefore, of the opinion that Section 306 of the IPC

is much broader in its application and takes within its fold one

aspect of Section 304-B of the IPC.  These two sections are not

mutually  exclusive.  If  a  conviction  for  causing  a  suicide  is

based on Section 304-B of the IPC, it will necessarily attract

Section 306 of the IPC. However, the converse is not true.

36. Consequently, we reject the second contention urged by the

learned counsel for the appellant.”

(Emphasis Supplied)

In view of the above binding direction, the challenge by highlighting the

question of mutual exclusivity is bound to fail.  

136. Ineluctably,  the  accused  faced  trial  for  the  offence  charged

u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal Code also.  The above discussed evidences

are sufficient to take home the said version of the prosecution.  The victim
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herself has narrated about several instances of cruelties perpetrated by the

accused.  As the factual matrix would unveil, the cruelties were based on

the aspirations of the accused to earn wealth through his legally wedded

wife.  Reputation is the most precious perfume of life and when dignity is

lost,  the  breath  of  life  gets  into  oblivion.   During  the  time  of  their

cohabitation, Vismaya was demeaned by the accused on several accounts.

She was mentally, emotionally and physically harassed by him.  Those are

well evincible from the materials made available in this case.  It was his

harassment that driven her to commit suicide.  He coerced her to meet his

unlawful demand of acquiring car and other assets.   Thusly, it is proved

that, he had committed an offence punishable u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal

Code.  

137. Patently,  offences  punishable  u/ss.  498A and  304B  of  the

Indian Penal Code are distinct in nature.  If a case is made out, there can be

conviction under both Sections [See:-  Gurmeet Singh  v.  State of Punjab

(2021 (6) SCC 108)].  

138. Another  head of  charge levied on the  accused is  punishable

u/s.323 of the Indian Penal Code.  It is true that, witnesses have spoken

about  the physical  attack mounted on Vismaya by the accused with his
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hands.  In legal parlance, a prosecution u/s. 323 of the Indian Penal Code

will  not  abate  for  the  mere  reason  of  the  death  of  the  person  injured

[See:-Muhammed Ibrahim  v.   Shaik  Davood (AIR 1920  Mad.  417)].

Likewise, there is no room for doubt that, hand can also be a weapon by

itself, where an extremely physically fit person inflict a blow to the victim

[See:- Jaswinder Singh (Dead) through Legal Representative  v.  Navjot

Singh Sidhu and Others (2022 Live Law (SC) 498)].  However, in this

case, there is no evidence forthcoming to establish with certitude that, a

bodily pain was caused to Vismaya on account of the act of the accused on

the time, dates and place mentioned in the Court Charge framed against

him.  As highlighted by the Ld. Special Public Prosecutor, in Ext.P87(x) -

conversation, Vismaya had complained about an attack on her.  But, the

date, time and place of occurrence were not mentioned by her in the said

conversation.   The  charges  framed in  this  case  are  so  specific  and  the

accused is answerable to the head of charges thus framed against him only.

True as it is, in Ext.P87(y) - conversation also, Vismaya had complained

about oedema/swelling to her face.  But there also, she has not mentioned

about the bodily pain or the time and date of occurrence.  For the incidents

allegedly held on 29.08.2020 and on 03.01.2021 also, there is no evidence

to enter into a definite finding that, Vismaya had suffered bodily pain due
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to the act of the accused.  As has been stated earlier, in the instant matter,

there are evidences in which Vismaya herself admitted that, the accused

unleashed  attack  on  her  and  she  was  beaten  up  by  him.   On  several

occasions, she had referred about the same in her recorded conversations

tendered in evidence.  But there also, a reference pertains to the infliction

of bodily pain is conspicuously missing.  Unless the important question of

bodily pain is positively shored up, a person cannot be convicted for the

offence punishable u/s. 323 of the Indian Penal Code [See:- Rajan @ Raju

v. S.I of Police, Feroke Police Station and Others (2019 (1) KLT 119)].

Therefore,  the  accused  is  to  be  exonerated  from  the  offence  charged

u/s. 323 of the Indian Penal Code, on the doctrine of benefit of doubt.

139. Similarly, from the whole gamut of the prosecution evidence,

there  is  nothing  to  show  that,  the  accused  had  criminally  intimidated

Vismaya on 21.06.2021, as mentioned in the charge framed against him.

For the same, no evidence is forthcoming.  The lack of evidence on the said

pertinent aspect is so malefic to the case set out by the prosecution.  There

cannot be any conviction based on certain assumptions only.   There are

glaring  evidential  inadequacies  to  conclude  with  certitude  about  the

commission of such an offence on the day referred in the Court Charge.
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The term criminal intimidation is defined u/s. 503 of the Indian Penal Code

and the same is as follows:

“503.  Criminal  intimidation.—Whoever  threatens  another

with any injury to his person, reputation or property, or to the

person  or  reputation  of  any  one  in  whom  that  person  is

interested,  with  intent  to  cause  alarm to  that  person,  or  to

cause that person to do any act which he is not legally bound

to do, or to omit to do any act which that person is legally

entitled to do, as the means of avoiding the execution of such

threat, commits criminal intimidation.

Explanation.—A threat to injure the reputation of any deceased
person in whom the person threatened is interested, is within
this section.”

As per the said legal provision, a threat in order to be indictable must be

made with intent to cause alarm to the victim and a mere allegation of

something would not constitute the same.  In other words, mere expression

of words, without any intention to cause alarm, would not suffice [See:-

Jose  v.  Subramanyan (2015 (3) KLT 400)].   The accused might have

caused alarm in the mind of Vismaya on the fateful day.  But what were the

words exactly used by him cannot be gleaned from the whole range of

prosecution evidence.  The acts were done in total privacy and that too,

inside the bedroom of the couple.  It is very difficult to prove the same.
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The evidence of PW11 is not sufficient to conclude with the commission of

such an offence.  If two views are possible based on the available materials,

the law says, the Court has to lean to the view that favours the accused.

Resultantly, the accused is liable to be exculpated from the offence charged

u/s. 506(i) of the Indian Penal Code by applying the doctrine of benefit of

doubt. 

140. With respect to the offences charged u/ss. 3 and 4 of the Dowry

Prohibition  Act,  it  is  well  evident  from  the  above  discussed  electronic

evidences  as  well  as  oral  testimonies  that,  the  accused  himself  had

demanded a car in connection with the marriage.  The materials tendered in

evidence further established that, he stashed the gold ornaments of Vismaya

in  his  own  bank  locker.   There  is  nothing  on  record  to  show  that,

subsequent to the same, Vismaya was permitted to access the said bank

locker.   Admittedly,  the  marriage  of  the  brother  of  Vismaya  was  held

subsequently.  Moreover, as already stated, the accused was so particular to

get  a  car  of  his  choice  in  connection with his  marriage.   Ext.P88(ac)  -

conversation is a definite evidence of the same.  It is referring about car and

property  which  were  to  be  transacted  at  the  time  of  marriage.   In

Ext.P88(ar) - conversation also, the accused had referred about his choice
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of vehicle.  In Ext.P88(l) - conversation, he is claiming that, marital discord

on account of vehicle and gold ornaments are quite common in this world.

In the said conversation, he further stated that, his dissatisfaction started

even prior to the marriage.  Then considering the question of gifts given at

the  time  of  marriage,  admittedly,  the  requirement  u/s.  3(2)(a)(b)  of  the

Dowry Prohibition Act was not followed.  The accused has no case that, a

list  as  contemplated  under  the  statute  was  brought  into  existence  in

connection with his marriage.  For the sake of discussion, Sections 3 and 4

of the Dowry Prohibition Act is quoted below:

“3. Penalty for giving or taking dowry.—

(1) If any person, after the commencement of this Act, gives

or takes or abets the giving or taking of dowry, he shall

be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall

not be less than five years, and with fine which shall not

be less than fifteen thousand rupees or the amount of

the value of such dowry, whichever is more:

Provided that the Court may, for adequate and special reasons
to  be  recorded  in  the  judgment,  impose  a  sentence  of
imprisonment for a term of less than five years.

(2) Nothing in sub-section (1) shall apply to, or in relation
to.—

 (a) presents which are given at the time of a marriage to
the bride (without any demand having been made in
that behalf);
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Provided that such presents are entered in a list maintained
in accordance with the rules made under this Act;

 (b) presents which are given at the time of a marriage
to  the  bridegroom  (without  any  demand  having
been made in that behalf):

Provided that such presents are entered in a list maintained
in accordance with the rules under this Act.

Provided further that where such presents are made by or on
behalf of the bride or any person related to the bride, such
presents are of a customary nature and the value thereof is
not  excessive  having  regard  to  the  financial  status  of  the
person by whom, or on whose behalf, such presents are given.
4. Penalty for demanding dowry.—If any person demands,

directly or indirectly, from the parents or other relatives
or guardian of a bride or bridegroom, as the case may
be, any dowry, he shall be punishable with imprisonment
for a term which shall not be less than six months, but
which may extend to two years and with fine which may
extend to ten thousand rupees:

Provided that the Court may, for adequate and special reasons
to  be  mentioned  in  the  judgment,  impose  a  sentence  of
imprisonment for a term of less than six months.”

The purpose of legislation itself  was to eliminate the menace of dowry.

Hence,  the  provisions of the said statute cannot  be  watered down.  Per

contra, the same have to be observed in letter and in its spirit.  The accused

being  a  member  of  discipline  force,  is  supposed  to  be  aware  of  the

stringency of above quoted legal provisions and its purport and import.  In

this case, from the available materials, it is well lucid that, the accused had
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demanded  dowry  in  connection  his  marriage  and  he  accepted  a  car  as

dowry.   He has complained about  the vehicle thus given at  the time of

marriage and insisted to  replace  the  same with another  vehicle.   In  his

conversation  with  PW21  quoted  above,  he  has  complained  about

insufficient  quantity  of  gold  ornaments  transacted  during  the  time  of

marriage.    As already stated,  he was a Government servant  and was a

member of disciplined force.  So, he knows all the consequences of taking

and  demanding  dowry.   He  has  projected  himself  as  a  very  precious

commodity  in  the  marriage  market.   He  thought,  because  of  his

Government employment,  he is enormously privileged to enrich himself

with the wealth of his wife.  When DW1 deposed before this Court, he also

admitted, in connection with the marriage of the accused, the latter had

received a car.  PW12 has spoken about the issues of the accused with the

said car.   It  is  forthright  from the statements of PW1 to PW4 that,  the

accused had created issues in the matrimony with an intention to get a new

car.   His  intention  to  get  a  new  car  is  evident  from  several  recorded

conversations also.  Further, in her conversation with PW3, Vismaya had

mentioned about the intention of the accused to purchase a new car.  The

said  conversations  were  held  a  few  days  before  her  death.   The  car

mentioned by her is having the name ‘Harrier’.  The amount insisted by her
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presumably at the instance of the accused for the purchase of same was

Rs.10,00,000/-.   Therefore,  the  prosecution  has  succeeded  to  bring  the

kernel of offences punishable u/ss. 3 and 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act,

1961.  To recapitulate, the available materials would show that, the accused

had directly and indirectly demanded dowry and that apart, he took dowry

and thereby committed offences punishable u/ss.  3 and 4 of the Dowry

Prohibition Act, 1961.  

141. The denouement of the above legal scrutiny is that, beyond any

reasonable  doubt,  the  prosecution  has  succeeded  to  prove  the  offences

charged against the accused, punishable u/ss. 304B, 306 and 498A of the

Indian  Penal  Code,  1860,  alongside  Sections  3  and  4  of  the  Dowry

Prohibition Act, 1961 and at the same time, the accused is entitled for an

acquittal for the offences charged u/ss. 323 and 506(i) of the Indian Penal

Code, 1860, by applying the doctrine of benefit of doubt.

 142. In the result,  

1) The  accused  is  found  guilty  of  committing  offences  punishable
u/ss.  304B,  306  and  498A  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code,  1860,
alongside Sections 3 and 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 and
he is convicted thereunder u/s. 235(2) of the Cr.P.C. 
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2) At  the  same  time,  the  accused  is  found  'not  guilty'  of  offences
charged against him,  u/ss. 323 and 506(i) of the Indian Penal Code,
1860 and consequently, he is acquitted u/s.235(1) of the Cr.P.C for
the said offences charged.

3) The accused will be heard about the sentence. 

 
(Dictated to the Confidential Assistant, transcribed and typed by her corrected

by me and pronounced in open Court on this the 23rd day of May, 2022.)

   Sd/-
                Sujith. K.N

                Addl. Sessions Judge-I

143. Point No. 12:- After giving sufficient time for reflection, on

this day, heard the accused on the question of sentence u/s. 235(2) of the

Cr.P.C.  Thereafter, heard both sides on the question of sentence.  The Ld.

Special  Public  Prosecutor argued with vehemence that,  this is  a  case in

which, an educated woman was victimized for her failure to bring dowry

commensurate to the aspirations of the accused.  Therefore, any flee-bite

sentence would render a very wrong signal to the society and hence, it has

to be dealt with accordingly.  As regards the aggravating circumstances, he

emphasized,  the  accused  being  a  Government  servant,  is  expected  to

behave in a manner in which, the general public can emulate him and he

thoroughly failed to do that.  Add on, he mentioned, the accused, with his
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excellent educational background, should have refrained from demanding

any dowry and despite of the same, he dared to make a demand.  According

to him, the sentence should reflect a message to the society in general and

should be in consonance with the real purport and import of the special

enactments.   In order to buttress his contentions, he relied on the decision

State of Madhya Pradesh  v.  Bablu (2014 (9) SCC 281).

144. Jump  on  to  the  above  arguments,  the  Ld.  defence  counsel

vociferously impelled that, no special circumstances can be attributed to the

facts and circumstances projected in the case on hand and even as per the

version of the prosecution, this is a case of dowry death.  He elaborated,

outsize  media  propaganda  accorded  to  the  case  shall  not  affect  the

conscious of the Court and in this case, there was no explicit demand of

dowry  by  the  accused.   According  to  him,  all  the  projections  of  the

prosecution are based on certain assumptions.  He continued, even in Hem

Chand   v.  State of Haryana (1994 (6) SCC 727), the Hon’ble Apex Court

had granted a sentence of Rigorous Imprisonment for a period of ten years

for a case in which, a policeman had chopped off the nose of his wife and

thereafter,  strangulated  her  to  death.   On  the  point  of  mitigating

circumstances,  he  stated,  the  age  of  the  accused,  his  educational
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background  and  to  crown the  above,  he  being  the  sole  provider  of  his

family  are  to  be  considered.   On  these  premises,  he  urged  to  extend

maximum leniency to the accused.

145. Pertinently, the accused has pleaded the leniency of the Court

on  the  depiction  that,  he  being  the  sole  provider  of  his  family,  has  to

maintain  his  aged  and  ailing  parents.   His  father  is  reeling  under  the

problems  related  to  senility  and  there  is  every  possibility  that,  the

incapacity of his father may lead to severe casualties, unless proper care is

extended.  That apart, his mother is grappled with hypertension and she is

also affected with diabetes and rheumatism.  The deceased has committed

suicide sans any definite reasons and he failed to convince this Court about

the reasons that had actually driven her to commit suicide.  He is not a

murderer and therefore, maximum leniency may be extended to him.

          146. Having heard both sides, in the instant case, undoubtedly, the

accused is found guilty of committing the offences, punishable u/ss. 304B,

306 and 498A of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, alongside Sections 3 and 4

of the Dowry Prohibition Act,  1961 and this is not a case in which the

benevolent  provisions  of  'Probation  of  offenders  Act'  can  be  invoked.

Exception can be attributed to the fact that,  the accused had perpetrated
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utmost sorts of dowry related cruelties on his wife and thereby driven her to

commit suicide.  He was bound to protect his wife and he was capable to do

that.  However, he had chosen a different decision to taunt and harass his

wife.  His wife was also having dreams.  She might have entered into the

family life  with  good hope and great  expectations.   But  the  menace of

dowry dashed all her aspirations.  Wife is not a chattel in the hands of the

husband.   She  has  her  own dignity  and individuality.   As  already said,

reputation is the most precious perfume of the life of an individual.  When

dignity is lost, breath of the life gets into oblivion.  Whilst her sufferings,

once Vismaya had suspected: whether she is a valueless commodity?  That

bespeaks her miseries in the life.  She thought, through her matrimony, she

may not get a bright future, but she was forced to swallow the bitter pill.

Ultimately, she embraced the decision of ending her life.  

147. No  doubt,  the  accused  is  an  able  bodied  man  and  he  is

convicted in serious kind of offences.  True as it is, he is at his prime youth

and stated to  be  the  sole  provider  of  his  family.   He has projected the

ailments of his parents as a reason to show leniency.  The prosecution failed

to produce any jail reports regarding his conduct in the jail.  Certainly, he

has  an  excellent  educational  background  and  earned  a  Government
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employment during his prime age.  Therefore, the chances of reformation

cannot be ruled out and remorse can occur on passage of time.  He can

recognize his mistakes and can reform himself.  In the decision reported in

1994 (2)  S.C.C 220 (Dhanjoy Chatterjee  alias Dhana v.  State  of  West

Bengal) it was held by the Hon’ble Supreme Court that,

“In our opinion, the measure of  punishment in a given

case  must  depend  upon  the  atrocity  of  the  crime;  the

conduct  of  the  criminal  and  the  defenceless  and

unprotected  state  of  victim.  Imposition  of  appropriate

punishment  is  the  manner  in  which  Courts  respond  to

society's  cry  for  justice  against  the  criminals.  Justice

demands that Courts should impose punishment befitting

the crime so that the Courts reflect public abhorrence of

the  crime.  The  Courts  must  not  only  keep  in  view  the

rights of the criminal but also the rights of the victim of

crime  and  the  society  at  large  while  considering

imposition of appropriate punishment.”

Moreover,  in  the  decision  reported  in  State  of  Punjab  v.  Bawa  Singh

(2015(1) KLT SN 93 C No.110) it was held by the Hon’ble Supreme Court

that,

“Undue sympathy to  impose inadequate  sentence would

do  more  harm  to  the  justice  system  to  undermine  the

public confidence in the efficacy of law. It is the duty of
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every Court to award proper sentence having regard to the

nature  of  the  offence  and  the  manner  in  which  it  was

executed  or  committed.  The  sentencing  Courts  are

expected to consider all relevant facts and circumstances

bearing on the question of sentence and proceed to impose

a sentence commensurate with the gravity of the offence.

The Court  must  not  only keep in view the rights of  the

victim  of  the  crime  but  also  the  society  at  large  while

considering  the  imposition  of  appropriate  punishment.

Meager sentence imposed solely on account of  lapse of

time  without  considering  the  degree  of  offence  will  be

counterproductive in the long run and against the interest

of the society. One of the prime objectives of criminal law

is  the  imposition  of  adequate,  just,  proportionate,

punishment which commensurate with gravity,  nature of

crime and the manner in which the offence is committed.

One  should  keep  in  mind  the  social  interest  and  the

conscience  of  the  society  while  considering  the

determinative factor of sentence with gravity of crime. The

punishment  should  not  be  so  lenient  that  it  shocks  the

conscience of the society. It is therefore, solemn duty of the

Court  to  strike  a  proper  balance  while  awarding  the

sentence  as  awarding  lesser  sentence  encourages  any

criminal and as a result of the same the society suffers.”
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However, in the decision State of Madhya Pradesh  v.  Bablu (supra), the

Hon’ble Apex Court exposited that,  one should keep in mind the social

interest  and  consciousness  of  the  society  while  considering  the

determinative factor of sentence commensurate with the gravity and nature

of crime.   In Hem Chand  v.  State of Haryana (supra), the Hon’ble Apex

Court granted ten years of Rigorous Imprisonment for a policeman who

had committed dowry death.  Very recently, after adverting to the aspects of

sentencing  and  victimology,  in  the  decision  Jaswinder  Singh  (dead)

through legal representative   v.  Navjot Singh Sidhu and Others (2022

Live Law (SC) 498), it was laid down by the Hon’ble Apex Court that, 

“28.  The sentencing philosophy for an offence has a social goal

that  the  sentence  has  to  be  based  on  the  principle  that  the

accused must realise that the crime committed by him has not

only created a dent in his life but also a concavity in the social

fabric. While opportunity to reform has to be kept in mind, the

principle of proportionality also has to be equally kept in mind.

29.  Criminal jurisprudence with the passage of time has laid

emphasis on victimology, which fundamentally is a perception

of  a  trial  from the  viewpoint  of  the  criminal  as  well  as  the

victim. Both are viewed in the social context and, thus, victim’s

rights have to be equally protected.  It would be useful to rely on

the  observations  of  this  Court  in  Gopal  Singh  v.  State  of
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Uttarakhand that  just  punishment is  the collective cry of  the

society  and while  collective  cry  has  to  be  kept  uppermost  in

mind,  simultaneously the principle of  proportionality  between

the  crime  and  punishment  cannot  be  totally  brushed  aside.

Thus,  the  principle  of  just  punishment  is  the  bedrock  of

sentencing in  respect  of  a  criminal  offence.   No  doubt  there

cannot  be  a  straitjacket  formula  nor  a  solvable  theory  in

mathematical exactitude. An offender cannot be allowed to be

treated with leniency solely on the ground of discretion vested in

a  court.   Similarly,  in  Alister  Anthony  Pareira  v.  State  of

Maharashtra, the twin objective of the sentencing policy to be

kept in mind was emphasised as deterrence and correction and,

thus, principle of proportionality in sentencing a convict were

held to be well entrenched in the criminal jurisprudence.

30. We may also take note of the recent judgment of this Court

decided  by  a  three  Judges  bench  on  18.04.2022  in  Jagjeet

Singh & Ors. v. Ashish Mishra @ Monu & Anr. albeit, on the

issue of bail. It emphasised the victim’s right to be heard. What

is relevant for us to note is that the victim being the de facto

sufferer  of  a  crime  had  no  participation  in  the  adjudicatory

process.  The current  ethos of criminal  justice dispensation to

prevent and punish crime had surreptitiously turned its back on

the victim. No doubt in the present case at every stage the victim

has been heard and the present application is also by the victim.

The near and dear ones whether as guardians or legal heirs are
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required to be treated as victims. It was, thus, observed in para

23 as under:

“23. It  cannot be gainsaid that the right of  a victim
under  the  amended  Cr.P.C.  are  substantive,
enforceable,  and  are  another  facet  of  human  rights.
The  victim’s  right,  therefore,  cannot  be  termed  or
construed  restrictively  like  a  brutum  fulmen.  We
reiterate  that  these  rights  are  totally  independent,
incomparable,  and are  not  accessory  or auxiliary  to
those of  the State under the Cr.P.C.  The presence of
‘State’  in  the  proceedings,  therefore,  does  not
tantamount to according a hearing to a ‘victim’ of the
crime.”

31.  In the similar vein in Criminal Appeal No.579/2022 titled

State of Rajasthan v. Banwari Lal & Anr., this Court has again

frowned upon the tendency of courts to reduce the sentence to

the period already undergone. An earlier judgment of this Court

in  Soman v. State of Kerala was referred to, more specifically

para 27, which reads as under:

“27.1.  Courts  ought  to base sentencing decisions on
various different rationales — most prominent amongst
which would be proportionality and deterrence.
27.2. The question of consequences of criminal action
can  be  relevant  from  both  a  proportionality  and
deterrence standpoint.
27.3.  Insofar  as  proportionality  is  concerned,  the
sentence must be commensurate with the seriousness
or gravity of the offence.
27.4.  One  of  the  factors  relevant  for  judging
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seriousness of the offence is the consequences resulting
from it.
27.5.  Unintended  consequences/harm  may  still  be
properly  attributed  to  the  offender  if  they  were
reasonably  foreseeable.  In  case  of  illicit  and
underground  manufacture  of  liquor,  the  chances  of
toxicity are so high that not only its manufacturer but
the  distributor and the  retail  vendor would know its
likely risks to the consumer. Hence, even though any
harm to the consumer might not be directly intended,
some  aggravated  culpability  must  attach  if  the
consumer suffers some grievous hurt or dies as result
of consuming the spurious liquor.”

32.  We find the observations in para 27.5 as quoted above of

some significance in the context of the facts of the present case.

Thus,  when  a  25  year  old  man,  who  was  an  international

cricketer, assaults a man more than twice his age and inflicts,

even with his bare hands, a severe blow on his (victim’s) head,

the  unintended  consequence  of  harm  would  still  be  properly

attributable  to  him as  it  was  reasonably  foreseeable.  That  it

would cause the death of a person is another matter since the

conviction is only under Section 323 of the IPC. In that context

it has been observed that even though any harm might not be

directly intended, some aggravated culpability must be attached

if the person suffers a grievous hurt or dies as a result thereof.

Another similarity in terms of the facts of the case at hand and

that of Soman is that the Court was not greatly influenced by the

fact that 26 years had passed since the incident and observed
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that because a long period had lapsed by the time the appeal

was decided cannot be a ground to award the punishment which

was disproportionate and inadequate.

33.  Among the factors to be taken note of are the “defenceless

and unprotected state of victim” appropriate in the facts of the

present case.

34.   The  US  Supreme  Court  has  also  moved  in  the  same

direction in  Payne v. Tennessee while examining the aspect of

the “victim impact statement” in a case of capital offence at the

time of  sentencing.  The court  considered the  aspect  from the

dissenting judgment in the case of  Booth v.  Maryland which

emphasized  on  “reminding  the  sentencer  that  just  as  the

murderer  should  be  considered  as  an  individual,  so  too  the

victim is an individual whose death represents a unique loss to

society and in particular to his family.” The words of Justice

Benjamin Cardozo in  Snyder v. Massachusetts bring out that

“justice, though due to the accused, is due to the accuser also.

The concept of fairness must not be strained till it is narrowed

to a filament. We are to keep the balance true.”

35.  Thus, a disproportionately light punishment humiliates and

frustrates a victim of crime when the offender goes unpunished

or is let off with a relatively minor punishment as the system

pays no attention to the injured’s feelings.  Indifference to the

rights  of  the  victim of  crime  is  fast  eroding  the  faith  of  the

society in general and the victim of crime in particular in the
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criminal justice system.

36. We noticed the aforesaid judgments to repel the contention

of  learned  senior  counsel  for  the  respondent  that  the  victim

should have no say in the matter of enhancement of sentence.

37.  In a nutshell, the aspects of sentencing and victimology are

reflected in the following ancient wisdom:

“यथावयो यथाकालं यथा प्राण ंच ब्राह्मणे ।
प्रायश्चि�तं प्रदातव्यं ब्राह्मणरै्ध�र्ध� पाठकैैः ।
येन शुध्ददवा�प्नो�त न च प्राण�ैवर्धयजु्यते ।
आ�तिंत वा र्ह�तीं य�त न चैतद् व्रतर्*ा �दशेत ।।”

It  means:  The  person  dispensing  justice  as  per
Dharmashastra  should  prescribe  a  penance
appropriate to the age, the time and strength of the
sinner, the penance being such that he may not lose
his  life  and  yet  he  may  be  purified.  A  penance
causing distress should not be prescribed.”

The above recited guidelines prescribed by the Hon’ble Apex Court while

handing down sentence is squarely applicable in this case and the sentence

can be passed only on the basis of such directions given by the Hon’ble

Apex Court.  The purpose of enacting the subject legal provisions had to be

borne in mind while handing down the sentence.  The available evidences

in this  case are clear indication of the horrific  incidents the victim was

forced to suffer at the time of commission of offences.   So the right of
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victim  must  be  considered  at  the  time  of  imposing  sentence  also.   In

summation, this Court ween that, the accused is not entitled for an extreme

leniency and the sentence commensurate to the offences he had committed

is to be imposed.

In the result, 

1. The accused is sentenced to undergo Rigorous Imprisonment for a
period of ten years, for having committed the offence punishable
u/s. 304B of the Indian Penal Code, 1860.

2. The  accused  is further  sentenced  to  undergo  Rigorous
Imprisonment  for  a  period  of  six  years  and  to  pay  a  fine  of

.2,00,000/- (Rupees Two lakhs only), and in default of payment₹
of  fine,  he  shall  undergo  Rigorous  Imprisonment  for  a  further
period of six months, for having committed the offence punishable
u/s. 306 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860.

3. That  apart,  the  accused  is sentenced  to  undergo  Rigorous
Imprisonment  for  a  period  of  two  years  and  to  pay  a  fine  of

.50,000/- (Rupees Fifty thousand only), and in default of payment₹
of  fine,  he  shall  undergo  Rigorous  Imprisonment  for  a  further
period  of  three  months,  for  having  committed  the  offence
punishable u/s. 498A of the Indian Penal Code, 1860.

4. Barring  the  above,  the  accused  is also  sentenced  to  undergo
Rigorous Imprisonment for a period of six years and to pay a fine
of  .10,00,000/-  (Rupees  Ten  lakhs  only),  and  in  default  of₹
payment of fine,  he shall  undergo Rigorous Imprisonment for a
further  period  of  eighteen  months,  for  having  committed  the
offence punishable u/s. 3 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961.

5. Lastly,  the  accused  is sentenced  to  undergo  Rigorous
Imprisonment  for  a  period  of  one  year  and  to  pay  a  fine  of
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.5,000/- (Rupees Five thousand only), and in default of payment₹
of  fine,  he  shall  undergo  Rigorous  Imprisonment  for  a  further
period  of  fifteen  days,  for  having  committed  the  offence
punishable u/s. 4 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961.

6. Set off u/s. 428 of the Cr.P.C. is allowed and the sentence imposed
under various heads herein above will run concurrently.

7. If  the  fine  amount  is  realized  from the  accused,  an  amount  of
.2,00,000/- (Rupees Two lakhs only) each shall be paid to PW1₹

and PW3 (parents of victim), as compensation, u/s.357 (1) (b) of
the Cr.P.C.

8. As  regards  material  objects,  MO4  to  MO7  and  MO9,  being
valueless, shall be destroyed as per rules, once the appeal period is
over.  The MO1 - mobile phone shall be returned to PW2 and MO2
- mobile phone shall be returned to PW3.  In the case of MO3, the
same  shall  be  returned  to  PW4  and  MO8  shall  be  returned  to
PW24.  With respect to MO10, the same shall be returned to PW1
or PW3 and MO11 shall be returned to the accused.  For dispelling
any doubts,  it  is  made clear that,  the custody of above referred
mobile phones shall be delivered to the parties only after the period
of appeal and that apart, the same shall be delivered only on due
acknowledgment.  

(Pronounced by me in open Court this the 24th day of May, 2022)

   Sd/-
                Sujith. K.N

                Addl. Sessions Judge-I
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APPENDIX

Exhibits for the Prosecution

Ext.P1 21.06.2021 First  Information  Statement  given  by
PW1 proved by PW1

Ext.P2 10.09.2021 Kaichit  executed  by  PW1  on  receiving
the interim custody of Toyota Yarris car
proved by PW1

Ext.P3 07.03.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(a) 07.03.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(b) 07.03.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(c) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(d) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(e) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1
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Ext.P3(f) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(g) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(h) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(i) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P3(j) 28.05.2020 Bill  that  indicate  the  purchase  of  gold
ornaments  in  connection  with  the
marriage proved by PW1

Ext.P4 27.07.2021 Kaichit  executed  by  PW1  on  receiving
the  interim  custody  of  gold  ornaments
proved by PW1

Ext.P5 29.07.2020 Copied screenshot of the WhatsApp chat
in between Vismaya and PW2 stored in
MO1-mobile phone  proved by PW2

Ext.P6 ---- Photograph proved by PW2

Ext.P6(a) ---- Certificate attached to Ext.P6 u/s. 65B of
Indian Evidence Act proved by PW2
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Ext.P6(b) ---- Legible  copy of  the  photograph marked
as Ext.P6 proved by PW2

Ext.P7 ---- Screenshot  of  the  messages  in  between
Vismaya and the brother of PW2 
proved by PW2

Ext.P8 18.04.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(a) 06.05.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(b) 26.04.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(c) 04.05.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3
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Ext.P8(d) 05.05.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(e) 21.05.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(f) 24.05.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(g) 02.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(h) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(i) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
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Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(j) 07.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(k) 11.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(l) 11.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(m) 13.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(n) 13.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3
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Ext.P8(o) 19.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P8(p) 20.06.2021 Recorded  conversations stored in MO2 -
mobile  phone  and  the  cloned  copies  of
very same conversations at the instance of
Cyber Forensic Expert were subsequently
marked in Ext.P87(series)  
proved by PW3

Ext.P9 31.05.2020 Recorded  conversation  in  between
Vismaya  and  PW4  stored  in  MO3  -
mobile phone and the cloned copy of said
conversation  at  the  instance  of  Cyber
Forensic Expert was subsequently marked
as Ext.P90(a) proved by PW4

Ext.P10(series) 24.05.2021 WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and
PW4  stored  in  MO3  -  mobile  phone
proved by PW4 

Ext.P11 
(series)

29.05.2021 WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and
PW4  stored  in  MO3  -  mobile  phone
proved by PW4

Ext.P12 
(series)

30.05.2021 WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and
PW4  stored  in  MO3  -  mobile  phone
proved by PW4

Ext.P13 
(series)

31.05.2021 WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and
PW4  stored  in  MO3  -  mobile  phone
proved by PW4
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Ext.P14 
(series)

03.06.2021 WhatsApp chats in between Vismaya and
PW4  stored  in  MO3  -  mobile  phone
proved by PW4

Ext.P15 18.06.2021 WhatsApp chat in between Vismaya and
PW4  stored  in  MO3  -  mobile  phone
proved by PW4

Ext.P16     ---- Pen drive produced by PW6 to show his
dealings with Vismaya proved by PW6

Ext.P16(a) 28.05.2021 Certificate  attached to  Ext.P16 u/s.  65B
of Indian Evidence Act proved by PW6

Ext.P17 28.08.2021 Kaichit  executed  by  PW6  on  receiving
the  interim  custody  of  his  laptop  and
mobile phone from which the contents of
Ext.P16 were taken proved by PW6

Ext.P18 24.06.2021 Seizure Mahazar of MO2 - mobile phone
proved by PW8

Ext.P19 25.08.2021 Scene  Mahazar  of  the  incident  dated
03.01.2021  proved by PW8

Ext.P20 03.07.2021 Kaichit  executed  by  PW9  on  receiving
the original of Ext.P21 Marriage Register
proved by PW9

Ext.P21 31.05.2020 Copy of Marriage Register 
proved by PW9

Ext.P22 21.06.2021 Portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of
PW11 proved by PW11
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Ext.P23 21.06.2021 Portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of
PW11   proved by PW11

Ext.P24 15.07.2021 Portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of
PW12  proved by PW12

Ext.P25 21.06.2021 Initial  assessment  of  Casualty  prepared
by PW13 proved by PW13

Ext.P26 30.06.2021 Extract of Marriage Register 
proved by PW14

Ext.P27 08.07.2021 R.C  particulars  of  Toyota  Yarris  car
proved by PW15

Ext.P28      --- True copy of the Account Opening Form
of  Vismaya  with  the  Federal  Bank Ltd,
Nilamel Branch proved by PW16

Ext.P29 02.08.2021 Statement of account of Vismaya in the
said account proved by PW16

Ext.P30  ---- Account Opening Form of CW2 with the
Federal  Bank  Ltd,  Nilamel  Branch
proved by PW16

Ext.P31 30.06.2021 Statement of account of CW2 in the said
account  proved by PW16

Ext.P32   --- True copy of Account Opening Form of
CW40  with  the  Federal  Bank  Ltd,
Nilamel Branch proved by PW16
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Ext.P33 14.07.2021 Statement of account of CW40 in the said
account  proved by PW16

Ext.P34 21.06.2021 Inquest Report proved by PW17

Ext.P35 25.06.2021 Portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of
PW18  proved by PW18

Ext.P36 03.01.2021 Accident-cum-Wound Certificate of CW2
proved by PW19 

Ext.P37 28.07.2021 Treatment  Summary  of  CW2  at  N.S.
Hospital, Kollam proved by PW20

Ext.P38 24.08.2021 Forensic  Science  Laboratory  Report
proved by PW22

Ext.P39 01.07.2021 Report  on  examination  of  scene  of
occurrence by PW23 proved by PW23

Ext.P40 24.06.2021 Portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of
PW24  proved by PW24

Ext.P41 12.01.2020 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form  proved by PW25

Ext.P42 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW25

Ext.P43 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding
Report proved by PW25
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Ext.P44 13.06.2017 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW25

Ext.P45 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW25

Ext.P46 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding
Report proved by PW25

Ext.P47 13.06.2017 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW25

Ext.P48 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW25

Ext.P49 22.07.2017 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW25

Ext.P50 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW25

Ext.P51 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding
Report proved by PW25

Ext.P52 22.07.2017 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW25

Ext.P53 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW25
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Ext.P54 11.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding
Report proved by PW25

Ext.P55 06.03.2021 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW26

Ext.P56 24.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW26

Ext.P57 06.06.2018 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW26

Ext.P58 24.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW26

Ext.P59 06.09.2017 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW26

Ext.P60 24.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW26

Ext.P61 22.06.2020 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW26

Ext.P62 24.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW26

Ext.P63 31.08.2021 Certified  copy  of  Caller  ID  Decoding
Report proved by PW26

Ext.P64 11.04.2017 Certified  copy  of  Customer  Application
Form proved by PW27
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Ext.P65 01.08.2020 Certified  copy  of  Call  Detail  Records
proved by PW27

Ext.P66 09.06.2020 Copy  of  request  for  allotment  of  Safe
Deposit Locker by the accused 
proved by PW28

Ext.P67 09.06.2020 Copy  of  Safe  Deposit  Locker  Key
Register proved by PW28

Ext.P68 09.06.2020 Copy  of  Safe  Deposit  Locker  Access
Register proved by PW28

Ext.P69 29.06.2020 Kaichit  executed by PW28 on receiving
the  originals  of  Exts.P66  to  P68
documents  proved by PW28

Ext.P70 12.07.2021 Plan  of  scene  of  occurrence  of  suicide
proved by PW29

Ext.P71 25.08.2021 Plan  of  scene  of  occurrence  of  the
incident dated 03.01.2021 
proved by PW30

Ext.P72 28.08.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  prepared  by  PW31 on
seizing the  laptop and mobile  phone  of
PW6  proved by PW31

Ext.P73 29.06.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  regarding  the  Toyota
Yarris Car prepared by PW32 
proved by PW32
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Ext.P74 10.07.2021 Search  List  prepared  by  PW33  on
conducting the search in the house of the
accused proved by PW33

Ext.P75 23.04.2021 Phone bills  seized at  the  time of  above
said search proved by PW33

Ext.P76   ---- Warranty  Card  of  the  mobile  phone
seized at  the  time of  above  said  search
proved by PW33

Ext.P77 21.06.2021 Report  given  to  the  Sub  Divisional
Magistrate,  Kollam  by  PW34  on
identifying the commission of offence 
proved by PW34

Ext.P78 21.06.2021 Report given to the jurisdictional Judicial
Magistrate  by  PW34  on  identifying  the
commission of offence proved by PW34

Ext.P79 21.06.2021 Report  given  by  PW34  before  the  Sub
Divisional Magistrate, Kollam to transfer
the  case  records  to  the  jurisdictional
Judicial Magistrate proved by PW34

Ext.P80 24.06.2021 Portion  of  the  161  Cr.P.C  statement  of
PW35 proved by PW35

Ext.P81 24.06.2021 Postmortem Report proved by PW36

Ext.P82 07.09.2021 Chemical Examination Report  
proved by PW36       
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Ext.P83 22.06.2021 Seizure Mahazar regarding mobile phone
of PW2 proved by PW37

Ext.P84 13.07.2021 Report  of  the  Scene  Visit  prepared  by
PW38 proved by PW38

Ext.P85 09.09.2021 Cyber Forensic Analysis Report 
proved by PW39

Ext.P85(a) 09.09.2021 Image of Facebook account details of the
phone  used  by  Vismaya,  wherein  it  is
shown that,  Facebook accounts  of  PW1
and others are blocked proved by PW39

Ext.P85(b) 09.09.2021 Printouts  of  the  messages  sent  by
Vismaya  to  PW24 retrieved  from  MO8
proved by PW39

Ext.P85(c) No such document marked

Ext.P85(d) No such document marked

Ext.P85(e) No such document marked

Ext.P85(f) No such document marked

Ext.P85(g) No such document marked

Ext.P85(h) --- Images  contained  in  page  No.  7  of
Annexure-II pen drive 
proved by PW39
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Ext.P85(i)  --- Images  contained  in  page  No.  7  of
Annexure-II pen drive 
proved by PW39

Ext.P85(j) --- Images  contained  in  page  No.  7  of
Annexure-II pen drive 
proved by PW39

Ext.P85(k) --- Images contained in page No. 8 of said
pen drive proved by PW39

Ext.P86 --- Pen drive in which the data from MO11-
mobile phone of the accused are copied
which is labelled as Annexure-I 
proved by PW39

Ext.P86(a) 20.06.2021 WhatsApp  messages  in  between  the
accused and Vismaya  on 20.06.2021,  at
14.59.25 hours proved by PW39

Ext.P86(b) 29.06.2021 Notification  in  MO8-mobile  phone  of
PW24  dated  29.06.2021  whereby
messages were deleted proved by PW39

Ext.P87 --- Pen drive in which the data from MO10-
mobile  phone  of  Vismaya  are  copied
labelled as Annexure-II proved by PW39

Ext.P87(a) 13.06.2021 Message in between Vismaya and PW24
at 11.05.50 hours on 13.06.2021 
proved by PW39
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Ext.P87(b) 13.06.2021 Message in between Vismaya and PW24
at 11.06.00  hours on 13.06.2021 
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(c) 13.06.2021 Message  in between Vismaya and PW24
at 11.07.47 hours on 13.06.2021 
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(d) 13.06.2021 Message  in between Vismaya and PW24
at 11.08.08 hours on 13.06.2021 
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(e) 13.06.2021 Message  in between Vismaya and PW24
at 11.08.34 hours on 13.06.2021 
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(f) 13.06.2021 Message  in between Vismaya and PW24
at 11.08.42 hours on 13.06.2021 
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(g) 20.06.2021 Message  in  between  Vismaya  and  the
accused at  14.59.24 hours  and 14.59.27
hours  on  20.06.2021  (very  same
messages  retrieved  from  the  phone  of
Vismaya  was  marked  as  Ext.P86(a)
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(h) 
(series, 11 Nos.

Emoji  files sent  in between the accused
and Vismaya proved by PW39

Ext.P87(i)  --- Soft  copies  of  images  in  Ext.P87
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(j) --- Screenshot  contained in  Q3 folder  of
Ext.P87-pen drive proved by PW39
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Ext.P87(k) 31.03.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 11.28.05 hours on 31.03.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(l) 31.03.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  20.15.30  hours  on
31.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(m) 02.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 09.11.28 hours on 02.04.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(n) 07.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  10.26.35  hours  on
07.04.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(o) 08.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  23.06.34  hours  on
08.04.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(p) 11.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 09.06.12 hours on 11.04.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(q) 14.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  10.23.06  hours  on
14.04.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P87(r) 18.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  17.05.35  hours  on
18.04.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P87(s) 21.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  08.47.30  hours  on
21.04.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(t) 26.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  19.03.06  hours  on
26.04.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(u) 02.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  17.06.19  hours  on
02.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(v) 04.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  12.40.39  hours  on
04.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(w) 05.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  10.31.57  hours  on
05.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(x) 06.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  10.29.46  hours  on
06.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(y) 07.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 11.59.48 hours on 07.05.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(z) 21.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  10.05.30  hours  on
21.05.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P87(aa) 24.05.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  06.52.22  hours  on
24.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ab) 02.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  15.45.04  hours  on
02.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ac) 04.06.2021 Recorded conversation at 06.49.22 hours
on 04.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ad) 04.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  10.16.20  hours  on
04.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ae) 07.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  06.59.35  hours  on
07.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(af) 11.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 10.36.53 hours on 11.06.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ag) 11.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 10.48.29 hours on 11.06.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ah) 11.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW3 at 11.15.26 hours on 11.06.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ai) 11.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya 
and PW3 at 15.01.30 hours on 11.06.2021
proved by PW39
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Ext.P87(aj) 13.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya 
and PW3 at 11.32.42 hours on 13.06.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ak) 13.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya 
and  PW3  at  12.13.16  hours  on
13.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(al) 13.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya 
and  PW3  at  13.15.21  hours  on
13.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(am) 14.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya 
and PW3 at 17.58.11 hours on 14.06.2021
proved by PW39

Ext.P87(an) 15.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya 
and  PW3  at  16.01.49  hours  on
15.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ao) 15.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  17.31.34  hours  on
15.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P87(ap) 19.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  13.43.38  hours  on
19.06.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P87(aq) 19.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  19.12.50  hours  on
19.06.2021  proved by PW39
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Ext.P87(ar) 20.06.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and  PW3  at  12.52.54  hours  on
20.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88 No such document marked 

Ext.P88(a) 06.05.2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and CW2 at  12.28.22 hours on
06.05.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(b) 06.05.2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  18.52.08 hours
on 06.05.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(c) 25.05.2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 14.21.45 hours on
25.05.2020  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(d) 09.06.2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and PW1 at  18.21.45  hours  on
09.06.2020  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(e) 29.08.2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and PW1 at  14.25.59  hours  on
29.08.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(f) 29.08-2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and PW1 at  14.43.25  hours  on
29.08.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(g) 29.08-2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW11 at 14.58.04 hours on
29.08.2020 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(h) 29.08-2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  PW1 at  15.11.23  hours  on
29.08.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(i) 29.08-2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Vismaya  at  15.09.11  hours
on 29.08.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(j) 29.08-2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW11 at 15.12.50 hours on
29.08.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(k) 29.08-2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and PW1 at  15.40.59  hours  on
29.08.2020 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(l) 31.12.2020 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  03.10.18 hours
on 31.12.2020  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(m) 02.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 18.33.38 hours on
02.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(n) 02.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 19.51.56 hours on
02.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(o) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  00.04.42 hours
on 03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(p) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and CW29 at 00.48.35 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(q) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW11 at 00.55.09 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(r) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW11 at 01.42.47 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(s) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between
policeman and PW35 at  04.08.52 hours
on 03.01.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(t) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 08.25.07 hours on
03.01.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(u) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW121 at 08.35.08 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(v) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 09.12.10 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(w) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW21 at 09.35.54 hours on
03.01.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(x) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW11 at 10.10.48 hours on
03.01.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(y) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW11 at 11.00.06 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(z) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW21 at 12.24.11 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(aa) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 12.19.17 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ab) 03.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 12.54.22 hours on
03.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ac) 04.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 22.55.40 hours on
04.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ad) 05.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW35 at 20.51.30 hours on
05.01.2021  proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ae) 06.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  22.40.47 hours
on 06.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(af) 11.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  09.28.03 hours
on 11.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ag) 11.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  09.31.20 hours
on 11.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ah) 11.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and PW3 at  13.31.51  hours  on
11.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ai) 11.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  13.35.54 hours
on 11.01.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(aj) 13.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW24 at 18.38.26 hours on
13.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ak) 17.01.2021 Recorded conversation between the PW1
and  PW11  at  07.48.51  hours  on
17.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(al) 17.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW10 at 21.25.04 hours on
17.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(am) 17.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  19.52.46 hours
on 17.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(an) 21.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Raji,  a  relative  of  the
accused at 11.30.55 hours on 21.01.2017
proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ao) 12.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  23.29.18 hours
on 12.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ap) 14.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW24 at 20.20.48 hours on
14.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(aq) 20.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  00.42.28 hours
on 20.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ar) 20.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  02.32.00 hours
on 20.02.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(as) 21.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  22.35.00 hours
on 21.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(at) 24.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Vismaya  at  11.14.38  hours
on 24.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(au) 24.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  15.35.41 hours
on 24.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(av) 24.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Vismaya  at  17.11.13  hours
on 24.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(aw) 24.02.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  17.14.31 hours
on 24.02.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ax) 16.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  08.28.53 hours
on 16.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ay) 16.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  12.21.39 hours
on 16.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(az) 16.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  19.03.34 hours
on 16.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ba) 16.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  22.17.37 hours
on 16.03.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(bb) 17.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  05.48.27 hours
on 17.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bc) 17.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
Vismaya and PW3 at 19.10.46 hours on
17.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bd) 30.03.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  18.45.07 hours
on 30.03.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(be) 18.04.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and PW12 at 19.18.28 hours on
18.04.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bf) 16.05.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Raji  at  10.51.05  hours  on
16.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bg) 31.05.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  12.41.55 hours
on 31.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bh) 01.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  23.31.16 hours
on 01.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bi) 02.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  19.02.49 hours
on 02.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bj) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  07.14.47 hours
on 04.06.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(bk) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  07.34.53 hours
on 04.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bl) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and Vismaya at 08.20.40  hours
on 04.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bm) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  13.42.25 hours
on 04.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bn) 04.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and Vismaya at 19.15.47  hours
on 04.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bo) 05.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  21.07.45 hours
on 05.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bp) 05.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  22.33.49 hours
on 05.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bq) 05.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  22.43.30 hours
on 05.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(br) 06.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  02.34.22 hours
on 06.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bs) 07.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Vismaya  at  11.10.09  hours
on 07.06.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(bt) 07.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  13.24.55 hours
on 07.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bu) 07.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  16.17.38 hours
on 07.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bv) 10.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  09.56.20 hours
on 10.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bw) 11.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  13.48.35 hours
on 11.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bx) 11.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  14.51.21 hours
on 11.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(by) 11.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  17.22.32 hours
on 11.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(bz) 14.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  09.23.57 hours
on 14.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ca) 14.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  12.57.25 hours
on 14.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(cb) 15.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused and Vismaya at 18.56.26  hours
on 15.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(cc) 16.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  13.27.46 hours
on 16.06.2021 proved by PW39
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Ext.P88(cd) 16.06.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and Vismaya  at  14.22.31 hours
on 16.06.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P88(ce) 11.01.2021 Recorded  conversation  between  the
accused  and  Vismaya  at  11.16.29  hours
on 11.01.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P89 09.09.2021 Cyber Forensic Analysis Report 
proved by PW39

Ext.P90 ---- Pen  drive  carrying  the  contents  of
MO3-mobile phone proved by PW39

Ext.P90(a) 31.05.2021 Recorded  conversation  between
Vismaya  and  PW4 at  11.39.52  hours
on 31.05.2021 proved by PW39

Ext.P90(b) ---- WhatsApp chat between Vismaya and
PW4 proved by PW39

Ext.P90(c) ---- Facebook  Messenger  chats  between
Vismaya and PW4 proved by PW39

Ext.P91 21.06.2021 First Information Report
proved by PW40

Ext.P92 21.06.2021 Scene  Mahazar  prepared  by  PW40
proved by PW40

Ext.P93 22.06.2021 Report  sent  to  the  jurisdictional
Magistrate  by  intimating  the  factum of
taking  over  the  responsibility  of
investigation by PW41  proved by PW41
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Ext.P94 22.06.2021 Report  furnished  to  the  Court  by
intimating  the  factum of  constituting  a
special investigation team 
proved by PW41

Ext.P95 22.06.2021 Arrest Memo proved by PW41

Ext.P95(a) 22.06.2021 Inspection Memo proved by PW41

Ext.P95(b) 22.06.2021 Custody Memo proved by PW41

Ext.P96 22.06.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  prepared after  opening
the  MO10  and  MO11  -  mobile  phones
proved by PW41

Ext.P96(a) 22.06.2021 Disclosure  statement  given  by  the
accused  to  open  the  number  lock  of
MO10 - mobile phone proved by PW41

Ext.P97 29.06.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  prepared  by  PW41 on
seizing  the  bank  records  produced  by
PW28  proved by PW41

Ext.P98 29.06.2021 Co-relation  Scene  Mahazar  prepared  by
PW41 proved by PW41

Ext.P99 29.06.2021 Observation Mahazar of ligature prepared
by PW41 proved by PW41

Ext.P100 02.07.2021 Seizure Mahazar of MO8 - mobile phone
 proved by PW41

Ext.P101 03.07.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  of  marriage  records
proved by PW41
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Ext.P102 06.07.2021 Observation Mahazar of MO4 and MO5 
proved by PW41

Ext.P103 27.05.2020 Document  relate  to  the  purchase  of
Toyota Yarris car proved by PW41

Ext.P103(a) 29.05.2020 Document  relate  to  the  purchase  of
Toyota Yarris car proved by PW41

Ext.P103(b) 28.05.2020 Document  relate  to  the  purchase  of
Toyota Yarris car proved by PW41

Ext.P103(c) 30.05.2020 Document  relate  to  the  purchase  of
Toyota Yarris car proved by PW41

Ext.P103(d) ---- Document  relate  to  the  purchase  of
Toyota Yarris car proved by PW41

Ext.P103(e) ----- Document  relate  to  the  purchase  of
Toyota Yarris car proved by PW41

Ext.P104 
(series)

08.07.2021 Property lists proved by PW41

Ext.P105 08.07.2021 Search  Warrant  issued  from  the  Court
proved by PW41

Ext.P106 ---- Photographs  taken at the time of inquest
and scene mahazar proved by PW41

Ext.P106(a) ----- Photographs  taken at the time of inquest
and scene mahazar proved by PW41
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Ext.P106(b) ----- Photographs  taken at the time of inquest
and scene mahazar proved by PW41

Ext.P106(c) ----- Photographs  taken at the time of inquest
and scene mahazar proved by PW41

Ext.P106(d) ----- Photographs  taken at the time of inquest
and scene mahazar proved by PW41

Ext.P107 15.07.2021 Certificate attached to Ext.P106 (series)-
photographs proved by PW41

Ext.P108 15.07.2021 Inventory prepared at the time of  taking
Ext.P106  (series)  -  photographs  into
custody  proved by PW41

Ext.P109 27.07.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  of  gold  ornaments
produced by PW1 proved by PW41

Ext.P110 11.07.2021 Inventory of Ext.P3(series) – bills 
proved by PW41

Ext.P111 04.08.2021 Seizure Mahazar of MO3 - mobile phone 
proved by PW41

Ext.P112 04.08.2021 Seizure  Mahazar  of  gold  ornaments
produced by PW11 proved by PW41

Ext.P113 03.09.2021 Report filed by PW41 to add more heads
of offence proved by PW41

Ext.P114 03.09.2021 Report filed by PW41 to add more heads
of offence proved by PW41
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Ext.P115 01.07.2021 Copy of forwarding note (Cyber F S L)   
proved by PW41

Ext.P115(a) 04.08.2021 Copy of forwarding note (Cyber F S L)    
proved by PW41

Ext.P116 27.07.2021 Copy of forwarding notes  
proved by PW41

Ext.P117 26.08.2021 Forensic  Science  Laboratory  Report
proved by PW41

Ext.P118 25.08.2021 Forensic  Science  Laboratory  Report
proved by PW41

Ext.P119 20.06.2021 General  Diary  Register  (true  form  of
Ext.D36) proved by PW41

Ext.P120 ---- DVD  of  C.C.T.V  footage  DVD  of
C.C.T.V footage proved by PW42

Ext.P120(a) ----- Certificate of Ext.P120 proved by PW42

Exhibits for Defence

Ext.D1 22.06.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW1  marked  at  the  time  of  his
examination  proved by PW1

Ext.D2 22.06.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW1  marked  at  the  time  of  his
examination  proved by PW1
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Ext.D3 22.06.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW1  marked  at  the  time  of  his
examination  proved by PW1

Ext.D4 22.06.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW1  marked  at  the  time  of  his
examination  proved by PW1

Ext.D5 22.06.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW1  marked  at  the  time  of  his
examination  proved by PW1

Ext.D6 21.06.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW1  marked  at  the  time  of  his
examination  proved by PW1

Ext.D7 10.09.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW3  marked  at  the  time  of  her
examination proved by PW3

Ext.D8 10.09.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW3  marked  at  the  time  of  her
examination proved by PW3

Ext.D9 10.09.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW3  marked  at  the  time  of  her
examination proved by PW3

Ext.D10 21.04.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D11 07.05.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D12 11.04.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3
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Ext.D13 31.03.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D14 07.04.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D15 21.05.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D16 14.04.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D17 09.04.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D18 19.06.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D19 15.06.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D20 31.03.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D21 08.04.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D22 11.06.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D23 11.06.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3

Ext.D24 14.06.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination proved by PW3
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Ext.D25 15.06.2021 Conversations  admitted  by  PW3  at  the
time of her examination  proved by PW3

Ext.D26 28.07.2021 Contradiction  statement  from  the  164
Cr.PC statement of PW4 proved by PW4

Ext.D27 10.09.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW5 proved by PW5

Ext.D28 10.09.2021 Case  Dairy  contradiction  statement  of
PW6 proved by PW6

Ext.D29 10.09.2021 Case  Dairy  contradiction  statement  of
PW6 proved by PW6

Ext.D30 12.07.2021 Case  Diary  contradiction  statement  of
PW7 proved by PW7

Ext.D31 19.04.2021 Recorded conversation between Vismaya
and PW2 proved by PW41

Ext.D32 ---- Computer  printout  of  the  alleged
Instagram account of PW1 marked at the
time of examination of DW1 
proved by DW1

Ext.D33 ---- Computer  printout  of  the  alleged
Instagram account of CW2 marked at the
time of examination of DW1 
proved by DW1

Ext.D34 ---- Computer  printout  of  an  alleged
photograph  tagged  in  the  Instagram
account  of  CW2 marked  at  the  time  of
examination of DW1 proved by DW1

Ext.D35 21.06.2021 Copy of manual General Diary 
proved by DW2
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Ext.D36 21.06.2021 Printout  of  General  Diary  Register
proved by DW2

Ext.D37 20.06.2021 Duty  Register  of  the  Police  Station,
Sooranad on 21.06.2021 and 20.06.2021
proved by DW2

Ext.D38 03.12.2018 Copy of General Diary produced in S.C.
No. 60/2019 of the Additional District and
Sessions Court-IV, Kollam and Ext.D39 is
the First Information Report in Crime No.
788/2021 of the Police Station, Sooranad
proved by DW2

Ext.D39 20.06.2021 Certified copy of F IR  No. 788/2021 of
Sooranadu Police Station proved by DW2

Court Exhibits : Nil

Witness for the Prosecution

PW1 : Thrivikraman Nair

PW2 : Dr. Revathy

PW3 : Sajitha V. Nair

PW4 : Vidhya Muraleedhar

PW5 : Shyla

PW6 : Nipin Niravath, Motivational Speaker

PW7 : Indira, Matron, Ladies Hostel

PW8 : Sabujan
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PW9 : Premachandran

PW10 : Radhakrishna Kurup

PW11 : Sadasivan Pillai

PW12 : Anilkumar

PW13 : Dr. Amal Yesodharan, CMO, 
Padmavathy Hospital

PW14 : Prabhakaran Pillai, Secretary, 
Grama Panchayath, Nilamel

PW15 : Suresh Kumar. B, Joint RTO, Kollam

PW16 : J. R. Rajesh, Manager, 
Federal Bank, Nilamel

PW17 : Nissam, Tahsildar, Kunnathoor

PW18 : S. Bindhu Kumari

PW19 : Dr. Fathima, Medical Officer,  
Taluk Hospital, Kadakkal.

PW20 : Dr. D. Sreekumar, Deputy Medical 
Superintendent, N. S. Hospital, Kollam

PW21 : Ajesh K.V, AMVI

PW22 : Sreevidhya K.V, 
Asst. Director (DNA), F S L
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PW23 : Dr. Sahra Mohammad, 
Asst. Director (Physics), F S L

PW24 : Keerthi

PW25 : Augustin Joseph, Nodal Officer, 
Vodafone Idea Ltd.

PW26 : Aji Sankar,  Nodal Officer, 
Reliance Jio.

PW27 : Sajeev. P.K,  Nodal Officer, B.S.N.L

PW28 : Raji. R. R,  Manager, SBI, Poruvazhi

PW29 : Jolly. P.K, Village Officer, Poruvazhi

PW30 : Krishna Kumar, Village Officer, 
Nilamel

PW31 : Chandramon, Grade Sub Inspector, 
Sooranadu

PW32 : Sreekumar, Sub Inspector of Police, 
Sasthamcotta

PW33 : Firoz,  Inspector of Police, Sooranadu

PW34 : Shyam, Inspector of Police, Sooranadu

PW35 : Mukesh. M. Nair

PW36 : Dr. Seena. M.M, Asst. Professor & 
Asst. Police Surgeon, Forensic 
Medicine.
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PW37 : Baiju. A, Inspector of Police, 
Sasthamcotta

PW38 : Dr. Sasikala, Professor & Head of 
Department of Forensic Medicine.

PW39 : Dr. Sunil. S.P, Joint Director, 
State F S L

PW40 : Manju V. Nair, Sub  Inspector of Police,
Sooranadu

PW41 : Rajkumar. P, Dy.SP, Sasthamcotta

PW42 : Robin. Y, IT Manager, 
Padmavathy Hospital

Witness for the defence

DW1 : Sreehari. H. Pillai

DW2 : Gireeshkumar, SHO, Sooranadu P S

Material Objects   

MO1 Mobile phone of PW2

MO2 Mobile phone of PW3

MO3 Mobile phone of PW4

MO4 Dress (T-shirt) of Vismaya

MO5 Dress (leggings) of Vismaya

MO6 Razor recovered from the scene of occurrence
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MO7 Razors recovered from the scene of occurrence

MO8 Mobile phone of PW24

MO9 Mobile phone cover recovered at the time of seizure
of the house of the accused

MO10 Mobile phone of Vismaya

MO11 Mobile phone of the accused

MO12 bath-towel - ligature material used for the 
commission of suicide

  

      Sd/-
Addl. Sessions Judge-I
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TABULAR FORM AS PER RULE 132 OF THE CRIMINAL RULES OF
PRACTICE

1.  Serial No. : SC.1231/2021                                    

2.   Name of Police Station &
                Crime No. of offence : Sooranadu Police Station                  

Cr. No. 791/2021
     DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCUSED

3. Name of  Accused : Kirankumar.S          

4. Father’s name : Sadasivan Pillai

5. Occupation : Govt. Servant (Under Dismissal)

    6. Residence    : Chandra Vilasam Veedu, 
Ambalathumbhagom,  
Poruvazhy Village, Kunnathoor.

7.  Age        : 30 years
DATES OF 

     8.  Occurrence : 21-06-2021

9.  Complaint : 21-06-2021

10. Apprehension : 22-06-2021
  

11. Release on bail : 03-03-2022

12. Commitment : 04-10-2021

13. Commencement of trial : 10-01-2022

14. Close of Trial : 23-04-2022

15. Sentence or Order : 24-05-2022

16. Service of copy of  judgment
       or  finding on accused :   24-05-2022                                        

17. Cause of delay : No delay

                               Sd/-                    
                           Sujith. K. N

     Addl. Sessions Judge-I
Typed by    : Rekha. K. Raj             
Compared by   : Bindhu. R


